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[Text]

ABSTRACT

Experimental results obtained from a 500 Hz, 750 Watt average
output power XeCl laser are presented. The dynamical behaviour of
the pulse energy and optical investigations of the discharge
volume pointed out the limits of the present design. There are
strong indications that acoustic perturbations currently prevent
the efficient operation of the module at repetition rates higher
than 500 Hz.
To pass the 1 kW-level, further improvements have to be done.
Increasing the discharge efficiency from 1.1 % to date will reduce
the creation of shock waves. An aerodynamical ly designed flow loop
will help to shift the ratio of fan power to excitation power
(currently 40 kW and 66 kW respectively) to more reasonable
values. The additional use of pulse compression techniques will
simplify the choice of adequate high voltage switching elements.
1. INTRODUCTION
Excimer lasers with very high average power are required in
the domain of industrial applications. In this field reliability
and durability are even more important than pure output power.
Therefore, only discharge pumped excimer lasers can be taken into
consideration for this purpose. While discharge pumped excimer
lasers in the 0.1 kW range are meanwhile state of the art, the
step into the 1 kW class necessitates a rather new technology.
This holds in particular with respect to the electrical circuit
including the high power switch, the preionization assembly and
the gas flow system.

2. HIGH POWER XeCI-LASER (750 WATT)
Research lasers with power levels of several hundred Watt have
been 1-4
built and operated at
different
locations
around
the
world . The high power XeCI laser at Lambda Physik is an
experimental setup especially tailored to get the gas flow speed
in the discharge region required for high repetition rate
operation (500 Hz).
In its final state the electrodes were 3.7 cm apart resulting
in a discharge volume of 0.73 litre, which was exchanged at a flow
speed up to 50 m/s. While pulse energies of 2.75 Joules could be
obtained in single shot experiments, the output characteristic at
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Fig.1. Power against repetition rate of the high power excimer
laser at Lambda Physik.
repetitive operation is shown in fig. 1. The discharge was
preionized by UV-light. The discharge circuit consisted of two
banks of storage capacitors (163 nF and 129 nF). After charging
both capacitors up to 32 kV, the polarity of the larger capacitor
was reversed with help of four thyratrons (EEV CX 1625) connected

in parallel and fired synchronously by an intense trigger pulse.
The thermal current through the high voltage switch determined the
number of thyratrons. After inversion, the electrical energy in
both capacitors
was
transferred
to the discharge capacitors
(120 nF) via a saturable magnetic switch.
Only gas mixtures of quite low HC1 content (typically 1 - 1.5
mbar) could be used. Otherwise exessive discharge instabilities
built up causing the output energy to drop. Therefore the
breakdown voltage had a value of 30 to 33 kV only at a total
pressure of the neon based gas mixture of 4.5 - 5 atmospheres.
This low value also resulted from the relatively long voltage rise
at the electrodes of 200 ns, mainly limited by the high
capacitance values in use.
The preionization was fed by a separate discharge loop
comprising an auxiliary capacitor of 19 nF, which was charged by
one of the main thyratrons. The variation of the preionization
parameters showed little effect on the performance of the laser
system.
The gas
1 cbm. Two
motors each.
seal between

tank made out of aluminium had a volume of more than
radial fans of 26 cm diameter were driven by 20 kW
Large sized magnetic couplings guaranteed a hermetic
gas tank and ambient air.

The design goal to get a gas flow system as compact as
possible had several drawbacks. First of all it is easy to
calculate that several times the kinetic energy of the laser gas
flowing each second across the discharge volume had to be dumped
into the fan driving motors. This indicates poor efficiency of the
gas conducting elements and especially large losses in all parts
of the flow system where the gas flow gets decelerated (low or
absent pressure recovery).
A
These
volume
can be

lamella type heat exchanger has been used in the setup.
components have good thermal transfer properties at low
but are hard to clean properly. Also a large amount of dust
trapped and eventually released by these modules.

Nevertheless, the gas flow system accomplished a clearing
ratio of 3 at 500 Hz as can be seen in fig. 2, where the discharge
induced turbulences in the laser gas flow were investigated by
measuring the undistorted transmission of a He-Ne laser beam
through a path parallel to the electrodes located midgap and 8 mm
downstream the discharge volume.
Therefore the deviation of the power curve in fig. 1 from a
straight line must be ascribed to a different mechanism than
insufficient gas flow. A closer look to fig. 2 reveals a small

baseline shift in transmission at higher repetition rates, which
is amplified by higher pump energy loadings as seen when varying
the charging . voltage. The settling time constant of this shift

stationary shock wave
other groups 4-8.

systems

agrees

with

experiments

these
done by

One of the most reasonable methods to suppress detrimental
acoustic turbulences is to increase the discharge efficiency
thereby lowering the pump energy responsible for the creation of
the shock waves. Unfortunately, discharge efficiency in the
current setup was quite low. Only 1.1 % of the energy stored in
the primary capacitors was converted to optical output. We believe
that this is mainly due to the very large head inductance
(approximately 25 nH) which resulted from the current return vanes
necessary in fast flow systems and conservatively large insulating
gaps between conducting elements
to prevent
breakdown and
flashover.
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Fig.2. Transmission of a He-Ne probe laser through the gas flow,
which becomes periodically disturbed by the laser
discharges. Left 23 kV, right 28 kV operating voltage.
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Evolution of the pulse energy after starting the laser at
500 Hz. Left 23 kV , right 28 kV operating voltage.

Meanwhile a number of studies have been pursued at Lambda
Physik to improve the overall performance of a high power excimer
laser to efficiency values around 2 percent and to extend its
output power into the kilo- and multikilowatt regime.
3.GAS-FLOW-SYSTEM
The next step in scaling the gas loop was to increase the gas
velocity between the electrodes by more than a factor of 3 to
150 m/s. Taking a cross section of 4 x 100 cm2, the kinetic energy
flowing each second across the electrodes is 270 kW. The only way
not to waste all this power is to design each component especially
in
the
high
speed
section
of
the
flow
loop
according
to
aerodynamical criteria and to add an efficient diffusor downstream
the discharge region, which converts kinetic energy of the gas
into static pressure. This diffusor is necessarily a long part
because only very small effective apex angles can be tolerated.
One possible geometric contour is outlined in fig. 4. Notice
that this machine gets nearly 6 m long!
Because of the high
aerodynamical
quality
of
the
flow
loop
around
100
kW
are
sufficient to power the fan, which in this case is a single stage
radial fan.
According to the material in use, ribs have to be welded to
the walls to get the necessary stiffness and to reduce the
material stress. We chose aluminium as base material. But also
nickel plated steel can be an attractive alternative with respect
to stiffness, weldability and costs.

As mentioned earlier, the heat exchanger should be selected
carefully. An ideal choice concerning cleanliness and corrosion
resistance would be a shell and tube type made out of steel,
nickel and copper-nickel alloy. Unfortunately such a part turns
out to be quite heavy (2700 kg, dry) bulky (1 m dia. 1 m long) and
expensive (200.000 DM) in our case. But there are fin type heat
exchangers with large and smooth lamella surfaces cooled by
stainless steel tubes, which can also be taken into account. Table
1 gives a summary of the expected costs of a gas flow loop as
presented.

discharge
chamber

heat exchanger
]

6 meter

Fig.4. Flow system for gas velocities up to 150 m/s,

radial fan, magnetic coupling,
motor, gas in- and outlet duct,
motor control unit

300.000 DM

knees, diffusor, nozzle

400.000 DM

heat exchanger

60.000 DM

compensator

40.000 DM

Table 1. expected costs of a 150 m/s gas flow system.

4.LASER HEAD DESIGN
The efficiency of the discharge mainly depends on the design
of the discharge head. We think that long lifetime operation of a
high repetition rate system can only be achieved with solid
electrodes. Mesh electrodes or thin aluminium electrodes as used
in "through the electrode" preionized systems suffer from field
inhomogenities
at
the
electrode
and
high
erosion
rate
respectively. As there is no way to locate an X-ray tube in the
gas flow, the only possible arrangement for an aerodynamically
"invisible" preionizer is as given in fig. 5. If the top electrode
is operated as cathode, part of the anode region is not properly
preionized as can be seen in the figure. Secondary emission of
soft X-rays is used for auxiliary illumination of the discharge
volume.
Most of the X-ray guns used for preionization are limited in
lifetime,
as far as reliable data are
repetition rate and
published. At Lambda Physik a hard sealed vacuum tube with a
powerful cathode has been developed and sucessfully applied to
excimer lasers. In a lifetime test nearly 1 billion shots have
been accumulated. But the maximum repetition rate is currently
limited to 500 Hz because of anode heating. To increase this
figure, further work has to be done.
A second way to
low drag coefficient,
is the positioning of
Particularly XeCl is
to the preionization
pulse energy systems
the preionization.

incorporate a simple preionizing system with
which will be investigated at Lambda Physik,
corona bars close to one or both electrodes.
known not to demand too severe requirements
density and timing. In the case of moderate
this could be a feasible method to integrate

current
return
vanes

X-ray source
Fig.5. Cross section of a low inductive discharge head with high
cross flow velocity.

To avoid losses in the gas flow, the current return vanes in
fig. 5 have to be air foil shaped with a length to thickness ratio
of at least 3 : 1.0f course the edge radii must be chosen so that
especially in upstream direction flashovers cannot occur to the
cathode. For similar reasons the field strength and field
direction along the insulator surface surrounding the cathode have
to be carefully controlled. Field shaping elements outside the gas
chamber can help to reduce the electric field to harmless levels7.
In designing cross sections of the kind given in fig. 5 numerical
methods become an inevitable tool. Fig. 6 gives potential
and
field contours as obtained by a finite element program8.

Fig.6. Electric potential and field contours in the discharge
geometry of fig.5.
The high pressure inside the gas tank normally will cause a
catastrophic deformation of the insulator in which the cathode is
embedded. Therefore, additional support structures are necessary.
They can be kept at ground potential and are ideally suited for
housing the discharge capacitors. Ceramic capacitors have a proven
reliability in this application. But one can also think about a
water capacitor, if it can be integrated in compact size at the
required capacitance (0.3...0.5 nF per cm discharge length).
According to our experience the discharge energy should be
offered at the maximum voltage compatible with
*
reliable operation of the discharge circuit and discharge
head
*
breakdown voltage of the gap (as determined by gas mixture,
gap distance and voltage rise).
This recipe keeps the specific capacitance of the discharge head
low thereby improving discharge speed and efficiency.

8

Fig.7. Discharge circuit for mu1tiki1owatt output.
5.DISCHARGE CIRCUIT
The key element, from which all consideration should proceed
when designing the discharge circuit, is the thyratron switching
the high voltage. According to experience it is a service part
which weares out after about 109 pulses. That is why simple and
versatile tubes should be used. A good candidate is for example a
5 inch, single grid thyratron. At high repetition rate operation
the maximum average current limits the ultimate repetition
frequency. Assuming 1 a LC inversion circuit with multistage
magnetic compression , the proposed values in fig. 7 will result
in 5 millicoulomb flowing through the switch each shot at 25 kV
charging voltage. With 8 Amp. maximum average current this allows
operation up to 1.6 kHz. At an overall efficiency of 2 % more than
2 kW would be emitted! The specified maximum thermal current of
the thyratron determines the necessary pulse compression ratio. In
the case of the HY 5 for example, the thermal current is 125 A at
maximum and can be computed from the square root of average
current times peak current. This limits the peak current to 2 kA.
Taking a sinusoidal current, the half periode of the current pulse
should last for at least 4 microseconds.
A double stage

compression circuit as shown in fig. 7 would be sufficient to
compress the pulse to a short enough value so that a high
overvoltage at the electrodes and a subsequent stable discharge
could be achieved.
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Evolution of thyratron current and voltages in the circuit
of fig.7. Charging voltage is 25 kV.

In fig. 8 a computer simulation of the circuit in fig. 7 is
presented. Lumped circuit elements are used as far as possible.
The discharge has been modelled in the following way:
*
a power law dependence controls the electron generation rate.
Data have been obtained in preionization triggered discharges,
where the time lag between preionizing pulse and breakdown was
measured
as a
function of
the reduced
electric field
strength9.
*
data on the mobility of electrons in neon have been taken from
With smaller adjustments, the breakdown voltage and the voltage
ringing are reproduced quite well by the computer model, so that
it can be favourably used to optimize the circuit. The percentage
of energy dumped into the discharge during the first half period
of the discharge current can be taken as a figure of merit. In the
case of fig. 8 this is more than 75 %, quite a good value having
all the electrical components of the circuit and the ill natured
characteristic of the discharge in mind.
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Magnetic compressors comprising tape wound cores are known to
be very resistent to a computational treatment. The saturation
wave theory 11.12 leads to an estimation of the core losses under
the assumption of a constant magnetic field path length throughout
the core. Recently we developed a continuum model 13 of this
theory
which
accurately
describes
the
current-voltage
characteristic and the dynamical saturation behaviour of toroidal
cores with arbitrary dimensions. In fig. 9 results of this study
are presented which refer to the first compression stage in
fig. 7. Outlined are in- and output voltage and losses in the
core, which add up to 1.9 Joule in this special case.
6. CONCLUSIONS
According to our experience two limitations will strongly
affect the development of excimer lasers having kilo- or
multikilowatt output power. As fan power scales like the third
power of gas speed, there will be a practical limit to the gas
velocity and hence to the repetition rate of the system. We think
that the system presented in this report is close to this limit
with 100 kW fan power and 150 m/s gas velocity. Acoustic
turbulences on the other hand can deteriorate the performance of
11

the laser before the above mentioned limit is reached. Criteria
for the occurence of this phenomenon are partly developed but can
hardly be used to make predictions in the design phase. One way to
go around the problem is to increase the discharge efficiency to
the utmost level. Dampers in the flow loop seem to have adverse
effects on the aerodynamical quality or on the long lifetime
capability of the system.
Known
techniques
in high
voltage circuitry should be
sufficient to extend the output power into the kilowatt region.
Thereby, magnetic pulse compression will help to make full use of
versatile
standard
thyratrons.
Computer
simulations
either
especially
developed
or
already
existing
for
different
applications turn out to be valuable tools in designing discharge
circuits and discharge geometries.
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ABSTRACT

High power operation of excimer lasers was investigated using UV-preionization schemes based on a
dielectric surface creeping discharge/The design and operation of the high average power excimer laser
systems are described. A large-aperture (10x7 cm2) XeCl laser with UV preionization can produce 10 J per
pulse at a repetition rate of up to 100 Hz. When aperture was decreased,the XeCl laser operated at repetition
rates of up to 500 Hz and could produced the average output power more than 600 W.
1 .INTRODUCTION
Excimer lasers are the most intense ultraviolet light sources available today and are used for scientific
and industrial applications. Now commercial lasers are capable of delivery of I50W and a number of
research teams study the possibilities to reach the lkW level. Average powers of 0,5 kW have been achieved
at the pulse repetition rate up to 1600 Hz2-3 . A maximum of average power 0,75 kW has been reported by
the Lambda Physik at 500 Hz1.
Within the Eureka cooperation a desing of 1 kW XeCl excimer laser system operating at a repetition
frequency of 1 kHz was described at the Netherlands Center for Laser Research4.
The potential application of high power excimer lasers have stimulated an interest in scaling laser
discharge systems to larger apertures and volumes/The research group at Siemens have created the XeCl
laser emitting 225 W at 100 Hz5 A 10-liter active volume laser device has been realized at the ENEA
Frascati Center,as a technical base for the high average power excimer laser6. The Spectra Technology.Inc
(STI) has designed a 20 J per pulse,50 Hz,lkW average power XeCl excimer laser7.
In the following, we describe some results, obtained at the Pulse Laser Systems Laboratory (PLSL) of the
Troitsk Kurchatov Recearch Institute.
2. PREIONIZATION OF A DISCHARGE VOLUME
In the most part of our experiments a high (about 109 cm"3 ) initial electron concentration was achieved
using a creeping discharge on the dielectric surface (CDDS) as a UV-source. The scheme of the CDDS is
14

shown in Fig.l. Attractive features of this preionizer used in our lasers are its simplicity, reliability, and ability
to provide the high energy output in both HC1 and F2 based gas mixtures.
We found the conditions necessary to cover all the dielectric surface area (up to 100x20 cm2) with plasma
and demonstrated that the creeping discharge remains uniform at repetition rate as high as 500 Hz . The
lifetime evaluation tests proved that the dielectric on a water-cooled substrate had no damage after 107
pulses at 100 Hz. Electron production rate at the level of 7xl017 cm"3 s"1 can be achieved in Ne at the
distance of 5 cm from the surface and energy input to the CDDS 30 mJ/cm2 in 100 ns.
Using this electrode system a few years ago we have created a single-pulse XeCl laser with the discharge
aperture 12x10 cm2 and output energy of 20 J8. In this laser the CDDS was used as a UV-source and placed
behind a grid electrode.The distribution of specific lasing output in the spacing between the electrodes for this
laser is plotted in Fig.2 .Curve 1 was obtained for the XeCl laser with a very low (10"3 J/cm2 )energy being
put in the creeping discharge. Curve 1 shows that no lasing occurs near the anode in this system . However, if
the energy input to the CDDS is sufficiently high (20 mJ/cm2 ),the XeCl laser output distribution is practically
uniform at the distance of 8 cm from the cathode (curve 2 in Fig.2). The lasing distribution is homogeneous
for both XeF and KrF lasers with electrodes situated 5 cm apart (curves 3 and 4 in Fig.2). Results
presented in Fig 4 demonstrate that "face to face" preionization from both cathode and anode sides would
result in a sufficiently uniform lasing at electrode distances in the range from 10 to 15 cm for XeCl, XeF or
KrF mixtures.
3.LASER DEVICE.
The PLSL have created several models of excimer lasers with different combinations of energy per pulse
and repetition rate based on a single type of a gas flow system.The family name of these models is
GEFEST.
Figure 3 presents a schematic drawing of the high-repetition rate excimer laser.The flow loop has the
volume of 1500 1 and pressure up to 4 atm. It contains 3 parallel axial fans providing the gas circulation flow
about 3 m3/s.The heat exchanger has a capacity of 100 kw and gives a relatively large pressure drop in the
flow loop.The flow loop has the window for X-rays. This give possibility to compare a character of X-ray and
UV preionization. Maximum of distance between the electrodes can be ~ 10 cm. In this case the gas
reaches the speed up to 30 m/s between the electrodes. Decreasing the distance between the electrodes allows
one to considerably increase the speed.
In our experiments we can change the active volume by the decreasing of the distance between the
electrodes or by changing electrode systems.
For an average distance between the electrodes 6 cm and active volume 6x3x80 cm3 we used an
excitation circuit based on LC-inversion with single-stage pulse compression ( model GEFEST-2). Four
commercially available thyratrones which work simultaneously were used as a commutator.The excitation
circuit contains capacitors of 4 different types Ca =100 nF, C2 =100 nF, C3 =60 nF, C4 =18 nF as shown
schematically in Fig 3.
Along with the described pulser (for a larger active volume)we have also developed another pulser,
based on a double Blumlein line and a low-inductance switch (model "GEFEST-3") This excitation circuit is
shown in Fig.4. The double pulse-forming line (DPFL) can consist of several identical units. Each of them
includes several high-voltage low-inductance oil capacitors contained within a single case. Operational
("shock") capacity of the unit is 28 nF,the wave resistance , 2 Ohm. The unit 0,3 m in length provides for
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electrical pulse width of 0,1 ms.The waveform of the pulse on the matching load is almost hat top. DPFL for
high-repetition-rate lasers with different aperture, includes 4 or 6 units with total resistance 0,5 or 0,33 Ohm,
respectively. Nominal charge voltage for the DPFL is 80 kV and the line is designed to operate at repetition
rates up to 300 Hz. The pulse charge of the capacitor C4 , shown in Fig.4, provides the creeping discharge and
this results in preionization of the discharge volume by UV radiation. The rail spark gap with 1 m
long electrodes and an autonomous gas flow is used as a switch in this pulser.
Unlike the models GEFEST-3 and GEFEST-2, in which we used UV preionization by the CDDS behind the
screen type electrode,.for a small distance between the electrodes (~3 cm) and small active volume (3x1x80
cm3 ) we used UV preionization by 2 rows of the sparks near the high-voltage solid electrode.The
dimensions of the discharge head in fig 3 gave possibility to use a 3-electrodes system in which the
ground electrode was one and the same for 2 active volumes (3x1x80 cm3 ). In this case two simple excitation
circuits (C-C transfer) were used.(model GEFEST-1)
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
A part of the experimental results have been presented in our preceding report8.
The measured power versus the repetition rate for various models of excimer lasers is shown in Fig.5.
Slope 1 was obtained with the XeCl laser of the model GEFEST-1 a few years ago9 . The output
power at 500 Hz was 420 w.
Slope 2 was obtained by the XeCl laser of the model GEFEST-2.In single shot operation the laser
delivered a pulse energy of 3 J at HCl:Xe:He=1:5:1000, pressure 4 bar, charging voltage 40 kV As shown in
Fig 5 the slope is linear up to repetition rate -160 Hz.The maximum output power at 300 Hz is 650
W,which corresponds to a 30% decrease in the pulse energy.
We have found out that there are two main causes for the discharge contraction in the high-repetitionrate regime: Llocal inhomogeneities of the energy input to a discharge resulting from gas density fluctuations
due to acoustic disturbances ; 2.1ocal overheating of some spots on the surface of electrodes and as a result
metal vaporization in the zones with an increased energy input during previous pulses.
Nevertheless we connect the non-linearity of slope 1 and 2 in Fig 5 after 250 Hz and 160 Hz also with a
disadvantage of the electrical power supply, used.
The excitation circuit similar to that presented in Fig.4 was used to pump XeCL lasers with UV
preionization by the CDDS with active volumes 7,8x6,4x75 cm3 =3.51,10.7x7.0x80 cm3 =5.6 1 and
12x8x68 cm3 =6.5 1. The output energy of these lasers was 7.6;10.2 and 16 J, respectively. The energy stored
in the line is converted into laser output energy with the efficiency 1-1.25%. The same type of the excitation
circuit was used for the XeCl laser with active volume 6x5x80 cm3 =2.4 l,but active volume was preionized
by X-rays. The X-ray preionizer had a field emission cathod and operated with high voltage pulse -120 kv.In
single shot operation this laser delivered a pulse energy of 5.2 J. This tentative result gives an impression
that the using of X-rays preionization as compared with UV preionization by the CDDS lead to no benefits
for achieving the highest output energy.
If we used the same active volume (-2.41), which was preionized by X-rays, but the excitation circuite
based on the L-C invertor with single stage pulse compression, the output energy was only 4.1 J.
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The XeCl laser with the active volume 5.6 1 and with UV preionization by the CDDS (model
GEFEST-3) was tested with repetition rate up to 100 Hz. The rail spark gap, as a switching element operated
reliable in the high repetition rate regime if pulse charging of the DPFL was used. The charging voltage
~80kv of the DPFL was reached by a electrical circuit contained a capacity , switched by multiple paralled
thyratrons , and a pulse transformer. The duration of the charging pulse ~ 10"5 s.
The average output power versus the repetition rate is plotted in Fig 5 for the XeCl laser of the model
GEFEST-3.
5. CONCLUSION.
Several models of high repetition rate high power XeCl excimer lasers with different combinations of
energy per pulse and repetition rate have been described.
The models use of a single type compact flow system. The model GEFEST -3 of the XeCl laser with
UV preonezation by a creeping discharge on the dielectric surface and the excitation circuit based on a
double-pulse forming line and a rail gap switch is capable to emit more than 10 J per pulse at the repetition
rate up to 100 Hz. Using of the excitation circuit based on the L-C- inventor and comercially available
thyratrons ( model GEFEST-2 ) allows to obtain 650 W.
Thus, the possibility of the
demonstrated.

creation

1 kW

excimer

laser

with energy per pulse up to 10 J was

Further work will be connected with achieving a reliable operation of all laser elements . We are
also planing to investigate KrF output parameters for the models GEFEST .We hope that the models
GEFEST can be used as a prototype for the development of commercial high power excimer lasers
for industrial applications.
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Design Considerations for High-Power Industrial Excimer Lasers
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Abstract:
The Siemens excimer laser is designed for industrial scale production
processes. Its unique features are liquid dielectric capacitors, sidewise x-ray preionization, efficient cross flow gas circulation and an
all metal/ceramic discharge head. All parts are integrated inside a
hermetically sealed pressure vessel.
Introduction:
Industrial scale production processes with excimer lasers demand degrees of reliability and reproducibility in performance, which surpass
the common demands in R & D labs by several orders of magnitude.
Since investment costs for the laser normally are only a fraction of
the total costs of the process, factors like MTBF, operating costs or
ease of serviceability play in most cases the dominant role for industrial lasers. Therefore these lasers constitute a great challenge
for laser development, which cannot be met by straightforward improvements to established technologies.
At Siemens we are developing industrial excimer lasers with high pulse
energy. These lasers are distinguished.by unique features, which take
into account the mandatory industrial requirements.
The Siemens Excimer Laser:
High pulse energy at good efficiency calls for a very fast, low inductance excitation circuit. This is realized in our laser by a compact
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PFN, using capacitors with a liquid dielectric. These capacitors, formed by parallel metal plates, can be tailored to the required capacity,
charging voltage and geometrical contours. The liquid dielectric (glycol/water mixture) offers the additional advantage of serving as cooling liquid for removing the lossrelated heat. This is of great importance at high average powers. Also the dielectric liquid is selfhealing. As opposed to ceramic capacitors a voltage breakdown in the capacitor does not lead to a catastrophic failure of the laser, with
sometimes considerable downtimes.
The fast excitation circuit of an excimer laser demands HV-switching
capabilities, which in most laser can only be barely met by the normally used thyratrons. Ware of thyratron is therefore a major cause
for excimer laser downtime. It also contributes substantially to its
operating costs. This is especially true, for high pulse energy and/or
high average power excimer lasers.
We addressed this problem, by using a spiker-sustainer circuit. A
thyratron is only required to generate a low energy ignition pulse.
The main discharge is switched by a saturable inductance. This magnetic switch is of the race-track type and made of amorphous metal
strips. It is integrated in the PFN and together with it immersed
into the dielectric liquid to provide efficient cooling. Since the
energy of the ignition pulse is only a fraction of the total discharge energy, the thyratron is operated well below its maximum
rating. Therefore thyratron lifetime constitutes no problem anymore.
The high pulse-to-pulse stability, which is mandatory for most industrial processes, requires a very homogeneous, reproducible preionization of the entire discharge volume. For large volumes, this
cannot be achieved with the standard UV preionization.
We are using high intensity x-ray bursts to preionize the laser
gas. The x-ray source is a pulsed low pressure, high current discharge, which produces by ion bombardment a shield of secondary
electrons impinging on a thin gold layer there generating the
x-rays. So far we have scaled this technique to repetition rates
> 250 Hz and electrode length up to 80 cm. The x-ray dose is extremely homogeneous over the entire discharge volume.
With this preionization, a very homogeneous large aperture laser
discharge can be operated very reliably. The observed fluctuations
of the pulse energy are well below 1 %.
An additional advantage of the homogenous, large aperture discharge
is the even distribution of the discharge current across a big surface on the electrodes. Consequently the current density on the
electrodes is low, therefore the erosion of the surface small.
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Furthermore the x-ray tube is located sidewise to the electrodes.
Since the x-radiation does not have to penetrate the electrodes,
there is no restriction in shape and material of these electrodes.
Solide nickel electrodes are used. In combination with the low
current density, these electrodes show an exceptionally long lifetime.
In the design of an industrial laser the gas flow has to be taken into account very carefully. All components such as the laser head,
heat exchanger, ducts, bends etc. have to be optimized with regard
to flow resistance. This is especially important for high repetition
rate operation.
The flow resistance increases proportional to the second power of the
gas velocity and the required compressor power in proportion to the
third power of the gas velocity. An unfavourable gas flow system will
therefore restrict the laser operating to low repetition rates. As
the most critical part of the gas flow system, we have developed a
laser head which combines low inductance - obligatory for high pulse
energy - with low flow resistance - obligatory for high repetition
rates.
Beside a flat ceramic plate, which seperates the dielectric filled
PFN from the discharge chamber, the laser head is all metal. No
plastic material is needed for HV-insulation. The current returns
are a multitude of blank wires optimized in respect to minimum inductance and flow resistance as well as to safe operation against creeping discharges.
Gas lifetime and window degradation are strongly susceptible to
gaseous impurities generated by chemical reactions of the laser gas
with elastomers, bearing lubricant and organic structural materials.
Care was taken to minimize these materials as far as possible. By
these means, gas costs and maintenance routines could be achieved,
which are quite acceptable to industrial production.
Industrial production environments impose stringent safety standards.
Therefore the corrosive, toxic laser gas should be contained in a
hermetically sealed pressure vessel. Our design takes care of this
requirement by integrating laser discharge unit, PFN, x-ray preionizer, blower and heat exchanger inside a stainless steel pressure
vessel.
Fig 1 shows a sectional drawing of the laser head.
The down-times for maintenance and repair are governed by the ease
of serviceability. Fig 2 shows the modular design of the laser.
Broken units can be pulled out of the laser very easily and replaced
by new ones. So the laser can be back into operation in a minimum
of time.
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The total laser system consists of three cabinets (Fig 3), the laser
unit itself, the highvoltage supply and the control rack. Command and
control of the laser are done by a PC installed in the control rack.
The remote control rack is connected to the laser by fiber optic
links.
We have operated lasers of the described concept with a variety of
emission parameters. With XeCl, average powers up to 300 W were
achieved. By varying the capacity of the PFN and adjusting the operating voltage, pulse energies in the range of 1,5 to 3 J were obtained with efficiencies > 2,0 %. The optical pulse width is in the
range of 80 - 200 ns depending on the charateristic data of the PFN.

SIEMENS

Fig. 1 Laser head
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SIEMENS

Fig. 2 High-Power-Excimer-Laser (service concept)
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- Fig. 3 Excimerlaser-System
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Parametric Study of Small-Volume Long-Pulse X-Ray Preionized XeCl Laser With
Double Discharge and Fast Magnetic Switch
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

An experimental parametric study of a small volume X-Ray preionized XeCl laser which uses
the double discharge (spiker-sustainer) principle and a new fast ferrite magnetic switch is presented.
This High efficiency discharge excitation system has allowed to achieve with a Ne/Xe/HCI mixture at
relatively low pressure (P=2,5 atm.), in a 50 cm3 active volume (25*2*1 cm3), an efficiency 3,2% in
energy and 4% in power at maximum with up to 140 mJ extracted optical energy in a 130 ns (FWHM)
laser pulse in switch mode. Focus is made on laser characteristics dependence with magnetic switch
and electrical circuit parameters, for switch mode. At the end, planned further studies of the present
advanced excitation system for conditions of very high PRF, in the frame of Eureka EU205 Eurolaser
program, are presented. The experimental part of these planned studies will be made with LUX very
high PRF high average power IMFM test-bed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Potential applications of high power pulsed ultraviolet lasers have recently stimulated
considerable interest in the scaling of excimer lasers to higher output energy, pulse length, pulse
repetition frequency (PRF), average laser power and efficiency1. Discharge pumped excimer lasers
are extensively used in various domains of scientific research and industrial processing. However, the
classical excitation schemes like C-L-C circuit limit laser emission to short pulses
(20-80 ns) and relatively low efficiency (< 2%). Recent developments of long pulse high efficiency self
sustained discharge excimer lasers provide a number of opportunities in terms of lower stress on
electrical components, lower heat and acoustic load by extracted photon, higher energy transmission
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capability through optical fiber, and better control of laser beam divergence, polarization and linewidth2. These developments have important issues on applications, notably for medical and doppler
laser radar. Several means to increase either pulse width or efficiency have been studied recently3,
namely control of discharge parameters with a classical C-L-C circuit, double discharge ( spikersustainer )4"10 and stabilization by segmented electrodes associated to resistors or inductors11.
However only very few parametric studies of these systems, particularly for small volume and high
PRF capabilities, appear in literature.
A program to extensively investigate the key parameters which may limit scaling of the XeCI
laser {\ = 308 nm) to very high average power (PplkW) and pulse rate frequency has been
undertaken at IMFM12"16. This program includes study of possible advanced excitation schemes in
order to increase whole system efficiency and laser pulse length and reduce acoustic load in active
volume.
This paper presents results of an experimental parametric study of a small volume X-Ray
preionized XeCI laser which uses the double discharge principle (spiker-sustainer)4 associated with
magnetic switching5"10,15,16 and a new fast ferrite magnetic switch with pulsed reset, allowing both
long pulse, high efficiency and high PRF capability. Focus is made, in the present paper, on laser
characteristics dependance with magnetic switch and electrical circuit parameters for switch mode.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
The electrical excitation system includes a preionization X-Ray gun energized by a 120 kV
pulse transformer15 and delivering 10 mRad X ray dose in a 200 ns (FWHM) pulse inside the
2 cm (H)*1 cm (W)*25 cm (L) laser head active volume, and an advanced electrical excitation system.
The double discharge excitation system consists in a fast high voltage and low energy spiker
and a high energy and low voltage sustainer transiently isolated by a fast ferrite magnetic switch.
The spiker is made of a 2.7 nF ceramic capacitor switched by a triggered spark gap and
charging up to 40 kV in 50 ns 4 TDK ceramic transfer capacitors of 2.2 nF total capacitance set in a
very low inductance loop between laser electrodes. The spiker is fired within 1 JUS after the sustainer
pulse forming line (PFL) has reached its maximum voltage. Time delay between spiker triggering and
x-ray gun pulsed voltage maximum can be varied from 0 to 1 ps by use of a delay generator.
The sustainer consists in a .6 ohm characteristic impedance double sided solid state PFL line
made, for each side, with 8 or 11 rows of 6 * 1.4 nF TDK ceramic capacitors (150-200 ns electrical
time). The PFL is pulse charged up to 10 kV in 4 /is through a thyratron.
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The magnetic switching device is made of several coaxial structures in parallel, each of them
comprising many low losses high frequency Ni-Zn ferrite tores (pf = 20-800) set in serie. Ferrites are
pulse reset between shots by a single turn auxiliary capacitor circuit delivering a current of 60
amperes during 10 ps, in order to minimize switch inductance for the needed magnetic surface. The
losses of this advanced magnetic switch are estimated to be less than 10% which allows a very high
pulse rate capability (> 1 kHz).
The magnetic switch is designed in order to automatically switch very rapidly (20-30 ns)
following magnetic material saturation at the time of maximum transfer capacitor voltage. Measured
currents through each of the switches set in parallel are equal within 10 %. A reverse polarity is used
between spiker and sustainer circuit (switch mode). A schematic diagram of laser electrical circuit is
shown on Fig. 1.
Various low losses flat multi-dielectric coated mirrors are used for the output coupler of the
stable optical resonator used which is set in direct contact with gas mixture to reduce losses. A 99%
Reflectivity rear mirror with 2 m radius centered at A=308 nm also set in direct contact with gas
mixture completes the resonator.
Various Ne/Xe/HCI gas mixtures prepared with an home made high purity gas manifold are
used. Safe working maximum gas pressure in laser cavity is 4 atmospheres.
Discharge currents are measured with home made calibrated Rogowski coils and Pierson fast current
transformers. Pulse voltages are measured with low impedance home made resistive voltage dividers.
Laser time variations are determined by use of a ITL TF1850UV vacuum photodiode with sapphire
window while a GENTECH ED500 Joulemeter is used for laser energy measurements. Signals are
recorded with an HP54112D four channels 400 MSa/s and an HP54502A two channels 400 MSa/s
digitizing oscilloscopes set in a screen room which are connected to a microcomputer, and
periferics.
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Fig.1 : Schematic diagram of laser electrical circuit with double discharge and magnetic switching
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A parametric study of the double discharge XeCI laser has been fulfilled with the above
described experimental apparatus. For this study the magnetic switch consists in two rows of N
ferrites (0jnt = 15 mm, 0ext = 25 mm, h= 10 mm), set in parallel (20 < N < 30). The total magnetic
surface of each row Sm is varied beetwen 10 and 15 cm2. The pulse reset current is equal to 60 A
(1000 A/m).
The magnetic switch was caracterized on laser electrical system, without preionization in order
to avoid breakdown in the range of voltages of this study (0-35 kV). The figure 2 shows the voltage
time variation measured between switch on electrode side and ground and the current through one
magnetic switch path.
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Fig. 2: typical waveforms of voltage on spiker transfer capacitors (4,7 KV/div) and current
through one magnetic switch (0.4 kA/div) for 26 H 20 ferrite torus. Time base is 50 ns/div.
Magnetic switch blocking time and peak voltage are indicated by AT and AV.
The electromagnetic field induced by the magnetic material depends on the law of induction
e = - S AB / dt for each path. S is the cross section area of the magnetic material and AB is the flux
density. A simple integration of this equation, with hypothesis of linear voltage time variation, gives:
At = 2 S AB / AV

On figure 3 are presented calculated and measured values of magnetic switch blocking time
AT for two different flux density swing in the case of 26 H 20 ferrite torus The solid line corresponds to
a maximum amplitude flux density swing (AB = 0.6 T) and the dashed one corresponds to a swing
from remanent field Br to saturation (AB = 0.45 T). Experimental data (filled triangles) are set between
these two boundaries. Measured blocking time is slightly lower than expected with pulsed reset.
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Schematic experimental waveforms of switch and discharge currents, electrodes voltage and
laser output oscilloscope traces are shown in Figure 4, for 35 kV spiker and 7 kV PFL voltages and
two magnetic switchs in parallel (N = 24). PFL electrical time is 150 ns and total capacitance is
134 nF. Gas mixture for this case is Ne/Xe/HCI (7950/75/10) at 2.5 atm. total pressure. A 60%
Transmission output mirror is used. Delay time between X-Ray gun and spiker triggering is
340 ns.Measured blocking and switching times of magnetic switch following spiker triggering are 50ns
and 25ns respectively. After spiker switching, electrodes voltage varies from - 8 kV (PFL charge
voltage) to 25 kV when breakdown occurs. Needed time to reach stationary conditions in term of
injected electrical energy is about 60ns showing that the remaining PFL circuit inductance after
switching is relatively high. Voltage waveform oscillations are strongly dependant of transfer capacitor
value and their amplitude is decreasing when lowering its value. Delay time between active medium
breakdown and beginning of laser emission is about 50 ns. Parts of this delay are attributed to current
rise time and intra-cavity laser field buildup. However a part of this delay time must be attributed to
magnetic switch behavior.
26H20
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Fig. 3: Calculated and
experimental
magnetic
switch
blocking
time
versus peak voltage ÄV.
lines
corresponds to
calculated values
(-- AB = 0.45 T)
(_ AB = 0.6T)
Triangles correspond to
experimental data.
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Figure 5 shows measured laser energy versus PFL charge voltage for two numbers of torus
(N=26 and 29). One observes that laser energy is always higher for a given charge voltage for N=26
and varies sligthly with ferrites number.
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Fig 5: Laser energy vs PFL charging voltage for two numbers of torus.
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Figure 6 shows measured maximum laser efficiency (W|/WppL) versus number of torus for
one row. Spiker and P.F.L voltage are optimized to obtain the maximum efficiency for each number
of torus. It is noteworthy that laser efficiency decreases when magnetic material surface increases.
This loss in efficiency is attributed to an increase of P.F.L switching time after spiker triggering. For a
relatively small number of torus (N < 27), the P.F.L. is rapidly switched and PFL energy is transfered
to the discharge before strong plasma recombinaison. When N is decreased below a threshold, laser
discharge instabilities appear. An increase of magnetic material surface leads to a late P.F.L
commutation. Time delay after spiker discharge breakdown is then important as well as plasma
recombinaison. In such case streamers are visibles in discharge.

Fig. 6: Double discharge XeCI
laser maximum efficiency for
different quantities of magnetic
material.
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Laser efficiency is observed to be strongly dependant with delay time between spiker and X
ray preionization for a given magnetic material in the switch. On fig 7 is shown laser energy
dependance with delay time beetwen X-Ray gun triggering and spiker peak voltage. Gun voltage rise
time is 300 ns while spiker transfer capacitor voltage rise time is 50 ns. Preionization density controls
breakdown voltage which decreases when delay time is increased for given spiker and sustainer
charge voltages. This laser efficiency dependance is attributed to variations of magnetic switch
blocking time with peak voltage.
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FIG. 7: Laser energy vs delay
time
between
Xray
gun
triggering and spiker peak
voltage for typical conditions
Ne/Xe/HCI (7950/75/10)
P= 2.3atm.,T,mirror = .40
O Vcp=6kV
•Vcp=7kV

Figures 8a and 8b represent typical experimental oscilloscope traces of voltage, current and
laser output for two different PFL capacitances (134 nF and 184 nF) and electrical time (150 ns and
200 ns). Stored energy (2.7 J) is the same for the two cases.

8a) 134 nF

8b) 184 nF

Fig.8: oscilloscope traces of voltage between laser electrodes (4.7 kV/div), current
through one switch path (800 A/div) and optical output (a.u.) for two PFL a) 134 nF
(150 ns electrical time) and b) 185 nF (200 ns electrical time). Time base is 50 ns/div.
Laser emission time duration is about 130 ns for the 150 ns electrical time PFL and 150 ns for
the 200 ns electrical time PFL.The laser pulse follows energy injection for the 150 ns electrical time
case, while it terminates before the end of energy injection for 200 ns. This result is attributed to a
discharge instability appearing in the 200 ns PFL case. The laser output energy per pulse is higher for
the first case (W| = 135 mJ) than for the second one (W| = 90 mJ), but it is noteworthy that present
conditions are not yet optimized in terms of output coupling, magnetic material and working pressure
for both cases and specialy for the second one (200 ns PFL electrical time). In ranges of pressure and
PFL voltage where laser efficiency is high, discharge, as observed visually through lucite laser head
side window, is very homogeneous.

4. CONCLUSION
An experimental parametric study of a small volume XeCI laser excited by a double discharge
circuit using an advanced magnetic switch has being made with focus on the effects of magnetic
switch characteristics on discharge electrical behavior and laser extracted energy. This laser has a
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very high pulse rate frequency capability (>1 kHz). An efficiency of 3,2 % in energy and 4% in power
at the maximum, with up to 140 mJ extracted optical energy in a 140 ns (FWHM) laser pulse length,
has been demonstrated with this small volume not optimized device. This study shows that a very fast
magnetic switch made of small commercial Ni/Zn ferrite torus associated with a pulsed reset allows
very good performance from a double discharge excitation XeCI excimer laser in terms of efficiency
and pulse length. It is shown that laser characteristics are relatively insensitive to the quantity of
magnetic material used for the switch in a range of more or less 10 % around an optimum value. The
study shows also an optimum for delay beetwen spiker and preionization wich is more critical than
with the C-L-C excitation scheme for the same specific electrical energy^'4).
This study will be pursued, including a parametric study of magnetic switch performances with
various magnetic materials and an increase of working pressure up to 4 atm. The use of thyratron,
associated to a fast inverting high voltage ferrite pulse transformer to charge the spiker transfer
capacitors for high PRF working condition in switch mode ,is also planned.
At the end, further studies of the present advanced excitation system are planned for
conditions of very high PRF, in the frame of EUREKA EU205 Eurolaser program. The experimental
part of these planned studies will be made with LUX very high PRF high average power IMFM laser
test-bed 12>13>14.
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ABSTRACT

A wide aperture, X-ray preionized discharge pumped XeCl laser, is described. The laser head is included in a
gas circulation loop. The X-ray generator is made of a secondary emission electron gun. The X-ray pulse duration is
400 ns (FWHM).
The laser energy (EL) and the average power are given as a function of various parameters: charging voltage
(V,), buffer gas pressure (P^, total capacitance (Cp), the interelectrode distance (d) and the repetition rate.
The laser discharge is driven by a classical LC-inversion circuit. The stored energy (E„) in the capacitor bank
is CjJfV, /2 and the efficiency is defined by EL/ES. Up to a repetition rate of 50 Hz, the laser energy per pulse remains
almost constant with low fluctuations. The best efficiency, for different pressures, is obtained for the same V /P, xd
value. The optimal buffer gas pressure decreases with an increase of the total capacitance.
More than 4.5 Joules per pulse, single shot, have been extracted from a 40x5.8x4 cm3 discharge (efficiency =
1 %). At a lower laser energy level (2.5 J) the maximum efficiency reaches 2.5 %. An average output power of
175 Watts has been obtained. With this device, good preliminary results on Kr/F2/Ne mixture are given.
l.INTRODUCTION
Several applications like photolithography, photoablation, photodeposition, contact cleaning, planarisation or
surface processing stimulate a great interest in development of excimer lasers. Small systems operating at high pulse
repetition rate1 and wide aperture X-ray preionized lasers of several liters active volume2 have been realized. We
present here an intermediate laser: 1 liter of active volume and a repetition rate of some tens of Hertz.
2.EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
The X-ray generator is made of a secondary emission electron gun as described previously3'4. The electron
gun is composed of a pulsed ions source and a cathode polarized up to -150 kV. The integrated X-ray dose, measured
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with a pen dosimeter, in the laser chamber, reached 20 mrad at -150 kV. An X-ray dose 5 times higher can be obtained simply by removing the extraction grid with deleterious consequence of an increase of the length and intensity
of the tail. The second configuration is used for present results. The X-ray pulse duration is about 400 ns (FWHM).
A classical LC-inversion circuit is employed (see figure 1). Electric energy is stored in two banks of ceramic
capacitors (Cj = C2). The total capacitance (Gj,) is adjusted from 143 nF to 454 nF. The laser discharge is triggered
by two parallel thyratrons. C2 is charged trough the inductance Ly The discharge voltage rise time is imposed by Cj
voltage inversion time. The charging voltage can be adjusted up to 50 kV. The active medium length is 40 cm and
three interelectrode distances are used: 4.2, 5 and 5.8 cm.
The laser chamber, made of Ni-coated aluminum, is included in a gas circulation loop and has been described
previously4'5. Two loops are tested: one with an important pressure drop due to a heat exchanger, the other one
without this pressure drop. The loop volume is 150 liters. The centrifugal fan motor is equipped with a frequency converter providing continuous regulation of the speed from 0 to 4800 rpm.
For XeCl laser, the laser optical cavity is made of a five meters radius multilayer dielectric mirror and an uncoated plane window separated by 70 cm. The mirrors diameter is 7 cm. The optimal partial pressure of gas mixture is,
in mbar, Xe/HCl/Ne : 30/4/PL (lOOOSP^OOO).
This setup is fitted by the following diagnostics: each thyratron current, discharge current, charging voltage,
gas pressure, transverse luminescence, laser energy and pulse duration, electron gun and ions source current and voltage, X-ray pulseshape. Thyratrons and discharge current probes are homemade.
3.RESULTS
A scheme of the LC-inversion circuit is presented in figure 1. The inductance value (Lx) of thyratron circuit is
obtained from the current oscillation time without laser discharge. Lx is equal to 175 nH. With a laser discharge, L2 is
approximately obtained from the laser discharge current oscillation time without taking into account the plasma resistance evolution. L2 increases with the interelectrode distance (d). At C-, = 286 nF and d = 5 cm, L2 is equal to 20
nH. At Cp = 454 nF and d = 5 cm, L2 is equal to 22 nH and at d = 5.8 cm L2 increases to 25 nH. Rp is thyratron
resistance and a part of thyratron circuit resistance. Rj and R2 are resistance losses of capacitors banks C, and C,. In
parallel of the present experimental results, a self consistent model of the laser including preionization, kinetics and
electrical circuit has been developed by J.Bretagne et al. From this model, Rj, R2 and RT are estimated to a few
hundred mJtt in order to reproduce experimental values of the thyratrons and discharge currents shown in figure 2.
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Fig.l: Schematic diagram of the L-C inversion circuit.
L:: thyratron circuit inductance; L2: discharge circuit
inductance; L3 = 38 n,H; RJ,: thyratron resistance; Rj
and R2 resistance losses; Ca = C2; PJ: current probes.

^800

Fig.2: Thyratron (top curve) and discharge current
waveforms. Gas mixture: Xe/HCl/Ne = 30/4/4000 mbar.
Cj. = 454 nF, d = 5 cm. Top and middle curves are at
20 kV charging voltage. Bottom curve is at 40 kV
charging voltage.

The thyratron current waveform is given at the top of the figure, the charging voltage is 20 kV. The gas mixture is the optimal one at 4 bar, Cp = 286 nF and d = 5 cm. The first hole is due to the laser discharge breakdown.
The maximum thyratron current increases linearly with the charging voltage from 8.5 kA at 20 kV to 23 kA at 50 kV.
The laser discharge current is given at 20 kV (middle curve) and 40 kV charging voltage (bottom curve). The discharge current rise time is about 80 ns. At 40 kV, breakdown delay time is lower than at 20 kV. The dependence of the
breakdown delay time versus the charging voltage is given in figure 3. When the charging voltage increases, the breakdown takes place before the C1 voltage total inversion.
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charging voltage with a square scale. The mixture is in
mbar: Kr/F^e = 50/2/4000.

Fig.3: Breakdown delay time versus charging voltage,
same gas mixture as in figure 2.

For KrF laser study, the same device is used. Only the optical laser cavity is changed. The cavity consists of
two multilayer dielectric plane mirrors with 99 % and 30 % reflectivities at 249 nm wavelength laser emission. The
mirrors diameter is 3.6 cm. The interelectrode distance is 5 cm and the unoptimized gas mixture is Kr/F2/Ne :
50/2/4000 mbar. Because of the small mirrors diameter compared to the active medium surface, the laser energy per
surface unit is presented in figure 4. These preliminary results, obtained with a long X-ray pulse duration and a slow
laser discharge voltage rise time are very promising. With a well passivated discharge chamber, large enough mirrors
and optimized gas mixture, better results will be obtained.
Figure 5 presents the laser energy per pulse as a function of the total capacitance for different charging voltage and at the optimal pressure. The interelectrode distance is 5 cm. The optimal pressure is the pressure for which
the laser energy, for a given charging voltage, is the best one. From 143 nF to 454 nF, the laser energy increases. The
efficiency corresponding to these laser energies is shown in figure 6. The best efficiency is obtained at a charging voltage of 20 kV, the laser energy is 1.6 J. With a total capacitance higher than 300 nF the efficiency decreases in all cases.
Meanwhile, to reach high energy per pulse, the efficiency is better working at low charging voltage and high total
capacitance.
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Fig.5: Laser energy versus the total capacitance for different charging voltage and at the optimal pressure,
(d = 5 cm).
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Fig.6: Efficiency corresponding to the laser energy
given in figure 5.

Figure 7 presents the laser energy per pulse as a function of the interelectrode distance for different charging
voltage and at the optimal pressure. The total capacitance is 454 nF. For large interelectrode distance, when the charging voltage is too small the energy deposition in the gas is not sufficient to permit a high inversion of population. Up to
20 kV charging voltage, a maximum of the laser energy is reached at an interelectrode distance lower than 5.8 cm. The
corresponding efficiency is shown in Figure 8. At 20 kV charging voltage, the efficincy reaches 2.5 % at an interelectrode distance of 5.8 cm and with total capacitance of 454 nF. This efficiency can be reached too, at an interelectrode distance of 5 cm and with total capacitance of 286 nF at the same charging voltage (see figure 6).
The optimal pressure is inversely proportional to the total capacitance and the interelectrode distance as
shown in figure 9 and figure 10 respectively. And referred to figure 5 and 7 the laser energy increases a lot when the
optimal pressure decreases slowly. Figure 11 and figure 12 show that the influence of pressure and the influence of the
interelectrode distance are in the same order for the laser energy per unit volume. Therefore, at a larger interelectrode distance, an higher laser energy is reached as already shown in figure 7. Probably, these results can be connected to the reduced electric field (E/N) but only the charging voltage is well-known.
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Fig.9: Optimal pressure versus the total capacitance
for different charging voltage (d = 5 cm).
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For last figures, the interelectrode is 5.8 cm, the pressure is 6 bar and the total capacitance is 454 nF. The
average power and the laser energy per pulse are given in figure 13. The charging voltage is 25 kV. Curves A correspond to a loop with an important pressure drop due to a heat exchanger. At 3000 rpm motor speed of the
centrifugal fan, the maximum gas flow velocity measured with a wind-gauge in the discharge region is about 6 m.s" .
The gas velocity is increased by two means: first reducing pressure drop (curve B) and second increasing the motor
speed up to 4800 rpm (curve C). In both cases, the increase of the gas flow velocity permits to reached an higher
average power with an higher repetition rate. At a charging voltage of 35 kV and at 4800 rpm motor speed the average
power reached 175 Watts at a repetition rate of 50 Hz as shown in figure 14. The efficiency is 0.65 %. The maximum
repetition rate is lower at 35 kV than at 25 kV.
4.CONCLUSION
In spite of a long X-ray pulse duration and a slow laser discharge voltage rise time, very promising preliminary results on KrF laser study have been obtained. For XeCl laser, maximum energy of 4.5 Joules per pulse single
shot with an efficiency of 1 % has been reached. The best efficiency is 2.5 % for 2.3 J laser energy. For a given charging voltage, even if the interelectrode distance is increased, the same efficiency can be reached, increasing the total
capacitance too. The best average power is 175 Watts with an efficiency of 0.65 %. At a lower average power (80
Watts at repetition rate of 30 Hz) the efficiency is 1.9 %. It appears possible to achieve a few hundred Watts with
good reliability.
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ABSTRACT

Increasing the interest in high power coherent u.v. light sources, the ENEA Frascati Centre is
developing 1 kW average power XeCl laser systems. In order to analyze the physical behaviour of
these sources, net gain measurements spatially and temporally resolved have been done on a large
volume prototype and compared with the results of a numerical 2-D simulation code.
1. GENERAL OVERVIEW
The ENEA Frascati Centre is involved in a European collaboration project (Eureka EU213)
for developing 1 kW average power excimer laser. In order to satisfy different applications
requirements, two approaches have been followed in this laboratory: 1) high energy per pulse (10
J); 2) high repetition rate (1 kHz).
As an intermediate step we have developed two x-ray preionized, discharge pumped XeCl
laser devices: a 101 active volume, 10 J/shot, 6 Hz and a 0.51,1 J/shot, 100 Hz systems h5. The main
parameters of the two laser sources as experimentally measured are reported in Table 1. Several
measurements have been devoted to a better understanding of the physical processes governing the
laser behaviour. In particular we investigated the growth of discharge instabilities in the large active
volume laser, where preionization disuniformity and streamers formation severely compromise the
discharge quality.
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Laser prototype

High energy per pulse

High repetition rate

Pumping schemes

a) spark-gap switched discharge
b) photoswitched discharge

spark-gap switched
discharge

Active volume

a) 10x10x100 cm3
b) 7x10x100 cm3

3x3x50 cm3

Flow mode

Longitudinal

Transverse

Min. clearing ratio

1.1

1.7

Max. output energy
(single shot)

a)HJ
b) 8J

0.8 J

Max. repetition rate

6 Hz

100 Hz

Max. average output
power

a) 30 W (at 5 Hz)
b) 40 W (at 6 Hz)

40 W (at 60 Hz)

Laser pulse duration
(FWHM)

100-270 ns (HC1 and total pressure 130 ns
dependent)

Maximum overall
efficiency

a) 1.1 %
b) 0.8 %

1.2%

Table 1. Main characteristics of the high energy per pulse and high repetition rate laser prototypes
To this end, here we present some recent results of time and space resolved net gain
measurements performed on our 101 active volume laser, operated with a phototriggered discharge.
The set of measurements has been performed in a wide range of working points, in order to investigate
the influence of the gas mixture components on the temporal and spatial stability of the discharge.
A simplified 2-D numerical model has been developed and its theoretical predictions are compared
with the experimental results.
7 aATN MFASI IREMFNTS AND NT TMFRTCAL CODE
In the experiment presented here, a 640 nF main capacitor bank is resonantly charged in ~ 1 \L s
and is directly connected to the discharge electrode. When the voltage approaches the breakdown
value, the x-ray pulse is fired and, through the avalanche multiplication of the generated electrons,
the main discharge is switched on. For further specifications refer to Refs.2,3,4. Fig.l shows the
spatial distribution of the x-ray dosage in the laser chamber in the direction perpendicular to both
the electric field and the optical axis.
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Fig.l. X-ray dosage distribution in the middle of the discharge region, in the direction perpendicular
to both the electric field and the optical axis.
Typical discharge voltage and current waveforms are shown in Fig.2a: secondary oscillations
of current and voltage are the effect of the mismatch between the very low laser cell impedance (<
0.1 n) and the pumping circuit one (/L/C ~ 0.3 D). Laser radiation is emitted (see Fig.2b) with a
pulse duration of 130 to 210 ns and a maximum output energy of 8 J only during the first half period
of the current.
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Fig.2. a) Discharge voltage V and current I, b) discharge voltage and laser intensity waveforms for
the photo-triggered operation. Hor. 500 ns/div; Ver. V : 10 kV/div, 1: 22 kA/div.
Fig.3 shows the experimental value of the laser pulse duration and output energy versus the
HC1 partial pressure using a plano-plano resonator. The behaviour of both the energy and the duration
are well explained and consistent with the following net gain measurements. Unless otherwise
specified, the used gas mixture composition was HCl/Xe/Ne = 0.66/4.4/1000, with a total absolute
pressure of 3 atm.
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Fig.3. Laser pulse duration (a) and output energy (b) vs HCI partial pressure.
Gain measurements spatially and temporally resolved have been performed using the 5 mm
diameter, 14 ns pulse duration (FWHM) mode selected output of an EMG 50 XeCl Lambda Physik
probe laser equipped with a positive branch unstable resonator. The measurements, integrated along
the optical axis, are resolved in both direction along (x-axis) and perpendicular (y-axis) to the electric
field.
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig.4: three vacuum photodiodes, PD1, PD2, PD3, are
used to monitor, respectively, the input laser probe pulse, the amplified one and the amplifier
fluorescence. The gain, obtained from the ratio between the PD1 and PD2 signals, is then normalized
according to the fluorescence intensity in order to remove effects of mixture deterioration during
the measurements. The zero of the time scale is referred to the start of the discharge current.
Fig.5a shows the net gain time evolution on the optical axis for different halogen
concentrations: as can be seen, the higher the HCI concentration, the shorter the gain risetime and
also the gain duration, and this result explains the behaviour of the laser output energy and pulse
duration of Fig.3. This effect is attributed to a faster growing of streamers in the electric discharge
for high HCI pressures 6>7. In fact, the experimental time evolution of the gain is shorter than that
predicted by a simplified 2-D (x,y) kinetic code, especially for high HCI concentration (see Fig.5b).
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Fig.4. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up used for the spatially and temporally resolved
net small signal gain measurements in the XeCl 101 laser. A = spatial filter, PD = photodiode,
L = lens,PH = pinhole.F = filter, r = reflectivity at 308 nm, MIX = electrical signal mixer.
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Fig.5. Net small signal gain temporal evolution on the optical axis for different HC1 partial pressures
(p Xe = 10 Torr, p = 3 atm), a) experimental data; b) numerical results from the simplified
theoretical model, solid line: p Hci = 0.5 Torr; dashed line: p HCI = 1-5 Torr; dotted line: p HCI
= 2.5 Torr.
The code is based on "a priori" solution of the Boltzmann equation with a reduced number of
considered species and in a given range of E/N. The values of the rate constants for the electronic
reactions are taken from the resulting look-up table and used to solve the set of equations relative
to the chemical reactions summarized in Table 2.
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The plane (x,y) perpendicular to the optical axis has been divided into 10x10 sections and the
kinetic equations are solved separately in each section. The input difference among the sections
consists only on a different value of preionization, according with the experimental distribution shown
in Fig.l along the y-axis and with a measured exponential decay with a characteristic length of 2.5
times the electrodes gap along the x-axis. The integration of the circuital equations is coupled with
this kinetic part through the electron number density and the discharge voltage and is the only link
among the different sections.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Xe + e->Xe+ + 2e
Xe + e->Xe* + e
Xe* + e->Xe + + 2e

Xe+ + Cr->XeCl*
XeCl* + hv-»XeCl + 2hv
XeCl* + Ne->XeCl + Ne
XeCl * + HC1(0) -»XeCl + HC1 (0)
XeCl* + Xe-»XeCl + Xe

7)
8)
9)
10)

HCl(0) + e-»H + Cr
HCl(0) + e->HCl(l) + e
HCl(l) + e-»H + Cl"

11)

Table 2. Theoretical model: considered chemical reactions.
The negative values of the gain shown in Fig.5a are a spurious effect of the measurement. In
fact at a given time the laser probe beam divergence is increased by the streamers growing in the
discharge, and, consequently, the spatial filter PH of Fig.4 cuts the deflected beam. Substituting this
spatial filter with photosensitive paper, a measurement of the laser spot size, i.e. divergence increase,
versus time has been done. It is significant that the divergence increases only in the direction y
perpendicular to the electric field, i.e. perpendicular to the streamer direction, as shown in Fig.6.
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Fig.6. Probe laser measured divergence along y direction vs. time.
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1200

Figs.7a,b show the net small signal gain spatial profile, respectively, parallel and perpendicular
to the electric field direction for different time values; Fig.7a leads to the conclusion that the gain
falls down sooner in the cathode sheath, where streamers start to grow; Fig.7b demonstrates that the
high gain region (and the discharge current) rises first in the middle of the discharge (where the
preionization is higher) but then propagates toward the edges, leaving a hole in the centre. This
phenomenon is also predicted by the numerical code (see Fig.8) and can be attributed to a faster
HC1 consumption in the central region.
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Finally, Figs.9a,b show the measured and computed time of maximum gain along the direction
perpendicular to the electric field; the behaviour of these curves is a direct consequence of the results
of Figs. 7b and 8, respectively.
t «„(ns)

ISO

3)

Y-DISTANCE (cm)

Fig.9. Time of maximum net gain vs. y-axis: a) experimental (x = 0), b) computed; pj^Q = 2.5 Torr.
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ABSTRACT

A complete model of long pulse X-ray preionised self-sustained discharge XeCl excimer laser has
been established for the case of excitation by an advanced electrical circuit associating a double discharge
(spiker/sustainer) and a fast low losses ferrite magnetic switch with pulsed reset. This model allows to
simulate one of the potential working conditions of the IMFM high average power very high repetition
rate LUX test-bed. The model, which considers Ne as buffer gas and HC1 as halogen donor, includes rate
equation for species with most recent available rate constant values, circuit equations with time dependant
ferrite inductance and plasma impedance and rate equation for laser emission taking into account
absorbtions. Modeling takes into account time delay beetwen spiker and sustainer, low value of sustainer
field and dynamics of magnetic switch. The model has been validated with a long pulse X-ray preionised
XeCl laser, with double discharge and magnetic switching, developped at IMFM, which as already allowed
to obtain over 3 % efficiency and 140 mJ extracted energy in 150 ns (FWHM) from a 50 cnT active
volume at 2.5 atm. pressure. Numerical results are in good agreement (within 30 %) with IMFM
experimental results. A parametric study of the XeCl laser with double discharge and fast magnetic switch
is presented as well as a comparison with both experiments and numerical results of excitation by a C-L-C
classical circuit for the same geometric and gas conditions and the same imput energy.
1. INTRODUCTION
Potential applications of high power pulsed ultraviolet lasers have recently stimulated considerable
interest in scaling excimer lasers to higher output energy, pulse length, pulse repetition frequency, average
laser power and efficiency. A program to extensively investigate key parameters which may limit scaling of
the XeCl laser ( \ = 308 nm) to very high average power (Pj > 1 kW) and PRF (1-5 kHz) has been
undertaken at IMFM1. This program includes study of possible advanced excitation schemes, compatibles
with high PRF, to increase whole system efficiency and laser pulse length and reduce acoustic load into
active volume It is noteworthy that an increase of laser pulse length provides a number of opportunities in
terms of lower stress on electrical components, high energy transmission capability through optical fiber,
and better control of laser beam divergence, polarization and linewidth .
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A complete model of long pulse X-ray preionised self-sustained discharge XeCl laser has been
established for the case of excitation by an advanced electrical circuit associating a double discharge
(spiker/sustainer) and a fast, low losses ferrite magnetic switch with pulsed reset. This excitation scheme
has already shown high capabilities in terms of laser efficiency and pulse length3 . This model is, to our
knowledge, the first to take into account the specificities of such a circuit: very fast high voltage spiker for
avalanche discharge, delay time beetwen spiker and sustainer, dynamics of magnetic switch saturated by
spiker and low value of sustainer field. The model simulates a long pulse X-ray preionised XeCl laser with
double discharge and magnetic switching developped at IMFM, which has already allowed to obtain over 3
% efficiency and 140 mJ extracted optical energy in 150 ns (FWHM) froma 50 cm3 active volume and an
Ne/Xe/HCl working mixture at relatively low pressure (P = 2.5 atm.)''8'" The aim of this paper is to
present briefly the IMFM model and to describe results of a parametric study of the XeCl laser with
double discharge and magnetic switch made with the model, as well as comparisons with both experiments
and results of a numerical modeling of excitation by a C-L-C classical circuit for the the same geometric
and gas conditions and the same imput energy.
2. MODEL STRUCTURE
The model, which considers Ne as the buffer gas and HC1 as the halogen donor is based on a
model developped at IMFM for the case of classical C-L-C excitation1"'11. This model has been modified
to take into account both specificities of double discharge and fast magnetic swiching and most recent rate
constants available. The model organization is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
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The IMFM model includes kinetics rate equation, circuit equations, magnetic switch inductance
equation, and equation for laser emission ' :
(A) the rate equation for 23 species takes into account 72 reactions, with the most recent values of
rate constants14'15, including Xe2Cl and HCl(v= 1 and ,2) formation and XeCl (B-X) stimulated emission
and absorbtion cross sections at laser wavelength. XeCl B and C states are considered as instantaneously
mixed by collisions and lower laser level is always empty. The most important kinetic reactions used in the
model are shown in Fig. 2
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Pumping

>

Fig. 2. Most important kinetic reactions
used in the model

(B) the circuit equations include time dependant plasma impedance and magnetic switch
inductance. Plasma impedance is Rg= D/(q*A*E*Ne) where D and A are inter-electrode distance and
electrode surface respectively and Ne is electron density. The discharge is considered to remain always
homogeneous (no instability). Spiker circuit is a C-L-C circuit with transfer capacitors while, for sustainer,
a pulse forming network (PFL) is considered. Fig 3 shows a scheme of the double discharge circuit taken
into account in the model. On Fig 3 are shown the values of the different electrical parameters taken into
account in the model. Theses values correspond to the experimental study made in parallel at IMFM°> .
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Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of double discharge XeCl apparatus
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The electrical circuit equations introduced in the model, with the various pararameters as indicated on
fig.3, are detailled as following:
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(C) the magnetic switch inductance equation includes saturation time behavior (saturation wave)
of pulse reset several coaxial structures in parallel, each of them comprising many low losses high
frequency Ni/Zn ferrite torus. B-H Hysteresis curve as shown on fig 4 is considered in the model15

PQ

AB

1

n

Fig. 4. ferrite hysteresis curve taken into account in model
From electromagnetic conservation flux, time dependant magnetic switch inductance Ls(t)
relationship introduced in model is:

Ls(t)=W)N^( iv Log R,/Psat(t)f^r Log Rsat(t)/R0)/2«
where Rsal(t) = ls(0/2nHsat
Assumption is made of very soft magnetic material (Hc_erc < 10A/cm). Geometric and magnetic
characteristics of ferrites used in this study (H20 ferrite torus From THOMSON-LCC) are presented on
Table 1.
"coer = 0,8 A/cm
^sat = 1,6 A/cm
= 250
H

Bsat = 0,3 T
Nt = 1 turn

R0 = 0,75 cm
R, = 1,25cm
4>

= 1 cm

Table 1 characteristics of Ni/Zn magnetic switch ferrite torus
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(D) rate equation for laser emission (photon equation) includes absorbtion by various species
created in active medium by the discharge .
Coupling betwen these equations is made through step by step calculations of electron-heavy
particules rate constant time variation following electric field time variation and effects of these variations
on electric field value through variation of plasma resistance. Solution of Boltzman equation as given by
recent litterature is used for rate constant calculation17 . The coupled non linear differential equations
are solved numerically using Runge-kutta method modified by Gill.
3. RESULTS OF THE MODEL AND COMPARISON WITH IMFM EXPERIMENTS
A parametric study of XeCl laser behavior was made by use of the IMFM numerical code. This
study allowed for effects of key reaction rate constants and optical cavity characteristics on electrical
parameters and laser output. In order to validate themodel with experiments, conditions coresponding to
experiments fullfilled in parallel in the laboratory8'9 have been chosen. The electrical parameters are
given in Fig. 3. Active medium is Ne/Xe/HCL (7950/75/10) at a pressure of 2.3 atm. and the spiker
charging voltage is 30 KV. Active volume is 25 (L)*2(H)*1(W) cm . The optical cavity is considered to
connect a fully reflective mirror and a 60 % reflective mirror at X = 308 nm
In Fig. 5 are shown calculated and experimental waveforms representing : (a) time variation of
magnetic switch voltage, (b) current through the switch and (c) laser emission for a sustainer voltage of 7
KV and a magnetic switch made of two coaxial structures in parallel''8' . Voltage, current and laser
oscillations are attributed to repeated spiker transfer capacitor charges and discharges, while shorter
measured laser pulse duration compared to calculated one is attributed to discharge instability. Fig 6
represents calculated and measured laser energy verus PFL voltage for the same conditions. Comparison
beetwen numerical modeling and experimental results from IMFM experiments shows a very good
quantitative agreement for electrical parameters behavior as well as for XeCl laser power and energy for
various conditions. The model simulates very well the delay beetwen spiker and sustainer, (i.e. the
dynamics of ferrite magnetic switch saturation by the spiker), as well as the delay to reach threshold for
lasing and laser pulse length. Difference beetwen computed and mesured values of laser output energy is
typically 30 % .
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Fig. 5. Calculated and experimental time
variation of:
a) laser electrodes voltage
b) current (1 switch path)
c) laser output
Ne/Xe/HCl (7950/75/10), P=2,3atm,
VpFL=7KV
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Fig. 6. Calculated and measured XeCl laser energy v.s. sustainer voltage
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As an exemple of active medium internal parameters behavior given by the model, Fig. 7 shows
calculated electron density versus time for several sets of torus in serie inside each of the two coaxial
magnetic switch structures. The sustainer PFL voltage is 7.2 kV and the conditions are otherwise the same
as in Fig 5 and 6. One observes a first electron density peak of short duration (20-30 ns FWHM), created
by the spiker discharge. This first electron density pulse is followed by a second one of much longer
duration (Ne= 4 10
cm" , 200-250 ns FWHM) created by the main discharge from PFL after magnetic
switch saturation. It is noteworthy that electron density behavior is strongly dependent of ferrite torus
number (i.e. time needed for magnetic switch saturation). For the case of long saturation time (high
number of ferrites in serie), the first electron density pulse reachs its maximum value (Ne= 4 10 cm ),
but the main electron density pulse peaks only at a low value due to plasma recombinaison during the
relatively long time needed for switch saturation and low value of main discharge electric field. In this case
plasma impedance remains relatively high and gain during main discharge excitation is reduced. At the
opposite when magnetic switch saturation time is very short an important part of spiker energy flows into
the PFL before or during breakdown and the electron density created by the spiker is lower. For this case
the discharge initiated by the speaker may be poorly homogeneous and the IMFM model which assumes
homogenous excitation is not valid anymore. There exists an optimum for the number of ferrites in order
to extract the maximum of energy from active medium.

1100

1200

1300

1400

t(ns)
Fig. 7. calculated electron density v.s. time for several numbers N of ferrite torus in serie
Ne/Xe/HCl (7950/75/10), P= 2,3 aim., VpFL= 7,2 kV, N= 20, 24, 26 and 28 torus for each row
In Fig. 8 is shown the calculated variation of laser energy with number of ferrites in each of the two
magnetic switch rows for typical conditions. One observes that the optimum value , for the conditions of
the figure 8, is 24-26 ferrite torus for each of the two parallel rows, value in good agreement with the
results of fig 7 for electron density time behaviour.
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Fig. 8. laser energy v.s. number of ferrite torus; Vpp^= 7,2 kV
A comparison of calculated laser power and gain for double discharge and C-L-C discharge
excitation ™ ™ ^ sj10wn -m pjg g for the same geometric and gas conditions and the same imput energy
(Wej = 6,8 joules). One observes that for C-L-C excitation the initial gain is much higher and of much
shorter duration than for double discharge. Laser pulse is very short (40 ns to be compared to 200 ns for
double discharge excitation) and does not reach stationnary conditions. It is important to note that
electrical energy added to active medium is typically 50 % of stored energy for the C-L-C case and 85 %
for the double discharge case.
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4.CONCLUSION
A complete model of long pulse high efficiency XeCl laser with double discharge and fast ferrite
magnetic switch with pulsed reset has been established, which takes into account most recent rate
constants available, magnetic switch saturation by the spiker and time variing plasma impedance. A
parametric study of XeCl laser behavior was made by use of the IMFM numerical code. This study
allowed for effects of key reaction rate constants, magnetic switch dynamics, and optical cavity
characteristics, on electrical parameters and laser output. In order to validate the model with experiments,
conditions corresponding to experiments fulfilled in parallel in the laboratory were chosen.
Comparison beetwen numerical modeling and experimental results from IMFM experiments made
at relatively low pressure and small gain length conditions shows a very good quantitative agreement for
electrical parameters behavior as well as for XeCl laser power and energy for various conditions. It is
noteworthy that the model, which does not take into account discharge instabilities, simulates very well the
delay beetwen spiker and sustainer and its dependance with the number or ferrite torus as well as delay to
reach threshold for lasing and laser pulse length for IMFM conditions. Difference beetwen computed and
mesured values of laser output energy and pulse length is typically less than 30 %. This model shows
importance of delay beetwen spiker and sustainer on laser energy, benefit of short delay and so interest of
very fast switch associated with spiker and sustainer of opposite polarity. A comparison was made beetwen
results of the double discharge excitation model and results of a C-L-C excitation model developped at
IMFM. This comparaison allowed to characterize the main differences beetwen the two types of
excitation. Good agreement betwen results of modeling and experiments shows that increased
understanding of phenomena involved in this promising long pulse and high efficiency excimer laser with
double discharge excitation and fast magnetic switch has been reached and that realistic self consistant
model has been established.
Future work on avalanche discharge discharge XeCl laser modeling at IMFM is planned in the
frame of EUREKA EU 205 program (Eurolaser-excimer lasers), with the aim to optimize such a laser in
terms of energy per pulse, pulse length and efficiency. For this aim, a detailled comparison beetwen
double discharge with fast magnetic switch and classical C-L-C circuits for various conditions will be
pursued. The general objective is to use the high laser efficiency allowed by the double discharge excitation
scheme to increase average power and repetition rate of XeCl laser while maintening the advantage of
long laser pulse length specific of this type of excitation. Such a study is planned on LUX test-bed1 for
conditions of very high average power (Pj = 100-1000 W) and repetition rate ( > lkhz)
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ABSTRACT

The following contribution consists of two parts. The first part represents theoretical investigations on
the propagation and reflection of shock waves and the corresponding density perturbations which have
been performed using a two-dimensional unsteady finite-difference method. The influence of electrode
or mirror mounting design on the reflection of shock waves and the resulting density distribution is
shown. It was found, that in modifying the design the local distribution of pressure and density in the
laser gas can be influenced, but that the decay rate of the perturbations is not affected. The effect of
helium used as a major gas component instead of neon is also briefly discussed.
The second part describes the experimental setup to generate and investigate shock waves. In a special
piston driven shock channel of rectangular cross-section remarkably good shock waves have been
produced with regard to both the rise time and the evenness of the shock front. Interferometric
observations of density variations Ap/p as low as the order of 10^ are possible. Some results of
attenuating shock waves with a simple muffler design will be presented.
1 INTRODUCTION
In pulsed gas flow lasers the sudden heat release during the laser pulse generates pressure waves and
density perturbations which lead to a deterioration of both the discharge homogeneity and the beam
quality. High pulse energy and a high repetition rate can only be achieved with a very homogenious
discharge. Therefore the density fluctuations Ap/p in the laser cavity should decrease to the order of 103
to lfr4 before the next lasing pulse can be generated1.
To understand the formation and propagation of pressure waves, especially the reflection and diffraction
at the walls of the laser head - including electrodes and mirrors -, several theoretical investigations with
a two-dimensional, time dependent finite-difference scheme have been carried out over the last years 2 3 4.
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In this contribution the influence of different geometric designs of the laser electrodes, or mirrors,
respectivly, on the attenuation of shock waves is investigated. This is done by reducing and simplifying
the geometry of either component to a wall contour that is of common design.
In order to accelerate the attenuation of shock waves it is necessary to use muffling elements. The design
and structure of the mufflers themselves and the quality of the muffling materials have to be obtained
experimentally. For this purpose a special piston driven shock tube of rectangular cross-section of 50
x 500 mm2 has been designed and constructed. Using this test bed shock waves can be produced with
good quality regarding both the rise time and the evenness of the shock front. It allows interferometric
observations of density variations A p/p as low as the order of lfr4. The absorbing material can be placed
directly into the channel to be struck frontally by the shock wave or can be deposited in sidewall
mufflers at the upper and lower sidewalls. It is also possible to attach further flow loop elements to the
end of the channel, as e.g. elbows.
2. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
2.1 Geometrical Model
The effect of the electrode design on the propagation and reflection of shock waves induced by the laser
discharge has been investigated with models of different geometries. In Fig. 1 the model of the laser
cavity with the two projecting electrodes is shown. The projecting walls can also be considered as
mirrors. Only the hatched area is calculated in order to reduce computing time and memory. The
restriction to consider only one quarter of the cavity is permissible if there is no base flow. As the
propagation of the shocks is symmetric to the axes shown in Fig. 1, without a base flow it is only
necessary to consider a quarter of the cavity. The base flow has been neglected to clarify the basic
phenomena that occur at the reflection of shock waves at bent walls.
configuration
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^

Fig. 1: Model of the laser cavity.
Only the hatched area
is calculated.
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The physical properties of the laser gas as used in the present calculations are as follows: Gas
composition: Ne/HCl/Xe = 99,4/0,1/0,5 %, gas pressure p0 = 4000 hPa, temperature T0 = 300 K,
initial increase of pressure Ap = 200 hPa and temperature AT = 15 K, no base flow. The initial
increase of pressure and temperature corresponds to a short laser pulse with a pulse length of typically
50 ns and an energy input of about 30 J/l.
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2.2 Fonnation and Propagation of Shock Waves
2.2.1 Shock waves propagating parallel to the duct wall
r 10 mm
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~*H 20 nn
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n

Fig. 2: A uniform energy input between the electrodes (hatched
area) produces a shock, that propagates from the edge of
the input zone to the right.

1

0

A uniform energy input between the electrodes produces shock
waves, which begin to propagate at the edge of the input zone and
travel up and downstream, i.e. to the right in Fig. 2. When the curvature of the wall is reached, the
shock will have to undergo an expansion of the cross sectional area. This in turn gives rise to a
rarefaction beginning at that point.
In Fig. 3 the resulting pressure distribution in this geometry is shown at different time steps. After 40
ps the shock wave reaches the wall curvature. The rarefaction generated at this corner leads to a pressure
reduction in the vicinity. In the third picture taken at 80 /xs the rarefaction travelling from the opposite
side of the energy input zone has penetrated the area of calculation. The shock wave propagating outside
the laser cavity (i.e. to the left in these graphs) has lost some of its initial stength due to the increase
of the cross sectional area. The step in the wall acts similar to a diffusor, where the shock intensity
decreases according to the ratio of the cross sectional areas. Here the shock intensity reduces from
Ap« 100 hPa between the electrodes to Ap«60 hPa outside the cavity.
Inside the shock, that has the spatial dimensions of the energy input zone (a length of 40 mm in this
case), the pressure level is nonuniform due to the influence of the curve. The perturbations arising from
the curvature are reflected between the walls of the laser channel and lead to overall slight discontinuities
in the gas.
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Fig. 3: Graphs of the pressure distribution in the configuration of Fig. 2 at different time steps.
2.2.2 Shock waves propagating perpendicular to the duct wall
The propagation of shocks perpendicular against the wall and the following reflection is of particular
interest when it is taken into account that the geometry shown in Fig. 1 cannot only be considered as
electrodes projecting into the laser cavity, but also e.g. as mirrors with their mountings. The
impingement of the wall design on the reflection of the shock wave is investigated in this section. In Fig.
4 the configuration is shown. A shock propagating mainly in the direction of the y-axis is produced by
an energy input in the hatched area. This geometry is compared to the reflection of the same shock wave
at a plain, straight wall (Figs. 5 and 6).
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Fig. 4: Simulation of a shock wave propagating mainly in the
direction of the y-axis towards a bended wall. This wall
can be considered e.g. as electrode or as mirror mounting. The shock wave is created by energy input in the
hatched area. The curves in Figs. 6 ,8, and 9 refer to the
points A, B, and C.
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In Fig. 5 the calculated pressure distribution at selected time steps is shown for a straight channel with
a shock that is repeatedly reflected at the wall. In Fig. 6 the time dependent pressure and density
variation for this configuration has been plottet. The curves refer to the points A, B, and C as shown
in Fig. 4. The shock waves start to propagate at the edges of the area, in which the pressure and
temperature are increased due to the coupling in of energy, while the density remains unchanged for
some microseconds. They travel in the positive y- and x-directions, while at the same time the
corresponding rarefaction waves move in the opposite direction from these edges. At the right edge the
waves travelling perpendicular to each other superpose to a circular pattern. The shock wave propagating
in the y-direction reaches the wall after 40 /xs and is reflected. During the reflection the kinetic energy
of the gas is partially converted back into pressure energy. This pressure increase forms a new system
of compression and rarefaction waves superposing each other.
Time = 0. 00

Time = 3

<

Graphs of the pressure distribution in a straight channel
at different time steps. Tne shock is created as described
in Fig.
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Fig. 6: Time dependent pressure and density variations at the points A, B, and C in the case of
reflection at a straight wall.
Figs. 7 and 8 are similar to Figs. 5 and 6 with the exception, that now the geometry depicted in Fig. 4
is under consideration. The rarefaction generated at the bent wall leads to a decrease of the shock
intensity in the same way as has been discussed in section 2.2.1. The nonuniformity of the pressure
distribution is more significant than in the case of the straight wall, In the graphs indicating the time step
Time = 0. 00 fi
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Fig. 7: Graphs of pressure distribution at different time steps.
The shock is reflected from a hem wall with an angle of
inclination of 45" and a height of 10 cm.
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at 319 ^ts, this can be clearly observed by comparison of the two geometries. In the straight channel the
pressure distribution is smoother, whereas otherwise a number of local areas of higher pressure exist.
These areas are separated by the rarefactions coming from the edge of the retracted wall and spread into
the channel.
The oscillations occuring in the points A,B, and C in Figs. 6 and 8, however, do not differ significantly
in either case. The decay rate of the shock waves appears to be independent of the geometry of the wall.
This fact has been confirmed by additional calculations omitted in this contribution, in which both the
angle of inclination and the height of the wall projection have been varied. There was almost no
influence detectable concerning the behaviour of the oscillations in the y-axis with regard to time. Only
the pressure fields spreading into the channel differ slightly in shape and magnitude.
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Fig. 8: Time dependent pressure and density variation of the configuration of Fig. 7.
2.3 Comparison with helium as laser gas
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Fig. 9: Time dependent pressure and density variations at the points A,B, and C (depicted in Fig. 4),
All parameters are the same as in the case presented in Fig. 5, except that helium is used as
laser gas.
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In Excimer lasers the gas component neon can be replaced by helium, keeping the other components HC1
and xenon constant. The major consequence on the physical properties of the gas is an increase of the
speed of sound from 447 m/s to 943 m/s. Thus shock waves propagate with a velocity over twice as fast
as in the case of neon. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 9, where the frequency of the oscillations is
increased considerably.
The calculation has been carried out with the configuration of Fig. 5. The decrease in the amplitudes
of pressure and density considered over the same time is hence higher due to the higher number of
reflections at the walls, but the total decay rate of one round trip of a shock wave remains the same as
in the case of neon.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1 Design and operation of the test bed
To detect density perturbations down to the order of 104 with an interferometer, an optical length of
about 1 m is required for the laser beam . This demand leads to the construction of a shock channel with
the rectangular cross section of 50 x 500 mm2, where the beam of a Twyman-Green-Interferometer runs
twice through the measuring section. This unusual cross section does not allow the use of a high pressure
load part, separated by a diaphragm from the low pressure shock tube, as the diaphragm would burst
irregularly across the width of the channel. The shock wave produced in that way would not have the
eveness necessary for interferometric investigations. Thus a different concept to generate these shock
waves had to be developped.
Pressure
Shock
generating
Piston

Openings for
Pressure
Transducers

Various End Elements:

Guide Rail
Light
Barrier

Piston
Velocity

TwymanGreenInterferometer

Density Variations

1

Simple End PLate

2

End Plate with Muffling Material

3

Sidewall Mufflers

4

Elbow

Hot-Wire
Anemometer

Gas Velocity

Fig. 10: View of the piston driven shock channel with attached instruments.
We decided to use a mechanical concept of two pistons. The first is attached on a sliding carriage driven
pneumatically by two cable cylinders. The driving cables are arranged in a block and tackle to double
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the speed of the carriage. The second piston is placed at the entrance of the channel and is struck by the
first and hence accelerated very rapidly. In this way a remarkably even shock wave with sufficiantly
short rise time is generated, as will be discussed later. The second piston, which has to be extremely
light and stiff, is held by the first by means of strong permanent magnets. Hence it can easily be
repositioned after each shot. The length of the channel is 240 cm. In Fig. 10 a scheme of the
experimental setup is shown in conjunction with the attached instruments.
On the top side of the channel several holes have been drilled to accomodate piezo pressure transducers.
The impact speed of the two pistons is measured with several light barriers. When the shock wave
reaches the observation window at the right end of the channel, the interferometric information is
recorded with a CCD-camera connected to
a PC-based image processing system. The
camera is able to accomplish an exposure
time as low as 20 ns. The built in light
amplifier permits the use of a 0.5 mW HeNe laser. Various elements can be attached
at the end of the channel, e.g. end plates
with muffling materials, elements with
sidewall mufflers or elbows and diffusors.
To investigate the gas velocity in those
elements a hot wire anemometer is available.
Fig. 11: Photograph of the shock channel and its driver section. In
the foreground the interferometer setup is visible.

m

The Figs. 11 and 12 show photographs of
the experimental setup. In Fig. 11 the
entire shock channel is shown. In the
foreground the interferometer with the
CCD-camera is visible mounted on a
vibration damped table. The left part of
the test bed is the driver section with the
piston. The right section is the rectangular
shock channel.

Fig. 12: Photograph of the first piston
mounted on the sliding carriage, holding the second piston.
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In Fig. 12 the piston mounted on the sliding carriage is shown in front of the rectangular orifice of the
shock channel. The second piston is held by first one. On either side of the carriage the driving cables
are fixed and on the ground the light barriers for velocity measurements are visible. To avoid the rise
of damage in the case of a possible failure of the driving cables, the entire driver section is capsulated
m a cage.
The test bed is designed for a piston speed of 10 m/s, thus producing shock waves with a pressure ratio
of 1.04. After the apparatus had been put into operation, it turned out, that piston velocities up to
15 m/s, corresponding to a pressure ratio of 1.06, can be achieved.
3.2 Experimental results
3.2.1 Formation and shape of the produced shock waves
The accelerated piston entering the shock channel produces a shock with a pressure ratio depending on
the piston velocity. The shock front develops according to the acceleration characteristic of the second
piston. The shock front will be steeper the higher the acceleration is. Best results have been obtained
with a honeycomb and sheet metal construction fitting exactly into the orifice of the channel The
accomplished rise time of the shock front is about 20 /rs. This rise time leads to a spatial dimension of
the front of about 7 mm at a shock velocity of about 340 m/s. The interferometric photograph of the
shock is shown m Fig. 13. The shock front is not as steep as shocks produced in long tubes of circular
cross section. On the contrary, the dimensions of the shock front is of great advantage to an
interferometric interpretation, because the fringe shift across the shock is well detectable. Further the
shock waves produced in excimer lasers have a rise time similar to that of our shock waves, because the
energy deposition volume between the electrodes is not sharply limited. The visibility of fringes in the
shock front is a prerequisite for a quantitative analyses of the efficiency of damping elements with regard
to the remaining density perturbations. These investigations will be undertaken in the near future. The
result of a first experiment with a very simple damping element is presented in the next section
However, in that period of time only pressure measurements were taken.

Fig. 13: Interferogram of a shock
generated in the piston
driven shock channel.
3.2.2 Transient pressure variations
In Fig. 14 the pressure in the shock channel is plotted over a time period of 80 ms The pressure
transducer is located 155 cm from the end of the channel. The shock generated at a piston velocity of
7.5 m/s compresses the air by 30 hPa. On its way back after the first reflection at the end of the channel
the same compression occurs again. The shock then is reflected at the piston still moving and undergoes
the same course again. The compression continues until the piston is decelerated by the shock absorbers.
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This deceleration gives rise to a rarefaction, that can be seen after about 17 ms. It appears as a
decreasing pressure contour instead of a constant pressure level. The overall compression in the channel
due to the volume reduced by the penetrating piston amounts to 90 hPa. This compression slowly
reduces after some time as the air escapes through the gap between the piston and the channel walls.
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Fig 14- Transient pressure variation in the shock channel after the shock wave has been released.
Multiple transitions due to reflections of the shock at the end-plate and at the piston are
visible.
In order to estimate the effect, that simple damping elements have on the shock waves, the elements
shown in Figs. 15 to 17 have been integrated into the channel. They consist of simple wool as used m
loudspeakers, and perforated sheets. Although this material is not usable in real excimer lasers for to
contamination reasons, it has the advantage of easy availability and handling as a first experimental
approach. In excimer lasers nickel wool for instance could be used instead.
Perforated
Sheets

Perforated Sheet

\ Damping Wool

hock Chonnel

End Plate
Shock Channel

Fig. 15: Simple damping element made
of perforated sheet bent to
an angle of 15°, and wool.
Perforated
Sheets

Damping
Wool

End Plate

Fig. 16: Damping Element made of two bent
perforated, sheets filled with wool.

Damping
Wool

Fig. 17: Combination of the damping elements in Figs. 15 and 16.
Shock Chonnel

End Plate
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The results achieved using these elements are shown in Fig. 18a-c. The following effects can be seen
at each of the curves, compared to Fig. 14: The rise time of the shock front after the first reflection (at
9 ms) is increased. The following shock transitions rapidly become indistinct. The shock flattens and the
pressure ratio decreases after each reflection.
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Fig. 18: Transient pressure variation in the shock channel with several damping elements present:
a) Simple damping element with wool (see Fig. 15).
b) Element made of two bent perforated sheets filled with wool (see Fig. 16).
c) Combination of the two elements (see Fig. 17)

The damping element consisting of a single perforated sheet (Fig. 15 and curve of Fig. 18a) reflects the
shock stronger than the element shown in Fig. 16 (curve of Fig. 18b). In the latter case, the shock front
already flattens out after the first reflection. In the case of the simple damper, low-frequency pressure
oscillations with Ap=24 hPa remain in the channel. These oscillations amount to Ap=19 hPa for the
damper with two sheets (Fig. 15) and to Ap=38 hPa in the case where no damper is included into the
channel. Some improvement can be accomplished when filling the rear volume with wool (Fig. 16 and
curve of Fig. 18c). The pressure oscillations then reduce to Ap= 14 hPa.
The transient pressure variations measured within the shock channel in the presence of damping materials
clearly indicate the suitability of the construction for further investigations in the field of pressure wave
attenuation.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical investigations on the propagation of shock waves have shown, that the distribution of
pressure and density perturbations can be influenced by the geometric design of the walls of the laser
head. The decay rate of waves oscillating between the electrodes or mirrors, respectivly, seems to be
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independent of the investigated parameters like angle and height of a step in the wall contour. But it is
directly affected by the velocity of sound of the used laser gas, as the comparison of helium with neon
demonstrates.
Experimental investigations using interferometric photography and pressure measurements have proved,
that in this test bed shock waves can be suitably produced in order to deduce information about the
damping properties of materials and constructive elements compatible with excimer lasers.
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Super Small Excimer Laser
36980005 The Hague EXCIMER LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS in English 1991 pp
110-114
[Article by Arnold A. Vill and Ants A. Salk of the Special Design Office and
Irina K. Berik of the Institute of Physics]
[Text]

The construction and some characteristics of XeCl excimer
lasers with active volumes of 0.4 cm9 and 1 cm3, and output
energies of 50 /jJ and 1.6 mJ, correspondingly,
are described.
In
both cases preionization by discharge on the ceramic surfaces of
peaking capacitors is used in excitation schemes. In case of the
second laser "electric wind" is used in gas circulation which
allows to work with pulse rate up to 100 Hz.
1. LASER of 0. 4 cm3.
In general the excitation scheme is executed according to
classical canons. Incomplete surface slide discharge on the ceramic
surface (Fig.
l) of the
peaking
capacitor
is
used
for
preionization. Thus, preionization is carried out automatically.
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The permittivity of ceramics
is about 900. The electrodes
Main Discharge
of the laser as well as the
> H.V. pulse
plates
of
the
peaking
capacitor are made of nickel
tin. The measures
of
the
active zone are 0. 4*0. 2*5 cm3.'
0.4 cm - the gap
between
Ceramics
Preionization Discharge
electrodes. The thickness of
the ceramic plate - 0. 7 cm,
Fig.l. Excitation principle
the capacity of the peaking
capacitor % i nF.
10-stage Marx-bank generator is used for impulse charging of
the peaking capacitor. The capacity and voltage of one stage are 20
nF and 600 V, correspondingly (Fig.
2). With open end such a
generator gives an pulse with the amplitude of 6 kV and rise time
of 25 ns. In case of a load of 1 nF the generator is protected
against overload using a 2-stage saturable inductor. The first
stage prolongs the duration of the current impulse through the
thyristors and respectively reduces the current amplitude. The
second stage forms again an impulse of short rise time - 30-35 ns
and the amplitude of 6 kV by the load of 1 nF. The pulse repetition
rate of the generator - 1 kHz is limited by the charging impedance.
+600 V
1U

Load

Fig.2. Laser-driver modulator
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The peaking capacitor is placed
ceramics.
60X,

The output mirror has the

into

a

cylinder

reflection

vessel

coefficient

of

about

the rear one - 90X. By the ca 3 bar pressure of the buffer gas

He and the composition of the mixture 0. 3'/. HC1, IX Xe the output
energy value is about 50 fjj. Due to the absence of gas circulation
the laser works at the pulse rate of up to 10 Hz. The length of the
pulse forming line is 3 cm, which at permittivity of 900 gives

the

current impulse of about 6 ns. In spite of this the duration of the
output impulse comprises 20 ns.
These results did not satisfy us,

the r efore a laser of

biges

active volume was constructed according to analogous principles.
2. LASER of 1 cm3
The excitation scheme is, in principle, analogous to the one
described above, only the electrodes and the ceramics are packed in
the form of "sandwich".

In-such a

way

minimum

pulse forming line (PFL) is achieved and
discharge contour is also

reduced

to

the

impedance

of

the

inductivity

of

the

minimum.

electrodes in this case comprises 0.35 cm,

The

gap

between

the lengtn of the active

zone - 15 cm, the width of discharge determined by burn pattern
0.2 cm. The volume is, consequently, 0.35*0.2*15 = 1 cm3.
The
peaking capacitor formed by ceramics has the capacity of about 10
nF.
The Marx-bank generator using the present thyristors with
maximum current of 200 A doesn't allow sufficiently good rise time,
therefore,
the traditional scheme with storage capacitor and
thyratron is

used to form the voltage impulse

last year's work,

the

thyratron

is
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working

(Fig. 3). As
in

the

in

our

pseudospark

switch regime, without the
incandescence of cathode,
with negative shift voltage
on the grid and negative
triggering impulse.
neral,

the

In

ge-

thyratron

is

Cathode

Preionization
+ 8 kV

-0
15 riF

reliably triggered by
a
standard amplitude- impulse
(500 V).

<#!

To reduce the jit-

ter we make use of

an

im-

pulse with an amplitude
3 kV, which cuts the

of

delay

of switching-on down to 100

Anode
Fig. 3. Laser excitation scheme

ns, while the jitter becomes less than 1 ns.
Gas is pumped through the gap between the electrodes by the
"electric wind" referred to already in
the previous century (Fig. 4). As far as
we know, the electric wind was first used
in a gas (excimer) laser by A. Pastor from
the Leningrad University (private
nication).

commu-

The parameters of his laser

100 mJ, 50 Hz.
In our case the pumping of gas is secured by a
plate to which voltage is conducted from

the

jagged

nickel

high-voltage

(main)

power supply through the limiting resistor of 0.5 Ho.
experiments with air indicated that such a system can provide
flow rate of up to 5 m/s with very small yield of power.
In
aerodynamic contour model of our laser the "wind" speed in

The
gas
the
the

0. 4-cm gap (distance
between
electrodes)
exceeds
1
m/s.
Heasurements were carried out with the thermoresistant sensor.
Without gas pumping the laser works at the pulse rate of up to 25
Hz. At that the impulse energy does not decrease.
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The system of coronating electrodes does not only pump gas,
but also serves as an electric filter entrapping dust pollution
unavoidable in case of excimer lasers.
The whole device - "sandwich" of ceramics, electrodes and the
"electric wind" scheme are placed in a cylinder vessel of aluminum
(Fig. 5) with diameter about 100 mm.
Anode

Electric
Wind:

Cathode

Fig. 5. Laser chamber
cross—section
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The inner surfaces of the laser are passivated with fluor. Due
to this, as well as the absence of plastics inside the vessel,
the
working resource of the mixture is considerable - about 1.000.000
shots (Fig. 6) - by the total volume of the mixture of about 1 1.
The curve in Fig. 6 was obtained
^90
in case of the pulse rate of 50
Hz. The gas mixture contained 15
mbar HC1/15 mbar Xe/6 bar He. The
1 1 1 1 1 1 Is
laser is not very sensitive about
200
400
600
8C)0
the composition of the mixture. As
Shots/1000
can be seen, the ratio HCl/Xe = 1;
Fig. 5. Output vs shots num ber
this is not caused by the absorbtion of HC1 on the surfaces, as indicated by the resource curve. Obviously, by so intensive preionization stable discharge without contraction is secured in "natural" mixture - for successful work one

atom of Cl requires only one atom of Xe.
In case of so rich a mixture and relative high power pumped in
volume unit (current impulse about ö ns) the

gain

coefficient

of

the medium is sufficiently big to use a simple quartz plate (laser
window) as output mirror by the length of the active zone of only
15 cm. The value of the gain can be judged by the fact that in case
of an output mirror with R=30X the output power is almost the
as in case of a quartz plate. When the rear mirror is removed,
energy drops only by a third (three times in

one

same
the

direction).

The

pulse duration at half-height is 2.5 ns.
The relatively low efficiency of
0.3'/ can be explained by the
rable loss of energy

at

conside-

the

stage of generation in case

initial
of

short

excitation (about 8 ns) (Fig. 7).
0
2 4 6 8 10
The "strange" behaviour of the
Time (ns)
resource curve - growth of energy afFig. 7. Pumping and laser
ter some time of laser functioning,
pulse shapes
can to some extent be explained by the
curve presented in Fig. 8 displaying the dependence of output energy
(50 Hz) on the temperature of the mixture.
Evidently,

160
9

fX

the cleaning rate of the

level becomes the

critical

case of such relatively

lower

parameter
high

pumping

powers and gain coefficients. This is

O

20" 30" 40" 50'
Temperature ("C)

in
as-

sisted by the increase of temperature.

Fig. 8. Output VS
temperature
Now,

as a conclusion,

table

with

laser

characteristics

present:
Excimer Laser
Pulse Energy

PL-100
1. 5 mJ

Pulse Rep. Ratee

100 Hz

n
Pulse Duration

2. 5 ns
25*15*40 cm

Dimensions

7 kg

Weght
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Experimental Studies of an XeCl Laser with UV Preionization Perpendicular and
Parallel to the Electrode Surfaces
36980005 The Hague EXCIMER LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS in English 1991 pp
115-125
[Article by V. Nassisi of the University of Lecce]
[Text]

ABSTRACT

This paper reports the behaviour of an XeCl laser having two
independent preionizators which generate UV radiation into the discharge region in the perpendicular and parallel direction to the
electrode surfaces. Output energy and other parameters have been
measured using single preionizator and both preionizators, changing
the power supply polarity and varying the delay time between the preionization and the main discharge. When the preionization system generated photons only in the direction perpendicular to the electrode
surfaces and a negative power supply was used, a high discharge current and a high output laser energy were obtained. Besides, diffusion
coefficient of the photo-preionized electrons played an important
role in the laser behaviour, particularly, when a consistent delay
time between the onset time of the preionization and the main discharge was present.
1. INTRODUCTION
The use of excimer laser systems, which provide UV coherent light
of high intensity, is increasing in many fields such as photolitigraphy[l], material processing[2] and non-linear optics[3]. Recently,
many efforts have been done to get efficient excimer lasers. Excimer
lasers used for industrial and scientific applications are generally
led by self-sustained electrical discharging circuits. It is well
known that the output characteristics of these lasers are very sensitive on the density of electrons formed by preionization[4], and on
the delay time between the preionization source and the main breakdown of the laser gas[5-8]. Besides, efficient and uniform preionization is crucial for a fast and uniform discharge[9].
In high pressure self-sustained lasers, discharge breakdowns are
caused by the non-linear development of the space-charge fields associated with the individual primary electron avalanches within the
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discharge volume. This phenomenon can cause high space-charge fields
which cause the discharge current to become filamentary[9].
Authors have determined the threshold value of the preionization
electrons density and they have also demonstrated that the threshold
conditions are independent of whether the preionization electrons are
provided by UV photons[10] or by X rays [4].
Many UV preionized excimer lasers have got a perforated electrode
which allows to its preionizator to preionize small volumes of the
discharge gap. X ray preionized excimer lasers have got solid electrodes. Sometimes, one of them can get a grill which supports a solid
electrode[4] and as consequence only small regions of the discharge
gap, like in the perpendicular UV preionization system, could be preionized.
Then, to get high intensity laser beams from self-sustained discharge laser systems, many primary electron avalanches must be formed
in order that they can overlap. For this end, authors have used UV
radiation from a creeping discharge over a dielectric surface [11].
The output characteristics of excimer lasers are also very sensitive on the rapidity with which the stored energy is deposited into
the laser gas[5] due to the electron loss process. In fact, for HC1
based lasers the dissociative attachment rate is 10-11 cm3/s[ll].
Supposing an initial preionization electron density n eo , the time
dependence of the electron density is governed by the following equation:
dne

= -

B nH

ne

t

(1)

d t
where B is the dissociative attachment rate of HC1, njj is the halogen
gas concentration and ne is the electron density. Solving (1) for ne
one obtains:
n

e

=n

eo

exp(-B nH t)

(2)

For a halogen donor concentration of 1017 cm"3 the decay time of
the expression (2) is about 10~6 sec.
Papers which have described the behaviour difference of UV and X
ray preionized excimer lasers have often neglected the diffusion processes. The diffusion process of the photo-preionized electron plays
an important role in the output laser energy, particularly when perforated grounded electrodes are used, and a consistent delay time
between the preionization and the main discharge is present.
In this paper a XeCl laser having two UV independent preionizations which provide UV radiation in the perpendicular (Py) and parallel (PL) direction to electrode surfaces was designed and tested.
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Output energy and other parameters have been measured energizing only
the preionizator Pv, only the PL and both Pv and PL. Measurements
?ÜVe.* alS° been done chan9in3 the Power supply polarity and varying
the delay time between the preionization and the main discharge.
A higher output energy has been obtained when only the preionizator Pv has been energized, at a negative charging voltage, and with a
delay time between the preionization and the main discharge of about
300 nsec. Under these last conditions, also a higher discharging current pulse has been obtained.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
The excimer laser used in this work was fabricated locally in
order to study the effects of the preionization photons direction.
This laser is formed by a PVC chamber 750 mm long and 250 mm in
diameter, which contains the electrode structure and the discharging
capacitor (C),Fig. 1. The discharge is of the capacitor charge trans-

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the UV preionized excimer laser.
E: electrodes; Pv: perpendicular preionizator; PL: parallel preionizator; R: linear Rogowski coil; P: CUSO4 voltage divisor; C: discharge capacitor.
fer type, with nominal primary and secondary capacitances of 75 and
25 nF, respectively. The secondary capacitance is formed by 10
aligned capacitors of 2.5 nF each placed laterally to a side of the
electrodes. A low inductance spark-gap (SI) switches on the circuit
(Fig. 2). The electrode structure consist of a solid brass bar and a
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brass net, each 40 nun wide and 500 mm long with a separation of 25
mm. The edges of the electrodes were shaped to avoid strong edge
effects.
The brass net ( 25 mesh, 0.15 mm thick ) presents an optical transmission of about 70 % and is fixed to the electrode holder
forming a angle of about 40° ( see Fig. 1 ) between the laser optical
axis and a side of the mesh. This configuration allows to the preionizatör Pv to preionize small gas volumes along all the laser
optical axis. The preionizator is formed by two spark-array rods.
The first, Py, is placed at 80 mm from the discharge region centre
behind the perforated electrode, while the second, PL, is placed at
80 mm from the discharge region centre laterally to the electrodes.
Each spark

iV

1

T

|°1

±Cr
HT

r

Trigger I

±C

*P.

'—lh
delay
line

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the electric circuit. C: discharge
capacitor; Cp: preionization capacitors; Ro: Rogowski coil; SI and
S2: spark gaps.
array rod consists of 35 tungsten pins 13 mm long and with a separation of 1.5 mm. The rods are driven by two 1.7 nF capacitors (Cp),
charged at the same voltage of the primary capacitance. They are
switched on by an other low inductance spark gap (S2). A delay line
is used in order to introduce a delay time between the two spark gaps
and, as consequence, between the preionization and the main discharge. Then, an external trigger signal switches on S2, allowing to
get photo-preionized electrons before the main discharge.
The delay line consists of a series of LC cells which present a
delay time of about 100 nsec each.
The optical cavity is formed by a flat aluminized mirror ( R = 87
%) and a flat silica disc as partial reflector ( R = 6.5 % ), while
two quartz windows sealed the gas cell along the optical axis.
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The output laser energy has been measured by a Gen Tec ED 500
pyroelectric detector, while the pulse shape and duration have been
recorded with a photodiode ITT F4115 and a fast oscilloscope. A CuS04
resistive divider (P) has been used in order to measure the voltage
between the electrodes, while a linear Rogowski coil (R) placed near
the grounded electrode, measured the discharge current[13].
During the experiments the discharge chamber was filled with a
2
JJS1' 1*7% Xe and 98,2% Ne or He mixture with a total pressure up
to 600 kPa. In all the experiments the output beam cross-section was
2.5 x 1.2 cm* large. The used power supply provided an output voltage up to 45 kV with positive and negative polarity.
3. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS
An 0.1% HC1, 1.7% Xe, and 98.2% Ne mixture at a total pressure of
400 kPa was used first.

+ Va positive
• Va negative

100-

i
Fig. 3. Output energy as a
function
of the charging
voltage Va. a) results with
the
preionizator
Pv; b)
results with the preionizator PV+PL; C) results with
the preionizator PL.

100
50

20

30
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Figs. 3a, b and c show the output energy as a function of the
charging voltage intensity, of its polarity, and with different preionizators Py, Pv + PL an<^ PL» respectively. A higher output energy
was obtained when the preionizator Py was energized. The output
energy was lower when only the preionizator PL was energized, while
with both preionizators it became lower than with only the preionizator Py, nevertheless the use of both preionizators increased the
photo-preionized electrons. Besides, in Fig. 3a, the output energy is
linearly dependent on the power supply voltage, while the linearity
is less evident in Fig. 3b, and it is much less evident in Fig. 3c.
'■-» i
+Va positive
(*7.5kA)
• Va negative

?A

i

Fig.
4. Discharging current
peak as a function of the charging voltage Va. a) results with
the preionizator Py; b) results
with the preionizator Py+PLJ c)
results with the preionizator
PLP

VPL

20

30
c

40 Va(kA)
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In all three cases, a lower output energy, of about 10%, was achieved
when the positive polarity of the charging voltage was applied.
In order to understand these behaviours the laser discharging
current was recorded in the same experimental conditions of the
Fig.3. The peak current intensity behaviour, as a function of the
charging voltage ( Fig 4 ), was enough similar to that of the laser
output energy. This last behaviour can be explained if one thinks
that the discharge current manages the pump energy, while the higher
output energy obtained with the preionizator Py could be due to the
use of the perforated electrode. The variation of the output energy
obtained changing the power supply polarity can be only due to the
different form of the electrodes which allow to get variation of the
discharging current as the power supply polarity changes. From experimental set up, it can be seen that the preionizator PL preionizes
uniformly the gas laser, because it is fixed laterally to the discharge region, but it decreases the laser efficiency with regard to
the preionizator Py. This behaviour can be ascribed to the formation
of high space-charge fields when the preionizator PL was used which
can cause the discharge current to be filamentary. In fact, when the
preionizators Pv and PL worked together a higher preionization
electron density was certainly provided but the discharge current and
the output energy did not increase.
Then, the use of perforated electrodes increases the output
energy with regard to use of flat electrodes [4], even if in these
laser systems only small gas regions are preionized. Indeed, Fig. 5
shows the output energy as a function of the delay time at -45 kV of
charging voltage. For these measurements, the laser chamber was
filled up to 600 kPa of total pressure. In Fig. 5a only the preioni
zator PL was energized while in Fig. 5b only the preionizator Py was
energized. The highest output energy was obtained when only the preionizator Pv was energized and a delay time between the preionization
and the main discharge of about 300 nsec was applied. At lower total
pressure values the highest output energy was obtained at lower delay
time values (see Fig. 5b ). When the preionizator PL was energized
the output energy was lower and it decreased as the delay time
increased. The reason of the energy and discharging current increasing can be explained by the diffusion velocity of the photopreionized electrons. Then, if one neglects the dissociative electron
attachment process with regard to the rise time of the voltage of
this experiment which is about 140 nsec, these last experimental results can be due to the photo-preionized electron diffusion owing to
the electron gradient formed by the perforated electrode. In this
experiment the brass net, which forms the perforated electrode, is
made up by a wire of 0.015 cm in diameter. The expression of the diffusion current density, is;
d n
JD

eo

= D q

(3)
d x
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, q is the electron charge and
dneo/dx is the electron density gradient. The initial diffusion
current density is:
J = q vD

neo

(4)

where vn is the electron diffusion velocity.

600 k Pa

0 Atfos)

Va-45kV

Fig.
5. Output energy as a
function of the delay time
between the preionizator and
the main discharge at 300,
400, 500, and 600 kPa of
total pressure. a) results
with the preionizator PL and
Va = -45kV; b) results with
the preionizator Py and Va =
-45kV.

600kPa
500

lOJt^s)
Putting the Eq. (3) equal to Eq. (4), it is possible to know the
electron velocity within the laser discharge gap.
For Ne as buffer gas, the diffusion coefficient is D = 7 x 102VN
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cm"is"x, where N is the molecular density[14]. In the present
experiment the thickness of the electron empty regions is less than
0.015 cm. Therefore, utilizing the Eqs. (4) and (5) the electrons
reach the centre of the empty regions ( 0.0075 cm ) after a time
listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Time spent by electrons to reach the centre of the
region.
260 nsec at
210 "
170 "
130 "

empt

600 kPa of total pressure,
500
400
300

These values confirm the experimental results reported in Fig.
5b. When the preionizator PL was energized, the discharge gap was
uniformly preionized and the electron diffusion velocity was practically negligible.
'P.
(«7.5 kA;1

Va-45kV
Fig. 6. Discharging current peak
with Va = -45kV and 600 kPa of
total pressure. In the upper trace
was energized Pv, while in the
bottom trace was energized PL.
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Fig. 6 shows the discharge current peak as a function of the
delay time between preionization and the main discharge at 600 kPa of
total pressure and at -45 kV of charging voltage. The upper trace
shows the results with the preionizator Pv energized, while the
bottom trace shows the results with the preionizator PL energized. By
comparing the experimental results reported in the Figs. 5 and 6 at
the same experimental conditions, it can be noted that when the discharging current increases, versus the delay time, also the output
laser energy increases. While, when the preionizator PL was energized
the current peak did not increase, like the output energy.
For He based mixture, the total used pressure was 400 kPa owing
to the instabilities present into the discharge region. Fig. 7 shows
the output energy as a function of the delay time between the preionization and the main discharge at -45 kV (a) and 45 kV (b) and
with preionizator Pv or PL energized. Comparing these results with
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those obtained from Ne based mixture, at the same experimental conditions, one observes that the output energy value was smaller. This
result can be due to the formation of instabilities in He based
Va=-45kV

.5

Fig. 7. Output energy as a function of the delay time between
the preionization and the main
discharge at a total pressure of
400 kPa having He as buffer gas.
a) results with Va = -45 kV. b)
results with Va = 45 kV.

1 Atfps)

Va--+45kV

1 Atffis)

mixture. When the preionization Pv was used the output energy was 50%
higher than the preionization PL and no-increasing of the output
energy was observed as the delay time increased. This behaviour can
be due to lower photo-preionized electron diffusion coefficient for
He as buffer gas at the total pressure of 400 kPa. In fact, from
Ref.
[14] the diffusion coefficient is D = 7.4 x lO^/N cm^sec-1. This
value is one order of magnitude smaller than for Ne, therefore it
would be necessary a delay time higher than 2 x 10_b sec in order to
observe an increasing of the energy. However, being this delay time
comparable to the preionization electrons 1/e decay time in this
laser mixture, the output energy increasing can not be too much evident in Fig. 7b.
As a conclusion, the experimental studies of a XeCl laser with
preionization perpendicular and parallel to the electrode surfaces
have been presented. The electrode structures, the power supply
polarity and the diffusion current are important to get efficient
excimer lasers.
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ABSTRACT

In this work excimer laser excitation with resonant microwave structures was obtained both
for XeCl* and KrF*. The discharge tube containing the laser gas is placed inside one or several
coupled microwave resonators. Depending on the microwave structure laser pulse energies up
to the mJ-range were achieved with XeCl*.

1. INTRODUCTION
Discharge-pumped rare-gas halide excimer lasers became a powerful tool in a wide range of
applications during the last years. Yet there remain several unsolved problems with dischargepumped excimer lasers. Impurities introduced, e. g. from electrodes, limit the lifetime of laser gas
and electrodes. Electrodes in contact with the gas are unnecessary with microwave excitation,
neither electrode instabilities nor their surface degradation influence the laser plasma. Rare gas
halide excimer lasers excited by high power radio frequency and microwave have been reported
by Young, Wisoff et al.1,2,3, Christensen et al.4,5, Slinko et al.6'7 and Klingenberg et al.8. The
main advantages of microwave excitation have been shown, very efficient deposition of microwave
energy in the discharge region, pulse repetition rates in the kilohertz range and efficiencies up to
the 5 % region.
In these publications laser excitation was reported for structures with microwaves propagating
parallel to the discharge tube. In this work, we present excimer laser excitation with resonant
microwave cavities. With these coupling structures laser pulse energies of 2 mJ for XeCl* and
300 /xJ for KrF* have been obtained. This latter result has not been optimized yet, hence laser
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pulse energies in the mJ-range may be expected for KrF* as well. These comparably high pulse
energies result from use of carefully dimensioned discharge and microwave coupling geometries.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An EEV M5167 Magnetron provides 2.5 MW, 3.5 /zs long pulses at 3 GHz. The pulses have a rise
time of about 80 ns and travel through WR-284 waveguide pressurized with SF6 to the coupling
structure, which is scetched in Fig. 1. Although the magnetron is capable of kHz operation, the
electrical power supply limits operation to 50 Hz.

Figure 1:
Microwave coupling structure consisting of
two Hioi resonant cavities coupled to the
primary waveguide by two circular holes.
The position of the discharge tube is indicated by a circular rod.
The microwave coupling structure consists of two Hioi fundamental mode microwave resonators
soldered to the primary WR-284 waveguide. The resonance frequency of the microwave resonators
may be altered by variable short circuits to compensate the frequency shifts due to different SF6
pressures. Microwave coupling is provided by two circular holes of 10 mm in diameter and by
the holes sustaining the discharge tube (fused silica). The concentric 3 mm i. d. discharge tube
holding the laser gas mixture is oriented parallel to the electrical field inside the waveguide and
the resonator cavities. This parallel orientation provides a homogeneous field distribution over
the complete length of the laser gas volume, no standing-wave variations in the electrical field
strengh can occur, as reported elsewhere9. The active length is about 13 cm; no preionization is
provided. Due to the low pulse repetition frequency no gas recirculation is necessary, the laser is
operated with a "sealed off' gas volume.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Without preionization a good pulse-to-pulse stability was obtained, changes in laser output energy
were below 3 %. Even after three hours of operation at 15 Hz repetition rate no change in pulse
energy could be detected. Oscilloscope traces of the incident and reflected microwave power as
well as the fluorescence signal and the laser pulse are shown in Fig. 2. Maximum laser output
was obtained with a He:Xe:HCl = 1000:10:1 gas mixture in a pressure range between 2 and 4.5
bar. The observed temporal behaviour of microwave energy and laser pulse differs significantly
from signals reported from experiments with non-resonant microwave exitation of excimer lasers.
Here, neither fluorescence nor laser pulse signals are observed during the first 150 ns of the
microwave pulse, the laser plasma is not ignited. This behaviour is due to the characteristic
properties of the resonator cavity. For a frequency-matched layout of the resonator dimensions
the microwave energy is stored inside the resonator. The amount of energy depends on the
coupling hole dimensions and the electrical conductivity of the wall material.
From the beginning of the microwave pulse the energy accumulates in the resonator, the electrical
field inside increases. Depending on size and geometry of the resonator some hundred mJ of
microwave energy are stored inside the resonator. The amount of energy stored can be determined
from the area enclosed between the curves of the incident and the reflected microwave power in
Fig. 2. When the breakdown voltage across the laser gas is reached, the plasma ignites, the
fluorescence signal begins to increase. Simultaneously a strong peak occurs in the signal of the
reflected microwave, which indicates a sudden mismatch of the cavity's resonance frequency,
due to the presence of the emerging plasma. The stored energy couples into the plasma. Power
densities much higher than provided by the magnetron can be obtained. A few nanoseconds later
the onset of the laser pulse is observed.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the discharge tube is not placed in the center of the resonator cavities,
where the maximum of the electrical field is reached. By appropriate placement of the discharge
tube in regions of lower field strength more microwave energy accumulates inside the resonator
cavties before the plasma ignites. For this structure maximum laser pulse energies of 500 /xJ for
XeCl* and 300 /zJ for KrF* were obtained for a position with 37 % of the maximum field strength.
Positioning the discharge tube at places with even lower field strength leads to arcing inside the
resonant cavities and hence reduced laser pulse energies.
For the KrF* laser the optimized laser gas composition was He:Kr:F2 = 1000:100:10 with a laser
gas pressure of 4 bar, the laser pulse width did not exceed 5 ns. Except for the laser pulse duration
the signals of the KrF* laser showed no significant difference to the XeCl* laser.
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He : Xe : HCll
1000 : 10 : i:
3.7 bar;
13 cm;
2 mm'
3 mm:
80- 100/xji
7.3 nsl
10.9-13.7 kW!

Figure 3:
Improved microwave coupling
structure consisting of two
H102 and two H10i resonant cavities coupled to the primary
waveguide.
In order to increase the amount of storable energy, two more resonator cavities were added as
depicted in Fig. 4. The active length is about 17 cm. The microwave mode of these additional
cavities is not the fundamental H10i mode resonators, but the H102 mode. Hence the volume for
microwave energy storage was increased by a factor of 3. With this enlarged coupling structure
the XeCl* laser pulse energy reached up to 2 mJ, which corresponds to an increase by a factor
of 4. This is due to the longer active length on the one hand, and to an improval of energy
storage on the other hand. Fig. 5 gives the oscilloscope traces for a typical 2 mJ pulse. As can be
seen, the area between the transmitted and reflected microwave power, which corresponds to the
amount of microwave energy stored, is increased in comparision to Fig.2. Furthermore, the peak
in the reflected microwave intensity, which stems from the plasma ignition is somewhat reduced.
The coupling efficiency is increased due to the improved ratio of discharge tube length inside the
primary waveguide to the length inside the resonators.
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microwave 4-resonator coupling structure depicted in Fig.
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XeClMaser with 2 mJ pulse
energy.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that with resonant microwave coupling structures, high excimer laser pulse energies
can be reached due to microwave energy storage inside the resonant microwave structure. No
preionization is necessary. These resonant microwave structures can easily be scaled to higher
laser pulse energies by adding further resonators.
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ABSTRACT

Microwave pumped rare-gas halide mixtures feature excimer laser
emission without preionization. The performance of a XeCl excimer laser
is investigated with an optimized waveguide coupling geometry.
Parameters were varied such as the microwave power, duration of the
microwave pulse, and the rise time of the microwave pulse from 25 ns to
220 ns. The pulsed microwave L-band transmitter had a power of up to
10 MW, an adjustable pulse duration (500 ns to 6000 ns), and a pulse
repetition freguency up to 400 Hz. The coupling geometry consisted of
a double ridge waveguide. The discharge tube was a guartz capillary
placed between the ridges. Two tubes were used. One had an outer and
inner diameter of 10.3 mm and 2.6 mm, the other 8 mm and 5.8 mm,
respectively. The total active length was 438 mm. A study of a
microwave power of 2.5 MW deposited into the discharge yielded at low
repetition freguencies a non-homogeneous deposition. With a new
resonant coupling geometry a XeCl laser energy of up to 1.8 mJ in a
16 ns long pulse was achieved.
1. INTRODUCTION
The microwave technigue for exciting a multi-gas mixture at
various gas pressure
levels is an alternative means for pumping laser
transitions. "5 Compared with the discharge-pumped laser excitation
technigues microwaves couple into the electrodeless discharge region
through displacement currents. Excimer laser gas mixtures consist of
rare gases and a halide at a high total pressure. The latter constituent, i.e. the halide, is responsible for streamer formation in a TEA
discharge pumped excimer laser. This problem can be partially circumvented by chosing electrodeless, therefore metalfree discharge
technigues, the microwave excitation.
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In this paper the authors investigated a XeCl excimer laser. The
performance of the laser was studied in a microwave coupling geometry,
consisting of a quartz capillary placed along the center axis of a
rectangular L-band waveguide. Two microwave sources, a magnetron
generator and a klystron transmitter, were used alternatively for
exciting the high pressure discharge. In conjuction with the coupling
structure two different kinds of operation were observed. One is called
"Matched Coupling Structure" MCS-Mode. The experimental findings are
described in reference 6. The other operating models called "Resonant
Energy Storage" RES-Mode and features results for a microwave excited
XeCl excimer laser resulting in a higher pulse energy of the laser. The
first result was a pulse energy of 1.3 mJ for a XeCl laser and a pulse
duration of 16 ns.7 All results were obtained without any technique of
preionization.
2. SYSTEM DESIGN
A pulsed L-band magnetron generator with a peak power of 3.6 MW,
a fixed pulse duration of 4 jis, and a pulse repetition frequency of
10 Hz was used. The second source was a klystron transmitter with a
maximum peak power rating of 10 MW, a variable pulse duration of 500 ns
to 6000 ns, and a pulse repetition frequency of up to 400 Hz. Both
sources were used alternatively to feed a microwave assembly similar to
the one outlined in reference 8. The performance of the XeCl laser was
investigated in a gas mixture of roughly He/Xe/HCl = 1000/10/1 at a
total pressure of up to 2 bar. The complete layout 9 of the coupling
geometry was determined by a computer program URMEL-T based on a twodimensional finite difference method for the discretization of
Maxwell's equations. By this method the electric and magnetic fieldwas
calculated within a double ridge rectangular waveguide. The technique
of measuring the microwave
powers as well as the laser pulse energy was
described earlier.6 The discharge tubes had inner diameters of 2.6 mm
and 5.8 mm. The outer diameters were 10.3 mm and 8 mm, respectively.
The total active length was approximately 438 mm. The laser cavity
consisted of a high reflector and an output coupler of a transmission
of 10 to 50 %. All mirror substrates had radii of curvatures of 2 m.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The magnetron generator was operated at the maximum power rating
of 3.6 MW. the measured typical XeCl laser pulse energy was 15 uJ and
a pulse duration of 65 ns.* For the laser threshold a specific microwave
power of 740 kW/cm3 was found. The laser intensity is plotted against
the incident microwave power in Fig. 1. The very obvious jitter shown
in the laser output energy may result from the lack of any preionization technique. A non-homogeneous microwave power deposition into the
discharge region could also be the reason for the measured jitter of
the laser power. An investigation of the deposition of a 2.5 MW
microwave pulse (10 Hz repetition rate) applied to the coupling
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structure with the capillary of 2.6 mm inner diameter was performed
using a framing camera. During the development period of two microseconds of the incoming pulse simultaneously pictures were taken 100 ns
apart showing a non-homogeneous power deposition. A typical incoming
magnetron pulse versus time is depicted in Fig. 2, curve 1. The curves
2 and 3 indicate the time dependence of the reflected microwave power
and theXeCl laser pulse. The time delay between the beginning of the
deposition of the microwave power into the discharge tube and the
occurrence of the laser pulse may have a plasma kinetic origin.
Measurements of the XeCl laser pulse energy when the HC1 content of the
discharge was varied together with the study of the build-up of a
second atomic xenon laser transition support the idea of an additional
pumping process of10the xenon 5d manifold prior to the formation of the
excimer molecules. It was for this reason that a faster rising microwave pulse was believed to influence the kinetics. The first data
obtained with the klystron transmitter describing the temporal behavior
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of the laser are shown in Fig. 3. Here is plotted the ^coming
microwave (curve 1), the reflected microwave power (curve 2), ana tne
laser intensity (curve 3) versus time. The faster rising klystron pulse
compared to the slower rising magnetron pulse (see Fig. 2, curve l) aia
not change the temporal evolution of the laser pulse (see Fig. 3, curve
3). The rise time of the klystron pulse was 25 ns and for the magnetron
pulse 220 ns.
Although the microwave power deposition into the discharge tube
was also faster, there was no indication of an instantaneous build-up
of the XeCl laser as soon as the microwave power had been deposited in
the discharge. Responsible for the delayed temporal development of the
UV laser pulse seems to be the initial pumping of a xenon-I laser
transition. The threshold for the xenon laser required a specific
microwave pump power of 25 kW/cm3.
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against time.

For the used coupling geometry resulting in the described
experiments the impedance of the ignited discharge had to be carefully
adjusted for optimum performance of the excimer laser. Both generators
yielded a similar curve for the reflected microwave power as shown in
figures 2 and 3 for the excimer laser to build up. This type of
operation is called "Matched Coupling Structure" MCS-Mode and led to a
XeCl laser of a pulse energy of approximately 20 \iJ and a pulse
duration of 65 ns. The data were obtained with a laser cavity consisting of a high reflector and a 10 % output coupler. Both mirrors had 2 m
radius of curvature.
In order to improve the performance of the XeCl laser a new
coupling structure with better electrical contacts of the double ridges
to the waveguide walls was designed. Furthermore, a laser tube of
5.8 mm inner and 8 mm outer diameter was installed. The overall length
of the ridges was kept at a length of 43.8 cm which was also the
microwave pumped discharge length. When a klystron transmitter pulse of
a power of 4.5 MW with a pulse duration of 600 ns and a repetition
frequency
of
10
Hz
was
applied
to
a
gas
mixture
of
He/Xe/HCl =1000/10/2 at a total pressure of 2 bar, a XeCl 10laser energy
of up to 1.8 mJ was measured. The pulse duration was 16 ns. The chosen
output coupler of the laser cavity had 50 %.
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The investigation of the reflected microwave power fro*i this
longitudinal coupling geometry exhibited features °f * rfi82££
microwave cavity phenomenon described earlxer by Alvarez et al. After
charging the cavity within approximately 400 ns there occurred a sudden
jump9ingthe reflected microwave power curve ^^.""^^cSd
poSer
r
extraction of the stored energy. The change in the ^lected
P°^
d
curve is accomplished by building up a plasma of high ^if t™n ensity,
i e the rare-qas halide discharge. The discharge acts as a switch.
Fig! \f depicts 9the amount of stored energy in the resonant microwave
cavity and the resulting XeCl laser performance.
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XeCl laser energy versus stored energy in a resonant microwave cavity.

The resonant cavity consisted °^ the coupling aperture of the
impedance 7matcher up to the short circuit plat
oftte ra^pling
structure. The complete different featuresof the reflected microwave
power curves compared to the ones shown in figures 2 and 3 can be
described as a "Resonant Energy Storage" RES-Mode of operation.
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4. CONCLUSION
5 XeC1 excimer 9as mixture has been investigated using microwave
L-üand pumping techniques. A magnetron and a klystron were used as
microwave sources to pump a longitudinal coupling geometry. Two modes
or operation were observed: a matched coupling structure mode (MCSmode) and a resonant energy storage mode (RES-mode). The best results
were achieved with the RES-mode. A XeCl laser pulse energy of up to
Zmtn f. Pulse duration of 16 ns could 3 be realized for the first
time. The discharge volume was almost 12 cm .
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ABSTRACT

The short wavelength and high power of excimer lasers have made them
attractive candidates as exposure sources for photolithography. Unfortunately
direct application of excimer lasers for microelectronic steppers is restricted
by certain negative properties of the excimer laser radiation. This means that
for the successful stepper's operation the radiation properties should be
optimized. In this work we present the results of the optimization of the
excimer laser characteristics for deep UV stepper.
1. INTRODUCTION
The optical reduction stepper lithography methods continue to dominate in
VLSI production processes. Excimer lasers (EL) which may be used as light
source in projection lithography systems are XeCl (308 nm), KrF (248 nm), KrCl
(222 nm) and ArF (193 nm) lasers. In comparison with KrF laser energy
efficiencies of ArF, KrCl and XeCl lasers are 0.5, 0.2 and 0.8
correspondingly. According to this reason KrF lasers are mainly used in the new
generation of optical steppers.
There are two important problems of EL application in projection
photolithography.
First, relatively high level of spatial coherence of EL radiation (its
value occupies an intermediate position between the coherence of lamps and
other solid state and gas lasers). In our previous works we have delivered a
method for the measurements of the EL's radiation correlation functions [1].
The measured correlation function was anizotropic along different direction on
the EL beam cross section what was in a good correlation with the anizotropy of
the EL radiation divergency. We also considered several methods of EL spatial
coherence reduction inside optical tract of the stepper for the case of a
single pulse exposure (so called "flash on the fly" regime) [1].
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Second, to obtain diffraction limited image quality on the whole chip area
the stepper is usually equipped with a very complicated refractive projection
lense. However only two deep UV(DUV)-transparent materials are available now
for the lenses design in the DUV region. They are fused silica (quartz) and
fluoride (it should be noted the last has limited application due to its poor
radiative stability). If all DUV projection lense components are made from the
fused silica, an adequate narrowing of the bandwidth 4A^ of the EL radiation
has to be provided. To estimate the required bandwidth 4 Ac, a formula for the
thin lens focal length F may be used
F = R/(n-l),

(D

where R - refractive surface radius, n - refractive index. Usually F~l cm. The
chromatic defocusing length $Fchr is equal
KFchr = (F/(n-l)) (dn/dA)ofy

{2)

where dn/dX - dispersion. To neglect the chromatic aberrations, it should be
chosen as SFchr < jFdiff ~ 1 yn m ( if we put SFcbr = 0.1*Fj,-^ , then «JiFchr "
O.tym). For fused quartz n ~ 1.5, dn/dA ~ 10 nm"' at wavelength A =248 nm.
Thus, the spectral bandwidth of the EL light 4*^0.005 nm = 5 pm.
The problem of the EL linewidth narrowing can be solved by insertion of
dispersive elements and apertures into the laser cavity [2]. The spectral
bandwidth a\g of the output laser radiation may be estimated in this case
according to formula [3]
*A5~N"f/2[ ($\)Z + (Af/d)2]/Z

,

(3)

where <SA and D=d^/dAare the spectral resolution limit and the value of angular
dispersion for the used dispersive element correspondingly, &V - the laser beam
divergence being determined by intracavity apertures, N is the number of light
halfroundtrips inside resonator during the laser pulse (N=5-10 for standard
EL).oA =const for a given dispersive element. The more the dispersion value and
less the laser beam divergence and the the spectral resolution limit the less
the spectral bandwidth of laser radiation.
Diffraction grating and prisms can be used in principle as intracavity
dispersive elements. But, unfortunately, they possess of low value of
angular dispersion. For example, if the grating must provide the linewidth
narrowing down to 3-4 pm, then the laser beam divergence has to be diminished
by special apertures inserted into the laser cavity. The last always results in
the laser output energy decreasing. Ordinarily the energy efficiency of the EL
linewidth narrowing by installation of diffraction gratings does not exceed
1-2% [2].
If Fabry-Perot etalon is used as a dispersive intracavity element (Fig.l)
then the main problems are connected with its small dispersion range
[4]:
4Aei - A /(2nlcos»0,

(4)
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where n is the refractive index of etalon intracavity medium, 1 is the base
distance between etalon mirrors,«^ is the angle of light beam incidence on to
etalon surfaces.
If we put A=248 nm, n=l, cos^=l, 1=1 mm, then ^Ae*=30 pm. The desirable
value of dispersion range is equal to the laser amplification spectrum jAa/T7p£
U^ampC ~ 1000 pm for KrF laser). In this case the intracavity dispersive
elements provide the transformation of the laser generated energy into the
wavelength interval A A5 <SXei , where Skit is the spectral resolution limit of
the intracavity dispersive element. The latter is proportional to the
dispersion range &\tt [4]: .
{5)

SXet = (2/Vt)e\\ti.

where f is the finesse of the etalon. The etalon's finesse is determined by the
reflection index r of its mirrors [4]:
f = 2ry/2/(l-r).

<«

The value of spectral bandwidth needed for projection exposure source shouldn't
exceed AX$ =5 pm. Thus we can estimate the required finesse of a single etalon
being used for KrF laser linewidth narrowing:
N

(7)

d\ei/ä\et < 4A£ /4Aüm/)C~5xlO

or
(8)

f >, 40; r > 98.7%

Analogous demands on the etalon finesse arise in the case of two etalons being
used for excimer laser linewidth narrowing, if one of them possesses of <SXet^
~,jAo
, and another - 8\etz~ &^tt<.
To have a high energy efficiency in the linewidth narrowing process the
etalon's transmission function [4]

T(«0 = U+f sin2(27nl cos(«0/A)}

(9>

must be as large as possible. If the etalon has high quality surfaces
(roughness is about A/50-A/100) and is tuned with high accuracy then its
transmission become too small if finesse value exceeds 6 (r>70%). Thus from
the energetic point of view we have to demand low value of finesse:
(10)

f<6.

Under this condition the etalon provides sufficient angular width &°L which
should be no less than the excimer laser beam divergency (1-5 mrad).
In addition the finesse shouldn't be too high because the transmission of
the etalon for a certain wavelength seriously degrades when the flatness of the
etalon's surfaces across the laser beam cross section is far from an ideal one
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(this is not essential for the lasers with small beam diameters and is very
important in the case of EL, when the square of the beam cross section is equal
to several square centimeters).
Thus conditions (8) and (10) are not compatible. The linewidth narrowing by
insertion of the etalon with high value of finesse inside the laser cavity
(to
provide the conditions (7)-{8)) gives too small energy efficiency <1%, and
spatial coherency of laser beam becomes too high (the divergency too small).
, In this work we describe the way how this problem can be overcome and
relatively powerful line-narrowed radiation can be obtained using one EL
oscillator. In the next sections we'll confirm this on the basis of experiments
and mathematical simulations.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

To obtain a low coherent, linewidth narrowed excimer laser beam with high
energy efficiency we propose to use two etalons with comparatively low finesse
(f~4-6) which base distances 1^ and 12 are close. In this way two problems may
be solved. First, this dispersive element possesses of a much higher dispersion
range in comparison with a single etalon (only coincided peaks of the etalons
are transmitted) which exceeds the width of the amplification spectrum if the
values of 1 and 1 are large enough to provide small SAet value (see eq.
(4-5)). Second, its spectral transmission function is the product, of the
transmission functions of separate etalons. In our excimer KrF laser linewidth
narrowing experiments two etalons with 1,=1.0 mm and 1^=0.6
mm,
and
comparatively low value of finesse f=4 (r=66%) were used. The value of incident
angle oc was chosen in the range 10-20 mrad to provide a large width 01 mrad)
of angular transmission function and a large value
(>200 mrad/nm) of etalon
dispersion [5]:
Dei = (A.tgW))

.

(11)

The width of spectral transmission function
estimated:
o

oA

of

= 10 pm.

this

dispersive

element

was

(12)

Both etalons installed in KrF laser resonator (resonator length - 1.5 m, pulse
duration - 20 ns, pulse energy in free running generator - 150 mJ) provided
spectral linewidth narrowing down to 4 prn with energy losses ~/70%.
It should be noted that line narrowing was achieved in our case without
essential decreasing of the radiation
divergency
(increasing
of
the
coherence)in comparison with initial ones. This is due to the large angle
spectrum window (low finesse) of the used etalons.
3. SIMULATION
If we desire to choose a dispersive element for the line narrowing
techniques or optimize the parameters of the resonator and the conditions of
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pumping to obtain required characteristics (pulse energy, spectral linewidth,
divergency) of the output laser radiation it is necessary to carry out adequate
estimation of these characteristics for a certain laser scheme. During the
time of the light pulse development inside the EL cavity (15-20 ns or 5-7
halfroundtrips) mode selection doesn't occur and simple simulation under the
approximation of the light propagation equation [6] seems to be incorrect.
Thus a new model possessed of possibility to describe the development of light
pulse and predict the characteristics of the EL radiation is required.
In our simulations we have used some ideas of the corpuscle approach which
was developed in [7]. In addition the spectral distribution of energy,
the
presence of intracavity apertures and dispersive elements were also taken into
account.
The resonator cavity (RC) was assumed to be a 3D rectangle
(Fig.2). It
includes an active region
(AR) of the EL, intracavity apertures
(A)
and
dispersive elements (DE).
At the first moment M points ( 5000) are determined in the RC region.
Their positions are calculated through the random values generator. From these
points M "photons" (quotation marks are omitted in the following text)
start
their directline motion in the random directions with the speed of light. Every
photon may be characterized by the energetic weight N;, which is expressed
through the number of quantas, and by the wavelength \L .
During simulation the directline motion of all photons,
their reflection
from the walls of the RC,
transformation of photon's weights after their
propagation through AR and DE are calculated. Output laser energy may be
determined in this case in turn off
P(ti)= hcd-R^KNi/A;)

(13)

where summation is carried out for all photons which are reflected from the
output semitransparent mirror Ml during the specific time of registration
(this time determines the necessary temporal accuracy), h is the Plank
constant, c - the speed of light. In the plane of Ml mirror the division of
photons according to their propagation angle and wavelength is also provided.
AR is divided onto several (determines by the required detailing of the AR
medium)
cells, each of which may be described by the open two-level system
equations. The medium is assumed to be homogeneous inside every cell.
The output simulation data are: 1) energy vs time dependence; 2) energy vs
wavelength dependence; 3) energy vs angle dependence.
The results of simulations are in a good correlation with the parameters of
the radiation of the unnarrowed EL and also with the results of the
linenarrowing in the schemes with intracavity apertures, prisms and diffraction
gratings [3]. Simulations confirmed that the line narrowing efficiency can be
no more than 8-10% in all these cases.
It is interesting to investigate the pulse duration dependence on the
linewidth of the EL radiation. Such dependence is shown in Fig.3 for the case
when four prism telescope and autocollimated diffraction grating are used as
intracavity DE. As one can see the line narrowing procedure becomes more "easy"
if long light pulses are used. In addition a direct confirmation of the
reversed square root dependence in the equation (7) also follows from Fig.3.
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The scheme with two etalons was simulated to define
the
maximum
linenarrowing efficiency. The dependence of the linewidth on the etalon's
finesse is shown in Fig.4. We see that the width of the generated spectrum
(curve 1) is less (for corresponding finesse values)
than the width of the
apparatus function of the DE (curve 2). This fact may be explained in turn of
the high amplification coefficient of the EL active medium and multiple
propagation of light through the DE.
The dependence of the linenarrowing efficiency for the scheme with two
etalons on their finesse is shown in Fig.5. Curve 1 corresponds to the case
when both etalons are situated in the vicinity of the back rough mirror M2 and
curve 1 - near the output mirror Ml. We see that the efficiencies are quite
different for these two cases. The fact may may be explained in the following
manner. Duration of the EL light pulse usually takes several roundtrips in the
RC and the main energy growth occurs at the second roundtrip, when the light is
reflected by the back mirror M2. So if the etalons are situated near the output
mirror Ml then they have cut the spectrally unselected radiation what leads to
the low efficiency of this scheme (curve 2). On the contrary, if the etalons
(or even one of them) are situated in the vicinity of M2 mirror then the
spectral selection occurs before the main amplification and the efficiency of
the scheme is relatively high (curve 1). It should be noted that the observed
difference of the efficiencies
for
different
etalons
position was
confirmed experimentally.
And at least the maximum efficiency which was obtained in the scheme with
two etalons experimentally is 30%. Relatively small deviation from the
simulated value (35%) may be attributed to the nonideal flatness of the
etalon's surfaces and their absorption capability what were not taken
into account during simulation.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Effective (>30%) line narrowing procedure of a single excimer oscillator to
the required for projection photolithography level may be realized using two
inracavity etalons with low finesse. A model of the excimer laser generation
was developed. This model may be used to optimize the parameters of the excimer
laser radiation.
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ABSTRACT

The work described in this paper forms part of the EUREKA EU213 "HiPulse" excimer
laser project, to build an excimer laser with an average power greater than 1 kW, and a
pulse repetition rate up to 5 kHz. Because of the very large volume of gas needed in such a
laser, and the rising costs of rare gases such as xenon, a sophisticated gas processor system is
needed which is capable of recycling the rare gas component of the gas mix indefinitely. If
the laser head needs to be opened up for some reason, the laser gas needs to be pumped out
and stored in a suitable vessel. When the laser is running, a variety of contaminants are generated by various chemical reactions going on inside the laser head; the exact contaminants
depend on the materials from which the head is made. As part of the design of a laser gas
processor, we are investigating the changes in gas constituents as the laser is running, using a
quadrupole mass spectrometer connected to a computer. The mass spectrometer samples the
laser gas through a special capillary and porous plug arrangement which maintains the necessary pressure difference between the laser gas at 2-5 bar and the analyser head at microbar
pressure levels.
1. INTRODUCTION
The EUREKA "HiPulse" excimer laser European project (EU213) has been established to
develop a high-average power, high-repetition rate laser suitable for industrial use. The
target of the project is to create prototype lasers capable of sustained output greater than a
kilowatt average power, and running at shot repetition rates up to several kilohertz. A necessary part of this development work is the design and construction of a automated control
system, and the associated sensors and monitoring devices. The design is constrained by the
need to respond to changes in the laser performance on a sub-millisecond timescale, and by
the need to operate in a very electrically noisy environment. The control system being developed by the BNFL/University of Salford group uses a distributed network of transputers
(see section 2) which communicate by optical fibre links.
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An important part of the control of any excimer laser is the gas handling, ie the facilities
for changing the gas in the laser head, adjusting the mix, injecting additional halogen etc.
For small volume laser systems, making any analytic measurements of the laser gas is not
economically justified. However, in very large volume lasers, such as the EU213 prototypes,
the necessity of recycling purified gas back into the laser motivates the development of suitable monitoring equipment. As part of the development of a gas processor for the EU213
lasers, we have investigated the potential of a quadrupole mass spectrometer as an on-line
laser gas analysis tool/sensor.
2. TRANSPUTER NETWORKS
The control system for the EU213 lasers is required to drive a series of parallel processes for
laser operation, eg trigger the thyratrons, monitor the beam quality, maintain the halogen
partial pressure etc. Some of these processes are quite demanding. For instance, the current
pulse switched by the thyratrons is measured on every shot to check for irregularities in
firing, and to make appropriate corrections in timing. The time available for operation at
kilohertz rates is on a millisecond scale. Other parts of the control are concerned with the
monitoring of slowly-varying quantities such as the gas temperature. Rather than use one
large machine for all the various elements of the control, a distributed network of small processors is being used, allowing the work load to be shared out and also permitting the design
to assume a modular form (see Figure 1). This gives much greater flexibility in responding
to the different needs and interests of the collaborators in EU213. The various processors
can be physically distributed around the laser, minimising the distance that monitoring or
actuation signals have to travel in an electrically noisy environment.
In principle, any small processors could be used to build a network. However, transputers1
are particularly attractive in this role because they are designed specifically to operate as
part of a parallel computing system. To that end, they have very good inter-processor communications facilities (see Figure 2) using fibre-optic links, which are obviously particularly
useful in this context in view of the electrical noise generated by a big excimer laser. In fact
transputers have a high degree of immunity to electrical noise. The control software is
written in OCCAM2 , a parallel-processing language, as a set of routines governing various
aspects of the laser operation. These routines are then shared out between the. transputers of
the network, as seems appropriate. If any one node of the network is overloaded, another
transputer can easily be added in and the work reallocated between them.
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3. EXCIMER GAS
The gradual degradation of excimer gas mixes during laser operation has been widely
reported3-8. A variety of methods have been used to study the chemical changes taking
place in the laser gas, including spectroscopic analysis6, gas chromatography6 and mass spectrometry6"8. Basically, the problem is that the halogen component of the gas mix reacts
chemically with the materials surrounding it, eg the electrodes and the walls of the laser
vessel. This causes both a reduction of the partial presssure of the halogen, thereby reducing
the potential laser gain, and creates compounds in the laser gas which can absorb strongly at
the laser wavelength, increasing the optical loss. The exact reactions taking place in a laser
are determined by the materials used in its construction, eg SiF4 is produced by a reaction
with
glass3. Other commonly seen contaminants include CO.,
C10„
F,CO,
FNO, FNO„2 and
_
Z
Z'
2
NF3
KT

Most of the more commonly seen contaminants can be removed by passing the laser gas
through a cold trap9, and such devices are widely used to extend the lifetime of gas mixes
in commercial laser systems. Extra halogen can be added to the mix to restore the optimum
partial pressure. Unfortunately, a few contaminants cannot be separated out with a cold trap,
and eventually these will build up to levels that prevent laser operation. The normal recourse
then is to simply throw away the whole gas mix and start again with a new fill. However,
this is not feasible with the EU213 lasers because of the large volumes of gas involved. Very
high-repetition rate lasers require fast gas flows between the electrodes to ensure discharge
stability10. The most common design of pressure vessel for this type of laser is therefore a
closed wind-tunnel. For aerodynamic reasons, the volume of such a "flow-loop" design is
very large; perhaps several cubic metres. This volume is filled with laser gas at pressures of
5-10 bar, so a flow-loop may contain 30 cubic metres of laser gas at standard pressure.
With such large reservoir volumes, the concentration of contaminants produced by reactions
in the discharge region might be expected to be very low. However, the high repetition rate
operation effectively cancels out the potential advantage from the size of the gas reservoir,
so gas lifetime is still a major consideration. For XeCl lasers, the rare gas component
(xenon) alone may cost several thousand pounds sterling for a single fill11. Clearly it is not
satisfactory to simply discard the whole mix. An essential part of any final automated control system is some way of monitoring the gas composition and the performance of the gas
processor, and so we are investigating the use of a quadrupole mass spectrometer in this
context.
4. USE OF A QUADRUPOLE MASS SPECTROMETER
A mass spectrometer should be the perfect device for examining the laser gas mix, but there
are many practical difficulties. The most serious problem is that excimer lasers typically
operate at pressures between 3-8 bar, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer requires a vacuum
of better than 10~6 mbar. So a fairly elaborate pressure reduction system is needed to sample
the gas mix without introducing significant mass discrimination. Our system (see Figure 3)
uses three elements; first a standard pressure regulator drops the pressure to 1 bar, followed
by a 30 /un diameter silica capillary 1.8 metres long which restricts the laminar gas flow to
give a downsteam pressure of 10"3 mbar, and finally a silica sinter plug (operating in the
molecular flow regime) that reduces the final pressure to 10~6 - 10"7 mbar.
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FIGURE 3 : Schematic diagram of gas handling system
Passivation of the pressure reduction system is important, as well as the passivation of the
mass spectrometer itself. In order to ensure that a representative fraction of the laser gas is
sampled the gas must be well stirred in the laser head - normally this would be done by a
fan that'drives clean gas into the discharge region. However, our laser head does not employ
a fan at present and so the stirring action is provided by an Oxford Lasers GP2000 gas processor which circulates the gas with a diaphragm pump at a rate of about 20 litres per
minute. (In this experiment the GP2000 was used purely as a pump; the cold trap was not
running.) The amount of laser gas consumed by the mass spectrometer is very small; of the
order of 10 cm3 per minute during a scan (typically lasting a few minutes every hour).
The mass spectrometer used in our experiments is a V G Quadruples SX200 with a Spectralab PC for data collection. The mass range is 1 - 200 amu and the sensitivity is 0.1 ppm
of total pressure. The mass spectrometer has an open ion source, and two detectors; a Faraday collector and an electron multiplier. The Faraday collector can operate at higher pressures (up to 10"4 mbar) but suffers more from electrical noise than the multiplier. However,
the multiplier has an inherent mass discrimination effect which must be considered in quantitative measurements, ie the intensity of the signal varies with the atomic mass number. The
mass spectrometer is pumped by a turbo-molecular pump which introduces further mass discrimination. For these reasons, it is important to calibrate the mass spectrometer with a welldefined gas mix. The response time of the system to changes in the laser gas is typically of
the order of a few seconds, but for reliable measurements of the halogen level a settling
time of about 5 minutes is needed. This is due to passivation problems in the inlet capillary;
heating the capillary will eliminate this delay.
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FIGURE 4 : Histogram showing XeCl laser gas mix
The Spectralab software permits the display of the entire mass range as a histogram, plotting
mass number vs intensity on a logarithmic scale. A "background" scan, showing the residual
gases in the mass spectrometer vacuum system when there is no connection to the laser head,
can be stored and automatically subtracted from the laser gas scan - see Figure 4. The laser
gas components are easily identified.
Quantitative measurements of specified mass numbers (Figure 5) can be read out either from
the monitor screen or by using a special interface card to connect the Spectralab PC to a
transputer directly. Calibration weighting factors relating to the mass discrimination effects
can be incorporated into the calculation of percentages. To obtain absolute pressures from
the partial pressures given by the mass spectrometer, a separate pressure gauge on the laser
head is required.
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FIGURE 5 : Gas analysis as percentage of mix
Repeated measurements on our XeCl laser gas made over half a million shots failed to show
any loss of halogen or any significant rise in contaminants (there was a small carbon signal
possibly due to breakdown of a PVC insulator in the laser head). There was also a slight rise
in the hydrogen partial pressure, but no free chlorine was detected. There was no appreciable change in the optical performance over this time. The apparent absence of contaminants
may be due to the solid (dust-like) nature of the metallic chlorides, in particular A1C13,
which are the most likely products to be formed in our laser head. Alternatively, it may be
a consequence of the large gas reservoir volume of our laser head (approximately 200 litres)
which results in a dilution of contaminants formed in the laser discharge. Extending the trial
for a greater number of shots would answer this question.
5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a quadrupole mass spectrometer can provide an
effective measure of the partial pressures of an excimer laser gas mix, and that changes in
the gas can be monitored by a continuous sampling process, with a response time of a few
minutes. In the near future we plan to install a heated capillary which will reduce the
response time, and prevent repassivation problems in the inlet system. At the same time an
interface board is being built to allow the appropriate transputer to read out the partial pressures of 16 selected mass numbers directly. The halogen injection system can then be driven
automatically in response to a drop in the halogen signal from the mass spectrometer. We
also plan to run the laser with a KrF fill and compare the formation rates of contaminants.
We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of British Nuclear Fuels, and the help of
Dr. Kelvin Schneider in particular.
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

The experimental results of high-repetition rate pseudospark switch testing are reported, with particular interest in applications like high repetition rate, high-average
power excimer lasers and pulsed TEA CO2 lasers. Typical test parameters are hold-off
voltage of about 20 kV, peak currents around 15 kA, and pulse durations of less than
100 ns, discharge conditions that are typical for high average power excimer lasers.
These were realized in a low inductive discharge circuit using discrete ceramic
capacitors of up to 10 nF total capacitance and an impedance of about 1 Q. The resulting peak currents were about 19 kA in the short-circuited, ringing discharge. A
special feature of the switch is being capable to withstand severe current reversal,
high rates of current rise of about 5*10u A/s and peak currents above 20 kA. Some
107 shots have been performed with a sealed-off metal-ceramic pseudospark switch
with integrated hydrogen reservoir without degradation of the switch performance. In
this setup repetition rates of up to 1.8 kHz were achieved. The switch triggering behaviour and measurements of the switch resistance in dependence of the peak current are reported about.
1. INTRODUCTION
The pseudospark switch (PSS) is a fast closing switch, based on a low pressure gas
discharge in a special geometry of the electrodes. This low inductance switch is
designed for holdoff voltages in a range of 5 up to 35 kV. It is capable of pulse duration of about 20 ns up to tens of microseconds. Since the beginning
of the development of pseudospark switches in the mid-eighties, large progress has
been made towards
sealed-off ceramic-metal switches1'2»3'4
Pseudospark switches
capable of switching over 25 kA peak current at current reversal of more than 90 %
were successfully tested as an advanced thyratron replacement for ultra-high power
applications in TE gas discharge lasers. The same switches have been shown to be
able for long pulse duration applications due to the superior cathode emission mechanism which warrants an even cathode loading during conduction of high-current pul456
At short pulse durations of the order of 100 nsec, peak currents of up to 25
Ses ' ' .
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kA, and a reverse current of over 90 % of the peak forward current, brazed ceramicmetal switches have shown to have a lifetime in excess of 5*106 shots3. Due to the
pulsed power source used for the earlier measurements of peak current and high
rate-of-current-rise capability , these tests were limited to pulse repetition rates of
the order of 100 Hz by power supply limitations. Experiments done by another research group8 showed that PSSs are suitable for multi-kHz repetition rates in burst
mode operation; however, peak current and energy per pulse were rather modest in
these experiments, and the switch was an 0-ring sealed laboratory prototype switch.
More recent experiments in our laboratory had the aim to test our ceramic-metal
switch at the multi-kA, multi-kW level at repetition rates of up to 2 kHz, conditions
which are typical for high average power excimer lasers, and pulsed modulators for
linac structures.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The PSS investigated in these experiments utilized molybdenum electrodes with circular center holes of 3 mm in diameter each, and hollow cathodes as well as hollow anodes. Deuterium is used as the working gas throughout the experiments. A schematic
cross-sectional drawing of the PSS used in these experiments is shown in fig. 1. The
switch is made of OFHC-copper electrodes brazed directly to insulating AI2O3 rings.
The anode and cathode parts which directly contact the discharge plasma are made of
bulk molybdenum in order to assure a good thermal contact to the environment The
switch is triggered by applying a negative-going high voltage pulse of 2 -3 kV in
amplitude, provided by a thyristor pulser, to the trigger electrode. The main
Sarge is then initiated by the injection of electrons out of the pulsed glow
d scharge into the hollow cathode of the main gap. In order to achieve a short delay
and a small jitter of the triggering discharge, a keep-alive current of the order
mA is maintained between the triggering electrode and an additional preiomzation
electrode". This method effectively reduces delay and jitter by providing a sufficient
concentration of starting electrons9.
The PSS is built into a coaxial housing, which also contains the ceramic capacitors in
order to minimize circuit inductance. Figure 2 is a cross-sectional drawing of the experimental setup. The total circuit inductance, with 6 ceramic capacitors of H n*
each in parallel, has been calculated to be 19 nH, giving a circuit impedance of 1.1
ohms. Two command charge power supplies, a master and a slave unit, with a maxi
mum mean power of about 6 kW are used. The switch current is measured with an
coaxial shunt resistor in the current return path, made of 340 parallel carbon bulk
resistors. The coaxial housing is filled with transformer oil for high voltage insulation, and equiped with an oil-water heat exchanger to provide cooling at high average power levels.
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Fig. 1: Schematic cross-sectional
drawing of the tested PSS. The Ti-based
deuterium reservoir is located behind
the last electrode of the triggering section. The copper electrodes are braized
directly to the AI2O3 ceramic rings.

Fig. 2: Cross-sectional drawing
(schematic) of the coaxial experimental setup. This design minimizes the circuit inductance and
allowes a rate of current rise as
high as 7*10u A/s.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Ignition statistics and breakdown voltage characteristic
The static breakdown voltage - pressure characteristic obeys Paschen's law. (Fig. 3)
At an electrode separation distance d of about 3 mm, a pressure p of about 40 Pa
and a holdoff voltage of 25 kV, the switch is working at the low pressure side of the
Paschen minimum.
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Fig. 3: Static breakdown voltage as a function of the deuterium pressure, for the
switch as of fig. 1.
However the breakdown characteristic as shown in fig. 3 is valid for durations of
some milliseconds, the high voltage is at the switch and repetition rates of less then
20 Hz, which can be called quasi-static. The switch delay, normally about 250 ns and
the jitter of some 10 ns increase if the duration of the high voltage charging pulse
across the switch becomes shorter than 1 ms.
In fig. 5, the switch delay is plotted as a function of the duration of the high voltage pulse across the switch. The duration is measured from the point where the
high voltage pulse has reached 90 % of its peak value, to the time the trigger pulse
is applied to the switch. As can be seen from these data, the delay increases as the
duration of the high voltage pulse falls below 1 ms which is the case at repetition
rates above 1 kHz in this experiment. This effect is more severe at values of p-dnear
the Paschen-minimum, and is attributed to the finite formative time lag of the
predischarge in the main switch region. Obviously, this predischarge is necessary for
a good triggering performance of the switch, and thus has to be taken into account
in the construction of high repetition rate pseudospark switches.
The delay also increases at repetition rates of more then 20 Hz, as shown in fig.4.
This implies that the pressure for optimal performance has to be adjusted at higher
repetition rates to values higher than in the quasi-static case. This may be caused
by gas depletion in the electrode region and is an object of our actual research.
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Fig. 5: The switch delay as a function
of the duration of the high voltage
pulse across the switch, for different working points.

3.2 The switch resistance
The PSS under test was intentionally developed for peak currents of 10 to 25 kA at
pulse durations of more than 100 ns. In a variety of applications, however, the pulse
duration is shorter and the peak current is considerably less than 10 kA. This is especially true, for example, for copper vapor lasers which need high pulse repetition
rates of the order of several kHz at peak currents of the order of < 2 kA, and at
pulse durations of the order of 50 ns. In figure 6, a series of current waveforms is
shown at varying peak currents. Current variation has been accomplished by varying
the total capacitance and, for the lowest peak currents shown, also decreasing
thevoltage. As a consequence, the pulse duration varies along with the peak current.
A severe drawback of the switch at currents below 5 kA can be seen from figs. 6b)
and 6d). Reverse conduction does not take place at low currents in this specific
switch. At peak currents above 5 kA, however, the switch conducts reverse currents
of 80 % of the peak forward current (figs. 6a and 6c). A total resistance can be
calculated from the damping constant of the damped current sine wave, which,
however, also includes commutation losses and losses due to the polarization change
in the capacitors. This total resistance can then be taken as an upper limit for the
time-average switch resistance, and allows an estimation of the total power, dissipated
in the switch in a specific application. In fig. 7, this average switch resistance is
plotted
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Fig. 6 a-d: Current waveforms of different amplitudes. At peak currents below 5 kA,
no reverse conduction occurs; at currents of 9 kA and more, the reverse current amplitude reaches 80 % of the peak forward current.
as a function of the charge stored initially in the capacitor. The switch losses increase rapidly at an stored electrical charge below 10"4 Cb, and seem to level off at
a more or less constant resistance at a charge considerably higher than this lower
limit. This indicates that a PSS that is to be used at low currents and short pulses
has to becarefully designed in order to avoid excessive switch losses in that kind of
applications, and that a PSS does not necessarily perform well at parameters that are
very different from its design parameters.
First tests in an TE-CO2 Laser discharge circuit12'13 at peak currents of about 1.8
kA voltages of 18 kV and pulse durations of ca. 600 ns, indicated, that the laser
output could be increased by about 3 %, in comparison with a commercial russian
thyratron, as shown in fig.8 (TGI 1000/25). This seems to be very Promising, because
this are parameters that are not in the optimal range of the switch. The current
reversal, that a thyratron is normally not supposed to withstand is feeding additional
energy to the laser. Because of the lower switch resistance, the ratio of dissipated
energy in the laser to the energy dissipated in the switch is advantageous. In this
experiment the repetition rate was limited by the gas exchange velocity of the laser
to about 200 Hz.
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3.3 Lifetime measurements
Most of the tests reported herein have been performed at capacitances of 5.4 and
10.8 nF, respectively. The switch was operated for over 1 million shots at 10.8 nF at
a voltage of 23 kV, and over 10 million shots at 5.4 nF at 25 kV. The peak current
and maximum repetition rate are 9.4 kA at 1.8 kHz (5.4 nF), and 19 kA at 1 kHz (10.8
nF), respectively. After the end of these measurements, the behavior of the switch
had not altered significantly, and it is still operationable. Thus, the lifetime of the
switch can be estimated from earlier lifetime measurements10 to be in excess of 108
shots at the conditions given for the 5.4 nF capacitor. The deuterium reservoir has
been proven to be suitable for sealed-off operation of high-average-power PSSs, and
is expected to have a lifetime comparable to that of the electrodes. The test results
are summarizedin the following table and compared to results from high repetition
rate testing of a PSS at another laboratory11.
C / nF
Ip / kA
Uc / kV
Pav / kW
prrmax / kHz
tl/2sw/ns
Rtot / mü
Ltot / mH

Lifetime / shots

Erlangen
5.4
9.4
25
3
1.8 cont.
70
230
28
> 107 total

10.8
19
23
2.8
1 cont.
94
150
21

from Ref. 11
13.5
9
20
0.6
0.1 cont.
0.2 burst
70
120
25
>3.6*107

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that high pulse repetition rates of 1 to 2 kHz can be handled by
state-of-the-art pseudospark switches at average power levels of the order of 3 kW,
with peak currents as high as 19 kA, and at a current reversal of 80 %. The lifetime
limit of the first sealed-off PSS with built-in gas reservoir has not yet been reached,
but is in excess of 107 shots under these extreme conditions. From lifetime measurements at similar conditions, a total lifetime of well over 108 shots can be expected.
The maximum average power and pulse repetition rate in our experiment were limited
by the power supply to 3 kW and 2 kHz, respectively; a maximum repetition rate of 3
to 4 kHz should be possible with this switch, and a more advanced triggering section
should allow even higher repetition rates. The tests have also shown that it is necessary to develop special PSS designs for applications where low currents and / or
short pulses are needed, if the current reversal capability of the switch is a necessary feature. The unique design of the switch should allow much higher average power levels as those reported here, the only limitation up to now being the power
supply. The existing switch already surpasses hydrogen thyratrons in several aspects
simultaneously, and lifetime and maximum achieveable pulse repetition rates are expected to further increase by ongoing research into electrode processes and trigger
problems.
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ABSTRACT

At Laser-Laboratorium Göttingen damage and durability tests are performed on excimer laser optics
Within the automated experimental set-up image processing techniques are applied for both spatial
laser beam profiling in the target plane and real-time damage recognition. Along with a description of
experimental details, results of damage threshold measurements at 248 nm and 193 nm are presented
which demonstrate a strong relationship between absorption of laser radiation on defect sites and the
subsequent damaging process. In addition, the influence of surface quality as well as laser pulse length
on damage thresholds of fused silica substrates has been investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since radiation induced damage to optical components has become a limiting factor for the
development of high power lasers during last years, the measurement of damage thresholds for the
optical materials employed is of increasing importance to the designer of new and more powerful laser
systems. Being part of the EUREKA project EU 205, the damage testing facility of the LaserLaboratonum Gottingen is used in close collaboration with optics manufacturers, in order to develop
optical components of high damage resistivity for a future multi-kW-excimer laser. Routine damage
tests are performed within a fully automated experimental set-up 2'3'4, following the requirements of
an ISO standard for damage threshold determination.
Experimental details of damage testing like spatial laser beam profiling in the target plane and
determination of peak energy densities are presented in the paper, as well as single pulse threshold
data for fused silica substrates and high reflection dielectric coatings at 248 nm and 193 nm In order
to obtain a better understanding of the involved processes of laser material interaction, the influence of
various experimental parameters on the measured thresholds has been investigated. A clear correlation
is found between damage and temperature rise of the samples due to absorption during multiple pulse
irradiation as measured with a high resolution IR camera. Similarly, a relationship between surface
roughness data and damage thresholds has been observed. We also report on first experiments with a
pulse extension unit, which allows stretching of an excimer laser pulse from 25 ns to 200 ns in a
stepwise tunable fashion.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
Since a detailed description of the automated measuring cycle has been given elsewhere.» , the basic
outage of the fully computerized experimental set-up will be addressed only briefly » the following
(cf. Fig. 1). Main emphasis is put on details as laser beam profiling and determination of peak energy
densities.
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Fig. 1: Experimental arrangement
2.1 Beam control and diagnostics
The radiation of the employed excimer laser can be almost continuously attenuated using a dielectric
filter, which is rotated by a high resolution stepper motor (2000 steps/rev., filter transmission 2...92%).
Thus a stepwise variation of the energy density on the tested sample is possible, followed by an
inspection whether or not the respective pulse has caused damage. Simultaneously, temporal profile and
energy are monitored for each laser pulse, utilizing a fast digital storage oscilloscope (Fig. 1). The data
are transferred to the computer for evaluation of exact energy densities (see below).
For other high power laser sources the necessary fluence values can be obtained merely by focussing
the beam onto the sample, leading to Gaussian-like intensity distributions. However, due to their
high and often anisotropic divergence, this approach does not lead to satisfactory results in the case of
excimer lasers. Therefore the same set-up is used as in most excimer laser ablation experiments, i.e. a
demagnifying projection of a mask onto the sample surface. This has the advantage that rather flattopped spatial beam profiles are achievable, and relatively large areas of a tested sample site can be
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probed with almost constant energy density (see below). In our experiment, the demagnification factor
is 7, leading to an increase in energy density by a factor of about 50 (imaging lens with f = 250 mm).
The spot diameter on the target is 0.7 mm.
2.2 Laser beam profiling
Since local intensity spikes of a laser pulse can easily distort the measurements, a precise determination
of damage thresholds strongly requires a means to monitor the spatial laser beam profile in the plane of
the target surface. For this purpose a special high resolution beam profiling system has been developed
consisting of a UV sensitive video camera, a PC-based frame grabber and a colour video monitor.
Broad band UV-sensitivity of the employed CCD camera is obtained by a conversion technique as
shown in Fig. 2: a strongly fluorescing glass plate converts incident UV radiation into the visible range
of the spectrum, where the camera chip is sensitive. The plate has been thinned to a thickness of only
200 /im in order to precisely determine the plane of fluorescence, which is imaged onto the CCD chip
with a microscope objective. The linearity of the fluorescence with increasing laser pulse energy has
been checked. This UV camera system is positioned into a plane equivalent to the sample surface
using a wedged beam splitter behind the imaging lens.
In order to obtain intensity distributions of single excimer pulses (pulse length r = 25 ns) a
synchronization between laser source and beam monitor is necessary. This is achieved by triggering the
laser from the camera within a complex measuring program. The analogue video signal containing the
profile is digitized by a PC based frame grabber (512 x 512 pixels, 8 bit greyvalues), stored in frame
memory and displayed in real time on a video monitor. The field of view on this monitor has a width
of 2 mm, corresponding to a spatial resolution of 4 \im or 0.5% of the beam diameter. Fig 3 shows the
spatial profile of a KrF laser pulse in the sample plane, as obtained by imaging of a circular aperture
Horizontal and vertical crossections as well as a 3D representation are displayed, indicating a rather flat
intensity distribution without hot spots; the standard deviation on the plateau is 3% of the mean value.
For a further improvement of the intensity profile on the sample techniques of laser beam
nomogenization have to be applied. Work in this direction is in progress.
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2.3 Peak energy density
The most important measuring quantity in a damage experiment with pulsed laser radiation is the peak
energy density H
on the sample. It is determined from the measured pulse energy Q and the spatial
pulse profile in the following way, realizing that the pixel grey values ikl stored in frame memory (cf.
Sect. 2.2) are proportional to local energy densities Hut :
1.

Determination of the pixel with maximum grey value i max

2.

Computation of an effective area Ae^ from the following
identity:
•fp *kl

*

A

pixel

=

^ax *

A

eff •

where Apjxej is the area corresponding to a single pixel.
3.

The peak energy density is then given by
«max

=

Q/Aeff

This determination is in accordance with an ISO proposal for a standardized testing procedure.5
Moreover, the accuracy of H^^ is enhanced by measuring Q and computing Aeff for each irradiating
laser pulse. Hence, the measuring program accounts for pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the beam.
2.4 Damage detection
Laser induced damage is detected on-line by help of a video microscopy system.4 This device allows
examination of the sample site to be tested on a monitor during the laser irradiation. Using an intense
white light source, a dark field illumination of the sample is applied. Therefore, any micro-roughnesses
created by the laser pulse will show up as bright spots with high contrast in the microscopic image.
The sensitivity of this technique has been shown to be equivalent to Nomarski microscopy^ which is
used as an off-line reference method.
As in the case of spatial beam profiling, the video signal of the microscope camera is stored in frame
memory of the digital image processing board on the PC, once before and once after the laser has been
triggered. The subsequent pixelwise comparison of the digitized micrographs guarantees an unbiased
decision whether or not the respective laser pulse has caused damage (cf. also Sect. 3.2).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Damage thresholds (248 nm and 193 nm)
Single pulse ("1-on-l") damage thresholds have been measured for a large number of high reflection
(HR) dielectric coatings at 248 nm and 193 nm. In order to obtain general trends, the results are
summarized in Table 1, seperated for fluoride and oxide layer systems. The comparison of these data
shows, that for both laser wavelengths the fluoride coatings have a considerably higher damage
resistance as compared to oxide systems, although their mechanical properties and long-term stability
are worse.
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248 nm

193 nm

Fluorides

4.5 - 6

0.8 -2

Oxides

2-4

0.2 - 1

Table 1: Damage thresholds of HR dielectric coatings (in [J/cm ])
Another interesting result from Table 1 is the strong wavelength dependence of the measured damage
thresholds, which can be easily explained by the higher absorptivity of all the employed coating
materials at 193 nm.
The single pulse damage thresholds of fused silica (Suprasil I) substrates are found to be considerably
higher than those for dielectric coatings. Measured values range frorn 5 to 9 J/cm at 248 nm and 3 to
5 J/cm2 at 193 nm, in accordance with previously published results.0 In any case damage starts at th|
rear surface of the samples, which can be explained by constructive interference at the exit boundary.
However, since the amount of this effect depends on the sample thickness and the probe beam fnumber, all data quoted in the remainder of this paper refer to front surface damage.
3.2 Inclusion heating
In all cases of HR dielectric coatings damage is found to be dominated by defects and impurities
within the quarterwave layers, as can be readily seen from a comparison of the digitized microscopic
images (cf. Sect. 2.4) in Fig. 4: grey values of the same site of a HR coating are shown in a 3D
representation, once before and once after irradiation with a single KrF laser pulse. The energy density
was chosen slightly above threshold. Clearly, damage starts at defect sites, which are visible already
before testing. They absorb an amount of energy from the radiation field, which is sufficient for a
cf.Ü
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Fig. 5: Temperature rise vs. damage threshold
of dielectric coatings on Suprasil (cf. text)
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thermal disruption of the coating (inclusion heating model10). Following this theory, local temperatures
in the range of a few thousand K are possible for sub-//m-sized absorbing particles. Due to heat
conduction to the host material, these temperatures will equilibrate immediately after the laser pulse,
making a direct measurement extremely difficult.
However, the combined heating effect of the impurities and defects on a sample can be studied under
multiple pulse irradiation, as shown in Fig. 5 for several dielectric coatings on Suprasil substrates
(A - 248 nm). The macroscopic temperature rise has been measured using a high sensitivity
thermographic camera (Inframetrics model 600, X = 8-12 /im, thermal resolution 0.1K), by imaging the
irradiated surface area of about 6x4 mm2. F^guilibrium temperature is reached after approximately 1
min of sub-threshold bombardment (0.5 J/cm , 60 Hz, i.e. 30 W/cm2).
As seen from Fig. 5, the absolute values of AT are remarkably small (0.2 - 2K); they are plotted
against the single pulse damage thresholds of the samples, which had been determined for 248 nm
before the irradiation. The data indicate a clear correlation between temperature rise by absorotion of
radiation and damage threshold, in support of previously published results for bare substrates. Due to
the higher absorption coefficient at 193 nm the heating effect is found to be larger at this wavelength,
which is in accordance with the damage threshold data of Sect 3.1.
3.3 Influence of surface roughness
The influence of surface quality on the damage resistance at 248nm has been investigated for a set of
24 fused silica samples, which had been produced as preforms for quartz fibres. All samples were of
identical composition and had been manufactured in the same way, except for different surface
polishes. The variations in surface quality were observable as differing defect densities in dark field
microscopy or, more quantitatively, by measurement of the surface roughness. The latter was
performed with a mechanical profilometer (Dektak 3030); profiles were recorded using a scan width of
200 j/m, followed by a computation of the corresponding rms-roughness values.
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Front surface damage thresholds have been measured for all samples at 248 nm. Although the
damaging sites cannot always be identified as already existing defects (like in the case of dielectric
coatings), the data show a clear trend: the lower the defect density seen in the microscope, the higher
the damage resistivity.
This observation is supported by a comparison with the corresponding rms roughness values plotted in
Fig 6 In spite of the large scatter of the roughness data, a clear correlation between surface quality
and damage thresholds can be observed: Due to the lower defect densities less radiation is absorbed on
the smoother surfaces (rms-roughness 2-4 nm), leading to about 30% higher damage thresholds than in
the case of insufficient surface polishes (rms-roughness 10-15 nm). Thus, as for the dielectric coatings,
the data suggest an impurity dominated damaging process for fused silica.
3.4 Influence of pulse length
Although of great importance for possible scaling laws and the understanding of damaging processes,
only very few well established results are available on the pulse length dependence of laser damage
thresholds/'11 In many cases the data sufferfrom the fact, that different laser sources with varying
spatial profiles and spot sizes had to be used.
At the Laser-Laboratorium Göttingen first experiments have been performed with a commercially
available pulse extension unit for excimer lasers (Exitech Ltd., U.K.). Utilizing a multiple reflection
optical delay line, the device allows stretching of an excimer laser pulse (248 nm or 308 nm) from its
initial value (25 ns) up to 200 ns in steps of 25 ns. The various achievable temporal profiles for KrF
laser radiation are compiled in Fig. 7, showing an intensity modulation of the order of 25%. By
integration of the pulse extender into the testing facility (cf. Fig. 1), damage thresholds can be
measured within the same experimental set-up at pulse lengths varying over almost one order of
magnitude.
First results have been obtained for a fused silica substrate (Suprasil I): front surface damage thresholds
Hrx were measured at 248 nm for 8 different effective pulse durations reff, showing a monotomc
increase from 5 J/cm2 at 35 ns to 11.6 J/cm2 at 205 ns. The log-log plot of the data in Fig. 8 indicates
a power law dependence
HD ■ const. *

x

T eff

,

with an exponent x = 0.47. This is in very good agreement with the square root dependence observed
by Taylor et al U for fused silica at 308nm. However, preliminary results for dielectric coatings
suggest quite a different pulse length dependence of the damage threshold, which might be an
indication that other types of interaction processes are involved. Further studies are in preparation,
including also damage measurements with a femtosecond excimer laser system.
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4. CONCLUSION
A damage testing facility for excimer laser optics has been presented, which includes high resolution
laser beam profiling in the sample plane as well as video microscopy for damage recognition. Using
techniques of digital image processing, it could be shown that UV radiation damage on high reflection
dielectric coatings is dominated by impurities and defects within the thin film layers. Inclusion
heating is also responsible for the damaging of fused silica substrates, as can be derived from the
observed relationship between damage thresholds and surface roughness data. In addition, the dominant
role of the absorption coefficient for the understanding of damaging processes is emphasized by the
correlation between damage thresholds and temperature rise, as measured with a thermographic camera
on excimer laser irradiated HR coatings. Finally, first results obtained with a pulse stretching unit for
excimer lasers suggest a square root dependence of fused silica damage thresholds from the laser pulse
length.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the description of X-ray preionized excimer laser. For this laser the special
sealed metal-ceramic X-ray preionizer
zer with cold cathode was constructed. The cathode was made from a
carbon felt and had 4x80 cm area. The
Th~ discharge
*'->•*"'—» volume
.,~i..~„ was
..,„., 70x4x3
nn^A^i cm
—33 and on XeCl one provided the
energy up to 2 J in a pulse.
In the same discharge chamber the different type of preionizers (spark discharges, U V laser radiation )
were investigated. It was shown that the output energy depends rather the electron density uniformity than
the electron concentration.

For the pulse energy of excimer laser increasing high uniformity discharge in large volume must be
produced. In this case the demands upon discharge volume preionization are very strict. The main parameters
of preionizer are the initial electrons density, it's uniformity and the preionizers action on the gas mixture life
time.
UV preionization by spark discharges produces high electron density (-1010 cm"3).1 But in this system
the electron density is not uniform because of hard UV-radiation high absorption and discreetly distribution
of sparks. Beside the sparks produce impurities and this process diminishes the gas lifetime.
UV preionization by laser source produces more uniform initial electron density on the level 108 cm'3.2
But it's not convenient because it demands the use of low ionization additives or powerful external excimer
laser.
The use of X-ray preionization is the best decision of problem the excimer laser to large volume and
energy scaling because of X-rays large penetration depth.1,3
In this paper we present the description of X-ray preionized excimer laser and compare on the output
laser parameters with the preionizers of another types.
Fig.l shows the laser chamber with sealed metal-ceramic X-ray preionizer. The carbon cathode of
X-ray preionizer has an area of 6x80 cm2 and is placed in the electrostatic screen. The anode is W-foil 5ftm
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thick cooling by water. The output window is manufactured from stainless steel 50 fim thick. The X-ray
preionizer was supplied by the electrostatic and getter vacuum pumps. Pressure inside the X-ray preionizer
didn't exceed the value 10"8 Pa. The e-beam diode was fed by Marx generator with amplitude voltage up to
120 kV with risetime ~ 100 ns.
The laser chamber was constructed of polyamid and designed for gas pressure up to 6 atm/The laser
electrodes were composed from two contoured shape electrodes. The flat electrodes were 80 x 40 cm sire. The
electrode gap was 4 cm width.
One electrode was milled down in center to 0.6 mm thick and was covered by Al foil 0.5 mm thick. The
cavity inside the electrode was filled by buffer gas at working pressure.
The laser chamber windows were UV-quartz plates with antireflection coating. The plane parallel
optical cavity was produced by 100 % reflectivity dielectric mirror and uncoated quartz plate as an output
coupler.
. .
, .
The electrical circuit of our excimer laser is shown in fig.2. The laser discharge was driven by four
parallel circuits with magnetic switches.4 The ceramic capacitors were used. The magnetic switches were
nonlinear inductors with 40 cm2 ferrite core full cross section and saturation magnetization 0,3 T.

Fig.l. Cross section of the laser with X-ray preionizer
1-laser chamber, 2-discharge electrodes, 3-X-ray preionizer, 4-carbon felt
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Fig.2. Schematic diagram of discharge pumping circuit
C=16nF-main discharge capacitors, Co=25nF-peaking capacitors, R-spark gap,
+V-charging voltage, L-nonlinear magnetic switch
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In Fig 3 the voltage waveform on the X-ray preionizer, on the laser electrode and optical pulse shape
are shown. The maximal energy obtained was 2 J (efficiency 1,5% ) at 4 atm total pressure Ne-base mixture
and 40 kV load voltage.
The output energy strongly depended on X-ray preionizer voltage. Saturation of output energy begun
at a voltage about 120 kV (the maximum voltage which we could produce in our experiments).
It is very important to compare the influence of different types of preionizers on laser output parameters.
For this purpose we compared the output energies of lasers with the same discharge chambers but with the
different preionization types: X-rays, laser and sparks preionization. Spark preionization was produced by 3
sets of 54 sparks with the distance between sparks 14 mm. In this case one of electrodes was changed for the
screen electrode. The distance between sparks array and screen electrode was 30 mm. The maximum achieved
energy in this case was 1.5 J. For laser preionization the KrF laser with 400 mJ energy per pulse and 10 rad
divergence was used.
The experiments were performed with solid electrodes as in the case of X-ray preionization (XP) and
with mesh electrode as in the of sparks preionization (SP) case. The output energy was saturated at 10 mJ/cm
preionization density and reached 2.1 J. Some amount of additives (benzol) in gas mixture increased output
energy non essential.

100ns/div

100

V, kV

Fig.3. Time histories of the voltage on the X-ray diode (solid line), discharge voltage waveform (dashed
line), laser intensity (thin line)
The main results of our experiments are presented in following points:
-The output energy under XP (EXP ) and laser preionization (ELP ) was approximately the same
(EXP~ELP~2 J)
-The output energy under sparks preionization (ESP~1,5 J) was smaller then under laser preionization
(ESP<ELP).

-Under simultaneous action of laser and sparks preionization the output energy didn't increase
ESP+LP ~ ESP ~ 1.5 J
It can be connected with poor initial electrons density uniformity provided by sparks preionization.
In conclusion the influence of different preionizers types on the laser output energy was investigated.
It was found, that for large laser energy production the initial electrons density uniformity may be more
important than the absolute value of electrons density.
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Introduction
Among the various laser sources available today for materials processing, excimer
lasers have revealed through the years a formidable potential, imbedded in both
the UV wavelength at which they emit and their actual short time of emission.
These characteristics are responsible for a very specific chemistry, both in gas
phase or at solid surfaces, which allows for instant processing of such diverse
materials as hard ceramics, soft polymer, composites, metals, and semiconductors. One of the objectives of this symposium was to precisely underline this
diversity by calling for presentations on research activities in the broad field of
excimer laser interactions with such materials. As evidenced in this proceedings,
the response of the scientific community to this call undoubtedly demonstrates
the vitality and richness of a field that is now emerging as the dominant theme of
research in laser materials processing.
Although fundamental aspects are still scarce, somewhat more attention is paid to
a better understanding of the phenomenologies involved. Still, efforts are needed,
particularly in the kinetics of physical processes. Clearly, instrumentation is not
the unique concern here, but concept should be put forward, as, for example, in
the UV-pulsed irradiation of polymers or in the surface chemistry of excimer-laser-irradiated ceramics. The reader will notice in the series of papers presented in
the symposium, the outrageous attraction (and pressure) of industrial concerns in
a field that still needs time to establish its own fundamental machinery. The latter
is of prime importance if, as understood, effective applications in the industry are
at stake that require control and perspective. As in many fashionable research
activities, and critically for one that shows so much possibility, speed and insight
have not increased proportionately. At best, one would suggest more cooperative
research programs in this field, mixing chemists and physicists, fundamentalists
and engineers. This would be an answer to the current trend in contemporary
materials research: do it fast...and well.
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ABSTRACT

The use of excimer laser for patterning flexible materials such as polyethylene/non-woven in sheets, is reported. This
technique is compared with two widely used non-laser techniques, rotary dies and water jet. Excimer laser processing
parameters e.g. laser wavelength, power density etc., will be discussed in relation to the final cut quality.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of industrial patterning/drilling processes of flexible sheet materials or rolls of plastics and fabrics, most
companies require high cadence combined with a good cutting quality. To achieve these objectives, two major types of
technologies, based on mechanical processing by needles or blades (rotary dies or pressed) and water-jets, are currently in
use. Despite the high processing speeds obtained there are several serious drawbacks associated with each of these
technologies, such as a high percentage of lost material, frequent shut down time, rigorous maintenance requirements
(particular with blades), in addition to environmental pollution and water consumption problems when water-jets are used.
Furthermore, in several cases the quality of processing is not always up to a satisfactory standard.
An alterative technology based on laser processing has been considered and in a few cases applied in the fabrics
industry. The use of lasers for patterning sheets of flexible materials may offer several advantages over conventional
mechanical methods. High-power lasers (CO2, Nd:YAG and Excimer lasers) can in principle produce clean and good
quality cutting or hole drilling at high speeds, with computer controlled precision shaping of the cut material.
In this paper the application of an excimer based system for patterning flexible sheet application is presented and the
influence of basic laser processing parameters is discussed.
2. EXISTING PATTERNING TECHNIQUES
2.1 Rotary dies
The oldest existing cutting techniques is the one that uses dies. There are two different type of dies. In the first case
the die with the specific shape is pressed into the material, while in the second one, the die is around a cylinder which is
rotated. The rotary dies are applied for simpler shapes and/or when the material to be cut is in rolls and flows.
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This technique, rotary dies, has many disadvantages such as mechanical stress of the material, limited die life time,
differing specifications after each die resharpening, standard patterning shape or size with each die, not always controllable
patterning quality, but it does present two very important advantages, simplicity and low maintenance cost.
The cutting with dies is a contact technique which produces mechanical stresses to the material and the processing
volume is low. The dies very often need to be resharpened due to blade destruction and this introduces size changes of the
product, after each resharpening.
Furthermore, cutting with dies presents low flexibility because with each die only one shape and/ or size can be cut.
This means that a series of dies are needed for patterning shapes in different sizes and computer control can not be applied.
2.2 Water jet
In the past few years high pressure water jet systems have gained wide acceptance in many industries as cutting tools.
The improving reliability of the technique offered the possibility of its integration into the manufacturing process on the
factory floor.
The principle of the water jet1 technique is the use of a high pressure (as high as 60.000 psi) water beam, that
patterns the material by compressive shear or erosive action.
Two types of water jet systems are in use, with or without abrasive particles (eg. garnet, silica, AI2O3, SiC etc).
The erosive action of the abrasive water jets are used for cutting thicker and harder materials (eg. metals, ceramics etc).
The water jet and laser techniques are competing technologies and the final choise depends strongly on the particular
application at hand. When pure water jet systems are employed in the specific application of our interest, they present
disadvantages such as high water consumption, expensive system maintenance, high cost for water purification and water
system maintenance, pollution problems due to the fiber that are included in the waste water, but in contrast the high
working speed and the flexibility in shape changes are important advantages over the rotary dies.

3. EXCIMER LASER BASED SYSTEM
3.1 Laser technique
High power laser based systems are an alternative technology and its application as cutting tool is a widely accepted
manufacturing process in the industrial environment There are three types of laser of great industrial importance, namely
the CO2 and Nd: YAG lasers emitting at 10.6 fim and 1.06 \im respectively and the excimer laser emitting at shorter
wavelengths (190-350 nm). The first two have been extensively used in industrial applications, especially in the
metalworking section, while the latter appears to be a new industrial tool with great potential.
The principle of laser cutting is based on the absorption of the laser beam into the material, which causes melting or
decomposition and at a later stage evaporation or removal of the material. The first mechanism, absorption/ melting/
evaporation, can be applied to the infrared lasers (CO2 and Nd:YAG), that thermally interact with matter. The second one,
absorption/ decomposition/ material removal, is the case for the excimer lasers and it is called ablation, and it is a nonthermal interaction. In many cases, this ablation mechanism2"4 results in a higher degree of precision than can be
achieved with the former types of laser processing. Excimer laser processing/ patterning technology, that is of our
interest, has successfully been applied in many fields4, like as instance microlithography, microsurgery and
micromachining of materials.
The ablation mechanism includes three stages and can be described as follows. The first stage of the mechanism is
the absorption of the laser beam. It is well established that most of the organic materials exhibit very high absorption in
the UV, which means that most of the energy is absorbed in a very thin surface layer (0.1-0.5 urn). If the absorbed energy
is higher than a certain threshold (energy required to overcome relaxation processes in the material), many chemical bonds
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of the material break. This is the second stage of the ablation mechanism. Below this threshold the absorbed photon
energy is deposited as heat. The threshold energies for the most important plastics5 are in the range 0.1-3.5 J/cm2, at 308
nm (XeCl laser). In the third and last stage of the mechanism, the products of the decomposition/ dissociation are
explosively removed away from the irradiated region. The driving forces for this phenomenon are (I) the large increase in
the specific volume of the fragments compared to the polymer chains they replace and (II) the excess energy of the UV
photon compared to the chemical bond that is broken.
Furthermore due to the short wavelength the focussability of excimer laser beam is much higher than that of infrared
lasers allowing interesting micromachining applications. Laser technology exhibits advantages over the two other
techniques (rotary dies and water jet) discussed before. There are no material mechanical stresses because it is a non-contact
technique, while the cut edges are clear and sharp. The patterning shape or size can be easily changed, through computer
control meaning higher flexibility.
3.2 Material
For the present application, the material used is a sandwich composed of two films, polyethylene and polypropelene
in a non-woven form. The material is in sheet form and total thickness is of the order of 50-55 |im. During the
experiments this thin sheet was symmetrically stretched and it was not in contact with other materials.
3.3 Experimental set up
In Fig. 1 shows the experimental set up that was used. This comprises three main parts, the excimer, the laser beam
delivery optics and the workstation.

LASER

$

_x

OPTICS

> WORKSTATION

T

CONTROL

PC

Fig. 1 : Experimental set up for excimer laser patterning applications: 1) Excimer laser LPX 210 iF, 2) Excimer laser
beam, 3) Beam delivery optics, 4) Patterning work station with x, y, z motions, 5) Workstation interface and
control unit and, 6) Personal computer driving both the laser and the workstation
A Lambda Physik model LPX 210 iF excimer laser, emitting at 193 (ArF mixture) and 248 (KrF mixture), and a
maximum repetition rate of 100 Hz was employed. The beam delivery optics include steering mirrors, a lens and an iris,
and together with the workstation could deliver the excimer laser beam along the three axes (x, y, z) under stepper motor
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control. A Suprasil B lens of 100 mm focal length was used to image the iris onto the material. Both the excimer laser
and the workstation were driven by an AT personal computer, where the pattern shape had been previously established.
The maximum dimension of the work area is 0.80 x 0.90 m.
The laser processing parameters such patterning shape, power density incident on the material surface, number of
pulses per step, overlap percentage between the steps were altered under the computer control.
The evaluation of the cutting quality was performed by an optical microscope and the use of an empirical scale with
five levels. The meaning of these five quality levels is:
Quality 0 : The material is not completely cut.
Quality 1: The material is cut, but both films (polyethylene and polypropelene) have "black" edges.
Quality 2 : The black colour of the edges is less.
Quality 3 : Only the polyethylene part of the material has "black" edges.
Quality 4 : Fine cut with colourless cut edges.
3.4 Results and discussion
The pattern that was used during all the experiments is shown in Fig. 2a. This pattern includes all possible cutting
directions and shapes such as straight line (horizontal, perpendicular and diagonal) and half circle. In this way resulting cut
will average out dependences on the cutting process and material inconsistencies.
The excimer laser processing parameters that were varied in the experiments, such as power density, number of laser
pulses per step, overlap percentage between irradiation pulses and laser wavelength, allowed a detailed study of the cut
quality and processing time required.
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Fig. 2 : a) The pattern used in the experiments, b) influence of the power density on the cut quality (248 nm, 100 Hz,
50% overlap and 10 pulses/step).
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The cut quality increases dramatically by decreasing the power density. Fig. 2b shows that the cutting quality is of
level 4 for power densities below 30 MW/cm2. In the same way, the overlap percentage is influenced by the decrease of
the power density. (Fig. 3a, b). In Fig 3a the power density is 70 MW/cm2 and for a cut quality of 4, 90% overlap is
needed. The overlap decreases to 60% by only changing the power density to half the above value, namely 35 MW/cm2
(Fig. 3b). A comparison of Fig. 3b and 3c shows that the overlap percentage for cut quality 4 changes from 60% to 40%
by using double pulses per step and the same power density.
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Fig. 3 : Influence of overlap percentage on cut quality, at 248 nm and 100 Hz : a) 70 MW/cm2, 10 pulses/step, b) 35
MW/cm2,10 pulses/step and c) 35 MW/cm2, 20 pulses/step.
Because all three processing parameters influence the cut quality to a large extent, an attempt was made to map out
with "best combination" of the above parameters. This is shown in Fig. 4. It is clear by looking at Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b,
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where a KrF (248 nm) and an ArF (193 nm) laser were respectively used, that the shorter wavelength (193 nm) is giving
better results at a lower overlap percentage, while the number of pulses must be reduced (Fig. 5).
All the above parameters have a great influence on the processing speed. Fig. 6a demonstrates that the use of an ArF
(193 nm) laser, increases the total processing throughput. Fig. 6b shows the influence of the number of pulses per step,
at different overlap to the processing time, using an ArF laser.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Excimer laser based systems can be used for patterning sheets of flexible material. Such a system, in contrast to the
other laser and/or non-laser techniques, produces excellent cut quality with clear and sharp edges. This is a result of the
non-thermal and non-contact interaction with the material.
The output of an excimer laser system can be split in many parts, due to the low power density required of the
excimer lasers, resulting in a multi-head cutting system. Of the excimer laser, more appropriate is the ArF laser (193
nm), affording better cutting quality and a higher patterning speed.
The processing speed achieved was not very high, limited by the "low" repetition rate of the existing excimer lasers.
This shortcoming can be easily alleviated by using multi - head cutting system, as mentioned above.
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

The paper describes investigations concerning the enhancement of adhesive bonding
strength between polypropylen (PP) and adhesive on resinous basis by UV-laser-induced
photochemical reactions. Possible mechanisms of the laser-activated processes are
discussed. A preliminary result of the experimental examinations is the bonding strength
enhancement of more than 5 times under certain conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION
For industrial application of polymers appropriate joining techniques are needed. A
common technique to connect two samples of equal or different materials is the adhesive
bonding. Problems with using this technique arise when the materials to be connected have
low surface tensions. In that case, which is typical for many polymers, the wettability and
with this the adhesion between the polymer and the adhesive is poor and therefore no
reasonable binding strength can be achieved without suitable pre-treatment of the surface.
To some degree the bonding strength can be enhanced through mechanical, wet-chemical
or plasma pre-treatment of the workpieces leading to improvement of the surface
moistening by the adhesive /1,2/. Most of this methods have some disadvantages as for
example damaging of the surface, bad controllability and pollution of the environment. To
overcome this disadvantages it is necessary to look for new surface treatment techniques.
2. THE ROLE OF THE ADHESION IN THE BONDING PROCESS
A principle way of improving the bonding strength of two materials is to enhance the
adhesion between the binding material and the solid surface /2,3,4/. Although the
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mechanism of the adhesion is not completely clarified, one can assume on the basis of
general considerations that the activation of chemisorption on the solid-adhesive interface
can influence the adherence positively.
The conditions at the surface adhesive interface can be described by the energetic states of
a two-atomic molecule in dependence on its distance to the surface (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Potential energies in physisorbed (Ph) and chemisorbed (Ch) states /3/,
En - chemisorption activation energy, ED - dissociation energy
»

The curve Ph (Fig.l) represents the potential energy of a molecule with the distance r from
the surface. The potential energy is zero when the distance becomes infinite. Following the
theory of van der Waals the energy has a minimum at distance r from the surface. When
the molecule comes closer to the surface, that means closer to a second molecule, repulsion
forces get more and more dominant.
Curve Ch (Fig. 1) shows the energetic relations when the physisorbed molecule gets
chemisorbed. In this case the minimum of the potential energy is much more pronounced.
Coming back to the discussed problem this circumstance means that the chemical bonding
(chemisorption) between the molecules at the solid-adhesive interface is much more stable
than the physical one (physisorption). With the object of reaching such chemisorbed states
it seems to be efficient to use UV laser radiation of suitable wavelength to activate the
process photolytically.
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On one hand the laser radiation pre-treatment of a solid surface in an appropriate gas
atmosphere can result in changing the physico-chemical activity of the surface layers in
relation to the adhesive. On another hand the direct action of the UV-laser light on the
solid-adhesive interface can activate a chemical reaction between them leading to adhesion
improvement. The reason for this assumption is the well known sensitivity of some polymers
to UV light irradiation /5/. In our investigations we used polypropylen (PP) as a model
material, because of its importance for the praxis as well as due to the relatively good
knowledge of its behaviour unter UV-exposure.
3. INTERACTIONS OF UV-LIGHT WITH POLYPROPYLEN
Pure polypropylen (pp) (Fig. 2a) does not absorb UV-light beyond 200 nm /5/. But
technical polypropylen products always contain some impurities, e.g. oxidation products
from the processing procedure, or chromophores, which bring about significant absorption
in the UV-region. Under UV-activation these products react to form peroxy radicals
(PP02), (Fig. 2b, reactions (1),(2)).
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Fig. 2: Principal reaction mechanisms of polypropylen irradiated with UV-light /5/
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The main product of the continuing process is hydroperoxide (PPOOH), which dissociate
photolytically to form free radicals in propagation reactions. With continuing UV-radiation,
scission reactions and chain transfers, involving carbonyl- and hydroxyl-groups become
more and more dominant (Fig. 2b, (7)-(9)). It has been shown in plasma treatment
experiments with polymers that such groups strongly influence the adhesive properties of
the surface /6/. From this point of view experimental investigations were made, irradiating
the Polypropylen samples with UV laser radiation of different wavelength and in different
environmental conditions, which were bonded together with an epoxid resin adhesive.
4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
It is known that the adherance of polypropylen (chemical structure Fig. 3a) with
conventional adhesives is poor and so the experiments with this material are of practical
interest. The used adhesive was a two component epoxide resin AW106-Ciba Geigy. The
chemical structure of the binding agent and of the hardener are given in Fig.3.
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Characteristic feature of the binding agent is the ring-chaped epoxy-group. This ring opens
when it comes to a reaction with the amino-group (-NH2) of the hardener during the
hardening process /7/, (Fig.3c). The NH2-group of the hardener reacts with the CH2-group
of the binding agent resulting in splitting off the CHL-O-bond and in formation of an OHradical on this place. This process takes place additively until a complete polymerization
(hardening) of the adhesive is achieved /!/.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig.4. Prism shaped PP-samples with dimensions
85x25x4 mm3 were placed in a chamber with defined gas atmosphere (He, 02, air and H2Ovapour) and irradiated with pulsed excimer laser radiation with wavelengths of 248 nm and
308 nm and pulse durations of 30 ns. Instead of the chamber a nozzle also was used.
Air. 08.
He. H.O-vap.

Fig. 4: Experimental arrangement for UV-laser treatment of PP
l:laser source; 2:attenuator; 3:mask; 4:beam-splitter; 5:energy measuring device;
6:projection objective; 7:chamber; 8:gas-inlet; 9:sample
In order to obtain uniform light flux density distribution in the irradiated zone a projection
optical scheme has been used /8/. The light energy density in the treated zone of
rectangular shape was varied from 0.1 Jxm"2 up to the surface damage threshold of about
1 J'cnT2 by an interference mirror attenuator. The number of the irradiation pulses was
varied from 1 up to 200. The wavelength varied in the range from 193 to 308 nm.
In one experimental series the samples were irradiated through a thin layer of the adhesive
deposited on the treated surface before irradiation.
The result of the UV-laser radiation action on the sample surface has been investigated by
FT-IR-spectroscopy.
After the laser pre-treatment destructive tests with conditions in accordance with
international standards were carried out. Therefore every two samples irradiated under
same conditions were stuck together with an overlap of 12,5x25 mm2. After two days
hardening at room temperature the shear strength of the bond was determined.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 5 some representative IR-spectra of the pre-treated samples are shown /9/.
Comparing these spectra with that one of the unirradiated sample (Fig.5a) shows that the
main result of the laser radiation action on the sample surface is the formation of OHgroups and C=Obindings in the PP-structure. These groups are not present in the structure
irradiated in Helium, which means that the laser radiation activated reactions between the
PP and the surrounding gas atmosphere.
The photolytical character of the activation process is confirmed by the dependence of the
results on the laser wavelength. Particularly this is clearly demonstrated with the samples
irradiated in H20-vapour (Fig.5b). The height ratio of the OH- and C = O-components in
the IR-spectrum is also dependent on the laser wavelength (Fig. 5c). Nevertheless we did
not make quantitative analysis of the IR-spectra, it seems from their qualitative comparison
that the 308 nm wavelength influences more strongly (in comparison to 248 nm) the
formation of C=O-bindings.
The experiments have also shown that variation of the energy density below the damage
threshold or variation of the pulse number results in quantitative changes of the obtained
results but not in qualitative ones.
The measurements of the tensile strength of the adhesive bond of PP-samples have shown
that the UV-laser pre-treatment under certain conditions enhances significally (up to 5
times) its value. Some characteristic results of this measurements are presented in Table 1.

No.

Wavelength
nm

1

Laser-treatment
Energy density
J/cm
untreated

number of
shots

tensile strength
N/mm
0.8

2

248

0.2

200

1,3

3

248
308

0.9
0.4

200
200

5.0

4
5

308

0.9

200

1.5
3.6

Table 1: Parameters of the laser pre-treatments and results of
shear strength measurements
Enhancement of the tensile strength has been observed in both cases - with significant
amount of OH- and C = 0-groups on the pre-treated surface and with UV-laser irradiation
of the interface solid-adhesive through a previously deposited adhesive layer. In the first
case the improvement of the adhesive bonding strength could be due to introduction of
electrically polarized groups (OH and =C=0) into the PP-structure (Fig. 2, reactions (7)(9)) leading to improvement of the physisorption (wetting) of the adhesive molecules /3/.
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Laser Parameters:
E.-Oensity: O.SJ/cm*
No. of shots: 10
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Fig. 5: FTIR-spectra of untreated and laser pre-treated PP-samples (number of pulses:
N = 10; energy density: E = 0,7 J-cm"2)
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Another possibibility could be a photolytical enhancement of the chemical activity of the
solid surface or of the adhesive due to the presence of chemically active species resulting in
initiation of chemisorption processes. In the second case the enhancement of the tensile
strength could be due to direct laser radiation activation of chemical reactions
(chemisorption) between PP and adhesive. Possible laser-activated reactions at the surface
adhesive interface could look like the polymerization reaction (Fig. 3b), where instead of
the hardener (the NFL-group) the CH2- or CH3-groups in PP (Fig. 2, reactions (8),(9);
Fig. 3a) react on a similar way with the resin to create a stable chemical binding
(chemisorption). From energetical point of view such kind of reactions seem also to be
advantageous /10/. Because of the better absorption at 193 nm the reactions are
concentrated in a thin layer on the surface while at other wavelengths some products of the
interaction (as for example black coloured centers) are identified deep into the material.
Nevertheless the concrete mechanism of the adherence enhancement is not clear yet the
results obtained show that in all cases it is connected with improvement of the adhesion. An
additional indication for this results from the fracture surface after the shear strength
examinations. In the case of low tensile strength (No. 1,2,4 in table 1) the fracture has
adhesive character, while a suitable UV-laser pre-treatment (No.3 in table 1) results in a
fracture of cohesive character /9/.
6. CONCLUSION
The presented experiments with polypropylen have definitely shown that the adherence of
some polymer materials can be significally enhanced by laser-induced photochemical
reactions in the solid-adhesive interface. In order to clarify the particular nature of the
activation mechanisms and its influenceability more detailed experiments, especially with
shorter wavelengths (193nm, 157nm), as well as a sensitive analysis are needed. At present
intensive investigations in this direction are going on.
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

A 2J/20HZ XeCl (308 nm) excimer laser with a flat intensity distribution is used for processing ALO3, Si3N4, SiC
and A1N ceramics and short glass fibre reinforced polymers. In order to get reproducable results an excimer laser
material processing system is built up including a variable optical system, diagnostics and a high precision xy-translation
stage. With this system modifications of the surfaces at low energy densities and the production of submillimeter structures
at higher energy densities are investigated. Monitoring of important process and beam parameters with a diagnostic
system is essential to get reproducable results. A CCD-camera system is used to measure the uniformity of the intensity
distribution of the laser beam. The aim of the investigations is to find some correlation between beam and processing
quality. Due to the low penetration depth of the laser beam into the material and rapid evaporation only thin layers
below the workpiece surface are affected and the extension of the heat affected zones keeps extremly small. The treatment of larger areasof the materials at lower energy densities results in modifications of the surface topography. Uniform
and reproducable changes of ceramics surfaces are obtained with optimized processparameters. Various mask geometries
are imaged onto the surface of the material by a projection technique to produce submillimeter structures. The sharpness
of the image on the workpiece surface proves to be an important parameter for producing reproducable and small structures.
Larger areas are machined with the help of the xy-table. The processing quality is characterized using profilometry
and scanning electron microscopy.
1. INTRODUCTION
Excimer lasers prove to be powerful tools for machining ceramicsIZ3 and composite materials4,' . They show an
improved processing quality compared to C02- and Nd:YAG lasers. Reasons are the efficient absorption of the
excimer laser beam within thin surface layers and the rapid evaporation of the material. As a consequence the thermal
load to the material is generally small. At the shorter KrF and ArF excimer laser wavelengths laser induced chemical
processes in the material occur.
An important requirement for a widely spread use of excimer lasers in a production environment is the availability of reliable
laser beam sources with hign average power. Although applications in industry are seldom reported
in literature7, the laser manufacturers develop systems with higher average power and reliability. The XeCl-laser is
a very interesting candidate for machining ceramics. It delivers the highest pulse energies available and optics made
of silica can be used at this wavelength. The aim of the investigations presented here is to develop some components
of an excimer laser material processing system containing a high pulse energy excimer laser and to present results for
processing ceramics and fibre reinforced materials with this system.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
An excimer laser Siemens KWU XP 2020 is used for the experiments. It is operated with XeCl as laser gas and
delivers 2.5 J maximum pulse energy at a maximum repetition rate of 20 Hz. The optics and the diagnostic equipment
are mounted on an optical table, see Fig. 1. Movements of the workpiece are achieved using a computer controlled
high precision xy-translation stage with 0.5 micron resolution. Both laser and optical table are mechanically decoupled
from the ground to avoid errors from vibrations. Shielding of direct or diffuse reflected UV-light is achieved by a
housing made of PMMA.
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3. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
The diagnostic system was developed with the aim to get a correlation between important process parameters and
processing quality. The configuration is shown in Fig. 2. Beside the processing parameters important
laser beam
v
parameters are measured: These are
- trigger point of the laser pulse
- pulse shape and pulse duration
- pulse energy
- intensity distribution
- divergence.
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Fig. 1: Excimerlaser Material Processing System
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stics System

The pulse energy of the laser beam passing the mask is measured with a calibrated Joulemeter using the transmitted
nart of me lLer blam at the mirror, fast pfiotodiodes and pyroelectric detectors measure,the trigger point and the
ffpe and dS onTthe laser pulses. Both^ypes of detector^ supply comparable results. F.g. 3 depicts Alemfluence
of the laser voltage, i.e. pulse energy, on the shape of the laser pulse. With decreasing laser voltage, foe maximum
intensity and the duration of the laser pulse are smaller. The maximum intensity is reached after 1* ns ^dependent
of the pulse energy. The energy measurement is used to determine the actual energy density on the worWe.
Computer controlled coordination of the laser and the xy-translation stage is achieved usmg the measured trigger points.
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4. INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

Generally the sizeofthe laser spot and the intensity distribution m the plane of the workpiece are important parameters
for the interaction phenomena and the machining quality of laser material processing They are determined by he
wavefront of the laser light and the path length, as measured for CCs-laser material processing . As a result the
mtensitv distribution in thl focus plane varies and therefore the quality of cut kerfs and welding seams is not constant.
ScSSg^^diapsHc systems mov^d through the beam are used to monitor the cw CCylaser radiation and to measure
th intensity distribution.
Problems in excimer laser material processing are related to some of the phenomena described above The intensity
distribution depends on the distance from the laser outcoupling window. Ageing of the laser gas and degradation of
the electrodes cause inhomogenities in the laser discharge and pollution of the laser windows The effect ,s that.pulse
energy decreases and the intensity distribution of the laser beam vanes. As a consequence the inter,^j£<?bu»on
on the surface of the workpiece that is crucial for the surface modification effects and ablation rates described below
is changed.
A diagnostic system is developed to measure the intensity distribution of the unfocussed excimer laser beam, since
measurements in the plane of the surface of the workpiece cannot be made during machining. This approach »justified
by measurements indicating a very close correlation of the intensity distributions in the unfocussed beam and m the
image plane on the surface.
Two tvnes of systems are suggested for excimer laser beam diagnostics:
/-.*•»■
- It is possible to use the visible fluorescence of a crystalline plate irradiated with an excimer laser beam. Configurations
are proposed
using crystalline plates in the excimer laser beam and imaging of the fluorescence to the CCDsensor9. Another possibility is to couple out a part of the laser radiation to a fluorescent plate that is connected with
10
a CCD-sensor . The intensity distribution of the laser beam can be calculated from the measured signals.
-

An outcoupling element and a UV-sensitive CCD-sensor" can be used.

A system is developed here that contains an outcoupling element, imaging optics and a UV-sensitive CCD-camera,
see Fig. 4. The system can be used for measurements of the intensity distribution at each position of the laser pam.
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ti» Ü!f/^ amPlitu4e of the CCD-camera correlates with the intensity of the laser beam. A calibration curve for
tne used CCD-camera is measured using a calibrated pyroelectric detector. The relation
U,CCD

f(HECCD)

(1)

Marfnmx?rn^a?£gln^th? C<~D-C*me™< HfccD- energy density on the CCD-sensor, proves to be nonlinear. With
an approximation at the 50% signal voltage level a linear dependency is determined with
UCCD

= KH ECCD

>

K = 0.47 mVcmVnJ

(2)
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It is measured with a scanning technique and the pyroelectric detector at a distance of 0.4 mfrom the laser wtoraplira
window. Although the signal is an averaged value of the energy density it is very similar to the line signals of the CCD
camera as descnbed below.
Due to to the large data amounts of video signals a hardware data processing system was developed. The images
of the CCD-camera are processed during recording and can be recorded on video-tape, see Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Data Processing System for
Excimerlaser Beam Diagnostics

The intensity distribution is shown
-

as an intensity profile using the video-line-selector and an oscilloscope or
as a plateau representation on a video monitor. Areas of higher intensity than an adjustable value (e.g. 70% of the
maximum signal voltage) are displayed reversely as black areas.

The beam diagnostic system is used for measurements of the uniformity of the intensity distribution of the laser
beam. The excimer laser used for the experiments normally exhibists a very high uniformity of the intensity distribution.
The influence of window pollution and ageing of the laser gas is shown in Fig. 7. The diagnostic system proves to
be a reliable indicator for system performance.
Bad Conditions:
Windows polluted,
aged laser gas

b:

Normal Conditions:

Excimerloser:
XeCI (308nm)
Pulse Duration:
t^ = 50 ns
Beam Cross Section: A = 45x55 mm^
Pulse Energy
o: Ep = 1.2 J
b: Ep = 2.0 J
Beam Diagnostics with CCD-Camera
System

Fig. 7: Influence of Polluted
Windows and Agead
Laser Gas on the Intensity Distribution of an
Excimerlaser Beam

Plateau Presentation:
Areas of more than 70% SignalAmplitude displayed reversly

5. MODIFICATION OF CERAMIC SURFACES
ALJOJ, Si3N4, SiC and A1N ceramics are irradiated using the mask E rejection technique. Energy density is adjusted
with a beamsplitter2 with variable transmittance in the range 0.1 to 4. J/cm2. The energy densities are lower than the
ablation thresholds of the materials.

A local modification of the surface topography is observed after the first pulses for both oxide and nonoxide
ceramics, see Fig. 8 for A1203 and Fig. 9 for A1N. The laser beam is coupled to the material at certain points on the
ceramic surface and energy is absorbed. This effect is explained by grain boundaries or filler materials in the ceramic
material, where a part of the energy of the laser beam is absorbed at lower energy densities. Material is removed and
melting occurs.
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square

Aluminum Nitride

Fig. 9: Modified Surface of
Aluminum Nitride
after Few Excimerlaser
Pulses

SEM observations for A1N, see Fig. 10, show the smoothing effect at low energy densities and some increase in rougthness
at higher pulse numbers and energy densities.

20um
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Fig. 10: Modification of Aluminum Nitride Surfaces
with Excimerlaser
Radiation
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6. MACHINING OF DEFINED STRUCTURES
Ablation of material occurs at higher energy densities. An increase in of the ablation rate with energy density is measured
for the investigated ceramics, see Fig 11. By an appropriate combination of energy density and pulse number the ablation
depth and the surface topography of the machined surface can be adjusted12
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Fig. 11: Ablation Rates for Excimer Laser Machining
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Fig. 12: Excimerlaser Machining of Alumina:
Quality of a Side Wall

Hf = 8 J/cm'

Alumina
(96% Al203)

Important advantages of excimer laser machining can be clearly seen from this photograph:
- The heat affected zone is very small.
.
- The side wall has a very smooth appearance, only small cracks are observed in the molten layer.
- Surface topography an be changed very uniformly.
- Structures of 10 /xm size are achieved in the experiments.
A lot of surface shapes can be realized by a combination of the mask projection technique and a movement of the
workpiece with the xy-translation stage. An array of 40 sack-holes with 150^m diameter is drilled in parallel in
alumina see Fig. 13. Smooth side walls and a flat bottom of the holes are observed.

Fig. 13: Hole Generation in
Alumina Ceramics with
Excimerlaser Radiation
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A series of steps was grooved with a displacement of the workpiece and a fixed mask, see Fig. 14. The whole area
is processed uniformly. A mask with variable aperture is used for the pyramid in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15: Pyramid Generation
in Alumina Ceramics
with Excimerlaser
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Fig. 16 shows a glass fibre reinforced polymer processed with the excimer laser. Although the matrix material and
the glass fibres show different thermal properties very precise side walls are obtained. The appearance of the glass
fibres supports the assumption that the fibres are broken during material ablation.
Generally the heat affected zone is very small for excimer laser processing of ceramics and fibre reinforced polymers.
Redeposition of ablated material is negligible.
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Fig. 16: Excimer Laser
Processing of Fibre
Reinforced Polymers
XeCI (308nm)
Excimerlaser:
2 J
Pulse Energy.
= 50 ns
Pulse Duration:
= 5 Hz
Pulse Frequency.
= 500
Pulse Number:

Mask Projection:
• Mask: 30x30 mm2
• Image Ratio: 1:10
• Homogenity ±5%
2
Energy Density HE = 5 J/cm
Material:
RRIM-PUR, 20% Short Glass Fibre

7. CONCLUSIONS

fci foehitSy dStfcm caused by ageing effects in the laser and the optical components are detected.
Below the ablation threshold interaction starts at certain points of the ceramic surface. At higher pulse wnbm

geometry and a controlled translation of the workpiece.
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

Excimer lasers have been employed for large area surface treatment of bulk ceramics and/or ceramic coatings on a
metallic surface. These applications are aiming in the improvement of surface morphology (eg. grain size,
roughness, porosity e.t.c.) and properties (eg. hardness, corrosion resistance, conductivity e.t.c). The influence of
KrF laser processing parameters on AI2O3 ceramic samples and/or coatings are discussed in relation to the above
mentioned surface characteristics.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ceramics and ceramic coatings are becoming increasingly important as industrial materials due to their better
properties eg. toughness, strength, chemical inertness, low thermal expansion e.t.c, in comparison to the metallic
materials The end use applications*1) of ceramics and ceramics coatings include the automobile and jet aircraft
industries, where they are used in heat engines and heat exchangers or as wear parts and machining tools, but also
medicine (bioceramics) and the microelectronic industry.
Besides the already developed processing techniques (eg. sintering, hot pressing, injection molding e.t.c.) several
new techniques*1) will enable the production of ceramics and ceramic coatings with improved properties and, in some
cases, at less expense. Among these new processing techniques is the laser surface treatment.
Lasers have been successfully used for processing of metals/alloys for many years while their application for
ceramics became a pole of attraction for research and development during the last years*2"14). The photon energy of
the laser beam can be provided in a temporally and spatially controlled manner. The laser surface treatment is a
contact free and clean process which can produce surface properties that are difficult to be achieved by other
techniques.
Excimer lasers*6"9- n"14) present certain distinct advantages for material processing applications in comparison
to the other types of lasers (eg. Nd-YAG, CO2). They emit in the ultraviolet region (150-350 nm) of the spectrum,
where the reflectivity of most metals and ceramics is lower, than at longer wavelengths, and the absorptivity higher.
In addition ultraviolet laser beams can be focussed more tightly and produce higher structure resolution.
Furthermore, since ultraviolet photons are more energetic (3.5 to 7.9 eV.), they interact non-thermally with
molecular materials and generally may induce photochemical reaction.
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In this work a KrF excimer laser was used for the surface treatment of bulk a-alumina samples and alumina
coatings. The aim of this work was to investigate methods for improving surface properties and to develop electrical
conductive regions/patterns on the ceramic surface.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

AI2O3 ceramic surfaces were laser treated by means of a Lambda Physik (LPX 210 i F) excimer laser
emitting pulses at 248 nm (KrF mixture) with 29 ns duration and a maximum repetition rate of 100 Hz. The laser
beam was imaged onto the sample surface by a 10 cm focal length cylindrical Suprasil lens, giving rise to power
densities up to 450 MW/cm2 on the sample surface. The sample surface was laser treated by moving the sample
along x and/or y axes, under stepper motor control, in front of the laser beam.
The laser processing parameters such as power density incident on the sample surface, number of pulses per
step, repetition rate, overlap percentage between the steps and sample motions were computer controlled.
The types of samples that have been used, are a-alumina and AI2O3 coatings on a metallic substrate. The aalumina samples were prepared by the tape casting method and they were heat treated in an oven at 1600°C for 4
hours. The AI2O3 coatings were deposited on the metallic substrate by the plasma spraying technique. The metallic
substrates were either Cr-Ni steel or Ti alloy. All samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic acetone-alcohol 3:1 solution
for 15 min and then air dried, before laser treatment.
Optical and scanning electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction analysis were employed to study the surface
morphology and phase changes. Also microhardness and electrical conductivity measurements were performed on the
sample surface.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Surface treatment
3.1.1 Bulk ceramics
SEM examination of the a-alumina samples after KrF laser (248 nm) irradiation shows a surface
smoothening^6'14) (Fig. 1). The decrease of the surface roughness follows the increase of the laser power density up
to a value of about 200 MW/cm2 and then starts to increase again due to material removal. Fig. 2 shows that the
grain size is also affected by
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Fig. 1

Surface smoothening after KrF laser irradiation a. untreated surface b. laser treatment at 180 MW/cm2
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the power density. This effect starts at a power density of the order of 75-80 MW/cm2 and it can be followed by
SEM up to 150 MW/cm2) approximately, because above this level the surface is completely melted and it is difficult
to measure the size. At the same time with the above phenomena (surface smoothening, increase of grain size), there
is reduction of the porosity^6,14) and of the density of microcracks^14).
The thickness of the molten layer is in the range of 8-12 |xm, depending on the laser processing parameters,
while a slight influence due to the laser treatment can be observed up to a depth of 60 urn.
X-ray diffraction analysis demonstrates an orientation of a-alumina peaks at power density higher than 200
MW/cm2. The formation of the metastable y-alumina seems to depend directly on the number of laser pulses per step
(Fig. 3). The other laser processing parameters may also influence the formation of this phase but in a smaller
degree.
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Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction analysis spectrum, of alumina surfaces treated with different KrF laser pulse per step:
a) untreated, b) 50, c) 100, d) 500 and e) 1000 pulses/step.
Microhardness measurements before and after laser treatment show a slight bur nor significant increase of the
hardness. In contrast, the toughness of the irradiated area is improved. This can be concluded by the nonexistence of
microcracks after the diamond intrusion in the laser treated area, in comparison with the non laser treated.
3.1.2 Ceramic coating
The alumina coatings produced by the plasma spray technique present a high degree of surface porosity. The
purposes of the laser treatment are to produce surface layers with reduced porosity and fine microstructure which will
influence the corrosion resistance and to increase surface microhardness. Furthermore another aim of the laser
treatment is to enhance the adhesion of the ceramic coating by diffusing part of it into the metallic substrate.
After KrF laser irradiation, the optical microscope shows that the surface become smoother while the porosity
decreases dramatically. When the laser power density increases the surface layers melt producing a homogeneous layer
with fine microstructure while in the same time the number of microcracks reduces as well as the porosity (Fig. 4).
At even higher laser power density (>250 MW/cm2) a surface pattern appears on the surface which increase the
surface toughness.
The x-ray analysis shows that there is an orientation of the surface layers after excimer laser treatment. Also the
microhardness measurements shows an increase as the power density increases reaching a value of 1450 HV, while
the value of the untreated surface is 1080 H V.
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Fig. 4

KrF laser irradiation of alumina coating on a metalic substrate (100 MW/cm2)

3.2 Conductive patterns
An exciting new application^15) of great current interest is the use of excimer laser direct irradiation of ceramics.
This application of excimer laser under specific experimental conditions leads to a dramatical change of the electrical
conductivity of the ceramic surface. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 for an a-alumina sample at different laser
intensities.
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Fig. 5 Electrical conductivity measurements on a-alumina: after KrF laser irradiation under air, at different laser
power densities: a) untreated, b) 150 MW/cm2, c) 200 MW/cm2, d) 250 MW/cm2 and e) 300 MW/cm2.
Increase in the power density, the number of laser pulses per scanning step and the number of laser scans over
the sample, produce a decrease of the surface resistance (Fig. 6a,b,d). Most important seems to be the influence of the
number of the laser pulses and laser scans deposited on the ceramic material. The reason for that may be the
consequent increase of the affected depth. Fig 6c shows that the increase of the repetition rate leads to a negative
effect. This means that the low repetition rate (~ 10Hz) gives lower surface resistance.
Very important role in the change of the surface electrical conductivity plays the atmosphere in which the
excimer laser treatment takes place.
Similar experiments have been carried out with a Nd-YAG laser. These experiments show that there is a slight
change of the surface conductivity which is of the same order of magnitude with the untreated surface.
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a) Power density, b) No of laser pulses per scanning step, c) No of scans, and d) repetition rate.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Excimer laser treatment of ceramic material (bulk or coating) under specific conditions, improve the surface
morphology by reducing the roughness, the porosity and the density of microcracks at the surface. These results may
influence a lot the surface processes and finally improve the resistance to corrosion/erosion, primarily due to a
reduction of the available surface area.
In addition, excimer laser surface treatment produces positive changes in the microhardness and toughness of the
ceramic material surface, as well as material orientation and new phases formation. The latter, together with possible
photochemical changes of the surface chemical composition increases the surface electrical conductivity which could
be an important potential industrial application.
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ABSTRACT

We studied the formation of nitride surface layers on titanium
plate«»
(0 14 mm and 3 mm thick)
by multipulse (100 to 500.) XeCl
excimer laser U=308 nm) irradiation in Na and NH3 atmospheres
(1100
mbar) at a laser fluence of ~1 J/cmz and repetition rate of 50 Hz.
with careful experimental precautions against oxygen contamination.
After irradiation the samples were examined by scanning and transmission electron microscopy, analyzed by Rutherford backscattering and
nuclear reaction techniques and by x-ray diffraction spectroscopy.
All the experimental results point to the formation of pure titanium
nitride layers without any detectable oxide phase.
INTRODUCTION
Titanium nitride was intensely studied for use as hard protective
coating1 solar cell contacts3 and, more recently, for applications in
VLSI microelectronics as e.g. in diffusion barriers in metallization
schemes to silicon semiconductor devices3- * ,
gate electrodes» and
local connections*.
Hieh temperature heating of the base material is
usually needed to form the compound. A different approach is to provide for the formation of the nitride layer directly onto the location
of interest as a result of a laser enhanced chemical reaction between
the base material and a nitrogen-containing atmosphere. This technique
allows for a very efficient process and has the advantage of a very
acrurate spatial control. Moreover, it does not require heat treatments, which usually lead to diffusion of dopants and impurities.
Most of our previous work devoted to the direct laser synthesis of
refractory metal nitrides^- e, was always encountering the limitation
raised by'the interference of the oxidation process.
In fact. even
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traces of oxygen in the ambient nitrogen atmosphere were sufficient to
spoil the quality of the synthesized nitride which is turned to an
oxinitride compound. Better results were obtained9 with the introduction of careful precautions against contamination with oxygen.
In the present work we present results obtained by irradiating Ti
plates with a high repetition rate excimer laser in pure N=> and NH3
atmospheres, stressing the differences noticed when the same samples
are irradiated in the two different nitrogen-containing atmospheres.
2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The samples consisted of high purity (99.6%) Ti plates with thickness of 0.14 and 3.0 mm, in order to check up for the influence of the
thickness of the metal sample. Prior to irradiation, the samples were
carefully cleaned with alcohol and acetone, then rinsed in deionized
water and dried in a nitrogen get.
The irradiation chamber was first evacuated down to ""10-e- mbar and
then filled with electronic grade (99.998% purity, less than 2 ppm
oxygen contamination) either N2 or NH3 gas at a slightly superatmospheric pressure (1100 mbar) in order to avoid any possible infiltration from the surrounding air.
The irradiations were performed with a Lambda Physik LPX 315i
excimer laser, which was operated with a XeCl active mixture (A =308
nm, tFWHM- 30 ns) at a repetition rate of 50 Hz.
The incident laser
fluence was set at "1 J/cmz, a value sufficient to react the irradiation area without causing significant ablation of the sample material.
The incident laser fluence was checked with the aid of a calibrated
Gen-Tec pyroelectric detector. Series of 100 up to 500 subsequent
laser pulses were directed to the same place on the surface of the
samples. The laser spot on the samples had an area of about 4x6 mm2.
The irradiated samples were submitted to various independent analyses .a) nuclear reactions,
by using the . »"*N(d, p) 1=iN, the lsO(d,p)1^0
12
l3
and the
C(d,p) C reactions with a 0.61 MeV deuteron beam10;
b) Rutherford backscattering investigations with a 2 MeV "*He*
beam;
c) optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM);
d) transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) with a Philips CM12 microscope at 120 keV;
e) x-ray diffraction with the aid of a SIEMENS KRISTALLOFLEX IV
diffractomer.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA)
The NRA technique was used to determine the number of nitrogen
(N) oxygen CO) and carbon (C) atoms per unit area of the irradiated
surfaces
The number of N. 0 and C atoms per cm2, detected at the Ti
sample surface after irradiation in NH3 and N2 ambient atmospheres is
Eiv-n in Table 1 and 2, respectively, as a function of the number n oi
laser pulses directed to the same irradiation site.
Table l: number <xlO«) of nitrogen (N), oxygen (0) and carbon (C)
atoms per cm* at the surface of 0.14 mm and 3.0 mm thick n plates, as
a function of the number n of subsequent XeCl ^er^pulses^in^NH».^^
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Table 2- number (xl0«> of nitrogen (N) , oxygen (0) and carbon (C)
a£». Per cm" at the surface of 0.14 mm and 3.0 mm thick Ti plates, as
a function of the number n of subsequent XeCl las^_P«^es_in_Na:
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From the study of Tables 1 and 2, a clear increase tendency is
noticed of the nitrogen content as a result of the increase of the
number of laser pulses. This is true for both the cases of irradiations performed in N2 and NH3 atmospheres. However, this increase is
faster in the case of irradiation performed in Nz atmosphere. We also
observe that the oxygen content is kept at a quite low level in both
cases. One also remarks a small amount of C atoms, which are partially
removed or pushed to the bulk by the laser irradiation.
As regards the influence of the sample thickness, the main observation following from the study of the two tables is that the nitrogen
content on surface is almost the same when the laser pulse number n is
low, but it is substantially lower in the case of thicker (3.0 mm)
samples when n=500, especially when irradiation is performed in N2
atmosphere. In this last case the oxygen contamination of thicker
samples is considerably increased. We think that this behaviour can be
due to a combined effect of the lower temperature reached in this case
on surfaces during the laser irradiation, due to a faster heat evacuation into the bulk of the thicker sample, and to oxygen flux from the
sample bulk under the action of the temperature gradient, since Ti is
known to be a good oxygen getter.
It must be also observed that in our experimental condition N and
0 atoms are detected with nearly constant efficiency over a limited
thickness of about 400 nm, due to the decrease of the (d,p) cross section for deuterons with energy below 580 keV. This could explain the
apparent saturation of the nitrogen amount when the number of
subsequent laser pulses is increased up to n=500. So, the information
acquired with the NRA technique is to be referred to the top of the
compound layer formed as a result of multipulse laser irradiation.
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3.2. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

1400
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1400

700
E(keV)

E(keV)

Fig.
1.
RBS spectra of 0.14 mm (a) and 3.0 mm (b) thick Ti samples
submitted to 100 XeCl laser pulses in either N: » or NH3 atmosphere.
In order to get more information about the thickness and the composition of the reacted layers,
the laser irradiated samples were
examinated by the RBS technique. The corresponding spectra were compared to the spectrum of a reference, unirradiated, Ti sample. An
example of RBS spectra is shown in Fig. 1. It appears that after the
action of n=100 subsequent laser pulses on a 0.14 mm thick sample, the
thickness of the reacted layer is "" 550 nm and -450 nm when the irradiation is performed in N2 and NHs atmosphere, respectively. The
thickness is lower (~400 nm and "300 nm,
respectively) when 3.0 mm
thick samples are irradiated under the same experimental conditions.
After n=200 pulses in N2 the thickness of the reacted layer on 0.14 mm
thick samples exceeds 1 um, which is the probing depth of the 2 MeV
He* beam. A general trend is that the thickness of the reacted layer
is lower when the multipulse laser irradiation is performed in NH3
atmosphere.
From the analysis of the RBS spectrum height ratio it is also possible to determine the evolution of the departure from the stoichiometry, x, of the compound, Ti»--»«N«, formed on surfaces as a result of
multipulse laser irradiation.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the
(l-x)/x quantity on the number n of subsequent laser pulses directed
to the same irradiation site. We note that the stoichiometric TiN corresponds to (l-x)/x —> 1.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the relative non-stoichiometry degree,
of the reacted layers formed on the surface of 0.14 mm (con(l-x)/:>
tinuous line) and 3.0 mm (open line) Ti samples as a function of the
number n of laser pulses in NH3 (o: 0.14 mm; O:3.0 mm) or in N2
atmosphere (x: 0.14 mm; +.- 3 .0 mm) respectively.
From Fig. 2 we observe that the average composition of the reacted
layer is initially richer in Ti than in N, and that it gradually converts to TiN along with the cumulation of the number of pulses
directed to the same area. An important observation is that the compound is, for the same number of subsequent pulses, richer in Ti in
the case of samples irradiated in NH=. atmosphere than in the case of
samples irradiated in N2 atmosphere. Moreover,
in both cases,
the
thicker
(3.0 mm) Ti samples show a more uniform stoichiometric degree
vs n than the thinner (0.14 mm) samples.
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3.3 Electron microscopy observations.
The colour of the areas submitted to multipulse laser irradiation
turns from bright grey (characteristic of titanium samples) to pale
and then to intense yellow (characteristic to TiN) after the action of
the first hundreds of subsequent laser pulses.
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Fig. 3. SEM micrographs of 0.14 mm thick Ti samples submitted to n=200
XeCl laser pulses a) in NH.-3 atmosphere, and b) in Nz atmosphere.
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SEM investigations showed perturbations of the areas submitted to
laser irradiation. A clear experimental evidence is that the areas
submitted to laser irradiation in N-r. are more perturbed than the ones
submitted to the same number of laser pulses in NHa. atmosphere. The
difference is already evident in the samples submitted to 200 laser
pulses
(Fig. 3a and 3b). It becomes clearly evident when one compares
Fig. 4a and 4b. where SEM micrographs are reproduced of areas irradiated with 500 laser pulses in NHG; and N2 atmosphere, respectively.

m

m

PS

"%>

m^

»W#M

Fig.
4. SEM micrographs of a Ti 0.14 mm sample submitted to n=500
subsequent XeCl laser pulses;
a) in NH3 and b) in NE atmosphere.
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The surfaces of the samples irradiated in NH.3 seem to be covered
with tightly packed grains, formed as a result of the multiple nucleation sites that occur during solidification.
The microstructure of
the polycrystalline matrix developed as a result of laser irradiation
is very compact and pores are rare and very small. The ones of Fig. -4a
were searched to focus the image. In contrast, the surface microreliefs are much more complicated and considerably deeper on the surface
irradiated in ambient N2, as evident from Fig. 4b.
TEM investigations were performed on Ti 0.14 mm samples submitted
to 100 laser pulses in both Ns and NHs atmospheres and to 500 laser
pulses in N2 atmosphere.
A bright field TEM micrograph of a zone of a 0.14 mm thick sample
submitted to 100 laser pulses in NR-s evidences (Fig. 5a) the formation
of microcrystals with a mean dimension of 40 nm, uniformly dispersed
into the reacted layer. together with some larger (~10'0 nm) islands.
The corresponding SAED picture (Fig. 5b) shows a number of spots distributed along circles. The circles confirm the polycrystalline nature
of the reacted layer, while the spots are related to the relatively
large dimensions of some microcrystals. The relative d-spacings are
reported in Table 3. From the data of Table 3 it clearly results that
the reacted layer is mostly formed by TiN polycrystals with cubic
structure (osbornite) and lattice parameter a=0.424 nm. Traces of the
Ti3N phase, with tetragonal structure and lattice parameters a=0.49452
nm and c=0.30342 nm can be inferred from four very weak rings. We note
that the intensity of the rings in SAED pictures is proportional to
the volume density of the respective phases.

Fig. 5. TEM micrograph (a) and the corresponding SAED image (b) of
0.14 mm thick Ti sample submitted to 100 laser pulses in NH3.
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The bright field TEM micrograph of an identical sample submitted
to the same number (n=100) of laser pulses in N2 atmosphere (Fig. 6a)
evidences the formation of a very compact and uniform layer of microcrystals of mean dimension of "70 nm. Larger crystals cannot be seen
in this sample. The corresponding SAED image (Fig.
6b) indicates
(Table 4) that the reacted layer is formed almost completely of cubic
TiN polycrystals, with a very small amount of tetragonal Ti2N.

Fig. 6. TEM micrograph (a) and the corresponding SAED image (b) of a
0.14 mm thick Ti sample submitted to 100 laser pulses in N2.
Table 3. Comparison of the measured d-spacing (dm) in a Ti 0.14 mm
sample submitted to 100 laser pulses in NH3 with the tabulated d-spacings (dt) for TiN and TizN; N indicates the circles, starting from the
innermost one; Miller indexes hkl are also given in the last column.
N
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

d* (nm)

dm (nm)
0.26
0 .244
0.2275
0.2113
0.1497
0. 1286
0.1226
0.1071
0.0978
0.0950
0 . 0845
0.0758
0.0713

TiN

hkl

0.244

Ill

0.212
0.1496
0.1277
0.1223
0.1059
0.0972
0.0948

200
220
311
222
400
331
420

0.0717

531
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Ti=N

hkl

0.2586

011

0.2292

Ill

0.0848
0.0759

350
004

Table 4. Comparison of the measured d-spacing (dm) in a Ti 0.14 mm
sample submitted to 100 laser pulses in N= with the tabulated d-spacings (d*.) for TiN and TisN; N indicates the circles, starting from the
innermost one,- Miller indexes hkl are also given in the last column.
N

1
o

3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

dfc (nm)

dm (nm)
0.26
0.244
0.2278
0.2117
0.1760
0.1495
0.1359
0.1279
0.1227
0.1073
0.0976
0.0957
0.0867
0.0825
0.0764
0.0731

TiN

hkl

0.244

ill

0.212

200

0.1496

220

0.1277
0.1223
0.1059
0.0972
0.0948
0.0865
0.0816

311
222
400
331
420
422
333/511

Ti3N

hkl

0.2586

011

0.2292

Ill

0.1788

211

0.1371

320

0.0764
0.0725

333
024

As regards the sample submitted to 500 laser pulses in N2 atmosphere, the structure of the matrix is shown (Fig. 7a) to be formed by
grains of quite large dimensions. The SAED picture (Fig. 7b) clearly

a

b

Fig. 7. TEM micrograph (a) and the corresponding SAED image (fa) of a
0.14 mm thick Ti sample submitted to 500 laser pulses in N=.
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evidences the growth of a polycrystalline phase. In fact, also in this
case the spots are distributed along laterally broadened circles.
The
relative d-spacings are reported in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison of the measured d-spacing (dm) in a Ti 0.14 mm
sample submitted to 500 XeCl laser pulses in N= with the tabulated
d-spacings
(d*.) for TiN; N indicates the circles, starting from the
innermost one; Miller indexes hkl are also given in the last column.
N
1
2
3
4
5

dt (nm)

(nm)
0.2470
0.2123
0.1509
0.1229
0.0969

0
0
0
0
0
0

2448
2120
1499
1224
0973
0948

hkl
111
200
220
ooo

331
420

From the data of Table 5, one sees that the diffraction pattern is
clearly from TiN polycrystals. In fact the measured d-spacings (dm)
agree very well with the tabulated11 ones (dfc) for TiN. Consequently,
TiN was identified with a cubic structure (osbornite) and a lattice
parameter of a=0.424 nm. In contrast, there is no evidence of different phases of titanium nitride or of titanium oxide. We also remark
that the points along the circles indicate that the dimensions of the
TiN microcrystals are relatively large. The other points, regularly
placed around the centre are due to the crystallized Ti matrix.
On the samples which were submitted to the action of n=100 laser
pulses,
Ti3N was identified besides TiN.
Ti3N was present in a
relatively larger amount in the compound formed on Ti surface in NH3
atmosphere.
The conclusions of the SAED analyses are sustained by the results
of x-ray diffraction investigations. In fact, TiN peaks clearly detach
from the random background of the recording. In this case also, no
traces of oxide were identified. Small peaks from Ti=N can be seen
only in the spectra obtained from samples submitted to a low number
(n=100 - 200) of laser pulses.
4. DISCUSSION
The experimental investigations have proved that we succeeded to
synthesize titanium nitride by multipulse excimer laser irradiation
in both nitrogen and ammonia atmospheres.
The reacted layers were
hard, adherent to the substrate and contained no detectable quantities
of oxides. Oxygen could be identified as traces only by NRA.
The
nitridation process is cumulative,
since the amount of synthesized
nitride increases with the number of subsequent laser pulses directed
to the same irradiation site. Accordingly, the thickness of nitrided
layer also increases with the number of subsequent pulses,
while the
quality and the structure of the synthesized compound improves.
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Numerical computations of the temperature which is reached on the
surface during the"action of the first pulse in the laser pulse
series which were performed by solving the heat diffusion equation -,
indicate that the nitridation reaction is initiated in our experimental condition in a liquid phase. The power density with the first
laser pulse seems to be sufficient to melt the sample surface down tu
a thickness of about 200 nai. The surface remains then in a molten
state for about 100 ns. The computer data indicate also that the successive pulses produce a deeper meltdown of the sample surface and an
ever higher bulk temperature of the sample. After about 100 subsequent
laser pulses,
the surface layer of the 0.14 mm thick Ti samples does
not resolidify between two successive laser pulses and the nitridation
reaction goes on entirely through a molten phase. We also noticed the
formation of an optical breakdown at the sample surfaces as a
consequence of the laser pulses. The high pressure of the expanding
vapour and breakdown plasma acting backwards on the irradiated area,
as well as the development of surface instabilities of various nature
on the molten surface (capillarity waves, the generation of surface
periodical structure as an effect of the interaction of the laserlight with surface plasmons«- ") , could result in the initiation of
a turbulent motion- in the molten layer.
This behaviour can be
responsible of a strong gas enrichment of the molten layer since this
motion cnuld drive fresh gas towards molten, but not saturated, metal.
By means of the turbulent motion of the molten metal, effective velocities of gas diffusion into the melt are allowed, which largely
exceed the magnitude of nitridation velocities which are obtained by
conventional "thermodynamic treatments. This could be the mam mechanism which,
followed by pyrolitic dissociation of the _nitrogencontaining molecule,
allows for the synthesis of rather thick layers
of compound, avoiding the limitation of the gas access to the reaction
area
which is the growth limiting factor that strongly inhibits,
under normal (non-laser) conditions, the continuous growth of nitrides
on titanium surface. In fact, the thin nitride layer, which is chemically inert and thermally very stable, acts like a shield against the
access of the gaseous phase to the reaction zone. Then the chemical
reaction gets saturated in time and finally stops after the formation
o? a compound having a thickness of a few nm only *-. It is apparent
from Figs 3 and 4 that the liquid layer is much more perturbed when
the laser irradiation is performed in N3 than when it is performed in
NH:3 atmosphere. Consequently a thicker compound layer is formed in N*
atmo-ph°r£
having a richer content in nitrogen. Also, the surface
react^d'layers of the Ti samples submitted to multipulse laser irradiation in NH3 atmosphere are richer in Ti than the ^yers formed
under identical irradiation conditions, in N* atmosphere.
This fact
could be also due to the higher content in atomic nitrogen per molecule of the gas which mixes with the molten metal in this last cas«.
We also obierve that the small amount of Ti=N compound, which ij
formed in the early stage of irradiation is rapidly transformed to TiN
as the irradiation, and hence the heating, of the Ti samples goes on.
New experiments, comprehensive of spectroscopic investigations of
the breakdown plasma, are in progress to get a better understanding of
the complicated kinetics of this laser-promoted nitridation process.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
By a proper improvement of the laser irradiation conditions, we
synthesized very pure, hard and adherent layers of TiN by multipulse
laser irradiation of Ti samples in either N= or NH3 atmospheres. As a
very important progress in comparison to our previous works'7""5', we
emphasize the complete absence of oxide and/or oxinitride formation.
The nitridation process is more efficient in Nz atmosphere than in NH3
atmosphere, but in the later case the surface layer is less perturbed.
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ABSTRACT

Thin films of Yil^O^Oy x were deposited via pulsed laser ablation onto MgO and YSZ
fYttria Stabilized Zirconia) substrates. The use of an IR Nd:YAG laser leads to nonstoichiometnc
^ta!mÄ3Sr superconducting films were deposited by means of UV excimer laser
ablation (X = 308 nm). These films were strongly orientated with c-axis perpendicular to (1UU)
substrate The film quality was found to be strongly dependent on substrate temperature oxygen
^XsS^teSXi ra'te and laser fluence. The deposition process was characterized by the tune
resolved spectroscopic measurements of the emission from YO molecules.
1. INTRODUCTION
During the past few years numerous techniques have been developed to grow high temperature
sunerconductine films l These techniques include sputtering, electron beam co-evaporation, ion beam
evaSonCVDand pulse laser ablation. Generally, after the deposition, a high temperature treatment
aSSoO°C' inflowing oxygen is necessary to improve the superconducting properties. However the
high^emperamre proces! degrades the film morphology. Indeed, the crystallographic ^homogeneity and
grain boundaries are important limiting factors of the film quality.
The Dulse laser ablation (PLA) is compatible with the reactive gas environment and has the
advantaS'harsmoXsuperconducting
films having a orthorhombique structure can be grown in situ at
tei^^6ÄfcTthout high Imperature post annealing. Actually the development of the high
power and high repetition rate excimer laser* opens a possibility for the technological application«rf PLA
to oroduce single-phase films over larger substrate areas. However, the solution of the processing
ÄJSblSS dSSSs on an understanding of the basic physics and chemistry associated with laser
beam-target and particle-particle interaction during PLA and film growth.
In this paper, we describe the results of laser deposition of Y1Ba2Cu307.x thin films using
either Nd:YAG or XeCl excimer laser. In particular, the effects of the substrate temperature, oxygen
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pressure cooling rate and laser parameters (wavelength, energy) on the quality of "in situ" deposited
iilms were studied. The dynamics of the laser induced plasma (LIP) was monitored by optical time of
flight measurements.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
For the film deposition, we used two kinds of laser, UV and IR lasers. UV laser was an X-ray
pre-ionized discharged pumped excimer XeCl (X = 308 nm). The laser was operated at 5 Hz with 40 ns
output pulses. The pulse energy was 1-8 J/cm2. A pulsed Nd:YAG (X = 1.064 urn) laser was used to
produce a pulse train of 35 ps (FWHM) pulses, with 9 ns time separation interval. The full pulse train
duration was about 90 ns, with a 1 Hz repetition rate.
The films were prepared in a vacuum chamber with a base pressure of less than 10"6 mbar
maintained by a turbomolecular pump. The target was in the form of a disk (13 mm in diameter, 1.5 mm
thick). The superconducting targets were processed with the usual procedure of mixing, calcining,
regnnding and sintering. The laser beam was allowed to impinge on the target at an oblique angle of 40°'
It was focussed on the target to a spot of about 300 urn (FWHM). The target was constantly rotated
during the deposition. The films were deposited on YSZ (yttria stabilized zirconia) and MgO single
crystal (typical sized 10x10 mm) with (100) orientation. The substrates were mounted on the heater
block at 3 cm from the target and could be heated up to 800°C. During the deposition, oxygen was
1 tr
" ?Jced at a distance of about 2-3 mm from the substrate. Equilibrium oxygen pressure in the range
50-600 mTorr was maintained in the system during deposition.
For the characterization of the deposition process, visible emission spectra from the laser induced
plasma were studied. The plume of emitted particles from the target was always perpendicular to the
surface regardless to the incident laser beam angle. Emission was detected through a glass window at
90 from the target surface normal. The optical emission was imaged through two lenses and a prism
into the 100 um slit of a spectrometer. The spatial and the spectral resolutions were respectively 150 um
and 2 A. The time dependence of the intensity of the plume was studied by using a rapid photomultiplier
tube (2 ns rise time). The signals were recorded on a Croy 5450 storage oscilloscope. During the
deposition, the optical system could be translated to monitor different zones of the laser plume.
The films were analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), high resolution electron
microscopy (HREM), X-ray fluorescence and X-ray diffractometry to study the morphology
composition and the crystallographic structure. The superconducting properties were controlled by
resistivity measurement as a function of temperature, using the conventional four point probe technique.
3. RESULTS
3.a. Films properties
All the films prepared from a 1-2-3 stoichiometric target by the Nd:YAG laser evaporation were
systematically low in Ba and Cu contents. The Ba and Cu deficiencies were found to increase with laser
fluence. Stoichiometric films were prepared from a 1-2.4-4.2 composition target. The optimum
deposition rate and target irradiance were 1-1.5 Ä/pulse and 8-15 J/cm2 respectively. We observed a
very strong influence of the substrate temperature on the film properties. The films evaporated at low
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temperature (T - 400°C) were insulating, amorphous and extremely reactive to the ambient atmosphere
TTefüms prepared at a substrate temperature of about 650-750°C were partially crystallized and
conducting After annealing in flowing oxygen, none of these films ever exhibited any supwconducüng
properties The dependence of resistivity upon temperature indicates dearly-the s^c^m^a^l
of these films. Most of the films were deposited on a substrate heated to 450-550 C. They were
disordered or poorly crystallized and few conducting. A post annealing process of these films ini flowing
oxygen at 1 aim. has resulted in superconducting films with a critical temperature (Tc) of about 75-85 K.
The best annealing cycle found in this experiment is the foil owing : rapid heating up to 850°C hold at
this temperature during 40 min., followed by slow cooling (2°C/min) to 400 C, with 1-2 h stay
temperature, and then slow cooling down to room temperature.
Analysis of the film morphology by SEM shows numerous spherical particles embedded in the
films. The particle size was about 0.5-5 jim. Density and size of particles were dependent upon laser
fluence and spatial position on the film. Another deficiency of IR laser ablation is the use of non
stoichiometric-targets. We observed an evolution of the target surface composition during the deposition
due toTe fact that the IR laser ablation rate is different for the target components Moreover *e taxg*
heating by laser irradiation and by emission from substrate heater causes the diffusion of Cu and1 Y on
fhe Se. This leads to the different oxide phase formation. In this case, the composition of ablated
product is not homogeneous during the deposition process.
The deposition of YBaCuO films by an U.V. excimer laser, contrary to the deposition by IR
laser, show!T the sShiomctric evaporation from a 1-2-3 superconducting target. Two kinds of
deposition were performed:
i) deposition in vacuum (10"6 Torr). This process has required a post annealing of the films in
°Xygenii) deposition "in situ" in an oxygen ambient environment. In this case, the films show
superconducting properties without any additional treatment.
The films deposited at low temperature (550°C), without oxygen, were poorly crystallized and
few conducted like the YAG deposits. After annealing in flowing oxygen, they exhibit a
sSSÄSbdJvior In this case, the resistivity curves as a function of temperature show a
rSavKnd the Tc onset was relatively high (78-80°K). An optimal annealing cycle for these
films consisted of heating at temperature of 820°C, during 20 min, followed by slow cooling to room
temperature; oxygen pressure was 1 arm.
The films deposited in oxygen ambient were directly in situ superconductor. The deposits were
produced at different substrate temperatures (620-700°C) and different oxygen pressures (50-600
mTorr) and then rapidly cooled down to ambient temperature at high oxygen pressure (2.6 10 Torr)
Figure 1 shows the resistivity change for a film deposited on MgO at 700°C in an oxygen ambient of
SOOmTorr and rapidly cooled (15 min) under 2 bars of oxygen. The onset for the resistance drop was at
*85 K and the zero resistance was achieved at * 82 K. The resistivity ratio at 300°K and at 100°K was
3.2. The deposition under high oxygen pressure allows a good incorporation of oxygen during the film
growth. This can explain the narrow transition and the good metallic behavior before the transition.
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Fig. 1 - Normalized resistivity as a function of temperature. Deposition oxygen pressure and substrate
temperature were 500 mTorr and 700°C respectively.
The superconducting quality depends on the deposition and cooling parameters, the laser fluence
and the geometrical disposition. The Table 1 shows the representative values of the critical temperature
onset (Tc), the superconducting transition width ( ATQQ^.JQ^) and the resistivity ratio at 300°C and at
100°C (R300/R100) °ftne *n s*tu deposited films. Ts and
oxygen pressure during the deposition.

PQ

are the substrate temperature and the

Table 1: Transient parameters of in situ deposited films
Subst.

MgO
MgO
MgO
MgO
YSZ
MgO

Fluence

Ts

J/cm2

<c

4
4
4
4
4
2

620
650
700
700
700
650

p

o2

Tx

onset

T

90%-10%

mTorr

°K

°K

120
120
120
500
120
120

84
55
85
88
89

2.5
10
3
4
11
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Rsoo^ioo

2.3
1.6
3.2
2.1
1

X-ray diffraction patterns show the 1-2-3 superconducting YBaCuO structure on these films
(Fig 2) The X-ray diffraction exhibits only the presence of the (00L) Bragg peaks indicating a strong
orientation of the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate. The width of the (001) Bragg peaks was *0.25°.
The insert to Figure 2 shows a rocking curve of the (005) peak showing a peak width of 0.25°. This thin
width characterizes a good film epitaxial growth. For films with a lower Tc, the YBaCuO phase was not
totally c-axis oriented and the presence of other undesirable crystallographic phases like CuO etc.,
was often detected. It is probably due to more rapid Cu oxide formation at the higher substrate
temperature. The appearance of other phases leads to epitaxial growth disturbance and shading ot the
superconducting properties of the 1-2-3 films.
The morphology of the films was studied by scanning electron microscopy. Figure 3
shows the surface morphology of these films. The films are very smooth with a surface roughness ot
about 100-200 A and without any macrocrystalline grain, indicating the formation ot large single
crystals The micrograph shows the presence of 0.2-3 micron-sized droplets on a smooth layer, the
droplet chemical composition obtained by X-ray fluorescence analysis shows non-stoichiometric
YBaCuO phases. We found that the droplet concentration does not have a strong influence on tue
electrical properties of in situ deposited superconducting films.
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Fig. 2 - X-ray diffraction pattern of
YBaCuO film deposited at 700°C
on a (100) MgO cleaved substrate
under oxygen pressure of 500
mTorr. X-ray wavelength is
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Fig. 3 - Scanning electron microscope image of the film evaporated in ambient oxygen. The line is the
trace of cleavage plane on the MgO substrate.
The surface of well-ordered 1-2-3 YBaCuO phase was large so that faulting was not observed by
X-ray diffraction. The H.R.E.M. observation confirms that the films grown at 650° and under 120
mTorr oxygen are almost entirely c-oriented. These films contain a grain with a low density of (001)
linear faults such as stacking faults and extra Cu-0 planes. It is interesting to note, that the crystalline
structure of the 123 phase extends up to the grain boundary.
The high-resolution image (Fig. 4) shows a grain boundary between two c-oriented grains. The
tilt angle between these two grains is 30°. We can observe the good quality of the crystallization and a
smooth grain boundary interface.These clean, but large angle, grain boundaries may play an important
role in the transport properties of these films on MgO substrate.
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b) Time of flight (TOF) measurements
The deposition process was controlled by real-time optical emission spectroscopy diagnostics.
Changes in ablation parameters, such as laser energy, oxygen pressure and shot number, are reflected by
variations in the optical emission from species in the laser induced plasma plume.
The emission spectra under excimer laser irradiation are similar to the one observed previously 3.
It can be seen that spectra are quite rich, composed of many lines and bands characteristic of the different
elements from the target. The temporal behaviour of the emission was studied by TOF measurements.
TOF spectra given by a slice of the plasma plume were recorded for all detected species versus distance
from the target. The typical shape of the TOF spectra in vacuum of Y° (X = 410.2 nm) at energy 4 J/cm2
is shown in Fig. 5. At the distance of about 1 mm from the target surface, a relatively narrow spatial
distribution of the particles is established. At greater distancies, we observe the broadening of the TOF
spectra which is determined by the broadening of the velocity distribution. The most probable particle
velocity (Vm) was measured as the inverse slope of r<j versus distance, where rd is the time of flight
following a laser pulse at which the emission intensity has a maximum (the first spike of the TOF spectra
recorded at distances more than 3 mm is due to laser scattering and can be used as a time marker).

1

2

Delay time

(JJS)

Fig. 5 - Time of flight spectrum of Y* (X = 410.2 nm) as a function of distance from the target surface.
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The main results of the velocity measurements are the following : expansion velocities of the
monoatomic species are 1-2 106 cm/s with weak dependence versus 1/M and laser energy, where M is
the atomic mass ; Vm ~ P"* where P is the oxygen pressure in the preparation chamber and tf is a
coefficient depending on the particle position from the target.
Recent measurements of the particle velocities during picosecond laser ablation of 1-2-3
YBaCuO target4 show that the expansion velocity is proportional to lA/M. Observed Vm distribution
versus atomic mass, after nanosecond excitation, reflects very large temperature dispersion of the ablated
pSeTdue to the dynamics of the target heating and, probably, due to the inverse bremsstrahlung
absorption^.
The superconducting properties of the films strongly depend on the oxygen stoichiometry within
the orthorhombique superconducting structure. There are two ways of the oxygen incorporation in the
mm The first one is a direct oxygen diffusion from the ambient gas into the film during deposition and
the cooling step. The second one is a chemical reaction of the ablated particles and cjxygen dunng the
particles' flight from target to substrate or direct ejection of the oxide molecules (YO, BaO, CuO). From
mTspectroscopic studies, we found that the emission from diatomic metal oxides, in particular emission
from YO molecule, can be very useful to monitor the deposition process. Fig. 6 shows emission
intensity variations of neutral Y°, ionized Y+ and YO as a function of laser fluence. Comparing the
variation of the emission intensities from the monoatomic species and YO, we can see that the yttrium
oxide concentration decreases relative to monoatomic species as the fluence is increased.

-•-YO

-*.-Y°
...O...Y

._o._Cu°
.•• n
/n

•—ryb

.*

/' 9'

i //
/ ///
2

"

Laser fluence (J/cm2)

3

Fig 6 - Emission intensity of Y°, Y+, Cu and YO versus laser fluence. Oxygen pressure was 160
mTorr. The dashed and dotted line is drawn for the purpose of visualisation.
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Similar observation has been made by Geyer and Weimer" during YBaCuO target ablation by
ArF excimer laser (X=193nm) in vacuum. We believe that this effect is determined by thermal
decomposition of YO molecules on the target surface.
Fig. 7 shows the variation of the intensity of YO, Cu° and Cu++ emission versus the number of
laser shots. In this experiment, the target rotation was stopped and the same target surface was irradiated
with a laser fluence of about 1 J/cm2. From this figure we can see that the emission intensity from YO
decreases sharply after about 100 laser shots contrary to a weak change of emission from Y+ and Cu++
atoms. It seems that the observed accumulating effect on the YO emission under low laser irradiation
supports our assumption of the thermal decomposition of YO molecule. However it is not excluded that
this effect may be explained by the creation of a deep crater in the target surface7 with the result that the
temperature of the plume is higher in the crater than on a flat surface. As a consequence, the molecular
species can be dissociated more easily.

100

200

Shots number

Fig. 7 - Variation of the emission intensity from YO (X = 597.2 nm) ; Y+ (X =410.2nm) and Cu++
(492.7nm) as a function of the number of laser shots. The same target surface was irradiated with
successive laser pulse. Laser energy was 1 J/cm2.
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Fig. 8 shows a variation of the emission intensity from YO molecules along the axial direction
normal to the target surface. In vacuum (curve 1), emission intensity decreases continuously as the
distance increases. Emission spectra collected during PLA at ambient oxygen pressure of about 160
mTorr show two maxima : the first one near the target surface and the second one at distances of more
than 5 mm (curves 2 and 3). From the TOF measurements, we concluded that this intensity variation is
determined by two different YO populations. The first one corresponds to YO molecules ejected directly
from the target surface. The expansion velocity of these molecules is about 1Q6 cm/s. The second one is
characterized by much slower velocity, Vm ~ 4-6 105 cm/s. The emission intensity increases after time
of flight of about 1-1.5 fJ.s (Fig. 8) corresponding to the formation of this second population. The origin
of the second YO population is, probably, a chemical reaction of ionized yttrium and oxygen. The
complete set of TOF measurements will be discussed elsewhere. Anyway, the emission from YO gives
valuable information on oxygen contents in the laser induced plume during PLA. Moreover a
stabilization of the deposition parameters can be performed by YO emission monitoring.
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4. DISCUSSION
The main differences found in annealing cycles for vacuum deposited 1-2-3 YBaCuO films by
UV excimer laser and IR laser irradiation are : a shorter annealing time and a lower annealing
temperature for the films deposited by UV ablation. It is well-known that the particle-substrate and
particle-particle interactions on the substrate are temperature activated processes. These interactions
probably depend upon the particle kinetic energy, i.e. the laser energy. During the deposition process,
the velocities of the ejected atoms from the target surface are about 105 cm/s and 106 cm/s for IR and
UV irradiation respectively. The corresponding mean particle kinetic energies are respectively of 1 eV
and of 100 eV for these two kinds of irradiation. The structure of the films deposited at low temperature
(500-550°C) is amorphous with a partly crystalline phase. We can speculate that the annealing cycle is
determined by the ratio of amorphous to crystalline phases after deposition. Indeed, ordered crystalline
structure after UV deposition must be easier to form as a consequence of a higher local temperature and a
higher particle mobility which are the consequence of the higher kinetic energy of UV ablated particles.
In this case lower temperature and shorter annealing cycle are sufficient to initiate an amorphous to
crystalline transition.
The films evaporated on MgO substrates at 700°C show a higher Tc onset when oxygen base
pressure was 500 mTorr instead of 120 mTorr. However we observed that an increase of the base
oxygen pressure requires higher substrate temperature (Ts°) in order to obtain an optimum of the film
properties (Tc, AT) since the temperature Ts° is a function of oxygen pressure (P) in the preparation
chamber. The relationship between Ts°and P may result from a change of the plasma expansion
dynamics with the oxygen pressure increase. In particular, the velocity decrease of the evaporated
particles could slow down the nucleation and the growth rate. X-ray diffraction studies show that the
superconducting films deposited at Ts < Ts° (PQ2 = 500 mTorr) have a weaker degree of crystallization
and present undesirable phases.
In the most of our experiments, a laser energy of about 4 J/cm2 was used. However, we find
that the laser energy density also had an influence on the film quality. For two films deposited in the
same conditions (650°C, 120 mTorr of oxygen, on MgO substrate), a film evaporated at lower fluence (2
J/cm2) showed a superconducting transition Tc onset at 89°K. Despite this high Tc onset and the sharp
decrease of the resistivity with temperature, the zero resistivity was found at a lower temperature
(TCo=78°K).
The increase of the superconducting transition width is related to the presence of undesirable
phases and crystalline misorientation. X-ray diffraction patterns of the films deposited at low fluence
show peaks from (001) plans larger than those obtained with the films deposited at higher fluence.
Moreover some weak diffraction peaks of CuO phase were observed. The increase of the
superconducting transition onset can be explained by the oxygen in-diffusion during the films cooling. A
crystalline misorientation of the films deposited at low fluence can favor oxygen diffusion in the ab plan
due to a diffusion coefficient greater in this plan than along c-axis^.
In our experiments we mostly used cleaved MgO substrate but the nature and the quality of the
substrate could modify the results. Indeed, for two films prepared in the same conditions (700°C, 120
mTorr of 02), a deposit on a polished (100) yttria stabilized zirconia substrate revealed a better
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superconducting behavior (Tc onset = 85°K, ATQ0%_10% = 3°K) than on (100) cleaved MgO (Tc onset
= 55°K, AT90%_io% = 10°K)' At ^ same Pressure'a SUDStrate temperature of 650°C was sufficient to
produce the films on MgO substrate with the similar Tc and TCQ values. The lattice parameter of the cubic
structure of single crystal YSZ is a = 5.16 Ä compared to the 4.21 A of the MgO lattice parameter. In
spite of the large mismatch between YSZ and YBaCuO (a = 3.85 A, b = 3.82 A), the experimental
results show that the nucleation/growth temperature of the 1-2-3 YBaCuO phase is higher than the one
on MgO substrate.
6. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the use of an IR laser leads to some problems of adaptation and stabilization
of the target composition. The XeCl excimer laser allows the growth of stoichiometnc films. The high
temperature deposition in oxygen environment, with rapid cooling under high oxygen pressure, is
suitable to prepare good quality in situ superconducting films. Deposition parameters such as substrate
temperature, oxygen pressure and laser energy are closely related between them and depend on the kind
of substrate The quality of the "in situ" prepared films is better than annealed ones. The best films with
high critical temperature exhibit a strongly oriented crystalline structure with c-axis perpendicular to the
substrate. It was found that optical emission from YO molecule can be used to monitor the deposition
process during pulse laser ablation.
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ABSTRACT

In advanced contact materials one aim in processing is the reduction or even substitution of precious
metals HI. However, new developed materials have to exhibit excellent corrosion resistance and
good electrical conductivity as well as mechanical stability, especially if abrasive wear loaded
contacts are concerned. One strategy is the total substitution of precious metals by non noble metals
such as by Copper and its conventional alloys. Such materials, however, suffer from their poor
mechanical properties. Chromium would be a candidate for an unusual alloying element that may
help to overcome these weaknesses, but unfortunately Cr does not mix with Cu by standard
metallurgy. For low current contacts a surface layer of a mixed material might be sufficient and
powder metallurgical routes are therefore inefficient and hence inadequate.
The excimer laser is an excellent tool to produce the required thin films by surface alloying. This
is possible due to its short wavelength and short pulse duration. The present investigations were
carried out in order to understand the phenomena of laser surface alloying using excimer laser
irradiation. To achieve technical relevance the system Cu/Cr was chosen. The irradiations were
monitored using difference reflectometry. This enables to check whether alloying occured at all and
to which degree. Structural details of the produced layers were investigated using a diffractometer
with glazing incidence. To obtain quantitative information about depth and stoichiometry of the
alloyed layer sputtering AES was applied.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years excimer lasers became the third class of lasers for materials processing besides
C02- and Nd:YAG-lasers. The use of excimer lasers is most advantagous for microprocessing (good
focussability) and for surface treatments /2,3/, due to their characteristic features like wavelength
in the UV-range, high peak power and pulse duration in the nanosecond time regime . Some
technical data, typical for commercially available excimer lasers are given in Table 1. In the present
investigation XeCl and KrF excimer lasers were used for laser surface alloying experiments. On one
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hand the short pulses restricted the maximum alloying depth, on the other hand high peak power
in combination with the short pulses allowed to generate a mixing of Cu and Cr on an atomic scale
without segregation during cooling. This is not possible neither by cw-C02- or pulsed C02-lasers
nor by TEA-C02-lasers, because of the wavelength and the resultant absorption behavior of the
radiation. Much lower heating and subsequently lower cooling rates would therefore appear.
Conventional metallurgy does not allow a solid solution of Cu in Cr in concentrations above 0,1%
Cu, even in the liquid state a large miscibility gap exists /4/. The possibility to produce such a
mixture via a powder metallurgical route is not very helpful, because for a low circuit contact
application a thin surface layer would be sufficient.
In order to increase the depth of alloying experiments were carried out with longer pulse durations
(here 250 ns). From theoretical calculations one would expect higher melting depths at equivalent
power flux densities 151.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments were carried out using three different excimer lasers, e.g. XeCl and KrF, radiating
at 308 nm and 248 nm, respectively, with pulse durations of 30, 40 and 250 ns. The technical data
of the lasers are summarized in Table 1.
The samples for the alloying experiments were prepared by sputtering CuFe2-sheets with thin Crlayers (105, 215, 320, 420,530 nm) using a high-frequency physical vapour deposition system. The
copper sheets were cleaned by HNCyetching and with acetone and ethanole. The samples were
irradiated with energy densities between 20 and 90 mJ/mm2 and 1 to 10 pulses per unit area. The
experimental set-up is given in Fig. 1. The characterization of the surfaces was carried out using
optical differential reflectometry, light and scanning electron microscopy and microhardness
measurements. The alloying behavior was studied by sputtering Auger elecron spectroscopy (AES)
and with x-ray diffraction using normal and glazing incidence. The homogeneity of alloying was
investigated by EDX line-scans over the irradiated area. For more detailed information on these
metallographic investigation methods see Hunger et al. /6/.
Differential reflectometry measures the colour of a sample, using a reference sample (often a sample
with a uniform, known reflectivity. The equipment used covers the spectral range from 300 to 720
nm). For more detailed informations about the capabilities of difference reflectometry see /7,8/. In
the present investigation differential reflectometry should monitor the colour change that occurs
during laser melting and is able to distinguish between a mixture of phases or a solid solution
crystal. This colour change in the Cu/Cr system was quantified by measuring the change in
reflectivity near the absorption edge of the difference reflectometry spectra. Microscopy was used
to determine changes in surface morphology and roughness. With sputtering AES the concentration
changes of Cu and Cr in depths up to 2(im could be measured, thus enabling to detect the thickness
of the alloyed layers and the copper concentration profiles within these layers. Knowing that the
AES measurements will smear the transition of the boundary between the Cu-containing layer and
the Cr-layer the thickness quoted means the depth where the Cu-concentration exceeds more than
20% of the plateau region (see Fig. 2). The occurance of a plateau is reasonable as extreme rapid
exchange will occur in the liquid and almost none in the solid state. The Cu-content, given in this
Fig. 2 is the average value in the alloyed zone.
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Microhardness should give evidence for the effectiveness of the solid solution hardening by laser
mixing.
To clear the lattice structure of the expected alloy x-ray diffraction experiments were carried out.
With normal incidence the x-rays impinge about 2 \un, far too much to study changes in the first
micron exactly. Using glazing incidence with angles between 0,5 and 2 degrees, changes between
100 and 1000 nm can be detected.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In a first step the optimum thickness of the sputtered Cr-layer was determined. The EDX line-scans
over the lateral extension of one pulse show that only for 105nm and 215 nm thick Cr layers could
be produced of sufficient uniformity, Fig. 3. In addition to the EDX line-scans in this figure
micrographs of the surfaces after excimer laser irradiation are given. At the overlapping areas,
however, large variations in concentration are still present. Therefore, in the present investigations
only samples with 105 and 215 nm Cr were used.
A first hint for alloying and the formation of a solid solution was the colour change during the laser
irradiation. This effect is quantified in the reflection measurements in Fig. 4a and 4b, where the
reflected intensity compared to a polished Al-surface of untreated and laser mixed Cu/Cr samples
is drawn as a function of the wavelength. The unsputtered Cu-sheet shows the typical absorption
gap at 585 nm, a high reflectivity from 600 to 720 nm and a low reflection in the range of 550 to
300 nm, resulting in the typical red colour of Cu. After sputtering with Cr the surface shows a
silver-like colour determined by a plateau in the reflection curve from 300 to 450 nm, and
afterwards a continuously decreasing reflection. After laser irradiation the surfaces show a copperlike characteristic (an absorption edge at 585 nm occurs). The height of the absorption edge (A) is
increasing with rising energy density and number of pulses per area. Therefore we compared this
values with the Cu-contents at the surface to prove whether the differential reflectometry can be
used for concentration measurements.
To estimate the obtainable alloying depths and the influence of different pulse durations, in Fig. 5a
and 5b calculated temperature profiles and melt depths for metallic substrates are given using a onedimensional heat conduction model /2/. The achievable depth should increase linearly with the
power flux density and follow a parabolic law for higher pulse durations (for constant power flux
densities). This could be evaluated in Fig. 6, where the obtained alloying depths as a function of
the applied power flux density is drawn. Alloying is observed after exceeding a certain threshold
value that is needed to heat up and melt the Cr-layer. This value is lower for longer pulses because
of the increased heat input by longer pulses. With 2 pulses per area a maximum depth of 560 nm
can be achieved. Applying 10 pulses the depth could be increased up to 1130 nm. The deviation
from the linear correlation at high power flux densities is due to the beginning ablation by
evaporation of Cr. Comparing equal values for the power flux density the effect of 250 ns pulse
irradiation can be understood. Using longer pulses a certain depth of alloying can be achieved at
lower power flux densities compared to shorter pulses, because of the longer interaction time for
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diffusion processes. Higher intensities with 250 ns-pulses, however, were not possible as the spot
size would decrease by focussing the laser beam by one order of magnitude.
The Cu-concentration in the alloyed layers also increases with the power flux density. Depending
on the pulse duration the Cu-concentration reaches a plateau at high intensities. The plateau is due
to a saturation effect of the mixing of Cu and Cr at about 70% Cu. Longer pulses increase the Cucontent of the alloyed layer, because of longer times for diffusion mixing (see Fig. 7).
The mechanical properties of the laser alloyed layers can be seen in Fig. 8, in terms of microhardness values for different energy densities. The hardness of the layers is increased by rising the
energy density.
, , .
.urn
»u»
According to Haasen /9/ the increase in strength by solid solution hardening should follow the
followingmequation:
. ,
AHV ~ C with AHV is hardness increase in percent, and c is the concentration ot the soiutea
phase here'cr. Fig. 9 shows the good correlation between these two values, giving evidence for a
solid solution hardening mechanism. X-ray diffraction with glazing incidence was used ta gam
structural informations of the alloyed layers. To check the sensibility of the method an untreated 200
nm Cr-sputtered Cu-substrate was investigated. In Fig. 10 the diffractometer plot is shown. At a
glazing angle of 0,5 degrees only the Cr-peaks are visible, at 2,0 degrees the main peak is Cu After
a laser irradiation the material is still crystalline and mainly of fcc-structure, see Fig. 11. The lattice
parameter was enlarged by the solution of Cr.
^
The results of the conductivity measurements are summarized in Fig. 12. The conductivity of the
layers increases with rising Cu-content of the alloyed layer. The values are still lower than for a
pure CuFe2 substrate, but would be sufficient for pin-contacts. The values can be understood
assuming solid solution of Cu and Cr. The conductivity change from Cu with increasing Cr
concentration can be calculated applying a law of mixture /10/. On the right axis the height of the
absorption edge A, derived from the differential reflectometry measurements in Fig. 4 is drawn. The
measured reflection signals are in conformity with the electrical conductivity. This could be
expected 7 because electrical and optical properties of metals are combined according to the
equations of Maxwell. Nevertheless it was surprising to find a good correlation between a colour
and a conductivity measurement in such a quick and easy manner.
The last step of the investigations was, as mentioned above, to calibrate the difference reflectometry
system for concentration measurements. For this reason the change in height of the absorption edge
(A) and the Cu-concentration in the alloyed layer are compared in Fig. 13. The fact that an
absorption edge occurs is the first hint for the formation of a solid solution because mixing without
solution would only change the spectral reflectivity. Both curves rise with the energy density. This
gives evidence for the assumption that the height of the absorption edge is increasing with the Cucontent in the alloyed layer. The correlation between these two values is good enough to substitute
the time consuming AES measurements, if once the calibration has been done. An additional
advantage of the differential reflectometry is, that it allows an on-line measurement (100 spectra per
second) Variations in the production of these contacts could be excluded, by measuring the colour
of the surface immediately after laser irradiation and, if necessary, giving a signal to the laser to
change the energy density or the number of irradiations for the following devices.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The present investigations showed that laser alloying of Cu and Cr in depths up to 1 \im is possible.
Copper contents of about 50% in the alloyed layer were achieved. The lateral homogeneity of the
alloy still can be improved, but the electrical and mechanical properties were sufficient. The
structure of the alloy is cubic face centered. The lattice parameter is enlarged by solution of
Chromium, compared to pure Copper. A pulse length of 250 ns produces thicker layers if equivalent
power flux densities are applied. However, the spot size has to be reduced by an order of magnitude,
so that an economic surface treatment is questionable. After achieving homogeneous layers, the next
step will be the production of contact devices. Here the corrosion resistance and the electrical
properties have to be tested under service conditions. Comparable investigations are known from
literature with pulsed Nd:YAG-lasers. Applying this technique the first precious-metal-free contacts
have been succesfully used for telephone dialing kits /l 1/.
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Fig. 1: Experimental set-up for the investigations:
Excimer laser illumination controlled by
differential reflectometry.

Fig. 2: Schematic drawing of the Cu- and
Cr-concentration as function of
the distance from the surface. The
figure lines out the depth of
alloying and the average concentration within the alloyed layer.
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Fig. 3: Sputtered Cr-layers of different thickness on a Cu-target after illuminating by an excimer
laser. The graphs show EDX line-scans indicating the concentration homogeneity on the
surface. One can see that for thicker layers only insufficient alloying was obtained. On the
right hand side micrographs of excimer laser treated surfaces are shown.
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Fig. 4: Differential reflectometry of a Cu-target, coated with 215 nm Cr and irradiated with a XeCllaser at different levels of power flux densities, two (a) and ten (b) times, respectively. The
observed Cu-absorption edge indicates surface alloying. The curves for pure Cu and for the
sputtered Cr-layer belong to the axis on the right hand side of the drawing.
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Fig. 5a: Calculated temperatures at the
surface of a metallic substrate
after excimer laser irradiation.
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Fig. 6: The obtained alloying depths as a function of the applied power flux density, measured by
sputtering AES for different laser pulse durations after two (a) and ten (b) pulses per unit
area. Longer pulses generate thicker alloyed layers.
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Fig. 9: Correlation between microhardness and measured Cu-concentration in the alloyed layer,
giving evidence for a solid solution hardening mechanism.
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Fig 10- Diffractometer plot of an Cr-sputtered Cu-substrate before laser treatment, using glazing
incidence. At a glazing angle of 0,5 degrees onle the Cr-peaks are visible, at 2,0 degrees
the main peak is Cu.
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Fig. 12: Conductivity measurements of laser
alloyed Cu/Cr-samples. On the right
axis the height A of the absorption
edge is plotted, derived from the
differential reflectometry curves,
given in Fig. 4. The measured reflection signals are in agreement with
electrical conductivity measurements.
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height of the absorption edge A
(obtained by differential reflectometry)
and the Cu-concentration in the alloyed
layer (measured by AES).
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Table 1: Technical data of the excimer lasers used in this investigation
Laser

LPX610i

LPX300i

LPX300i

XP2020

Wavelength

308nm

248nm

193nm

308nm

Pulse energy lOOmJ

800mJ

500mJ

2000mJ

Pulse length

250ns

30ns

30ns

40ns

Rep. rate

100Hz

150Hz

150Hz

20Hz
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Excimer Laser Deposition and Characterization of Tin and Tin-Oxide Films
36980005 The Hague EXCIMER LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS in English 1991 pp
312-320
[Article by E. Borsella, P. De Padova, and R. Larciprete of the ENEA]

[Text]

ABSTRACT

ArF excimer laser deposition of tin and tin-oxide films on Si was obtained dissociating tetramethyltin
SnCCHj^CTMT) and TMT/N20 mixtures. Information on the gas phase photoproducts was achieved by
spontaneous emission spectroscopy. Electronically excited CH and Sn fragments were detected and their
formation and decay mechanisms investigated through spectral and temporal analysis of the fluorescence
signal. The effect of buffer gases on the emission characteristics was also studied.
1 INTRODUCTION
Excimer laser deposition of metal and semiconductor materials is drawing a growing attention due to the
potential offered by such technique for successful
applications in relevant technological areas as semiconductor processing and device fabrication1. However a clear understanding of the photoreactions and a
considerable control of the processes is often required in order to obtain films with well defined properties.
During the last ten years extensive work has been done with the aim at identifying the photochemical
pathways accessible to different organometallie molecules
and at determining the suitability of different
compounds to act as precursors for specific processes2. The photolysis of tetramethyltin Sn(CH3)4 (TMT)
induced by ArF excimer laser at 193
nm was studied some time ago in our laboratory using laser timeof-flight (TOP) mass spectroscopy3. The evidence that TMT could be efficiently dissociated giving free
Sn atoms pushed us to investigate the possibility of depositing tin and tin-oxide films. However, as it will
be discussed below, the results observed drew us to further on investigate the gas-phase photochemistry
of this tin bearing compound which was done by analyzing the radiation spontaneously emitted during the
occurrence of the photolysis.
2.FIMVI DEPOSITION
2.1.Experimental
Tin containig film growth after 193 nm photolysis of TMT pure and in mixture was performed in a UHV
chamber consisting of two sections separated by a gated valve. The first one, having a background pressure
in the order of 1(T torr and utilized for the deposition process, is equipped with a sapphire window for the
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ArF excimer laser (LAMBDA PHYSIK LPX100,12-15 ns FWHM) beam entrance and with a multi-sample
holder which allows perpendicular and parallel irradiation geometry. The second section consists of a
UHV chamber (background pressure 5 x 10'lOtorr) dedicated to sample surface analysis. It is provided
with a 3 grids reverse view LEED (VG RVL-640) system and with an additional electron gun (VG LEG
31) which is properly mounted on the chamber so that the electrons strike the sample under a grazingincidence angle. In this experiment the LEED system was operated as a retarding field analyzer (RFA)
electron spectrometer4: by varying the retarding potential applied to the central grid (being the others
grounded) secondary electrons scattered by the sample surface could be filtered and their energy determined. Auger spectra of the sample could be obtained superimposing a several kHz modulation to the
retarding potential and detecting with a lock-in amplifier the term of the collector current proportional to
the second harmonic of the modulation. The combination of a magnetic translator, a wobble stick and high
precision X Y X translator allows the transfer of the sample from one chamber
to the other and the final
positioning in the focus of the LEED-Auger grids. Si (100) substrates were Ar+-sputtered, transferred into
the deposition chamber and irradiated in the presence of the gas mixture. In this stage the valve between
the two vessels was kept closed to prevent gas contamination in the analytical section. In order to avoid
metal deposition on the sapphire entrance window a focused laser beam geometry was adopted. TMT was
purchased from Aldrich with a stated purity of 99 % and was used without further purification. Film
deposition was obtained both in perpendicular and parallel geometry. When adopting typical experimental
conditions (P™T= 008 torr, laser fluence on the substrate surface 10-20 J/cm) thicknesses in the order of
500-700 A were obtained after irradiation with 800-1000 pulses at arepetition rate of 25 Hz. After deposition
and gas evacuation the sample was transferred back to the clean chamber for the "in situ" surface analysis.
2.2.Results
Curve (b) in fig.l reports the Auger spectrum observed when analyzing a typical film grown on Si (100)
after irradiation
at 193 nm of pure TMT. The spectrum shows the Sn MNN Auger peaks at 430, 367 and
316 eV5 whereas the peak occurring at 272 eV is due to the+ KLL Auger transition of carbon . The upper
curve of fig.l displays the typical Auger spectrum of an Ar -sputtered Si wafer used as film substrate. At
variance with all the spectra measured on deposited samples in curve (a) there is no trace of carbon which
in this case could be attributed to enviromental contamination. In this respect we should point out that the
energy resolution of our apparatus 6(3% of the retarding field potential) did not allow us to discriminate,
through Auger peak-shape analysis , between elemental carbon (likely deriving from processes extraneous
to TMT photolysis) and bound carbon resulting from the inclusion in the layer of organic ligand carrying
fragments. However the complete lack of the Auger peak at 272 eV in trace (a), which mantained for
several hours after the sputtering, brought us to the conclusion that the carbon we detect should be ascribed
to incorporation into the material of partially dissociated gas phase photoproducts formed in intermediate
steps which diffuse toward the substrate. In addition contamination of the photodeposited film could derive
from incomplete photolysis of precursor molecules which progressively adsorb on the top layer of the
growing film.
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Fig. 1 Auger spectra resulting after "in situ" surface analysis of ArF ecimer laser deposited sample
as well as of film substrate: (a) Auger spectrum of an Ar*sputtered Si (100) used as laser
deposition subtrate; (b) Auger spectrum of the film obtained after photolysis of pure TMT at
193 nm. The curve shows the MNN Sn peaks together with the KLL peak of C; (c) a portion of
the Auger spectrum of a tin-oxide film deposited dissociating at 193 nm a TMT/N20 (Pm.r=0.2
torr, PN2O=35 torr) mixture. The presence of oxigen in the material is indicated by the peak at
510 eV. The spectra were obtained with a primary electron beam energy of 2 keV.
The possibility to deposit tin-oxide films was explored by irradiating TMT/N20 mixtures. The latter
molecule is known to produce excited oxigen atoms in the rD2 state when photolyzed at 193 nm through
the reaction7
N20 + h v -> OCD2) + N2
Curve (c) in fig. 1 shows a portion of the Auger spectrum relative to a sample obtained after the irradiation
of a TMT/N20 mixture (PTOT=0.2 torr, pN20=35 torr). The presence of oxigen in the material is indicated
by its KLL Auger peak at 510 eV5. Even during surface analysis of tin-oxide samples the presence of the
C KLL peak at 272 eV was always detected. The spectra of fig.l are uncorrected for the element Auger
cross-section or for the response curve of the RFA spectrometer. A rough estimation of the stoichiometry
of our sample could be obtained by comparing curve (c) in fig.l with the Auger spectrum of a standard
Sn02 film measured with our apparatus. This sample after having been introduced into the chamber was
lightly sputtered to remove the upper layer likely contaminated after prolonged exposure to air. If we
neglect the effect of sample characteristics, such as surface roughness or matrix effect, in diversifying the
cross section for Sn and O Auger transitions in the two materials, we can get a rude estimation of the film
stoichiometry simply comparing the ratio between the Sn (430 eV) and the O (510 eV) peak-to-peak heights
measured in the two samples. The latter quantities infact are taken as being proportional to the Auger
current in a spectrum measured in the dN(E)/dE mode8. In this way a [0]/[Sn] ratio 1.8 times smaller than
in the Sn02 sample was found in the laser deposited tin-oxide film.
The relevant C percentage in the excimer laser deposited tin and tin-oxide films pushed us to elucidate the
193 nm photolysis of TMT: complementary information to that provided by the TOF laser mass spectroscopy were searched through analysis of the spontaneous emission.
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^SPONTANEOUS EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
3.1.Experimental

The fluorescence radiation emitted during the TMT dissociation was transmitted by a quartz window
located on the top of the deposition chamber, deviated by a reflection prism and focused by a quartz lens
on the entrance window of a monochromator equipped with a 600 or 1200 groove/mm grating. A EG&G
Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA) was employed for detection of the dispersed luminescence spectrum. Temporal analysis of the emission signal was performed either by gating the OMA detector or by
use of a fast photomultiplier coupled to a transient digitizer (TEKTRONIX 2430 or 7912 AD).
3,2tRgstflts

While irradiating TMT at a pressure between 0.01 and 0.4 torr with the focused ArF laser beam the
fluorescence spectrum reported in fig.2 was detected.
All the atomic lines can be attributed to Sn emission
from excited states ranging between 4.5 and 5.2 eV9. The molecular band appearing around 431 nm is due
to CH emission on the A2A -*X2II transition10. The presence of the {B2T ->X2ri) CH band at 389 nm10
was also identified in particular experimental conditions (see below) although with an intensity much
weaker than the A 2A -> X2Yl band.
The dependence of the Sn emission on the laser fluence was measured for the most intense lines. Fig.3
shows the curves obtained at 317.6, 326.3 and 380.2 nm corresponding respectively to the
6,s 3Pi -> 5p23P2,6s lPx -> 5p2lD2 and 6s 3PX -»5p2lD2 Sn transitions9. In all cases in the absence of
saturation effects the dependence was found to be cubic. This result is consistent with the minimum number
of photons required energetically3 and explains the absence of emission from states with energies higher
than the energy supplied by three ArF laser photons. It is worth noticing that the production of Sn atoms
with an energy as high as 6 eV results directly from TMT dissociation as it is demonstrated by the temporal
shape of the Sn fluorescence signal which rises simultaneously with the laser pulse.
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Fig.2 OMA spectra of the fluorescence emitted after the ArF excimer laser photolysis of
Sn(CH3)4. All the lines are due to excited Sn atom emission, whereas the band at 431 nm is
assigned to the A 2A -»X^II transition. The upper spectrum was obtained using a 600 groove/mm
grating while the portions showed below were recorded with a finer resolution (1 A) achieved
with a 1200 groove/mm grating.
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Fig.3 Sn emission intensity vs. ArF laser energy after the dissociation of 0.1 torr of TMT. The
measured slope is about 3 for all the curves.
The dependence of the Sn emission at 380.2 nm on the TMT pressure is shown in fig.4 together with data
on the quenching effect of a physical (N2) and a chemical (02) scavenger. The emission intensity If is
described by the following relationship:
1/T,
Jjoe Pohas
)
l/xr + K0P0+KbPb
where lbs is the laser intensity, P0and Pbare respectively the TMT and the buffer gas pressure, xr is the
radiative lifetime of the electronic transition, KQ and Kb are respectively the TMT and the buffer gas
quenching rate costants. This formula predicts a linear dependence of the emission intensity vs. TMT
pressure until saturation is reached (at K0P0 »1/*,). The influence of a physical quencher like N2 becomes
relevant at Pb > 20 torr, while the effect of a chemical additive as 02 consists in increasing the emission
intensity until fragment recombination is effectively counteracted by chemical reaction with 02. At higher
pressures the effect of 02 is well described by a linear Stern- Volmer relationship {\IIfKbPb) as in the
case of N2 addition.
.
The formation of electronically excited CH radicals responsible for the emission bands observed at iyu
and 431 nm can be ascribed either to two photon excitation of the methyl radical or to a two-step dissociation mechanism11:
CH2+H
CH3 + hv
CH' + hv-^CH' + H
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Fig.4 Sn emission intensity at 380.2 nm vs. (a) TMT pressure (b) N2 (•) and 02 (o) buffer gas
pressure. Data in fig.4a have been corrected for laser absorption from TMT molecules.

The spectral profile of the CH A2A -»XTI band emission at 431 nm is strongly affected by N2 addition
as shown in fig.5. The spectrum is built-up by three different vibrational bands (0-0, 1-1 and 2-2)12. A
theoretical analysis of the experimental spectra has been performed by taking into account all the transitions
contributig to the spectrum. If a Boltzmann distribution is assumed for the population of the roto-vibrational
levels, the measured fluorescence spectra can be fitted with rotational temperatures of 2800 and 250 °C
when 0.04 torr of TMT are irradiated respectively in the absence or in the presence of 100 torr of N2 (see
fig.5). It is worth mentioning that the CH {B2JT -» X2U) band emission is mainly observed at high pressure
of N2. For this band the high rotational and vibrational levels are predissociated13, so that emission can
only be detected when vibrational deactivation becomes faster than spontaneous predissociation.
Further information about the dynamics of formation and quenching of excited CH fragments can be
obtained from time analysis of the A 2A -> X2U emission signal in different experimental conditions. Fig.6
shows a typical decay signal at a TMT pressure of 0.05 torr. It is fairly evident that this signal cannot be
fitted with a single exponential time constant. The observed CH emission decay is due to the competition
between several phenomena characterized by different rate constants: 1) the spontaneous emission on the
A2A -*X2T1 electronic transition whose lifetime xr has been measured by several authors14; it was found
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that xr is roughly the same for all the (0-0) transition and amounts to 537.5 ns. 2) The non radiative electronic
de-excitation for collisions with TMT or buffer gases. Typical values are in the order of 10 torr sec .
3) The rotational relaxation due to rotational-to-translational (R-T) energy transfer during collisions with
TMT or buffer gases. Typical R-T relaxation rates are in the range 10 torr sec .

^K^W^-W
420

IW^W/^

440

430

nm

Fig.5 The A2A -» X2n band of CH emitted after irradiation of: a) TMT: 0.04 torr; b) TMT 0.04
torr, N2: 100 torr.
It has been observed that an original rotational distribution centered around an excited level J relaxes
through a series of double-peak distributions16 which can be well approximated as a superposition of the
initial P(J, 0) and final P(J,t) distribution :

P(J,t)=P(J,oo) + [P(J,0)-P(J,°o)]expHK)
(!)
The double-peak structure is based on the slower relaxation of the high J levels due to the increase of
rotational energy spacing with J. The form used in equation (1) implies that all the absolute level populations
approach their equilibrium value at the same rate. As a consequence of this approximation P(J,t) decays
exponentially to its equilibrium value for P(J,oo) < P(J,0), while P(J,t) rises exponentially to its equilibrium
value when P(J,«>) > P(J,0). Experimental CH emission spectra at TMT pressures higher than 0.04 torr can
be fitted by a superposition of high and low temperature distribution, as predicted by the above mentioned
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model. Thus by analogy with a two-level system, we divide the CH* molecules into two groups: one group
is formed by the molecules in the nascent high temperature distribution, while the other group is formed
by the molecules which have suffered effective relaxing collisions during the radiative lifetime (low
temperature distribution)15. As stated before, the population of the high-J levels can only decay through
the mechanisms (1-3), while the population of the low-J levels can rise through rotational relaxation and
can decay through mechanisms (1-2). We can write the following simplified rate equations for the two
groups of emitting CH* molecules17:

-^- = -{K^K2)A^K_^2

(2)

dAt
=K2Al-(K_2+K3)A2
dt

(3)

In the previous equations we referred to the high-J levels collectively as Aj and reserved the notation A2
for the equilibrated low-J levels; Kj and K3 are the total rate constants for the electronic transition
A2A ->X2n for A, and A2 states while K2 and K.2 are the direct and inverse rotational relaxation rates
between Aj and A2 states.

400 t(ns)

Fig .6 Temporal shape of the CH A 2A -» X*n band emission signal recorded during the irradiation
of 0.05 torr of TMT. The experimental curve is fitted as sum of the two components (dotted
curves) originated by the high-J and the low-J population decay (see text).

Let us assume that CH molecules are formed in the state Ai after laser photolysis of TMT. The general
solution to equation [2-3] is:
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Al(t)=A1(0)(X+-Xjl[(-X_+Kl + K2)cxV-X+ + (X+-Kl-K2)exp-Xl
A2{t) =A,(0) K2(X+ - XJ1 [exp -X_ - exp -XJ
where
X±=^(Kl+K2-K_2 + K3)±[(K1 + K2-K_2-K3? + 4K2K_2]V2
By use of this model a satisfactory fit has been obtained in the TMT pressure range 0.01 - 0.2 torr. A
comparison between the experimental and the theoretical curve is reported in rig.6.

^CONCLUSION
Spontaneous emission analysis evidenced the formation of excited Sn and CH fragments af« ™|jri°»
of TMT at 193 nm No haevier fluorescing photoproducts were detected which could clarify the dynamics
leading to film contamination. Furthermore the lack in the emission spectrum of any oxigen containing
specie? whichcoulddemonstratetheformationofSn-Obondingin the gasphase, suggests that the inclusion
of oxigen atoms into the tin layer takes place on the surface. Further studies are in progress in order to
discriminate the relative importance of gas phase vs. surfase phase processes and to improve the final
Sn film composition.
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a novel application of UV laser radiation: fabrication of soft or apodized apertures(AAj-^with smooth decreasing
from centre to edges transmission profiles for high-power single-pulse visible and near -IR lasers. 4 Such units are used both outside and
inside cavity for beam shaping , for?avoiding nard-edge Fresnel diffraction ripples in laser amplifiers^'J, for increasing the second
harmonic conversion efficiency?»ot for the brightness enhancement of
master oscillators in 3ingle-mode lasing'.
The method is easy and involves irradiating of pre f-colored(radiatively reduced) CaF- crystals doped with rare-earths(TR) across a
certain diameter by UV laser radiation.
The optical density of these crystals under the UV irradiation
drops due to the 1 photochemical
changes of TR valent state(the photooxidation of TR^" " to TR-*+with stable bleaching)8.
The AA were made of CaF2:Pr crystal with the use of 248nm and
308nm laser radiation. The transmission profiles of these AA are presented.
*
The kinetics of stable bleaching of ^-irradiated CaFQ crystals
doped with both Pr and two rare earth activators(Pr,M; were investigated in beam of 308nm laser. The absorption spectra of these crystals
before and after bleaching were obtained. All results have been compared with the case of 488nm argon laser irradiation.
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An interesting phenomenon of coloration increasing in some Cai^^r
crystals instead of bleaching under 248nm laser irradiation has been
observed. This coloration destroyed in beam of 308nm laser.
Some examples of application of the AA on the basis of photooxidation for beam shaping, I.06um second harmonic conversion efficiency
increasing, and brightness enhancement of I.06um and 2.94um oscillators
are presented herein.
I.INTRODUCTION
The Droblem of fabrication of AA for high-power lasers with wavelengths I in near-IR demands the crystals with special composition:
the induced absorption coefficient of these crystals under tne irradiation by the ionizing radiation, K must nave a value greater than
I-2cm~*in this spectral range. The induced absorption of such materials must be stable in near-IR laser beams.
The very good material for producing AA on the basis of bleaching
of T-irradiated crystals is fluoride (CaF2) doped with rare-earths.
Such crystals were found to be perspective for fabrication of AA up
to 3 4um and also in the visible region. There were samples of GaP2
with values with absorption coefficient K~I.6-6cm at ja=I.Obum.
llsine of rare-earth activators is baaed on considerable differgncg
of TR*+ and TR2+absorption spectra
in visible and near-IH region.
The absorption spectra of TR5+ in this range are caused by parityforbidden f-f-transitions inside the same electron configuration,
these spectra consist of groups of narrow discrete lines. Allowed
4f-5d transitions with more wide absorption lines are known to be
in the UV region of spectrum for the TR->+ H . Inspite
of TK*+ have
the same electron configuration as corresponding TK^+(e.g. ,Sm<;+ has
the fotlowing electron configuration: 4f&5s*5p6 £hat is the same one
fn% Pu3+? 4fn-±5d-electron configurations of TR^ is located lower
than in the case of TR3+. That is why along with typical for the rare
earths forbiddenn transitions inside 4fn configuration, the allowed
ones in mixed 4f -*5d configurations with wide intensive absorption
bands in visible and near-IR region take place.
The tvDical valent state of rare-earths in the chemical compositions is known to be as +3. It should be mentioned that Ce,Pr, and
To can have +4valent state. In the CaP2 lattice owing to divalent
state of Ca, the possibility of change^the rare-earth valent state
from +3 to +2 enhances. The ordinary valent state of Tri in grown
Ca?p:TR is found to be as +3, but under the action of different external sources(e.g. irradiation by ionizing radiation, additive coloraUon In alkaline-earth vapour ,-electrolysis) the TR valent state can
become +2. Heating up to 200-400°G and irradiation by light fgom
2visible to UV can change divalent state of TR on trivalent one 5'^.
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In the set of TR the best one for doping in CaFo for fabrication
?v *i#
Hear
"^ s?e°tral region is found to be pÄseoam^mtmlillPr
&B W de intensive
^! « 3+
i
absorption band in visible and neS?l?
while Pr^spectrum has
few narrow lines.( It should be noted th«l
inspite of in most papers,e.g."» these wide spectral baSds identi
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The typical spectrum of ^-irradiated CaF2:Tr crystals consists of
ö7
summary of trivalent and
divalent ions ones because of only ~TO
+
2+
of TR-"" convert to TR^ by tf -irradiation. To have a pure TR s£ect
rum in CaF- we must heat this crystal in alkaline-earth metal vapour
(to carry out its additive coloration(thermochemical reduction)) 8un
fortunately, we don't know the examples of CaF2:Pr additive colorati
on, that is why we will consider the summary spectrum of Pr^+ narrow
lines with the wide absorption bands after the u/-irradiation of thesp
crystals.
The phenomenon of photooxidation of TR2+ in CaF2 have been investigated in » » t but the changes of pr ions valent state under
the light irradiation.has not been considered. It should be also
mentioned the paper x* where some photochemical bleaching of pure
CaP2 without impurities colored by ionizing radiation has been investigated.
In this paper we consider the advantage of using the UV radiation
as compared with visible light for the photooxidation and optical
bleaching efficiency. The main difficulty for producing AA with"soft"
transmission profile is following: creation the high-quality beam
spot of UV source. For inside-cavity AA with diameter 2-4mm with the
use of lens in beams of 308nm and 248nm lasers this problem has been
solved.
2.ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OFY-IRRAiilATED CaPg:Pr CRYSTALS
CaF2 single crystals doped with PrF3 were grown by Stockbarger
technique in the specific reactive atmosphere to be of necessity for
the alkaline earth and rare earth fluoride crystals of good optical
quality processing.1:> The equipment used was in general outline like the
one, described in
, in a typical run a carbon crucible was filled
with the mixture of the previously ground CaF2 crystals "for an optical application" grade(purchased from the Industrial Branch of the
State Optical Institute, Leningrad) and commercially available prFo
powder(better, than four nines pure with respect to cation). The PrFi
concentration values ranged from 0.005 to O.g Mol.%. The reactive
atmosphere employed was obtained by thermal decomposition of teflon16
in vacuum or inert gas atmoshere just before melting the charge.
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This method has yielded the crystals with good transparency in visible and near-IR
region, absorption spectra demonstrating only characteristic Pr+3 ions lines. Figure I presents the absorption spectrum of one of such crystals with Pr concentration 0.2l;iol.% and sample
thickness d=7mm(curve I,solid line).
Curve 2 at Figure I demonstrates the absorption spectrum of this
crystal after the exposition of 'J -irradiation ( lO^roentgen) .
Curves 3 and 4(dotted lines) at Figure I present absorption spectra of pure CaFp with d=7mm before the ^-irradiation and after it
accordingly. In difference of paper14 the value of irradiation dose
in our case was greater( 10 roentgen),that is why the induced absorption coefficients K are found to be greater in our experiments than
in paper I4.
It should be mentioned that at first stage offl1 -irradiation the
TR
concentration grows very quickly with dose increasing In the
case than irradiation dose value exceed j, .I0b-I0 'roentgen the TdJ
concentration enhances slowly. Interesting that in Pr concentration
ranee in CaFo crystals from 0.1-0.6 Mol.% the absorption coefficients
after irradiation don't depend on the value of concentration .
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Figure I.

The measurements at Figure I were made with the use of SpectrophotnmPtP-ra SF-8 3F-20 of LOHO(Leningrad), Spectrometer Lambda 9 of
Fe^in Elmer Ltd!, IKS-29 of LOMO, Model Graphics I* of ferkin Elmer
Ltd. Spectrophotometers.
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3.OPTICAL BLEACHING OF ^-COLORED CaP2iPr CRYSTALS ÜHDEK THE 1HKADIATION OF SHORT VvAVELErtGTH LIGHT
3.I.UV light irradiation
Figure 2 presents the photograph of CaF2:Pr AA with ^IOmm in diameter made with the use of IkVV mercury lamp DKSSH-I0Ö0 with water
filter to cut of thermal radiation. The irradiation time was 'vIQhoures when we used lens to focus lamp radiation.
t»«*S5;

At the lenght of crystal 25mm with irradiation
of^two polish crystal faces we obtained greater
10 times bleaching (in transmittance values)for
0.63um, and £-160 at_^=I.06um at above mentioned
interval.

of each
than
X =
time

To investigate bleaching of crystals under 308nm XeCl
laser light irradiation we used Imm thickness 8' samples.
Figure 2.
Figure 3 presents the kinetics of bleaching of two
of such samples:curve I - for CaF2:Pr crystal with Pr concentration
/-0.6Hol.%, and curve 2 -for CaF2-0.2prF3-0.Q5NdF3 sample. ELI-73 of
Tartu EAR ASESSR had 20mJ 25ns pulses with IOHz repetition rate.The
beam spot had 5xI0mm sizes.
Figure 4 shows the changes of spectra in these experiments:solid
lines- before 308nm irradiation, and dotted lines-after above mentioned expositions.
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Figure 3.Kinetics of doped ^-irradiated CaF2 bleaching

Figure 4.Changes in spectra of
dopedf-irradiated CaF2 after
bleaching

An interesting effect has been observed in one of CaF2:?r sample
(Pr concentration was ~0.2Mol.%, and sample was cut from the 200mm
crystal of State Optical Institute growth). The 30'' polish sample
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with 38mm thickness after IC^-IO^radtf -radiation dose was exposed by
248nm KrF laser radiation during I5min( I5ns IHz repetition rate üicharee laser had pulse energy E»50mJ with 0.7x1.2cm*beam spot).Instead of bleaching which we observed with another CaF2:Pr samples
under 248nm light radiation, the additional induced absorption appeared in/-5-IOmm layer inside of such crystal. Figure 5 shows the changes in absorption spectrum of this sample(curve I-before 248nm irradiation, cirve 2- after it).

3 0
0.3 QM 0.5 0.S X
Mm

After the exposition of such
crystal sample by 308nm radiation
(dicharge XeCl with I5ns pulse duration, IHz repetition rate and E=
3ümJ in o.9x0.6cnr spot) during 15
min the absorption induced by 248
nm radiation disappeared.

Figure 5. Induced absorption effect
after irradiation of sample by
248nm laser light.
3.2.Fabrication of apodized apertures by the eximer laser radiation
In described below experiments we used 5mm7thickness CaF2-0.2PrF3
samples after five years ago irradiation by IO'roentgen dose ^-radiation.
Three schemes of irradiation by eximer laser light are presented
at Figure 6a,b,c.
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X3^

ZHBnm
lOmJ ,Z0Hl

_x^
j. = 5cm

3D8nm
30 min,

§-5cm
mm

308nm
4 Hz,
ihour

10M],

0
a
Figure 6. AA fabrication by eximer laser light.

AA transmission profiles are presented at Figure 7. To increase
the transmittance value in the central part of AA we must expose
crystals by laser irradiation in longer time interval. It should be
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noted that the problem of maximum transmittance in the centre after
the bleaching must be c onsidered in special investigations.
■fOO

As compared with 488nm argon laser radiation the efficiency of
bleaching in the case of 488nm is
less than in UVregion. The same
values of transmission in the centre of these crystals we observed
only after 2-3houres 2W power continous laser irradiation. The heating
of crystal during argon light
rmn)
0
12.
irradiation with this power can
Figure 7.Transmission profiles
0
63um
cause
in crystal indesirable stresof fabricated AA atyl =
' Jf^ '
ses. To be fair it is easer to make
accurate profile of AA with good optical quality commercial argon laser beams than in exime r ones.
4.APPLICATION IN NEAR-IR LASERS OF APOLIZED APERTURES ON THE BASIS
OF PHOTOOXIDATIQN
~
Note that at Jl=I.06nm under the irradiation of single-pulse laser
radiation these AA made of ^-irradiated GaFp:Pr crystals do not
bleach till samples are damage. In focused laser beam at jl =I.06/im
the surface damage of these crystals is observed at the intensity of
5.109w/cnr, bulk damage-at 2.IQIIW/ciir(pulse duration was I0ns,beam
spot in focus was 27nm and 4.6;um,respectively) .
AA were used inside the cavity of 2.94,um Er:YAG laser in free running oscillation and Q-switched I.06um Nd:YAG laser.
Er:YAG laser had a semiconfocal resonator with 3m hard mirror and
30% reflectance plane one. In case of hard-edge aperture inside this
resonator it must have a diameter less than 3mm for single-mode lasing. I.3-1•8 times increasing in output energy(at different pumping
voltage) and 1.52 times diminishing in beam divergence in single-mode lasing as compared with hard-edge aperture have been observed in
case of photooxidation AA inside resonator.
A single-mode lasing of Nd:YAG oscillator with 8% reflectance and
hard plane mirrors took place only with 2.5mm hard-edge aperture with
about 30% of the output energy hard aperture being removed. When we
placed AA the output energy in a single-mode lasing increased up to
55%(0,IJ) from the multimode case. The detail information of these
experiments is in the paper7 .
AA of Figure Z has been used for 2years at laser system output
of 2.5J energy and 25ns single pulse duration(Ä =I.06um). In this
case second harmonic conversion efficiency increased from 40% up to
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55% owing to better filling the cross-section(AA has smooth flat-top
transmission profile). Such experiment has been made by Yu.K.Nizienko of the I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy.
5.CONCLUSIONS
The investigations shown that fabrication of photooxidation AA
with optical bleaching by the eximer laser radiation is easy and
fast. The efficiency of bleaching in the case of UV radiation is
greater than in visible range of spectrum. Two problems must be solved to produce commercial AA:I)to make the transmittance in the centre of AA ^94%, and 2) to shape high-quality eximer laser beams for
fabrication the AA with large diameter(up to 50mm).
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Use of Excimer Lasers in Medicine:

Applications, Problems, and Dangers

36980005 The Hague EXCIMER LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS in English 1991 pp
348-354
[Article by J. Mommsen and M. Stürmer of the Laser Zentrum Hannover e.V.,
Department of Production Engineering]
[Text]

ABSTRACT

The use of excimer lasers in medicine is the subject of this paper. The interaction of UV-radiation with organic
tissue and dangers and problems arising from medical applications of excimer lasers are topics covered here. These
deal not only with beam guidance, but also with questions concerning carcinogenity and mutagemty resulting from
UV-radiation. Examples of several applications are also given.
1. INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, the use of laser systems in medicine has been continously increasing. After the laser
principle was discovered in 1961, above all, professionals in ophthalmology and dermatology started to use the laser
for therapeutic purposes. After some enthusiasm in the beginning about the marvelous new tool, the scientists were
brought back to reality mainly by the technical deficiencies of the first laser generation. Extended fundamental
research was necessary to prove the feasibility of using lasers in medicine. Early investigations in this area dealt with
the simplification or even solution of well-known problems in medicine using a laser.
However, the development of laser systems has not been advanced by medical applications, but by increased use in
general material processing. After almost 30 years of intensive research and development, reliable CO2, Nd:YAG,
and excimer laser systems are now available. In several domains in medicine they have been established as tools,
and many operations would hardly be possible without them. Figure 1 shows the development of therapy diagnostic
expense during the last six years.
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But today many questions concerning the safe use of lasers in medicine are still unanswered, for example, the
carcinogenic and mutagenic effects of UV-radiation on organic tissue. Therefore, Kaplan's statement is still valid
today, as in 1965: "Never use a laser if you don't need it."1
2. INTERACTION OF LASER RADIATION WITH ORGANIC TISSUE
The effects of laser radiation on organic tissue in relationship to power density and pulse duration is the topic of
figure 2. They can be separated into four different processes:
2.1. Photochemical reactions
This method of treatment takes advantage of the fact that all organisms needs light for important biochemical
reactions in the cellular system. Laser light can stimulate and catalyze some photochemical reactions. A good
example is photodynamic cancer therapy in which a photosensitive medium is inserted into the body. The toxic
effects to cancerous cells only occurs after intentional irradiation, preferably with short-wave laser radiation. As
opposed to the well-known chemotherapy, the patient is given a less harsh, selective treatment, using low energy
densities.
2.2. Thermal effect

/
The thermal effect of laser radiation essentially consists of vaporization (cutting) and coagulation of tissue. The
power density ranges from 102 to 10^ W/cm2. In this case, the temperature level and the irradiation time are critical
values. This relationship is illustrated in figure 3. It has been proved that apart from some special intended thermal
effects, temperatures higher than 40 degrees Celsius are to be avoided, as they generally result in cellular death.
Because of the absorbtion qualities of organic tissue, this can only be fulfilled by high pulse peak power and
simultaneously low penetration depth.
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2.3. Non-linear processes
At power densities ranging from 106 to 1011 W/cm2, ablation takes place, commonly known as "Srinivasan
Ablation" in material processing. Due to high power density, the irradiated tissue is locally heated so quickly that
immediate vaporization occurs. Heat conduction to the adjacent area is very limited, resulting in limited material
damage.
2.4. Photo-disruption
At even higher power densities, achieved by excimer or Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers, plasma is generated during the
laser pulse. The remaining pulse energy heats the plasma which expands and reflects a laser-induced shock wave.
Soft tissue absorbs the shock wave, appropriate to mechanical principles, and is usually deformed elastically. Hard
materials, e.g. calcium deposits, can be selectively destroyed, when the increasing pressure exceeds its maximum
breaking point.
3. EXCIMER LASER IN MEDICINE
3.1. State of the art of system technology
In the last few years, the development of high power excimer lasers for material processing has been intensified.
Today several systems from different manufacturers are on the market, which justify the term "industrial lasers".
Stagnation of laser applications in the medical sector is due to the following reasons, as revealed by laboratory
experiments:
Beam guidance is restricted by insufficient optical fibers which is dealt with explicitly in section 3.2. .The effect of
strong UV-radiation on some cellular types, as far as mutagenity and carcinogenity are concerned, has not been
answered definitely. Using excimer lasers with rapidly changing inert gas halids as an active medium -which results
in synchronously changing wavelengths- is accompanied by severe technical problems.
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3.2. Beam guidance
3.2.1. Optical fibers
One of the most difficult problems in using excimer lasers in medicine is how to guide the beam. The advantage of
optical fibers is based on flexibility and miniaturization of tools, which is very important under limited working
conditions, e.g. when working on joints. Quartz glass fibers are only suitable for wavelengths from 200 nm to 2000
nm because of their transmission properties. It should be mentioned that at the outer limits of this range, satisfying
transmission properties cannot be achieved. This phenomenon has its origin in high damping, non-linear absorbtion,
light ageing and the creation of finite colour centers. For example, at 193 nm and at an initial energy level of 2 mJ,
after 30 pulses, transmission is reduced to 10% of the original value. For wavelengths between 193 nm and 351 nm,
radiation is transmitted, but output energy does not exceed several mJ in long duration use.
Only recently an important step was taken by using tapered fibers, i.e quartz glass fibers with a conically-shaped
input device. At 308 nm, up to 250 mJ could be transmitted through a 1000 Urn-fiber. As its working life was greatly
reduced, its clinical feasibility is still uncertain. Another disadvantage is the greater diameter leading to a reduction
of flexibility. The use of long-pulse lasers is another concept for more efficient transmission of excimer laser
radiation. It allows a decrease in maximum pulse power, which is one of the main reasons for fiber damage.
Extensive experiments with XeCl excimer lasers at 28 ns, 60 ns and 300 ns pulse duration confirmed a rise in the
damage threshold level2. In conclusion, we can notice that both low transmittable energy and insufficient long-time
transmission behaviour of current fibers do not allow for clinical use of fibers in the UV-range.
For these reasons, the use of fibers in connection with excimer lasers is still limited to laboratory work.
3.2.2. Mirror arms
Beam guidance by mirror arms is well established in connection with C02-lasers. From the technical point of view,
this is a very expensive solution due to the fact that there are no suitable fibers for many wavelengths. In medical
applications this method is used for radiation 'transport' from the laser source to the irradiation area. One exception
is for Nd:YAG-lasers, high-power fibers are available.
4. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION
Ophthalmology was one of the first clinical ranges for the excimer laser. At 193 nm, the cornea of the human eye is
treated by using defined cuts to correct the refractive index. In comparison to mechanical tools, the decisive
advantage of this technique is the possibility of exactly controlling both cutting depth and width. Minimal thermal
damage is caused to the eye, in contrast to C02-laser treatment.
In dermatology, birthmarks have been treated with different laser types for many years, but the best results have
been achieved by using excimer lasers.
Growing interest is seen in the removal of PMMA bone cement using excimer lasers during endoprothetic hip joint
replacement operations (fig.4)5. The power density is about 109 W/cm2. Apart from mechanical tools, up to now,
the C02-laser has been used. There are indeed some medical advantages, but the main disadvantage is that the
PMMA bone cement cannot be removed by a controlled ablation process but by thermal burning. This results in a
high amount of toxic gases that are detrimental to the patient's and the operation team's health. In comparison,
studies at the LZH of the removal of PMMA bone cement using excimer lasers have shown that not only high
amounts of a defined volume could be removed, but there are clearly fewer emissions.
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Two additional examples will illustrate the possibilities of using excimer lasers in medicine:
In diagnosing thrombocyte functions, testing samples consisting of pure collagen with drilled holes of 4 mm length
and 0,5 mm in diameter are inserted. Collagen is a protein that will coagulate at temperatures exceeding 60°C and
which then loses its biochemical properties. Up to now, mechanical drilling is the only process to produce these drill
holes, but this process is not reproducible and friction in the drill holes leads to thermal damage. New examinations
have shown that holes can be produced exactly and without damage, using an excimer laser.
In Figure 5, holes produced by different laser types are compared.

a. C02- laser
b. Nd:YAG -laser
c ArF - excimer - laser
material : collagen L mm
i
1
300 |im
Fig.5.
Drilling of collagen
with high-power lasers.
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A similar difficulty occurs in drilling pills. Thin holes influence the dissolution behaviour, and subsequently the
dosimetry. Again, tests confirmed that the best results in reproduction with a minimum of discolouration are
obtained with excimer lasers, as illustrated in Figure 6. This technique is now being applied in industry in the
experimental stage.

o üu2-!aser
b. NdrYAG-laser
c. Kr F -- laser
material: medical pill
i
1 100 \m
^m8m&ä& >-

Fig.6.
Laserdrilling of
medical pills.

5. RISKS AND PROBLEMS
The UV-spectrum is usually divided into the following wavebands: UVA (400-320 nm), UVB (320-290 nm), UVC
(290-200 nm) and VUV (<200 nm). UVA and UVB are part of the natural radiation reaching the earth's surface
from the sun. UVB is about 1000 times more effective than UVA for many photobiological processes, e.g. tanning.
The last few years have yielded many papers dealing with the influence of intensive UV-radiation by excimer lasers
on organic tissue. At present, almost 10,000 publications are being recorded and evaluated in a data base. First
results show that intensive UV-radiation of organic tissue results in cytotoxic and mutagenic effects. Above all,
wavelengths near 260 nm must be avoided, because at this wavelength a maximum of absorbtion of cellular DNA
occurs3- The investigations indicate a dependancy of possible damages on the type of cell treated. There is no
compete agreement among the statements, because of different or non-documented experimental parameters. For
this reason, comparison of the experiments is only possible within certain limits. Compared with natural UVradiation by the sun, the treatment of dermatopathies with excimer laser radiation generally can be recognized as
safe4. Other applications, e.g. meniscus smoothing in the knee, are judged cautiously by experts. They argue that this
kind of cell is naturally not exposed to and therefore sensitive to UV-radiation.
A further problem that is not limited to excimer lasers is aerosols and dust generated by medical treatment with
laser radiation as shown in figure 7. Both can be harmful for the patient as well as for the operation team. The
urgency of solving this problem has now been generally recognized, and will be one of the crucial points in the
EUREKA-project "Laser Safety" that is now in the proposal stage. Among other things, exhaust installations and
filter techniques that satisfy requirements of both material processing and medicine techniques should be developed.
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6. CONCLUSION
The use of excimer lasers in medicine is, apart from some exceptions, in the experimental stage. This is due tc
technical-physical problems concerning beam guidance on the one hand, and the effects of UV-radiation on organic
tissue that have not been cleared up on the other hand. The advantages of excimer lasers to other types are high
absorbtion, precisely-controlable ablation and low thermal secondary effects. They have lead to intensified
fundamental research, and new applications and the verification of existing ranges of application concerning the
safety factor can be expected.
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[Text]
Abstract
For the transmission of high power excimer laser radiation in the kilowatt range a flexible bundle
of tapered quartz fibers is presented. 30 fibers with a tapered coupling section are assembled to a
bundle, which is tested with an excimer laser providing 2 J pulse energy at repetition rates of up to
20 pulses per second. The bundle showed good transmission qualities at 308 nm wavelength with
an output power of 0.5 J/pulse. Catastrophic damage of fibers or other bundle elements did not occur during irradiation. The transmitted energy remained constant over the energy range tested with
short irradiation times and low frequencies and is sufficient for material processing.
At present, the transmission efficiency of the bundle is about 25 %.

1. Introduction
Presently, within the framework of an EUREKA project (EU 205) excimer lasers providing kilowatt
power at 308 nm are under development. One approach is the development of a laser with repetition rates of 1000 pulses per sec and a pulse energy of approximately 1 J (Lambda Physik, Göttingen). A second approach is a laser with lower repetition rates (250 pulses per sec) but energies of 4
J per pulse (Siemens / KWU, Karlstein). The pulse lengths of both laser types are approximately 50
nsec.
It is obvious that these power densities cannot be transmitted by single flexible optical fibers [1,2,
3]. At 308 nm wavelength, the maximum pulse energy which reliably can be transmitted by a single 600 um fiber is about 100 mJ per pulse (see below).
Therefore, a flexible fiber bundle is a solution. Conventional fiber bundles, however, are not suited
for high power UV transmission because of several reasons. The high peak power may damage the
fiber surface and due to interactions of the UV light with the cladding between the single fibers the
bundle will be destroyed by material ablation [4]. These problems can be solved by using fibers with
a tapered input section which allows reduction of the input power density by enlarging the front
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surface and focusing the radiation into the tapered input region. Using a quite different bundling
system yields that the fiber cladding and coating isn't affected so much by the laser radiation. Another important point when using tapered fibers is the easy handling of the tapers with regard to
misaligning. Taper shifts in the range of the diameter of the affiliated fiber or distortions in the
range of 1 or 2 degrees don't influence the transmission of the tapers [5].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Taper samples
All the taper samples used are provided by Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH, Hanau (FRG). They are made
of synthetic fused silica with undoped core and fluorine doped cladding. Dimensions of the tapers
are given in fig. 1. In order to avoid damage along the tapered fiber, no splicing has been used. The
input ends were fire polished directly after drawing, the fibers are coated with a polymer coating.
The untapered fiber ends were cleaved with the fiber cutter (INFOCUT).

■i

=t

Figure 1: Single taper used in the bundle. Input diameter D variable, tapered region T <100
mm, length L of the fiber end 2 m, fiber core diameter d=600 um, cladding to core ratio: 1.1

2.2. Choice of optimal taper geometry
The most comfortable way of coupling light into a tapered optical fiber is the direct use of the output beam of the laser which is matched to the taper diameter with an aperture. Using tapers with a
large input area (diameter D > 3 mm) and 600 pm fiber ends, we looked for the most suited aperture diameter. One can see that the output energy is growing with increasing diameter but remains
constant for diameters larger than 2 mm (fig.2). This means that a maximum effective taper diameter exists for light beams with low divergence. Light beams with diameters smaller than this effective diameters actually are subjected to internal focussing within the tapered section and are guided
in the fiber. Beams with larger diameters exhibit greater losses due to multiple internal reflections
of the light rays. This leads to a reflection angle greater than that acceptable for total reflection and
therefore the aperture cone of the ray may exceed the angle of numerical aperture of the fiber (cf.
[4]). The effective diameter is depending on fiber end diameter, numerical aperture of the fiber and
the ratio of the tapered length T and the input diameter D. The transmission of a system with good
surface qualities and optimized taper shape in axial direction can approach 70 % . On the basis of
these results, tapered fibers with a front end diameter of 2.4 mm were used for assembling the
bundle.
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Fig. 2: Output decrease (normalized to the maximum fiber output) of a single tapered fiber as a
function of the laser beam diameter. The output energy does not further increase for beam diameters larger than 2.4 mm.

2.3. Assembling the bundle
A prototype of the bundle was assembled consisting of 30 tapers designed as indicated above. For
the packing mechanics several aspects had to be kept in mind:
1) The fibers must be packed as dense as possible to minimize geometric losses.
2) It must be possible to exchange defect fibers.
3) The outcoupling ends should be flexibly packed to allow processing of different geometrical de
signs.
The front end of the bundle consists of layers of brass plates with grooves which are staggered relative to the previous layer so that a good, through not yet geometrically optimal packing density
can be obtained. For the outcoupling ends a clamp with variable plastic insets was constructed.
The fibers are protected against damage with a flexible plastic tube. With this packing method, the
bundle in principle can be enlarged to an arbitrary number of fibers.
Fig. 3a shows the front end of the bundle, fig. 3b the rear end.

Fig. 7: a Front end, b rear end of the bundle
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2.4. Measurement setup of transmission properties
The bundle should be equally suitable for use with the laser providing high repetition rate (Lambda
Physik) and the laser providing high pulse energy and consequently high power density in the bundle (Siemens / KWU). Experience with bulk materials and untapered single fibers indicate, that the
latter is the more critical property. Therefore the high pulse energy laser (Siemens / KWU XP 2020)
was used to test the bundle.
In order to detect fiber breakage due to packing, the bundle was screened with a HeNe laser before
starting the experiments. As the emerging UV radiation would damage adjacent fibers, it is necessary to remove damaged fibers. This is easily possible by lifting the brass layer and pulling the fiber
in forward direction with tweezers without misaligning the neighbour fibers.
For the measurements a laser with 2 J pulse energy and a beam area of 40 x 50 mm2 and a pulse
length of 50 nsec had been available. Maximum possible pulse repetition rate of the laser was 20
pulses per second. The laser beam had sharp edges and therefore was collected with a lens with 2
m focal length without using an aperture. This slightly converging beam could be coupled into the
bundle. Previous experiments had shown that the use of an aperture leads to unnecessary high geometrical losses.
Energy measurement was performed with the ratiometer J 2000 from Molectron with detector
heads J25HR (Molectron) and ED 500 from GenTech. Energy variations were possible with a dielectrically coated mirror.
The experimental arrangement is shown in fig.4.
167 cm

61.5 cm
17 cm

front end coupling device
Siemens/KWU
laser XP 2020

f = 2m
dielectrically
coated mirror

Sp: uncoated
quartz plates
Sp*: quartz plates with
antireflex coating
M: energy detector heads
rear end mechanics

Fig. 4: Experimental arrangement
A pyroelectric detector array system (Spiricon) was used to measure the energy distribution at different distances from the bundle end.
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3. Experimental results
3.1. Experiments with single tapers
Some experiments with a single taper were made at the long pulse EUREKA laser described above
to work out the limitations of the fiber bundle with respect to power transmission and bending losses. A single tapered fiber was able to transmit up to 115 mJ corresponding to an output power density of 814 MW/cm2. Bending losses of the fibers are neglibile for the usable bending radius of the
bundle of about 0.5 m.
3.2. Transmission of the bundle
Fig. 5 shows the transmission in percent of the bundle containing 29 tapers as described in fig. 1
(one of the original 30 tapers had to be removed due to mechanical damage) when the pulse energy
of the laser was increased from 50 mJ up to its maximum value of 2 J. Clearly, the percentage of
transmission is independent of input pulse energy in that energy range. The maximum pulse energy at the end of the bundle is 500 mJ per pulse of 50 nsec in length (17 mJ per taper) corresponding to a peak power of 107 W. The results of fig. 5 and experiments with single tapers indicate that
one probably can extrapolate these data for a laser providing 4 J per pulse, i. e. one can expect 1 J
per pulse after transport through the bundle of the present configuration.

0

500
1000
1500
2000
energy coupled into the bundle / mJ

2500

Fig. 5: Transmission as a function of the laser energy at a repetition rate of 1 pulse per second. The
transmission remains constant and is nearly 25 %.

3.3. Influence of the laser repetition rate
Fig. 6 shows that within the range of repetition rates provided by the Siemens / KWU laser the percentage of transmission is independent. Generally, up to repetition rates of a few hundred pulses
per second, there is a minor dependence on the repetition rate. Thus one can estimate that a taper
bundle may be capable of transmitting 250 pulses per second of a 1 kW laser of the Siemens/KWU
type with a similar efficiency as is shown in fig. 5, i. e. that 0.25 kW will be available after transport with the bundle. For the 1 kW laser providing high repetition rates (Lambda Physik) the extrapolation is more difficult. However, the lower pulse energy may counteract the effects of high
repetition rates and thus the bundle may be equally suitable for that type of laser.
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In the near field patterns (i. e. directly at the fiber ends) some fibers show excellent transmissions
whereas others are comparably poor (fig. 7a). The average energy per fiber at maximum transmission was 17 mJ whereas the actual energy per fiber calculated from the array graphics was from
about 3 mJ up to 40 mJ. This significant difference for the most part comes from inhomogeneities
in the laser output beam, say in explanation, that tapered fibers at the periphery of the bundle are
in a zone of lower laser energy and therefore show less fiber output. Screening each single tapered
fiber with a parallel excimer laser beam, we found transmission from 30 to 65 % .
Energy distributions also were measured in defined distances from the bundle end. We found that
in a distance of 7 mm the power distribution is homogeneous enough and the energy rise is still
steep enough that an application in material processing is possible (fig. 7b).
4. Discussion
Our flexible tapered fiber bundle has a transmission of 25 % which is below the possible limit for
several reasons. First, the geometric losses at the front end of the bundle can be further reduced by
denser arrangement of the tapers. Second, the transmission of individual tapers still varies. Replacement of the poorer tapers will increase the total transmission of the bundle. In total, we estimate, that under optimal conditions a transmission of 40-50 % can be achieved for the bundle.
Thus it appears possible to obtain 2 J per pulse of a 4 J laser after transport through the bundle.
A question which has not been addressed directly in the work reported here is the lifetime of the
bundle. However, data for individual tapers, fibers and bulk materials are available. For example,
using an excimer laser with 8 nsec pulse length, 12 mJ could be transmitted without considerable
losses over several 100,000 pulses, that is a power density considerably higher than used in the
bundle [6].
5. Conclusions
The main problems for high power UV transmission through synthetic fused silica fibers and other
optical devices are the possibility of surface damage and induction of absorption bands at high
power densities and depending on the wavelength.
Concerning the fibers, at 308 nm laser wavelenght the problem of surface damage due to high input powers can be solved by using tapered fibers. The advantage of these fibers is that transmission up to 70 % at parallel incoupling is possible. Under these conditions the fibers can be packed
into a bundle.
We constructed prototypes of such a taper bundle and reached a transmission of nearly 25 % of the
laser output energy of 2 J with a 50 nsec pulse. There are good reasons to assume that even 4050% transmission can be achieved and that the transmission of a 4 J laser may be possible.
The output energy is sufficient high and its distribution is sufficient homogeneous for applications
in surface modification and material processing.
The bundle transmission was constant over a wide energy range using low frequencies and low
pulse numbers.
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[Text]

Abstract

An
excimer
laser based LIDAR fluorosensor,
designed
for
operation from a mobile station, has been assembled at the ENEA
Centre in Frascati and laboratory measurements on different samples
have been performed both with spectral and time resolution. A low
divergence high power XeCl laser has been used for excitation of
typical chemical and biological materials polluting water surfaces.
Results obtained on thin films of oils most frequently found in the
Mediterranean sea.
A rough correlation has been found connecting the average oil
density with both the overall visible fluorescence yield as well as
the time decay constants.
2. INTRODUCTION
The rapidly increasing interest in environmental problems during
the last years has pushed scientists towards the development of
detection systems, suitable for monitoring ecologic equilibria over a
wide range and for detecting the presence of hazardous species. High
power laser sources in the visible and the u.v. are the basis of
active LIDAR instruments. The early development of visible laser
sources such as solid state lasers (Ruby, Nd:YAG doubled) and noble
gas discharge lasers (HeNe, Ar , Kr ) allowed scientists to consider
the possible detection of major pollutants in the environment either
through Raman scattering or through fluorescence signals which, for
most of the organic materials, fall in.,the visible spectrum. In the
last ten years, airborne measurements of Raman and fluorescence
signals were carried out mostly by using available near u.v. laser
sources, such as the N2 laser, emitting at 337 nm, or the triplicated
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Nd:YAG laser, emitting at 355 nm. Both these standard sources are
characterized by a pulse duration around 10 ns with either relatively
low energy (1 to 10 mJ) and high repetition rate (100 to 500 Hz) (N2
laser), or with a higher energy (10 to 100 mJ) but a lower repetition
rate (1 to 10 Hz) (III harmonic Nd:YAG laser).
The use of near u.v. lasers sources introduces several advantages
with respect to visible sources since most of the organic substances,
especially those containing aromatic rings or conjugated chains of
double and triple bonds, can be effectively excited in the near u.v.
and respond with a rather strong fluorescence. This signal, after
proper spectral and time analysis, constitutes a finger-print of the
molecule or, at least, of the kind of molecules involved in the
excitation process.
On the other hand, the possibility of detecting a lot of different
species by recognizing their fluorescence emission bands or by
vibrational Raman scattering, can render the visible spectrum quite
crowded. But the recent development of large intensified Optical
Multichannel Analysers (OMA), together with the use of excitation
sources emitting more towards the u.V., has made the detection of
high resolution spectral and time decay signals much
easier.
Nowadays, commercial pulsed excimer lasers are available with high
output energy (100 to 200 mJ), high repetition rate (100 to 200 Hz),
relatively short pulses (10 to 20 ns) and a controlled divergence.
Taking into account the v dependence of the Raman cross section, the
atmospheric
windows and the excitation efficiency of the species
under investigation, a reasonable compromise can be found for the
excitation source. For instance, a good choice is represented by the
XeCl excimer laser emitting at 308 nm with high energy output and
good stability. At this wavelength, the atmospheric transmission is
close to its maximum and open sea water is sufficiently transparent
to allow for measurements up to 50 m below the sea surface.
The present paper deals with measurements of oil pollution on the
sea surface. A typical spectrum of polluted sea water will contain,
apart from the backscattered XeCl radiation at 308 nm, the intense
water Raman signal at =344 nm (with a Raman shift of «3300 cm
due
to the OH stretching), the 'gelbstoff fluorescence from organic and
biological wastes, which is peaked between 400 nm and 410 nm, the
fluorescence of light and heavy oils peaked respectively around 450
nm and 500 nm, and some chlorophyll contributions peaked around 685
nm due to vegetation just below the sea level.
In section 3 the XeCl excimer laser based LIDAR fluorosensor
built at the ENEA Centre in Frascati will be described in the
configuration for both spectral and time resolved measurements.
Laboratory results obtained on different middle-east crude oils are
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discussed in section 4, where both direct fluorescence measurements
(section 4.1) and water Raman signals (section 4.2) are reported.
Results of time resolved measurements are shown and discussed in
section 4.3.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The prototype laboratory set-up to be assembled in an airborne
configuration is sketched in fig. 1. A narrowband high power excimer
laser (EMG 1003i, Lambda Physik) provides a low divergence beam at
308
nm. After following a long optical path, necessary
for
compensating intrinsic instrumental delay times, the laser radiation
reaches (with a spotsize of approximately 10*10 cm ) the sample
holder, which is a deep basin containig the oil either at the bottom
or on the surface of a water column.
The fluorescence signal is detected either on a fast Streak
Camera, for time resolved measurements, or on the OMA detector in
the case of spectrally resolved measurements, after passing a
monochromator
and, if necessary, a filter for
removing
the
backscattered fraction of the excitation wavelength. When doing time
resolved measurements, a controllable delay unit triggered by the
signal generated by a fast photodiode is added, in order to set the
streak camera time window. By incrementing the delay time orderly we
get a number of files which can be assembled by the controlling
computer. In this way a large time window together with the high time
resolution of the streak camera can be obtained. Both for OMA and
streak camera, an average is made over a number of pulses: because of
this, the effective repetition rate is up to 30 Hz. The available
computer (IBM PC/AT) is used to control the OMA together with the
laser and the streak camera, and is further dedicated to do both data
acquisition and data analysis. The main characteristics of this
experimental set-up are listed in Tab.l.
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TABLE 1
Main characteristics of the experimental set-up
Laser:
Lambda
Physics
EMG 1003i

XeCl excimer laser
Positive branch
unstable cavity
Emission wavelength
Pulse energy
Pulse width
P.R.R.
divergence (®\)

Receiver:

Newtonian telescope

308 nm
typically 150 mJ
17 ns (3 long, modes)
max. 200 Hz
hor. 0.4 mrad
ver. 0.2 mrad
d=20 cm
f#5

Data acquisition system:
O.M.A.III: Intensified photodiode
EG&G
array detector 1421
Pulse amplifier 1304
Fast pulser 1302
HR-320 monochromator 0.32 m
1024
Spectral channels
5 A (147 g/mm)
Spectral resolution
0.3 A (1800 g/mm)
Streak
Camera:
Hamamatsu

2491 control unit
C2830 temporal disperser
Temporal ranges
0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 ns
Temporal channels
512
Temporal resolution
10 ps or better
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Fig.l. Laboratory experimental set-up for fluorosensor LIDAR.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Fluorescence spectra of oils
A typical fluorescence spectrum from a water column is reported in
Fig. 2., the water Raman peak is revealed at 344 nm followed by the
broad gelbstoff fluorescence in the blue region.
Four different crude oil samples of Middle East origin have been
considered for the present laboratory experiments. Their average bulk
density has been measured together with their absorptivity in the
near u.v. region (from 300 nm to 400 nm). Due to the very large
absorption by oils in this range, u.v. absorbance has been measured
in diluted trichloroethylene solutions (10
to 10
g/cm ) by means
of a double beam u.v. spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer mod. 330). Oil
density and absorptivity at a few wavelengths of interest are
reported in table 2. Under the rather crude assumption
that
solvatation affects in the same way the u.v. absorption spectra of
the four different oils, bulk extinction coefficients can be obtained
from
the measured absorptivity. Extinction coefficients,
also
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reported in Table 2, have been obtained after normalization with
value at 344 nm from the data of Ref. 2. for Kirkuk oil.
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Fig.2. Raman and fluorescence spectrum of water excited at 308 nm.
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Fig.3. Fluorescence spectra of four different crude oil samples,
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TABLE 2
Physical and optical properties of some crude oil samples of Middle
East origin . A=measured absorbance, b=optical path length (0.2 cm,
1.0 cm), c=oil concentration: a=A/(b*c) . Measurements have been
performed diluting the oils in trichloroethylene, with typical
concentrations in the range 0.0001 -0.001 g/cm . Uncertainty on
—
density is 0.02 g/cm , on absorptivity about 20%.
Oil

density
(g/cm )

w.l.(nm)

absorptivity
a (cm /g)

extinct, 1c oef.
k (nrn)""

Kirkuk

0.85

308
344
362

848
495
384

1.100.64*
0.50

Iranian
Light

0.87

308
344
362

231
172
131

0.30
0.22
0.17

e 0.84

308
344
362

288
134
106

0.37
0.17
0.14

0.81

308
344
362

319
136
103

0.41
0.18
0.13

Saharan
Blend

*. Samples supplied by Stazione Sperimentale per i Combustibili
(S. Donato Milanese).
#. Interpolated from ref. 2., values measured at 337 nm and 355 nm
on undiluted samples. This value has been used for renormalization of
present absorptivity data.
From Table 2 we observe that heavier oils, like Kirkuk, have a
higher absorptivity in the near u.v. In spite of this, heavy oils
usually present a low fluorescence yield after near u.v. excitation .
Large differences, over more than one order of magnitude, in absolute
fluorescence yields have been already observed between light and
heavy oils .
On the other hand, only small differences2in spectral shape have
been detected in the case of oil fluorescence . This is confirmed by
the present experimental data on our four samples with different
densities. Measurements have been performed first at low resolution,
by placing a filter in front of the OMA for removing all wavelengths
smaller than 360 nm (i.e. mostly the backscattered laser radiation at
308 nm and the water Raman signal at 344 nm). Spectra of arbitrary
thick oil films on a water column are shown in Fig. 3. Fluorescence
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emission covers most of the visible spectral range. Spectral shapes
are auite slmUar throughout this region, where three maxima can be
Identitied,
roughly peaked at 460 nm, 490 nm and
540
nm,
respectively.
Our measurements (not shown) repeated at higher resolution did not
reveal the presence of any sharper feature, only shoulders in the
neaT U.V
region at 360 nm, 390 nm and 440 nm became more evident
near u.v. «y
ot used in combination with the high
because the UJ. filter
filter was
was nnot u
spectral shapes is a
browning1 o^thT florescence spectra towards
with increasing oil density.
in

conclusion,

longer

the presence of oils on a water

wavelengths

surface

can

be

wavelength as discussed in sect. 4.3, is available.
4.2. Measurements of water Raman signal
The 0TH stretching in water is Raman active with a Stokes shIft of
3300 cm X Illumination of a water column by means of a 308 nm laser
radJaSon gives rise to the water Raman signal centered at 344 nm. In
no?
4
it has been demonstrated that the peculiar shape of the
?fquid4water Raman^ak is traceable to the contemporary presence of
^Sure" ^cTiS^STS^-pU^ eguil ri^ In
our
laSo?a?ory,
measurements
of
the
water
Raman
signal
have
been
performedY at high resolution in the range 330 nm to 365 nm in order
Li^ionimi?frst 'S ^nea^yeofatne°Lmane response "from
water peak (between 340 nm and 348 nm)
linearly with the water column height.

turned

out

to

clean

increase

Measurements in the same wavelength r»n,e tave ^he^surface
after adding fixed amounts drops) of different oils on tne sur
above a certain water column Selected spectra are shown in Fig. 4;
for Kirkuk and Saharan Blend oil. Results Jf "™l :°J
second
Light and zarsaitine «ere rather ^J^*^.*J»t tne water Raman
pla^prSgressively'depressed^t e oil absorption of 308 nm laser
^umn!°Vaiso de ect SÄ'SÄ^T«
^ the first pea,
n? the oil fluorescence spectrum, which is especially intense in the
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Fig.4. Fluorescence response and water Raman signal measured in
the near u.v. as a function of the oil quantity on the water surface
for two different crude oil samples.
In order to use the LIDAR fluorosensor for field measurements of
oil film thickness on sea water, the dependence of oil fluorescence
intensity and water Raman intensity upon oil (quantity) thickness has
been checked. However the integrated oil fluorescence in the range
360 to 364 nm, after proper background subtraction, vs the quantity
(drops) of oil spilled upon the water surface followed a linear
behaviour only at very small quantities and reached saturation,
especially for the heaviest oils. This demonstrates that absolute
fluorescence measurements, which also require the knowledge of the
kind of oil detected, are not suitable to determine the thickness of
the pollutant film.
On the other hand, in data analysis we have observed that the
integrated water Raman signal tends to follow an exponential decay
law as the oil quantity on the water surface increases. By using the
integrated Raman signal R^n measured as a function of the oil
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quantity and the corresponding Raman signal from clean waater
the oil thickness d can be obtained from the expression :

Rout'

In (Rj.n/Rout)

d = ke + *R

where ke and kR are the extinction coefficients listed in table 2
308 nm and 344 nm, respectively.

at

Results for Kirkuk and Saharan Blend oil correspond to a thickness
of 0.22 urn/drop and of 0.17 jim/drop, respectively. The ratio in
thickness from the measured Raman intensities is in agreement with
the "?io of weights of the respective oil ^psalso taking ^
account the small differences in oil density. As shown in Fig. 5, tne
model we useS is quite satisfactory and the Raman intensity Plotted
vs the oil thickness d is well fitted by an exponential decay for
both Kirkuk and Saharan Blend oil. However, it has to be mentioned
that tie model could not be properly applied to the J««"xne and
Iranian Light oil samples, because there were problems in uniformly
spreading drops on the water surface.
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Fig.5. Exponential behaviour of the Raman intensity versus
layer thickness measured for Kirkuk and Saharan Blend oils.

oil

4.3. Time decay of oil fluorescence
Time decays curves for the four crude oil samples have been
measured by using the fast streak camera with the longest time sweep
U0 nst. Different parts of the excitation and decay curve have been
acquired as a function of the delay counted from the laser pulse
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rising edge (detected with the fast photodiode, see fig. 1). At each
selected delay time, 5 waveforms have been averaged. The complete
curve
of
fluorescence
intensity vs
time
was
successively
reconstructed by software.
Measurements performed without filters in front of the streak
camera were dominated by the backscattered laser radiation and
revealed the typical profile, shown in Fig. 6, with the three
longitudinal modes of the laser pulses provided by our unstable
resonator cavity. Oil fluorescence has been detected by placing an
interference filter, peaked either at 450 nm or at 500 nm with a 60
nm bandwidth, in front of the streak camera entrance. The decay of
the signal tails measured after the end of the laser pulse on the
four crude oil samples is shown in Fig. 7, together with the
exponential fit. Longer time constants are obtained for lightest
oils. Although the absolute value of the time constant may be not
very accurate, due to the arbitrary choice of the end of the laser
pulse after 20 ns from its rise, the observed trend in lifetime is
significant to the identification of the oil sample and consistent
with results reported in ref. 2. as measured after excitation at 355
nm.
Thus, as hypothized in ref. 6. long time ago, we can conclude that
measuring
accurately time decay constants, together with
the
fluorescence spectra, should allow for the unambiguous identification
of the pollutant oil in remote sensing experiments.
600

Excimer laser pulse
XeCI (308 nm)

148

138

158

168

Time (ns)

Fig.6. Typical

XeCI

pulse as measured with the Streak Camera.
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Fig.7. Temporal response of different crude oil samples excited
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Measurements
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wavelength indicated, detecting the decay of the signal at the end of
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From the present results, it comes out that a short U.V. laser
source is required for accurate time resolved oil fluorescence
measurements. In our laboratory differents metods for shortening the
XeCl laser pulse have been considered, the best results up to now
being obtained by using a Raman shifter in CH4. By inducing the
stimulated Raman scattering at threshold for the second Stokes and
laser pulses of about 1 mJ energy, 2 ns duration were generated at
378 nm. Work is in progress to excite the oil fluorescence with this
radiation.
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

A simple laboratory set-up for cutting the round-shaped transplants of eye cornea
is described. At that, an excimer ArF laser served as ablating 193 nm radiation
source. The results of the first experiments to produce some cylindrical and segmental transplants are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since Trokel et al.1 had demonstrated the specific ablative effect of the sub-200
nm laser radiation on the eye cornea, the keratotomic abilities of excimer lasers
have been widely studied and the results repeatedly summarized.2-.3 The most outstanding feature of the UV photoablation process - the almost complete absence of thermal
damaqe of the incisions' edges - has been stated by all authors who used the 193 nm
ArF laser radiation as "scalpel", and by some who used the 223 nm KrCl laser.1* By now
both the physical characteristics and medical aspects of the photoablation of cornea
by ArF laser beam have been thoroughly examined. Among other details the formation of
a smooth and thin (*100 nm) "pseudomembrane" covering the incision edges surface has
been shown by electron microscopy.3»5
After numerous in vitro experiments and animal tests the excimer laser keratotomy
has already turned into practical clinical procedure,6 the corresponding specialized
laser systems have been developed and manufactured.7 It should be noted that the main
efforts in this field have been concentrated on radial keratotomy and some other
cornea-reshaping varieties of refractive eye surgery.
At the same time, for some reason or other, the technically much simpler task application of excimer lasers to produce transplants of various shapes from isolated
cornea - has been left somewhat aside. To our knowledge there are only some publications8»9 dedicated to this possibility of laser keratotomy although the corneal
transplants themselves are widely used in different types of keratoplasty.
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In the present report we describe a very simple laboratory set-up (see Fig. 1) for
cutting round-shaped corneal transplants by ArF laser radiation and present the preliminary results of using this equipment.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
An ELI72 ArF excimer laser developed and manufactured by Estonian Academy of Sciences served as ablating 193 nm UV.radiation source. The parameters of laser pulses
were: duration - *10 ns, energy - <\,20 mJs repetition rate - 50 Hz„ The beam was focussed into a 0.1x0.3 sq.mm stripe by a combination of spherical and cylindrical UF

Figure 1 - The experimental set-up
for cutting cylindrical corneal
transplants.

I - lasers 2 - laser beam pattern,
za4 - lenses, 5 - motor, 6 - gearbox, 8 - micropositioning stage with
adjustment screws (7)9 9 - adjustable
lens-holders, 10 - gearbox shaft,
II - support for cornea, 12 - fixation ring, IS - cornea.

lenses, thus giving the energy density 0.7 J per sq.mm per pulse on the sample surface.

The isolated pig or cadaver cornea (with a portion of surrounding sclera) were
used as original samples for transplant cutting. These were put on a mushroom-shaped copper support and fastened by a copper ring (Fig. l)c The central region of
the spherical part of the support was hollowed out to avoid spraying of the copper
dust onto open corneal surfaces when laser beam reaches the endothelium of cornea.
The support was fixed to the shaft of a gearbox attached to an AC motor which was
placed on the two-axis micropositioning translator stage. This enabled us to choose
(after initial centering of the laser beam focus into the conical hollow of the support) the transplant radius with 0.02 mm accuracy by using the transversal micrometric screw. Then the longitudinal screw was used for both the initial adjustment
of the corneal surface into the focus of the (weakened) laser beam and for the stepwise readjustment during the cutting procedure. The latter was performed by slowly
(typically 1 r.p.m.) rotating the cornea through the immobile focus of the laser radiation.
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3„ RESULTS
Our first experiments on the described equipment have resulted in a set of fully
perforated cylindrical corneal transplants with given diameters between 6 and 12 mm,
an example of which is pictured in Fig. 2. The cutting time for one sample was 5 - 10
minutes As one can expect in the case of 193 nm radiation of the ArF laser, the optical micros^py and histological tests have revealed excellent smoothness of the
transplant edges and absence of thermal distortions.
Traditionally, the cylindrical corneal transplants have been produced by mechanical trepanation! As ophtälmologists well know, this procedure is almost a ways accomoanied with considerable unevenness of the transplant edges due to the twisting and
pi eking effectduHng the mechanical treatment. Because of the fixation problems

Figure 2 - A cylindrical transplant
of pig cornea (6 mm in diameter).

the trepanated transplants' shape tends also to deviate from the circular one and
additional corrective cutting is often needed. We compared the laser-cutted transplants with the best samples of the trepanated ones under the operation microscope:
the superiority of laser processing in this respect was obvious.
Another point is that mechanical trepanation of the perforating transplants cause
substantial damage or even loss of the corneal endothelium layers. As became evident
from the histological preparations of our transplant samples, the cutting by the ArF
laser beam is completely free from this shortcoming as well.
We also performed some experiments to obtain corneal transplants of the spherical
segment (i.e. the cupola) form. In this case the cornea (fastened to the above-described support) was fixed on the micropositioning stage with its epithelium downwards. The ArF laser beam was focussed into a 0.1x5 sq.mm horizontal stripe. The
cutting was carried out by slowly scanning the cornea through this focus. As a result a cupola (3-6 mm in diameter) was moved off the cornea during 5-7 minutes.
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4. CONCLUSION
Preparation of corneal transplants with the help of ArF laser is undoubtedly a
promising field among the excimer laser applications in ophtalmology.
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ABSTRACT

Radiative characteristics of laser-plasma XUV sources are reviewed. The dependence of the main plasma
parameters on the heating laser wavelength Is discussed, as weU as the use of application-specific excimer
lasers to generate XUV radiation. A comparison is given with other XUV sources like electron storage rings.
Examples of the application of normal-Incidence multilayer XUV optics, e.g. to collimate the laser-plasma
radiation or for projection lithography, are given.
1. INTRODUCTION
For more than two decades laser plasmas generated by solid state lasers have been employed with considerable success as sources for XUV radiation. Extended fields of research have been established, ie. diagnostics
of Inertial-confinement fusion. XUV emission and absorption spectroscopy, XUV laser research, X-ray microscopy and X-ray lithography. Some of these applications have industrial potential. Will applicationspecific excimer lasers play a significant role in these areas?
The use of laser plasma XUV sources has traditionally been stimulated by progress In laser technology.
High power and compact lasers, enabling construction of small-scale XUV sources, have brought new applications within the reach of many researchers. Application-specific excimer lasers are likely to accelerate
this trend due to their intrinsic capability of operating with high repetition rates, and therefore enhanced
average XUV yield.
Excimer lasers have the additional advantage of operating at short wavelengths and are therefore able to
couple laser energy more favourably into a plasma than is the case with solid state lasers. The Increased absorption observed with short-wavelength laser radiation leads to a high conversion efficiency of up to 50 %
of laser fight into nanometer (sub-keV) XUV radiation. High XUV fluxes make the laser plasma an alternative
to electron storage rings, in particular if application-specific excimer lasers are used.
The utilization of laser-plasma XUV sources is stimulated by the progress In the development of XUV optical elements such as multilayer mirrors. These mirrors are capable of collimating the Isotropie plasma
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radiation using large acceptance angles. In this way XUV radiation can be focussed to unequalled power densities. Again exclmer lasers have advantages because of their Improved conversion of laser light In particular In the spectral range where normal Incidence multilayer mirrors have high reflectivities.
At present, there are several laboratories carrying out optimization studies on topics such as laser repetition rate, pulse modulation, beam quality and XUV source characteristics. In addition, there is a significant
effort towards multikilowatt excimer lasers. These programmes are supported by various international projects, e.g. AMMTRA (Advanced Material Processing and Machining Technology Research Association) in
Japan and EUREKA in Europe. At present 750 W has been realized with a XeCl laser operated at 500 Hz [1J
Spin-off technology developed in these programmes benefits the state of the art commercial laser systems
suitable to generate XUV-plasma radiation.
In this paper we focus on several aspects of the use of exclmer lasers for generating XUV radiation, as well
as the combination of this source with multilayer XUV optics for challenging novel applications.
2. RADIATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER PLASBtAS
If laser radiation is focussed onto the surface of a solid target with powers q = 1011 -1015 W/cm2. a hot plasma
is created with an electron temperature Te = 50 -1000 eV (Fig. 1). The electron density n* in such plasmas may
reach levels up to the density of solids. Close to the level of critical density n£ (n^ n3, most laser radiation is
absorbed and the electron temperature Te is maximum. The critical density n| is related to the laser wavelength A( according to
n°= 102». ßj-2

[on*,

(i)

where Xt is expressed in jun. In a plasma at this density and sufficiently high temperature. Ions are formed
which have a charge up to 40 depending upon the atomic number ZA of the target material. Emission spectra
of such ions are in the extreme ultra-violet (EUV) to soft X-ray spectral band (together known as the XUV) and
range from several tens to tenths of nanometers.
XUV-radiation from laser plasmas has been studied in detail both experimentally and theoretically. See
for example reviews in ref. 2-4. In the experimental work emphasis is on
1) the relative and absolute spectral yield versus the atomic number of the target ZA [5-9],
it) the effective radiative temperature of laser plasmas [7.10], and
Ü1) the ratio of laser energy to XUV energy, I.e. the conversion efficiency r\, as a function of the target atomic
number ZA [11.12], the laser wavelength At [10], the laser pulse length [13,14], and the target lrradlance a
[7.15].
The general conclusion of these experimental investigations is that the intensity of XUV radiation
depends on the atomic number ZA of the target material In use and on the target irradiance conditions,
namely the irradiance q, the laser wavelength Xt and the duration of the laser pulse. Focussing laser radiation with an irradiance q = 1011 - 1015 W/cm2 onto a solid target creates a very intense quasi-point source of
XUV radiation. The source size approximately equals the focal spot of the laser radiation (typically 100 fim)
and the radiative temperature may reach values as high as TR = 100 - 200 eV. resulting in broadband emission
with a significant number of photons with wavelengths k < 10 nm (hv > 100 eV). For heavy target elements [ZA
= 50 - 80) the conversion of laser energy into XUV radiation can be as high as 40 - 70 %.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of XUV radiated intensity land
average wavelength Xm of maximum intensity versus
temperature Tofa black body radiator.

In the case of a black body radiator, an expression for the total XUV radiative power density can be
obtained
(2)
I=cr.T4= 1.03x10s T4 [W/cm2!
in which Tis expressed In eV and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (Fig. 2). The radiative power density IR
of a laser plasma can be estimated from the product of lrradlance q and total conversion efficiency TJ
l3)
I Combining expressions (2) and (3) we are able to estimate the radiative temperature TR of a laser plasma. By

using Wien's law,
(
;U = 2.5xl02.fly->
[nml,
f'
It is possible to assess the position Xm of the wavelength band of the maximum spectral intensity of the
plasma radiation (Flg. 2). The radiative temperature TR, therefore, serves as a useful parameter to characterize the radiative properties of the source.
In practice, laser-plasma spectra may differ from black body spectra, since laser-plasmas are not
completely optically thick as black body radiators, and they do show line radiation. The conversion
efficiency TJ exhibits a strong dependence on the atomic number ZA of the laser target (Fig. 3) [11.16). This is
caused by significant spectral contributions to the total radiated intensity from line radiation. Each peak in
Fig 3 originates from radiation of the dominating species of multi-charged ions In the plasma, and
corresponds to a set of transitions where the change to the principal quantum number n Is unity. These sets
of transitions form K-spectra for transitions with n = 2 to 1 (for ions stripped down to the K-shell). L-spectra
for n = 3 to 2, M-spectra for n = 4 to 3, etc. For a given element these separate spectra are in a narrow
wavelength band and, conversely, to a given wavelength band K-. 1^. or M-spectra can be observed from a
limited number of elements. The general relation, plotted in Fig. 4. enables one to optimize the XUV emission
in a particular wavelength band by selecting an appropriate target material. An additional requirement is
the creation of a proper state of plasma ionlzation. characterized by a population of Ions with appropriate
electron shell configuration. This state of plasma ionlzation is mainly determined by the lrradlance
conditions.
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Comprehensive theoretical laser-plasma models allow one to evaluate the radiative plasma characteristics over a wide range of laser parameters and target materials [4,15]. Calculations show that the total XUV
power Q radiated per unit of volume for all types of emission (line radiation, photorecombination, dielec-
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tronic recombination and bremsstrahlung) is restricted to a narrow plasma layer of only several microns
thick with an electron density tig of 3 - 10 x the critical density n| (Fig. 5). This shallow over-dense layer is
primarily heated by electron thermal conductivity; the laser light itself is reflected at a plasma layer with
the critical density n|. In the so-called plasma coronal region [tie < n£) the electron temperature Te and the
degree of ionization are maximum. Nevertheless, the radiated intensity Q per unit of volume decreases in
this region due to the decrease of the electron density rig [Q is proportional to (nj2). Closer to the target, i.e.
where the density ne » n£, the total radiated intensity is also reduced due to a decrease to the electron
temperature Te and an increase of the optical thickness of the plasma.
Can alterations to this general picture be expected if we consider the models of plasmas generated using
excimer lasers? To date, most work has been performed using Nd:YAG/Glass lasers mostly operated at fundamental (1.06 jun) or second harmonic (0.53 ^m) wavelength. For plasmas produced by shorter wavelength
lasers the value for the critical density n£ is higher, according to relation (1). Shorter wavelength lasers will
deposit their energy in a higher density region of the plasma. The radiated intensity Q will be higher in this
case because it scales with the square of the density n^ However, closer to the plasma core the electron temperature Te will be lower. The peak temperature scales as Te ~ X0-3, while at the critical density the temperature
scales more strongly: Te ~ A.0-9 [15]. This shift in temperature will move the maximum of the XUV emission to
longer wavelengths, generally above 1.5 to 3 nm. An example of the increased conversion efficiency 77 observed, for short wavelength laser radiation is given in Fig. 6 [17]. The figure shows the laser wavelength
dependence on the XUV conversion efficiency for Au plasmas generated at an irradiance q = 7 x 1013 W/cm2.
The conversion efficiency of incident laser light into the wavelength band from 12 nm to 0.8 nm increases by
a factor of three when going from a laser wavelength of 1.05 \aa to 0.26 fun. Most of this increase is due to the
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Increased XUV emission at wavelengths above 1.4 nm. Emission at shorter wavelengths (between 0.8 and 1.4
nm) remains almost constant with laser wavelength.
The enhanced conversion efficiency at longer XUV wavelengths observed with short wavelength lasers Is
important when considering XUV optics. Normal-incidence multilayer XUV optics have been demonstrated
with considerable success particularly for wavelengths above the carbon-K edge (4.36 nm) (Sect. 5).
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3. APPLICATION-SPECIFIC EXCLMER LASERS
Excimer lasers suitable to generate laser-plasma radiation can be divided In systems for EUV (X ;> 2 to 4 nm)
and systems for soft X-rays (X 5 2 to 4 nm). An example of the first Is a 150 W KrF laser situated in the Sandia
National Laboratories [18]. The laser system, consisting of an oscillator and two single-pass amplifiers, produces 1 5 J pulses of 25-30 ns at 100 Hz repetition rate. The laser energy is focussed on a rotating cylindrical
target, which is Au-coated. The power density in the -250 Jim focus amounts 1x10» W/cm*. At these irradlance conditions a relatively cool plasma is created, which shows a high conversion efficiency in the EUV
range of »7 =35-40 %. The XUV source has a dedicated high-throughput monochromator. which delivers an
irradlance to the sample comparable to that of monochromators of electron storage rings fTab. I).
Shorter wavelength radiation (A S 2 nm). as In the second case, is usually generated with lower conversion
efficiency The typical 20-30 ns pulse length from excimer lasers leads to X-ray emission which falls off after
-10 ns with the result that only the initial part of the laser pulse Is efficiently converted to soft X-rays [19].
Several pulse modification techniques have been successfully investigated: injection mode-locking with
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trains of -100 ps pulses [20], and passive pulse shortening by a H2-Raman cell and a saturable dye Jet. resulting In 3.5 ns pulses of 400 mJ (21]. The wavelength range from 2 to 0.8 tun (0.6 to 1.4 keV) Is of Interest for
proximity print X-ray lithography, a candidate technique for mass production of sub-0.5 micron semiconductor devices. X-ray lithography systems driven by application-specific excimer lasers have considerable
potentials for industrial utilization [22,23].
4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER XUV SOURCES
In comparing laser plasmas with synchrotron XUV sources it is necessary to remark that the interest in laser
plasmas has been stimulated greatly by the enhanced availability of synchrotron radiation facilities. In the
past decade these facilities have led to a significant increase In research activity in many differing areas
such as biology, chemistry and medicine. At present the laser plasma serves as an Interesting alternative
facility with specific capabilities.
The laser plasma XUV source is most suitable for applications requiring very high Instantaneous fluxes
for single, short pulse experiments. The peak brightness of laser plasma sources can be three orders of
magnitude higher than for electron storage rings fTab. I). In experiments requiring the accumulation of high
doses of particularly short wavelength radiation, synchrotron facilities, being quasi-continuous, are at an
advantage. However, if one takes Into account typical geometrical factors arising from the source-to-sample
distances, and the possibility to use excimer lasers with high repetition rates (-100 Hz), a comparable average
sample lrradiance is obtained in both cases. The actual number of photons (per unit of time, bandwith, and
sample area) available from two examples of high throughput monochromators Is of similar order fTab. I).
The use of synchrotron radiation Is still expanding considerably. New electron storage rings are being
built, some dedicated to specific applications (such as X-ray lithography [24]), others for general research
purposes offering beamlines for a large variety of experiments. Intensities of synchrotron radiation are
being Increased by the use of insertion devices such as undulators and wigglers [25]. For short wavelength
radiation down to 0.01 nm (-100 keV) synchrotron facilities have definite advantages over any laboratory
XUV source. The final choice between large-scale user facilities such as synchrotron radiation sources and
laboratory-scale devices such as laser-plasma XUV sources depends on the specific physical task as well as
economical aspects.
Rather similar to the laser plasma, when comparing spectra and radiated power, is the micro-pinch [26].
In this compact device X-rays are generated In a magnetically compressed metal plasma induced by an electrical discharge. Its disadvantage is the instability In the source position from one discharge to another. This
increases the effective source size from -0.1 mm for a single pulse to -1 mm when averaged over a large number of pulses.
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Tab. I. Comparison of different XUV sources: electron storage rings, laser plasmas and a theoretical black
body radiator. The data (sets of two numbers) for brightness and irradiance refer to the wavelength range
indicated.
2

source size (mm )
pulse duration (ns)
repetition rate (Hz)
source-to-sample
distance (m)
wavelength range
(nm)

peak brightness 2
(phot/s.nm.sr.mm )
average
brightness
(phot/s.nm.sr.mm2)
peak sample
irradiance 2
(phot/s.nm.cm )
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sample irradiance
(phot/s.nm.cm2)
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0.1
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JC(0.05F

15
1-10

9xl021-1021

2
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SX-700
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(phot/s.nm.cm )
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6xl015-2xl0ls
(phot/s.nm.cm2)

3xl020-3xl019
1015-1014
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")
t)
*

BESSY- Electron storage ring (Berlin, FRG) electron energy 0.8 GeV, ring current 300 mA [9,27].
DORIS - Electron storage ring (Hamburg. FRG) electron energy 3 GeV, ring current 500 mA [28].
BBR - Calculated data for a black body radiator with TR = 100 eV.
MPI - Nd:Glass laser (Max Planck Institute, Garchlng, FRG), TR = 100 eV, Aj = 0.53 \tm,
Eton = 7 J, q = 3 x 1013 W/cm2 [12].
**>POM - Nd:Glass laser (FOM-Instttute Rljnhulzen, Nleuwegeln, the Netherlands), TR = 105 eV. ^ = 0.53 jim.
Etas«. = 2.2 J, q = 2.5 x 1012 W/cm2. Mg target [29].
***' SNL - KrF laser (Sandla National Laboratories, Iivermore. CA. USA). TR = 20 eV. A, = 0.248 jun,
Efasa- = 1.5 J, q = 1 x 101»W/cm2, Au target [18].
The plasma focus device is of a similar concept. It pinches an Inert gas Into a thin plasma filament using a
coaxial electrode. The plasma focus device, well developed technologically and commercially [30], generates
radiation in the soft X-ray range. Its sub-1 mm effective source size enables Imaging applications like X-ray
lithography using a source-to-sample distance of 40 cm. With a repetition rate of several Hz a ceiling in the
XUV yield of this source seems to have been reached.
In general terms, the advantages of laser-plasma XUV sources can be described as follows.
1) High brightness in the XUV spectral band, due to efficient conversion of laser light Into XUV radiation and
high laser pulse energy available from drivers,
1i) High average brightness with duty-cycles up to several Hz (solid state lasers) or up to several hundreds of
Hz (excimer lasers),
Hi) Short pulse duration, equal to the laser pulse duration (down to ~ps [31]), enabling study of time-resolved
processes and 'pump and probe' experiments,
iv) Reduced capital cost and floor-space requirements compared with an electron storage ring, which makes
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commercial applications and small-scale laboratory set-ups possible,
v) Small source size of 10 to 100 jim and high pulse-to-pulse reproduclbllity both In source position and In
XUV yield,
vt) Wide spectral band ranging from several tenths to tens of nanometers, tunable according to the needs of
specific applications by choosing the target material and lrradiance conditions,
v0) Simple wavelength calibration of spectra using target-specific spectral lines,
vW) Reduced production of target debris compared with electrical discharge sources, possibilities to suppress
debris by applying thin foil laser targets or generating the plasma In an environment of buffer gas,
W No UHV requirements and the possibility of operating in sub-atmospheric pressure of inert gasses.
In particular exclmer lasers add to the advantages i) and ii) due to their high conversion efficiency into
XUV radiation and their high repetition rate. General disadvantages of laser-plasma XUV sources are the
absence of polarization of the plasma radiation and the lower limit in the spectral range at several tenths of
nanometers. Compared with sources of synchrotron radiation, laser plasmas have a sample lrradiance
which Is, in general, an order of magnitude lower. High repetition rate exclmer lasers can exhibit a sample
lrradiance in the XUV range which is comparable to that of electron storage rings flab. 1).
5. APPUCATION OF MULTILAYER XUV OPTICS
An essential difference of the quasi-polnt laser-plasma sources with sources of synchrotron radiation is the
larger divergence of laser-plasma radiation over a solid angle of 2rc sr. Achieving a beam divergence comparable with that of synchrotron radiation (several mrad) would be beneficial for many applications. In addition, the utilization of the Isotropie laser-plasma radiation would be more efficient If large acceptance angles
can be used. Grazing incidence optics, yielding total reflection at incidence angles below the critical angle,
offer only a limited Improvement due to the limitations in the allowable acceptance angle.
Multilayer XUV optics, which can be used at normal incidence, will offer many new possibilities [32]. XUV
reflection by multilayer coatings is based on the principle of interference, analogous to reflection by natural
crystals. Multilayer mirrors can be synthesized by a number of coating techniques: electron-beam evaporation, magnetron sputtering or laser-beam evaporation [33], Selection of coating materials Is based on their
optical properties (determined by the wavelength dependent refractive index), their chemical stability
(preventing interdiflusion between the layers), and their material property to form smooth Interfaces. Wellknown combinations are Mo-Sl, Nl-C, and W-C. The relative success In the 'atomic engineering' of these
mirrors is determined by the control of the deposition process.
Layer thicknesses amount to ~A/4 for mirrors used at normal Incidence, and can be as thin as few atomic
layers. The roughness of the Interface Is the crucial factor which determines the optical performance of the
multilayer mirror. In practice, high quality multilayer mirrors may have periods varying from several to
tens of nanometers. This restricts the use at normal-Incidence to wavelengths from ~4 to several tens of
nanometers, which is also the wavelength range of highest yield of plasmas generated by exclmer lasers
(Sect. 2).
Recent advances In thin film deposition techniques have enabled the fabrication of multilayer mirrors on
spherical and even aspherical surfaces [33]. These figured optical elements can be used in conventional optical schemes to collimate XUV radiation or to produce XUV telescopes. A laser plasma, with its high brightness and small emitting area can be regarded as an efficient source for such imaging purposes. In addition
laser plasma radiation seems more favourable for XUV optics than synchrotron radiation from bending
magnet beamlines of storage rings, since It can be concentrated in a narrow spectral band or even in a single
spectral line [34].
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6. EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF XUV OPI7CS
An early demonstration of the possibility to colllrnate XUV radiation has been given in ref. 35,36 (Fig. 7).
Laser plasma radiation was collimated to a power density as high as q = 107 W/cm2 in the focus of a spherical
multilayer mirror. The Mo-Si mirror, used at normal incidence, had a reflectivity of 20% for a wavelength of
18.2 nm. Due to the small dimensions of the plasma (~0.1 mm) an XUV beam divergence of only 1 mrad was
realized.
Of the many other possible applications of multilayer XUV optics we mention:
1) Projection X-ray lithography. In advanced imaging schemes for semiconductor lithography, XUV optics
are very likely to provide in spatial resolutions well below the limit (~0.15 micron) obtainable with proximity print X-ray lithography. For this purpose highly reflective normal-incidence optics can be applied in
classical optical schemes like the Schwarzschild design (Fig. 8) [37). This allows 10- to 20-fold demagnification of mask structures, which can be patterned on a stable reflecting substrate. Due to the large number of
reflecting surfaces in this geometry, multilayer mirrors with a reflectivity of ~50 % for wavelengths In the 5
to 15 nm range are a prerequisite. This reflectivity has been achieved in the case of normal-incidence multilayer mirrors fabricated on flat substrates [38]; fabrication on spherical substrates is a next major task.
ii) X-ray microscopy. The above described Schwarzschild telescope can be used for microscopy when
applied in reverse optical direction, i.e. in a magnifying system. X-ray microscopy may prove to be a bridge
between optical and electron microscopy. X-ray microscopes can have an improved resolution compared
with ordinary optical microscopes, while they require a less extensive sample preparation compared to electron microscopes.
ill) Spectroscopy. A high intensity of a collimated XUV beam from a laser plasma source, as well as a short
pulse duration, are effective properties for investigations of the inner shell structure of atoms and measurement of lonizatlon cross-sections. For example, in X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy a sample is illuminated
by an XUV beam, causing primary core-hole excitations. Using multilayer mirrors the resulting elementspecific fluorescent radiation, which is weak for light elements, can be detected with a large efficiency.
to) EUV and soft-X-ray lasers. Amplification of stimulated emission has been observed in this part of the
spectrum, in multi-charged ions, for example Se XXV (20.6 and 20.9 nm) [39] or C VI (18.2 nm) [40]. XUV optics
can be applied to the laser cavity to achieve multi-pass amplification In the gain medium, thereby enhancing
the XUV output of these lasers [38].
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Fig. 7. Experimental set-up for formation of intense XUV
radiation of 18.2 nm using spherical multilayer XUV
mirrors at normal incidence. The irradiance in the
position of the plasma image amounted to lxlO7 W/cm2.

Fig. 8. Example of a multi-component XUV imaging
system for X-ray projection lithography. The large
collecting angle of the collimator enhances the efficiency
of the system.
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v) Plasma diagnostics. Spectral analysis of X-rays emitted by plasmas provides Information about composition, density and temperature [41]. Measurement of element-specific emission lines with narrow-band
multilayer mirrors gives Information about the plasma elemental composition. Multi-channel detectors can
be constructed, with channels tuned to characteristic lines 142]. The method Is particularly suitable for low
atomic number elements, because their spectra have distinct lines on a low background.
vO Radlometry and calibration of XUV components. Due to their reproducible radiative characteristics,
laser plasma XUV sources have the potential to serve as radiometric transfer standards In the spectral range
below 100 nm [9]. Laser plasmas may complement the primary radiation standard provided by the calculable
spectral power of electron storage rings.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Laser plasmas generated with compact and powerful laser systems are versatile laboratory-scale sources of
XUV radiation. The outstanding properties of these sources are the very high Instantaneous brightness In the
XUV range, the possibility of picosecond pulse duration, and the small and reproducible source size. Laserplasma sources Impose low requirements on capital investment and floor space. In particular, excimer
lasers significantly increase the duty-cycle of these sources and generate time-averaged sample irradlances
which are as high as radiation from bending magnet beamlines of electron storage rings.
The high conversion efficiency of laser light to XUV radiation, which Is observed with short-wavelength
laser radiation, is particularly large for XUV radiation above 1.5 nm. It is therefore possible to fully exploit
the use of normal-incidence multilayer XUV optics. With the combination of an excimer-laser driven XUV
source and multilayer XUV optics challenging applications can be realized, for example to soft X-ray projection lithography. X-ray microscopy, and spectroscopy. Future work Is also directed to optimization of the
XUV yield and further reduction of target debris. Returning to the earlier question 'laser-plasma XUV sources,
a role for excimer lasers', the answer is clearly positive.
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

Results related to the emission of radiation by the argon dimer in the 128
nm region are presented. The excited dimers are produced by a supersonic expansion
of a fast discharge excited plasma.
1. INTRODUCTION
The spectroscopy of the rare gas dimers is of fundamental interest. The
emission bands from the first excited electronic states are in the VUV and XUV
regions of the spectrum and understanding of the formation of the dimers from
different excitation mechanisms could lead to the development of new tunable
lasers in these regions. Over the last years several papers have been published
concerning the VUV emission of the rare gas dimers excited by a proton beam , an
2
3
4
electron beam , a fast discharge and a heavy ion beam with the rare gas at high
pressure contained in a closed cell. Laser action has been reported for the xenon
or argon dimer pumped by high current, high voltage electron beams by several
5 6 7
group ' ' . However,, although the fluorescence efficiency of the electron beam
o

pumped rare gas dimers is high , loss mechanisms due to photoionization and to the
high gas and electron temperature generated (leading to collisional quenching,
which directly competes with the stimulated emission) limit the efficiency and the
g
power of the existing laser systems . It is of interest then to investigate
alternative excitation schemes, which lead to low temparature gas and electrons.
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I

It has been known for a number of years that the supersonic expansion of a
rare gas produces cold dimers and a great deal of spectroscopic information about
the first few excited electronic states has been obtained using laser induced
fluorescence

techniques

in

the

VUV

.

Also

supersonic

expansion

cooling

of

electronically excited radicals has been recently used, in a corona discharge, in
order to simplify the spectra of the molecules

. Additionally, rare gas dimer

radiation from a free jet expansion, with electron beam excitation, has been
12
13
reported by Verkhovtseva et al
and Balldwin et al . It seemed then resonable to
investigate the supersonic expansion of a rare gas plasma produced by a fast
discharge, as a source of cool electronically excited dimers. Some initial results
related to this investigation are presented in this paper.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A Schematic diagram and a detailed description appeared
publication of ours

in a previous

. Here we will present a brief description. A quartz tube

with a tungsten electrode inside was shaped in order to get a nozzle of diameter
of approximately 0.5 mm. This nozzle assemply was mounted on the top of a vacuum
chamber, with provision for a ground electrode, which was evacuated by a booster
pump and a mechanical pump with a pumping speed of 751/sec. A dc power supply of 2
KV and 250 mA was used for the continous operation of the system. For the pulsed
operation a combination of capacitors with a thyratron switch was used in a
circuit design commonly used in the commercial excimer laser systems. The
detection of the signal was done with a vacuum monochrometer equipped with a solar
blind photomultiplier (EMR-510G-08-013).

In

this

3. THE RESULTS
chapter we will present some

of

the

results

related

to

the

spectroscopy of the jet source. Fig. 1 shows a typical spectrum of the continuous
discharge jet with a diameter of 0.5 mm supplied with 50 mA dc current with
positive polarity on the nozzle electrode. The pressure behind the nozzle was 2
bar and the average vacuum chamber pressure was 1.1 mbar. The detection system was
sampling the total Mack cone and the nozzle was located 3 mm above the optical
axis. The atomic lines of argon together with the emission of the high vibrational
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states of the molecule are clearly seen in the right hand side of the figure. The
emission spectrum is centered at 128 nm indicating the presence of both singlet
and triplet states (which contributre to the emission) mixed via electron
collisions and collisions with the atoms15'16. The atomic oxygen lines at 130.2 nm
and the atomic hydrogen Lyman a line, which are present at lower pressures, are
absent in this case. Also there is no signal above 140 nm contrary to the results
with other types of excitation. The linewidth of the 128 nm band is 9.0 nm for the
2 bars case which is smaller than the 12 nm reported by Wrobel et at

at much

higher pressure of 25 bars. This indicates that the collisional relaxation rate in
our

case

is

enhanced

by

the

expansion

resulting

in

populating

the

lowest

vibrational state. Comparison of the intensity of the fluorescence of the atomic
states near 105 nm relative to the high vibrational states intensity and that of
the 128 nm band indicates that the conversion efficiency in producing cold dimers
from the atomic species is very high. Measurements of the absolute intensity of
the 128 nm fluorescence band and the gain using a coherent probe are under way and
the results will be presented in a future publication.
Fig.2 shows the peak intensity at 128 nm in relative units as a function of
the argon pressure with the chamber pressure changing due to the limited pumping
speed of the system. The slope of the steap part of the plot is 5 and at
stagnation pressures above 2 bars saturation settles in. The observed slope is
indicative of 3 body collisions required to form an ionic dimer following by 3
body collisions needed for formation of the excited dimers, which subsequently
relax to the lowest vibrational state by additional collisions. With respect to
the saturation it should be noted that the size of the Mack cone is a function of
the square root of the ratio of the stagnation pressure behing the nozzle to the
pressure of the chamber. Because of the emission of visible light from the cone it
is possible to observe this change and associate it with the pressure ratio. For
the stagnation pressures used in this figure there is no significant change in the
chamber pressure to justify the change of slope in the pressure dependance of the
intensity. In order to further test this argument we measured the fluorescence at
a fixed stagnation pressure of 3.8 bars as a function of the chamber pressure
change. The result shows a change of fluorescence of only 10% over the region of
chamber pressures corresponding to fig.l. Consequently, the change of slope can
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not be attributed to the change of the champer pressure because of the limited
pumping speed and other loss mechanisms are involved.
Fig.3 shows the change of 128 nm band linewidth as a function of the
stagnation pressure with a discharge dc current of 20 mA. The linewidth reaches
very fast the theoretical value of 7.5 nm which is obtained from calculated energy
level diagrams for the ground and the first electronic states. This figure shows
that the supersonic expansion is a very effective way to concentrate all

the

available dimers in the lowest state. Similar small linewidths have been observed
in the electron beam pumped experiment but with argon pressures in the cell over
20 bars.
Fig.4 shows a typical spectrum of the argon dimer with a pulsed discharge
excitation for a stagnation pressure of 6.6 bar and a charging voltage of 6 KV.
The energy storage capacitor and the capacitor across the nozzle had a value of
7.5 nF and 6 nF respectively. The detection system was sampling the total Mack
cone and the time gate was chosen with such a delay in order to maximize the 128.0
nm signal. It can be seen that again a narrow spectrum, corresponding to the v = 0
vibrational state of the excited electronic state is obtained although the initial
temperature of the plasma is much higher in the case of the pulsed system. Further
experiments are planned in order to establish the influence of the different
parameters on the fluorescence in the pulsed mode of operation and compare its
efficiency with the continuous discharge operating system.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this short report we presented some results related to the supersonic
cooling of a discharge plasma. It has been shown that strong coolling takes place
even at moderate pressures of a few bars and that the fluorescence intensity
exhibit a dramatic increase at the same time. Although accurate gain and absolute
fluorescence intensity measurements are important in order to evaluate the
potential of the method for laser operation, these first results are nevertheless
very encouraging.
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ABSTRACT

Basic regimes of the KrF-laser assisted patterning of a-C:H and of
W-alloyed a-C/Si/0:H diamond-like films (DLF) of dielectrical and
metal-iike varieties are studied. Laser induced processes of the film
graphitization and ablation under the multi-pulsed irradiation are
considered. The sub-micron resolution of the film structurization is
shown to be possible by using the ablative projection UV laser
lithography.
1.INTRODUCTION
It was shown recently [1,2] that hydrogenated amorphous carbonbased diamond-like films (DLF) may combine such material properties as
high thermal and electrical conductivities, mechanical and chemical
resistivities, and some others, which creates wide perspectives for
their applications in many fields of science and technology. In this
connexion a question on methods of a local DLF modification becomes of
an importance, since they may provide the further extension for the
coatings employment e.g. in micro- and op^o electronics, integrated
optics e.t.c.
The present time a laser technique is known to be the promising one
[3-7] for the diamond and diamond-like film surface processing, with
excimer lasers being considered to be the most preferable, because of
a strong laser-to-film coupling typical of the UV spectral range. We
discuss here general features of an interaction of KrF laser pulses
with carbon-based films of few types. The main attention is paid to
new diamond-like materials, namely, to stabilized (a-C/Sl/0:H) and to
W-alloyed DLF of the dielectrical and the electrical conducting
varieties. The a-C:H films are also considered for a comparison.
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The following two basic regimes of the film structurization are
under consideration: ('i) the laser induced graphitization, and
(ii) the laser ablation.
The first one is intrinsically associated with such fundamental
material characteristic as the amorphous state stability. This is all
the more important that metastable carbon allotropes are known to be
readily transformed (e.g. by heating) to the graphite state. It is
clear that this material property to be convertible from the
dielectrical to electrical conducting state over the laser controlled
areas [6,7] may be of great perspectives for electronic applications.
The second regime is the most universal one for all kinds of solid
materials. The special attention is paid here to the correlation
between the film structure and the ablation kinetics as well as to
peculiarities of the process resulting from a multi-pulsed mode of the
film laser irradiation.
a. EXPERIMENTAL
The a-C/Si/0:H films (C:Si:0=3:1:1 » of thicknesses 100-500nm were
synthesized on silicon, quartz and sitail plates by using a chemical
plasma deposition technique. A glow discharge plasma were excited in
poly-phenyi-methyl-siioxane vapors in a triode scheme with a RF potential being applied to substrates. The same reactor enables us also to
deposit a-C!H films by using an acetylene plasma.
The a-C/Si/0:H coatings were characterized by high dielectrical
breakdown strengths (=300V/|lm>, and by an improved elasticity, which
provides their much better functionality as compared to a—ClH films.
The a-C/Si/0:H coatings were transparent for a visible radiation, but
appeared to be strongly absorbing in the UV (see Fig.l». The latter
apriory provides a high efficiency of a DLF excimer laser processing.
A metal doping of these films made it possible to change their
electrical resistivities from dielectrical to metal-like ones (till
10 Hem). The doping was achieved by an evaporation of an auxiliary
W-plate into the reactor volume during the film deposition.
In experiments a KrF excimer laser was used generating 20-ns pulses
of the 246-nm radiation with pulse repetition rates up to 100Hz. Films
of all types were irradiated directly in the air. A special optical
scheme was applied to provide the ^iniform surface illumination over
lx2mm areas at fiuences up to U/cm . In tests on a DLF microstructurization an optical projection of a chromium-on-quartz photo mask onto
film surfaces was employed by using a quartz micro-objective.
An ablation kinetics was studied by controlling a grove depth in
films have been exposed to an appropriate number of laser shots. A
profylometer of the model 242 was used which enabled us to measure a
current film thickness at an accuracy not less than 2unm. Structural
transformation in films were studied by using Raman- and Auger spectroscopies. Excimer laser induced variations of DLF optical properties
were controlled in-situ by using a He-Ne laser (A,= 683nm).
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Fig.l. Transmittahce spectra of
250-nm thickness a-C/Sl/0:H films
on quartz substrate before (l)and
after (2-4) furnace air annealing.

Fig.2. Raman spectra of 200-nm
a-C/Sl/0:H d-3j and 450-nm
a-C:H (4) films: 1,4-as deposited
films; 2-after furnace annealing
(700C, 20min.); 3-after N=82laser
shots at fiuence E=120mJ/cm .

laser fiuence is decreasing e.g. from E=i20mJ/cm till E=60mJ/cm2 the
same graphitization level is achieved only after N=iö (instead of few)
pulses, but the exposure dose required to produce the necessary
transformation in films is increasing by orders of magnitude
Contrary to a-C/Sl/0:H films, the structure of as' deposited a-C:H
coating proved to be determined by their thickness. The amorphization
degree of these films is high until their thicknesses are smaller than
some critical value of H =25ü-300nm. The upper layers out of this
limit appeared to be partially graphitized exhibiting a graphite- likp
Qar?ur^than a diamond-like behavior. Raman spectra taken from thick
a U.H films (spectrum 4 in Fig.2) become analogous to that ones of a
poly-crystalline graphite [8] with average grain sizes of the order of
4 nm Therefore, a question on the state stability with respect to the
graphitization becomes conditional to a great extend for thick a-C.'H
coatings. Nevertheless, the laser irradiation would still result in
some additional material modification, e.g. in a graphite crystallite
size increasing and, thereby, in variations of electrical, chemical,
optical and other material properties.
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3. 2. Laser- ablation kinetics
There are two main mechanisms of a laser induced material removal
from DLP: a chemical etching of graphitized surfaces by oxygen, and a
laser evaporation (ablation). A main attention is paid here to the
ablative etching, as to the most efficient way of a film structurisation. As to the chemical etching, it will be discussed separately in
some our next works. Here we restrict the consideration only by few
remarks on chemical etching peculiarities determined by film material
properties.
The most important of them is an influence of a self-passivation
on the etching, which is natural to expect for stabilised and metal
alloyed films. The deal is that the etching, being started, would
result inevitably in a surface layer enrichment by silicon- or metal
oxides and, hence, in a subsequent blocking the etching. Even though
the passivation effect is absent (e.g. for a-C:H films) the chemical
process appears to be of low efficiency with typical etch rates being
as high as few Angstrom per pulse. Both these facts make the chemical
effect of a little practical meaning for the film structurization.
According to our measurements the ablation becomes to dominate upon
the chemical process (etch rates became higher than V=1A per pulse)
starting from fluences Ea
100 mJ/cm . The EQ-values depend on DUt
thicknesses and substrate types. For an example, the ablation regime
threshold is as high as Ea= 80 and 90mJ/cm for 150-nm a-C:H films on
quarts and silicon substrates, resp. For thicker films the threshold
increases e.g.-up to the value of Ea=150mJ/cm for the 450-nm films on
silicon substrates.
Experiments have shown the ablation kinetics depends on film's and
substrate's types (primarily on their thermophysical properties) as
well as on current coating thicknesses. Some examples of ablation
curves for a-C/Si/0:H films taken in a form of dependencies of current
film thicknesses on a number of laser shots are presented in Fig.3.
One can see that the ablation proceeds inhomogeneously during the
multi-pulsed exposure. Etch rates are increasing initially and then
become stabilized at some fluence controlled values, V(E), shown in
Fig.4. As an ablation front approaches to film-substrate interfaces,
the other tendency is observed characterized by an etching rate drop,
which is obviously determined by an increasing of heat losses into the
substrate. Let us note that the ablation degeneracy is expressed most
of all when the well heat conducting silicon substrate is used.
It should be noted that ablation curves of thick a-C:H films have
not exhibited any qualitatively new features which might be expected
from their bi-layer (graphite-like/diamond-like) structure. Only some
differences in V(E)-plot details have been observed (see Fig.4).
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a-C/Si/0:H - film
on quartz

Fig.3 Ablation curves of
a-C/Si/0:H films for different
KrP laser fluences.

5
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Experiments have revealed also a strong correlation between V(E)values and film and substrate types. As it is seen from Fig. 4, the
ablation rates of a-C:H film are significantly lower when the silicon
substrate is used. It is also characteristic for the process that the
etch rate is increasing as film thicknesses rise. This is also
naturally to wait since a role of heat losses to the substrate becomes
less important.
Contrary to the above situation, ablation rates of a-C/Si/0:H films
are practically independent on the substrate type at least for coating
thicknesses H ^200nm, which is the direct evidence on the rather poor
material heat conductance. An upper ^imit of a thermal diffusivity can
be evaluated as % 5 H /Al = 5 10 cm /sec (here T = 20ns is the laser
pulse duration). This value appears to be by more than one order of
magnitude less than thermal diffusivities typical of a-C:H films.
The film doping by metal give rises in variations of electrical and
thermophysical material properties. Therefore it is natural to wait an
existence of the strong influence of the metal concentration on the
ablation kinetics. Fig.4 shows that this is really the case. One can
see that the lower the electrical sheet resistance (the higher the
metal concentration), the lower the ablation rate under the same irradiation condition until the sheet resistance is higher than P=100Ü/D.
Then the ablation rate becomes only slightly dependent on the metal
concentration.
Experiments have shown that the "DLF-substrate" system type affects
also on a fluence dependent behavior of ablation rates. So, under a
sufficiently intensive irradiation the ablation of many films can be
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V Ln(E/E*) with E described by a logarithmic V-vs-E scaling law:
system
type. This V(E)
values being determined by the "film-substrate
W-alloyed
and
heavy
dependency type is valid best of all 1%*%*
.^,nao rm silicon
(0*1000/0 ) films, as well as for a-C/Si/0.H coatings on
substrates. The linear V(E) approximation may be also good for the
a-C/Si/0:H film ablation, when the quartz substrate is used, which is
probably associated with some influence of the substrate type on film
Str

¥heUaSlationaof W-alloyed films characterised by intermediate sheet
resistances (10a-104n/0) exhibits the more complicated behavior It is
typical of these films an initial linear increasingot ablation rates
at low fluences and a subsequent saturation ot V(E)-curves. Let, us
note that the analogous effect (more or less expressed) is al~o
observed for all other films.
Tyrm
One should underline the principle difference between the above DLF
ablation peculiarity and that of the ablation of other solid carbon
allotropes (e.g. of diamond and graphite crystals) It is known that
?he diamond film laser ablation [3,5] proceeds m the linear way. Let
us note also that both the logarithmic and the linear V-vs-E scaling
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laws are typical of experiments on the pulsed UV laser processing of
organometallic compound [10] and polymer [11] films.
The mechanisms of this bi-modal ablation behavior is under the
extensive discussion (e.g.[11]), but still is not well understood now.
Inour opinion the so-called explosion approach may be fruitful here,
which consider the ablation to start provided the energy deposition
density would reach some critical level of Q . Besides, and this is of
a principle role, the ablation event is admitted to be delayed from
the
ua!er action- It Possible to show that under the above assumptions
the V(E) scaling law would be determined greatly by the relation between the laser pulse duration, T, and the delay time, td, of a solidto-vapor transition. In order to prove this, it is enough to compare
cases of the instantaneous (td << T) and the delayed (t > 1) material
removal via the ablation.
According,po our measurements the UV photon penetration depth into
the film» K , appears to be comparable to thicknesses of 10-100nm
typical of the a single pulse removed layers (absorption coefficient
values are as high as Ko=2.0-3.5 10 cm for both a-C/Si/0:H and a-C:H
films in a low intensity limit). Thus, the energy deposition rate is
described in general case by a moving Bee's profile: dQ(Z,t) = (1-R)x
kxq(t)xexp{(-kx(Z-S(t))dt, (here R is a light reflectance, q(t) is the
laser intensity time-history, S(t) is the current ablation front
position along the laser beam (Z-axis).
In the case of a simultaneous solid-to-vapor decay the ablation
would proceed obviously in the manner of a layer by layer surface
evaporation, with the ablatyn front position being described by the
boundary condition Q(S(t))=Q. Then, as it has been shown in [11] by an
integration of the energy rate equation, the ablation rate behavior is
described by the rather transparent relation:
V = (1-R) E/Q*

(1),

which is also typical of all cases of the surface light absorption
mode.
The qualitatively different situation occurs when the inertia time
appears to be comparable to the laser pulse duration. Then the laser
film Pumping is determined by the standing (not moving) Bee's profile:
Q(z)=(1-R)xkxExexp(-kxZ). Under these conditions the ablation should
have a character of the simultaneous explosion of whole layers of
thicknesses Z derived from the stationary condition Q(Z )= Q , which
give rises to the other well-known expression for the ablation rate■
V = z*= k 1Ln{(1-R)kE/Q*}

(2),

i.e. the logarithmic, ablation mode is realized.
The question on factors might be responsible for the ablation delay
arises immediately here. First of all, the inertia of a material rarefaction from a condensed to a vapor state should be considered. As
regarding to ablation experiments, it really may be of an importance
since the strong shielding of the laser pumping of deeper film layers
remaines to be significant until a decaying material density would be
reduced at least by an or.der of magnitude as compared to the film one
By using values of U * 10 cm/sec for the typical vapor expansion velo301

city one obtains for the effective delay time:td = 10V/U = 0.1 ns for
ablation rate values of V * lOnm per pulse. As seen, the above factor
may become of the principle role only for sub-nanosecond laser pulses,
but not in our experiments. Thus, other ablation delay mechanisms must
be taken into account.
As a reasonable hypothesis we would support the same assumption as
it has been carried out previously [12] for an interpretation of some
features of the excimer laser induced ablation of amorphous selenium
films. This hypothesis takes into consideration the probable explosive
decay of localized excited electronic states originating in some
amorphous structures under irradiation. Of course, this analogy may
appear to be not correct. In any case the further analysis is required,
in particular, the additional characterisation of the process.
Some results of the logarithmic ablation mode characterization are
summarized in Table. Data on absorption coefficients, k , were derived
here by using relation (2) from slopes of V(Ln(E))-curves (Fig.4). In
the brackets there are presented absorption coefficient values, Ko ,
determined in the spectrometric measurement. The E -values (i.e.regime
effective thresholds) correspond to intersections of logarithmic V(Ä)extrapolations to zero ablation velocities. The. effective ablation
heat, Q , was calculated by using the relation: Q = E k(1-K), where K=
=0.17 and 0.08 resp. for a-C/Si/0:H and a-C:H films. We believe that
Q -values presented correspond to real phase transition latent heats
only for a-C/Si/0:H films and (to a less extend) for thin a-C:H films
on quartz substrates. In all other cases (e.g. of a-C:H coatings on
silicon substrates) these values are admitted to contain a significant
additional part determined by an energy dissipation into film and
substrate bulks.

TABLE: Parameters of logarithmic ablation mode
a-C:H films:
quartz substrate

silicon substrate

thickness, nm

200

450

200

E*, mJ/cm2

155

290

340

1.8 (3.5 )

1.7

2.0

23

41

57

k,

105cm"1

Q*, kJ/cm3
a-C/Si/0:H films:
thickness,nm

240

200

E*, mJ/cm2

170

210

1.8 (2.5-3.0)

1.6

25

27

k,

105 cm"1

Q*. kJ/cm3
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The Table exhibits at least two basic results which may become of
the. principle importance for the further investigation. First of all,
one should pay attention to the fact that all dynamic absorption
coefficient values are noticeably lower (by a factor 1.5-2) as
compared to corresponding spectroscopic ones (measured in low light
intensity limits). It seems all the more surprising that the DLF
graphitization is usually expected to be the primary laser induced
effect (also in ablation experiments), which is to result, in any
case, in the significant absorption coefficient increase. The latter
was really observed e.g. in our previous studies on the excimer laser
processing of diamond films [5].
^
Secondly, the typical ablation heat value, Q , appears to be
approximately by one order of magnitude lower than the graphite
vaporisation latent heat (=270 kJ/cm ). Both of these fact enable us
to make the following conclusion: the intensive laser ablation of
diamond-like materials proceeds not through the intermediate stage of
the graphitization, but directly from amorphous states. As to the
dynamic decrease in absorption coefficients, this fact may serve, in
our opinion, as an indirect evidence on the amorphous material
excitation under the intensive laser irradiation.
To finish this work let us report some preliminary results on a
micro-structure formation under the laser irradiation. Along with the
rather transparent technological aim, these tests are also of some
scientific interest. For example, a direct comparison of irradiated
spot dimensions with those ones of modified film areas may give us an
additional information on film properties, in particular, on probable
laser induced explosive phenomena.
Experiments performed at the l|-l-optieal resolution have revealed
the following. The multi-p>ulsed ablative lithograp>hy in S-ClH films
have resulted in an appearance of 2-3(1 grap>hitization halo, which
should be ascribed, on one hand, to the exp>losive grap>hitization

Fig. 5 SEM of patterns obtained by UV laser ablative lithograp>hy in
450-nm a-C/Si/0lH film on silicon substrate.
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effect (analogously to the well-known a-Si explosive crystallization).
At the same time this supposition is the greatly beforehand one, since
the same fact may be interpreted, on the other hand, as a result of a
trivial temperature profile spreading because of the high thermal
conductivity of the film material.
n/c-i/n.u
Contrary to the above situation, the laser processing ot a-0/üi/u.n
films stabilized with respect to the graphitization appears to be
practically free from any significant halo effect. An electron micrograph of patterns produced in these films in the same regime of the
ablative lithography is presented in Fig.5. It seen, the structure is
characterized by 1.2|i-width strips, but halo dimensions are less than
0.3(1. These results enable to affirm that the sub-micron resolution
can be surely achieved in the laser structurization of these films.
The additional test have shown this to be really the case at least in
regimes of the laser induced film graphitization.
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Excimer-Dye Laser System for Diagnosis and Therapy of Cancer
36980005 The Hague EXCIMER LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS in English 1991 pp
467-478
[Article by Ludwik Pokora and Zbigniew Puzewicz of the Institute of Quantum
Electronics]
[Text]

ABSTRACT

The paper presents the construction and basic characteristics of
excimer-dye laser system specially projected for diagnosis and therapy of cancer using HpD method. Our laser generate of 405 nm or
630 nm lines respectively.The basic characteristics of that laser
system we present.
1■INTRODUCTION
Examples of laser diagnosis and therapy of cancer by the HpD method were described by the authors of papers.1"4 It is worth to notice, that a pulse laser system have a considerable advantage2 over the
set of continuous operation laser e.g. argon-dye system.3'4 The very
efficient pulse laser source for excitation of organic dyes is a excimer laser. ' The efficiency of pumping laser dyes by UV radiation
(X=£48nm or X=308nm)of excimer laser are almost £ times higer in comparision with pumping by harmonics (£u , 3u> )of the YAG:Nd laser
light. In spite of the shown advantages of excimer lasers and efficiency of generation by organic dyes pumped by excimer lasers such
system are relatively new and little prevailent. Moreover, rough requirements for all medical devices both in relation to safety of work
and to reliability, parameters stability and exploitation simplicity
make these lasers interesting as far as their technology and structure are concerned. Below, we will present some results of our laser
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system project and of our fiber optic system of guiding of laser radiation into the operated object.
P.CONSTRUCTION OF EXCIMER-DYE LASER SYSTEM AND FIBER OPTIC
DELIVERY SYSTEM
In the HpD method1 is necessary to use apparatus with special parameters. The laser should protect generation of two wevelengths:
diagnostic and therapeutic. In the case of applying the porphynn
compounds (photosensitizer in the HpD method), for the diagnosis purpose blue radiation (X=405 nm) is required, whereas for the therapy
red line (\=630 nm) is suitable. For the detection and analysis of
the treatment area of the tissue an additional enlighting by UV radiation from Xenon lamp2 is often applied. The value of the laser radiation energv and the frequency of pulses repetition must be a compromise between radiation dose1 required for the effective treatment
(~£00 J/cm2) and the energy density which can be transmitted through
an optical fiber with definite diameter.8 For the short nanosecond
laser pulses with its high intensity, energy to 50 J/cm can be typically 8 transmitted through a quartz optical fiber.
From the above requirements, given shortly of necessity there have
appeared necessary elements for our EXCIMER-DYE laser system for application in the HpD method. However we based in our works directly
on the publications, e.g.2, of Prof. Y.Hayata team.
The construction of our diagnosic-therapy system is shown in
Fig i. The scheme of the structure of two-wave (405nm and 530nm) dye
laser is shown in -Fig. E. This laser is pumped by the XeCl excimer
system. A part (~ iO'/"i of the laser radiation is directed by the beam
splitter to the lens-optical fiber system illuminating the treatment
area. In our opinion such a system simplifies the apparatus construction by eliminating the Xe lamp with a chopper and it makes laser
synchronization with detection system easier.
In our construction, the dye laser contains two dye cells, placed
alternatively inside a stable resonator. The plane-plane resonator
has output mirrors with dielectric coatings with two clear maximums
in its transmission characteristics. This characteristics are shown
in Fig. 3. Each dye cell contains different dye, We apply dyes of
Lambda Physik. One cell is filled with LC 4090 dye (Diphenyl Stilbene) dissolved in dioxane. This dye generated the diagnosis line
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(\rv,„„:405 nm) . The second cell contains a solution of LC 5400 dye
(Rhodamine iOi) in ethanol. This dye generates the therapeutic line
(\w„„=630 nm). The solutions of both dyes with volume about 0.5 litre
each are contained in cooling reservoirs. From here they are pumped
to suitable cells with the aid of small wave pumps. The dye solutions
are mixed during the laser operation. Mixing and cooling of the dye
solutions assure long-lasting stability of the laser parameters. The
change of the dye cell position, which can be top or bottom is made
mechanically/ and it assures generation of the both waves: 405 nm or
630 nm. The max. efficiency of generation of each line is approximately iOX .
Fig. 4. shows the project of our excimer-dye laser system.
An output of the two dye laser beams is guiding by one optical fiber system. Maximum energy of each beam at the input of optical fiber
(0.6 mm in diameter) did not exceed 7 mJ. Above this value of energy
a destruction of optical fiber occurs. To increase the value of output energy especially for therapeutic beam ( k - 630 nm) there were
started some investigations with the laser pulse guided by several
(£-3 pieces) fibers. The scheme of our fiber optic guiding systems
are shown in Fig. 5. The analogical to Fig. 5a mechano-optical system
provide introduction of a part (~10X) of excimer laser radiation in
order to illuminate the operation field.
3.THE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER SYSTEM
Our excimer laser is pumping by transverse electric discharge with
UV preionization.6 That works on a mixture of He:Xe:HCl or He:Xe+
+Kr:HCl gases. It generates UV radiation ( X = 308 nm ) with the max.
energy of 100 mJ and the pulse (FWHM) width about .SO ns. The pulse
repetition rate is regulated from a fraction of Hz to SOHz laser
beam. Energy and pulse duration were measured for different composition and total pressure of an active mixture He:Xe:HCl and for
various supply voltage. The range of feeding voltage (UQ) was S0-30KV
and total pressure (p„) was 800-1500 hPa.
Examples of measuring results of excimer laser are shown in three
next Figures (6-8). Fig. 9 shows a comparision of measuring and calculation9 results of XeCl laser characteristics. In the investigated
range of supply voltages (£5-30 kV) , the output energy was higher in
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a mixture with Xe+Kr than in the one with pure Xe. Both our measuring
results of laser energy are lower than theoretical one.
Our measurement system contained two energy meters, monochromator
and a fast photodiode with oscilloscope. Such a configuration of the
measurement system provided a complete diagnostic of the laser radiation pulse. The accuracy of a digital energy meter was about 10X.
This measurement system we have been used to diagnostic of basic
parameters of dye laser. Examples of these measurements are shown in
Figures 10,11. Fig. 10 shows dependence of dye laser radiation energy
as a function of dyes concentration for two various transmission of
output mirrors (DM 1, DM £). The efficiency of UV laser pumping of
DPS and Rhodamine 101 dyes for two different output mirrors are shown
in Fig. il. In all range of investigation we obtained better results
for DM£ mirror. These investigations have a preliminary character.
However we have been demonstrated a possibility of generated two wavelength light with the same laser system.
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XeCL excimer laser
(308nm,50mJ,20ns,10Hz)

Dye laser
(405nm, 630nm, 10Hz)

Cancer (HpD)
J?V

\. Illumination path

■f

Diagnosis
or therapy
laser beam

Detection tiber

Synchronization line

Fig.1.Scheme of the construction of an excimer-dye laser with
elements of detection-visualization apparatus for application of the HpD method.
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Fig.e.Construction scheme of the two-wavelength dye laser
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[Text]

ABSTRACT

An original multistage excimer XeCl laser system with the ultra-narrow
spectral bandwidth and high brightness of radiation is described. Experimental
results of study of stimulated scattering of UV (A = 308 nm) radiation are
reported.
1. MULTISTAGE XeCl EXCIMER LASER SYSTEM "CACTUS"
Excimer lasers have developed over the past few years into an efficient source
of UV radiation. However certain important applications such as high-resolution
spectroscopy,
photochemistry,
UV phase conjugation require high-brightness
narrow-bandwidth lasers .
Spectral
narrowing
of
rare-gas
halide
excimer
lasers
grazing-incidence grating configurations has already been reported .
these schemes, the spectral narrowing was limited to bandwidth values
cm
and laser pulse energy - to some ßJ due to high optical losses
gratings.

by
using
However in
about 0. 15
caused by

Our experimental installation which we have named "Cactus" is a multistage
excimer laser system built on a principle of master oscillator - preamplifiers final amplifier. It is aimed at the high-quality UV radiation (X = 308 nm) (of
small divergence and of narrow bandwidth) production which should be enough for
different nonlinear optical phenomena studying.
We have made a novel master oscillator (MO) with laser radiation of near
diffraction limited divergence and of narrow spectral bandwidth approaching to the
Fourier transformation limit of its optical pulse.
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The MO setup is shown in Fig.l. The diffraction limited divergence of its
radiation is provided by two pinholes (1) of 1.6 mm diameter placed at both sides
of active volume (2). So theyJ extract the TEM mode of the radiation.
oo
Linear optical polarization of the MO radiation was provided by the Brewster
transparent plate (3) placed in its cavity. By studying of MO parameters we
obtained that the radiation is partial polarized even in the absence of any
polarizing elements (Brewster windows, gratings). This fact we connect with
different values of conductivity of the discharge plasma along and across the
discharge. This difference is accounted for an incomplete overlapping of electron
avalanches in the discharge. This leads to the presence of many thin channels of
current connecting the anode and cathode. This displays also in cut structure of

A

5 3

Y&Hi

l A
^
HO

y\

0
~?

Fig.l The setup
of the MO

Fig 3 The output pulse
of the MO (5ns/div)

Fig.2 The spectrum of
the MO (FSR^Scm"1)
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47cKf<

l^CM-'

Fig.4 The spectrum for
the free regime

Fig.5 The setup of the installation "Cactus"

the laser beam profile. Accomodation of a plane-parallel quartz plate tilted to the
optical axis with the Brewster angle for stronger polarization (it is parallel to
the work surfaces of the anode and cathode of the discharge) allows to obtain the
good linear polarization of the MO radiation.
The laser output spectrum was narrowed by a spectral selective cavity. Its
total-reflection side includes high-reflection plane mirror (4) and the Fabry-Perot
etalon (5) tilted to the optical axis. There is the interferometric spectral
selector (6) at another side of the cavity. The selector is an indivisible hard
quartz unit and it serves as an exit mirror. Properties of the selector are based
on the phenomenon of interference and its reflectivity depends significantly on the
frequency5. The spectrum bandwidth was controlled by the Fabry-Perot etalons and
interferometers (7) with different free dispersion regions (FDR) and the camera
(8) The output spectrum of our MO is presented in Fig.2. It was obtained using the
Fabry-Perot etalon with FDR of 0.3 cm
and with finess of 15. One can see that
this spectrum bandwidth is not greater than 0.02 cm
(FWHM). But this value is as
large as the accuracy of our Fabry-Perot etalon. Therefore we have made additional
control of the bandwidth using the fast photodiode (9) and 5 GHz-pass band
oscilloscope (10). The smooth shape of the output pulse of MO (Fig.3) allows us to
suppose that there is the only one longitudinal mode with the spectrum bandwidth
value about 5-10 3 cm"1 in our case. The spectrum densitogram of the free
nonselective regime of the industrial ELI-91 excimer laser used for the M0
construction is presented in Fig.4. It was obtained using the Fabry-Perot etalon
with the FDR value of 17 cm"1. So the free regime bandwidth value is as large as 15
cm-1. It is important that the cavity of our M0 does not have any gratings and its
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spectral selective properties are based only on the phenomenon of interference.
Therefore the optical losses of our cavity are smaller and its output pulse energy
is greater as compared with the previously reported master oscillators. It must be
noted also that our master oscillator is rather simple in work and includes a small
number of optical elements. Due to this fact it is possible to work at the shortest
length of the cavity. The main parameters of our master oscillator are presented in
Table 1. The properties of the nonselective free regime of the laser operation are
presented in the same table for convenience.

Table.1. Parameters of the master oscillator
Regime
spectral
bandwidth

nonselective

selective
5-10-3cm_1

15 cm

laser beam
aperture

10-20 mm2

divergence

10~2rad

6-10~4rad

energy

50 mJ

50 nJ

duration

20 ns

10 ns

wavelength

308 nm

0 1.6 mm

308 nm

The setup of our multistage installation "Cactus" is presented in Fig.5. Here
the laser pulse of MO after its expansion by the lens telescope (1) is preamplified
in the same active volume of MO (2). Therefore its efficiency increasing is
achieved. Besides, the automatic synchronization of this preamplifier (PA) is
obviously realized. Then after the spatial filter (3) the radiation is directed to
the two-pass final amplifier (FA) (4). We have two kinds of FA. The first one was
built on the base of an industrial ELI-91 laser (as well as MO). After this the
amplified radiation has an aperture of 0.5x1 cm and energy up to 15 mJ. Such FA
allows to work at a pulse repetition rate up to 50 Hz. The second kind of FA,
pumped by electrical discharge with a plasma electrode, allows to obtain the
amplified radiation with energy up to 100 mJ at beam cross-section of 1x2 cm , and
with pulse repetition rate up to 0.5 Hz.
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2.STUDY OF STIMULATED SCATTERING OF UV LASER
RADIATION (308 nm) IN LIQUIDS
2.1 Introduction
Utilization of stimulated scattering of light in nonlinear media for obtaining
the effect of phase conjugation (PC) and wavefront reconstruction was known for
many years6. The most part of_works dealt with PC of radiation of neodimium, ruby,
and CO lasers. It was shown2 4'7 that high efficiency of PC for excimer lasers is
2

attainable too. The first study of PC of an excimer XeCl laser was presented by
E.Armandillo and D.Proch4. The laser radiation was focused into a cell with
nonlinear liquid (heptane, hexane, cyclohexane, ethanol and others) and it was
shown that reflectivity of the PC-wave from the nonlinear mirror is very high and
reaches 100% for heptane and ethanol for intensity of the pump about 300 GW/cm . It
was declared that stimulated Brillouin scattering is a physical phenomenon
responsible for PC in this case. But there are no any confirmations of such
mechanism. On the contrary, the Brillouin frequency shift for all investigated
liquids was not obtained in the work. The spectral bandwidth of the XeCl laser used
there was about 0.15 cm
and it was decided that the Brillouin frequency shift is
as large as the bandwidth of the pump radiation. It is well known that the value
of the Brillouin shift is given by the following equation:
Q = 2n(v/c)o sin(tf/2)
MB

(1),

0

where n,v - the refractive index and sound velocity for the nonlinear medium; c,u
- the velocity and frequency of the pump radiation in vacuum and ■& - an angle of
scattering. The Brillouin frequency shifts for some liquids , evaluted from the
equation (1) are presented in Table 2. The result obtained for the pump wavelength
A=694 nm is given in the last column of the table. Obviously, it is in good
agreement with that one from eq.(1). One can see that the real Brillouin shifts for
all the liquids4 are considerably greater than the spectral bandwidth of the pump
and they actually had to be resolved in the work.
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Table 2. Parameters of SBS in liquids
liquid

n

9

_

V, m/s

9

n

MB

, cm

-l

\=308nm

Q

MB

, cm

-l

A=694nm

hexane

1.37

1085

0.33

0.143

heptane

1.39

1150

0.35

-

cyclohexane

1.43

1278

0.41

-

As far as the PC for excimer lasers is of interest now we carried out a work
to solve some problems of it.
2.2. Experimental cases
The experimental setup is shown in Fig.6. It includes master oscillator (1)
and amplifier (2) based on the ELI-91 XeCl excimer lasers which were described
above (see ch.1). Beam splitter (3) with reflectivity 80% was used for isolation of
the MO from amplified PC-beam and provides simultaneous registration of the pump
and PC-beam spectra. The optical scheme of the registration including the
Fabry-Perot etalon (FPE) (or interferometer, FPI) (4), and prism (5) produced
simultaneously the images of the spectra of the pump and PC-beam at screen (6) or
camera (7). The pump beam with energy about 5 mJ and spectral bandwidth of
5-10 3cm 1 was focused after the two-pass amplifier (8) by lens (9) (f= 110 or 250
mm) to cell (10), filled with nonlinear liquid (hexane, heptane). The PC-beam thus
produced had the back travel over the setup. The intensities of the pump- and
PC-beam were controlled by fast photodiode (11) with the help of uncoated quartz
beam splitter (12), mirror (13) and appropriate filters (14, 15). An electrical
signal from the photodiode (11) was displayed by S7-19 oscilloscope (16). Time
resolution of the intensity control circuit was as large as 0.2 ns^ Spectral
resolution was determined by FPI (4) and was no more than 0.03 cm . Typical
pictures of the spectra of the pump and PC-beam which have been obtained by FPE
with the free spectral region (FSR) of 0.33 cm are represented in Fig. 7. One can
see that there are no considerable shift between the spectral lines of the pump (on
the right) and of PC-beam (on the left). The typical pulses of the pump (longer
one) and of PC-beam (shorter one) for hexane are represented in Fig. 8 (5 ns/div).
Here the pump pulse was attenuated by 5 times, so the reflectivity of the nonUnear
mirror reached a value about 20% for the pump intensity about 12 GW/cm . No
significant time delay between the pump and PC-wave was obtained, and the duration
of the pump (FWHM = 8 ns) is greater than that one of the PC-beam ( = 5 ns). This
difference of the durations cannot be explained by nonlinear compression, because
of the very small (no more than 3 mm) length of nonlinear interaction. Notes?about
analogous shorting of a PC-beam as compared with a pump beam are in works
Analogous results were obtained for other
reflectivities.
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liquids but

they revealed

less

Fig.6 The experimental setup of the stimulated scattering study

\ \ \ \\
\\\

\v
Fig.7 The spectra of the pump
and PC-beam for STS (FSR ^cm"1)

Fig.8 The pulses of the
pump and PC-beam (5 ns/div)
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2.3. Discussion
On account of the absence of the appropriate spectral shift for the PC-beam
one have to suppose the absence of the Brillouin mechanism of stimulated scattering
of radiation of the XeCl laser in liquids.
It is known that there are other physical mechanisms, except Brillouin's one,
which can lead to the PC phenomenon. These are stimulated temperature scattering
(STS) and stimulated scattering of the wing of the Rayleigh region (SSWR) based on
the optical Kerr effect.
For the purpose of appreciation of the possibility of STS nature of PC in our
case we carried out special experiments to estimate absorptivity of investigated
liquids. The values obtained are 0.046 cm 1 for hexane and 0.068 cm 1 for heptane.
This absorption can be caused by residual impurities in the liquids. For
comparison, the absorptivity of hexane used in works '6 was from 0.02 cm"1 to 0.1
cm .
The phenomenon of STS caused by absorption in a medium can be described in the
following . If two waves - pump and scattered
E • exp(ik*r - iw t)
L

L

L

and

E ■ expUkT - iw t)
S

S

S

pass the medium, then the generation of heat
acn|E|2/8IT
caused by the absorption is modulated in space and time proportional to |E + E I2.
■"-.._
L
S
The induced grating of temperature T(f,t) is described by the equation:
pcp( ST/at - *AT )= (acnE*Es/8n)exp(-iqr + int) + C. C.
where p, cp, x - density, heat capacity and
absorptivity; n - index of refraction;
n

temperature

(2),
conductivity;

a -

= \~ "s; q = \- \, r = *iqi2.

The relaxation time of the temperature grating is 10
Trei= T-1= 1.4-1.0"7-X2/[2 sin(e/2)]2

sec

(3),

where [A]= \m and e - the angle of the scattering. So, for X = 0.3 jim and
= *. Trels 3 ns tnat is less than duration of the pump (FWHM = 10 ns). Therefore
we can use a stationary theory.
e
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Refractive index of a medium depends on temperature as
5c = ( Se/5T )5T,
therefore a running volume grating of refractive index is recording in the medium.
As a result, the gain of the scattered wave |Eg|
in the case of quite weak
absorption is
g

_

a u> Ide/dT)

~

2 r p c c n '
P

_. =

L

G

. j

STS

L"

The appropriate parameters for hexane are presented in Table 3. The parameter
for stimulated Brillouin scattering in hexane is presented for comparison

G
SBS

too.
Table 3. Some optical parametrs of hexane (A = 308 nm)
a, cm

(de/aT)p,

li

G

STS

,cm/MW

r, GHz

G

SBS

, cm/MW

K"1
0.046

0.011

1.5-10"

0.3

0.022

One can see that the parameter GSTS for hexane is high enough, and for intensity
of the pump I £ 12 GW/cm2 and for the length of nonlinear interaction 1= 0,3 cm,
increment g-1 = 40 that is greater than its treshold value (g-1^- 25* 30 • The
maximum of the STS gain corresponds to antistokes spectral shift ß^s -T £ 0.01
cm

for hexane.

The absence of SBS in spite of its high gain (two times large2 than for STS,
see Table 3) can be explained by the well-known phenomenon '
of phase
synchronism breaking caused by refractive index changing which follows heating of a
medium at light absorption.
The observed shorting of pulse duration can be explained either by the same
mechanism* or by cavitation of liquids which takes place during the pump
14
duration
As regards the SSWR based on the optical Kerr effect, its relaxation time is
T

15

= ( 4iraVkT )-T) ,

where a - molecular radius, T - temperature, k - Boltzmann constant, TJ - viscosity.
For hexane it is about 0,2 ns, therefore such process can be considered as
stationary one for our pump durations. Then, the stationary gain for SSWR in its
maximum is
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£ a

Fig.9

The spectra of the pump and PC-beam
0,6 cm-1(b,d))
a.b - for STS; c,d - for four-wave mixing

(FSR

=

17

Fig.10 The schematic of the four-wave mixing in our case
a - noncoinside axes of the beams, b - coinside ones
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cm_1(a,c),

5

MAX

where

is

e

16

disulfidl

the

constant

u

o

e

IE |2/ 4 c (c )

of

self-focusing,

1/2

e

- GSSWR- IL.
=

CQ
3

(CS2) with extremely high e^ G « 7.6.10"

*

0.5-cJEl .

For

carbon

cm/MW for X=0. 3 jxm. But for

such liquids as'hexane or heptane, with e,, about 50 times less than that one for
CS , the constant GsswR is very small as compared with that one of SBS or STS (see
Table 3) The stokeTIlpectral shift for the maximum of the SSWR gain in hexane is
H
= r'a 0.17 cm"1. Hence, the SSWR can be ignored in our experimental case.
SSWR
C C? t.l o

2.4.Observation of stimulated scattering by quasi-degenerate
four-wave mixing of XeCl laser radiation in liquids
In some experiments, we observed quite a strange effect. The spectrum of the
PC-beam was changed very much. Instead of thin lines corresponding to STS (Fig.9
ab) a wide spectrum (Fig.9 c.d) corresponding to the two most strong vibrational
lines of the XeCl laser was appeared. It was not a mistake of experiment and these
patterns did not depend on the kind of nonlinear liquid (hexane, heptane). It
cannot be explained on the base of nature of stimulated scattering of narrow
bandwidth Pum? changing (the parameters of SBS, STS, SSWR are discussed above) The
unique adequate explanation of that we have observed is the following There is
anXr light beam,* which is focused to the cell (10) (see Fig. 6) .This is the, beam
of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) signal, which is generated in the
amplifier (8) during two passes of amplification.
It has a wide spectrum
characteristic for the XeCl laser in the free regime and with large divergence. As
it is produced with the help of the same optical elements (mirrors M^ .M2> Fig.6j,
its optical axis is near to that one of the amplified beam of the pump. Hence, the
caustics of these two beams in the focal region of lens (9) are near each other
(but they may not coincide). The ASE beam cannot excite any stimulated scattering
itself because of its small energy and large divergence. But for such accidental
alignments of the setup when these optical axes coincide, the ASE beam can be
scattered by the volume golographic grating produced by the powerful high quality
pump beam and its STS beam (see Fig. 10). The pump and STS beams works as two
supporting ones in this case of quasi-degenerative four-wave mixing . The small
spectral shift for STS promotes this process.
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